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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION".

Some time after the publication of an Octavo Edition of Euclid's

Elements with Geometrical Exercises, &c., designed for the use of Aca-^

dcmical Students; at the request of some schoolmasters of eminence, a

duodecimo Edition of the Six Books was put forth on tlie same plan for the

use of Schools. Soon after its appearance, Professor Christie, the Secretary

of the Royal Society, in the Preface to his Treatise on Descriptive Geometry

for the use of the Royal Military Academy, was pleased to notice these

works in the following terms :
—" When the greater Portion of this Part of

the Course was printed, and had for some time been In use in the Acad-

emy, a new Edition of Euclid's Elements, by Mr. Robert Potts, M. A., of

Trinity College, Cambridge, which is likely to supersede most others, to the

extent, at least, of the Six Books, was pubHshed. From the manner of

arranging the Demonstrations, this edition has the advantages of the sym-

bolical form, and it is at the same time free from the manifold objections to

which that form is open. The duodecimo edition of this Work, comprising

only the first Six Books of Euclid, with Deductions from them, having been

introduced at this Institution as a text ^ook, now renders any other Treatise

on Plane Geometry unnecessary in our course of Mathematics."

For the very favourable reception which both Editions have met with,

the Editor's grateful acknowledgements are due. It has been his desire in

putting forth a revised Edition of the School Euclid, to render the work in

some degree more worthy of the favour which the former editions have

received. In the present Edition several errors and oversights have been

corrected, and some additions made to the notes: the questions on each

book have been considerably augmented and a better arrangement of the

Geometrical Exercises has been attempted: and lastly, some hints and re-

marks on them have been given to assist the learner. The additions made
to the present Edition amount to more than fifty pages, and it is hoped

that they will render the work more useful to the learner.

And here an occasion may be taken to quote the opinions of some able

men respecting the use and importance of the Mathematical Sciences.

On the subject of Education in its most extensive sense, an ancient wri-

ter "directs the aspirant after excellence to commence with the Science of

Moral Culture; to proceed next to Logic; next to Mathematics; next to

Physics; and lastly, to Theology." Another writer on Education would

place Mathematics before Logic, which (he remarks) "seems the preferable



course: for by practising itself in the former, the. mind becomes stored with

distinctions; tlie faculties of constancy and firmucss are established; and its

rule is always to distinguish between cavilling and investigation—between

close reasoning and cross rcasoniiiy ; for the contrary of all which habits,

those are for the most part noted, who apply themselves to Logic withouc

studying in some department of Mathematics ; taking noise and wrangling

for proficiency, and thinking refutation accomplished by the instancing of u

doubt. This will explain the inscription placed by Plato over the door of

his house :
' Whoso knows not Geometry, let him not enter here.' On the

precedence of Moral Culture, however, to all the other Sciences, the ac-

knowledgement is general, and the agreement entire." The same writer

recommends the study of the Mathematics, for the cure of "compound igno-

rance." " Of this," he proceeds to say, " the essence is opinion not

agreeable to fact ; and it necessarily involves another opinion, namely, that

we are already possessed of knowledge. So that besides not knowing, we

know not that we know not ; and hence its designation of compound igno-

rance. In like manner, as of many chronic complaints, and established

maladies, no cure can be effected by physicians of the body : of this, no

cure can be effected by physicians of the mind: for with a pre-supposal of

knowledge in our own regard, the pursuit and acquirement of further

knowledge is not to be looked for. The approximate cure, and one from

which in the main much benefit may be anticipated, is to engage the patient

in the study of measures (Geometry, computation, &c.); for in such pursuits

the true and the false are separated by the clearest interval, and no room is

left for the intrusions of fancy. From these the mind may discover the de-

light of certainty ; and when, on returning to his own opinions, it finds ia

them no such sort of repose and gratification, it may discover their erro-

neous character, its ignorance may become simple, and a capacity for the

acquirement of truth and virtue be obtained."

Lord Bacon, the founder of Inductive Philosophy, was not insensible of

the high importance of the Mathematical Sciences, as appears in the fol-

lowing passage from his work on " The Advancement of Learning."

"The Mathematics are either pure or mixed. To the pure Mathemnticg

are those sciences belonging which handle quantity determinate, merely

severed from any axioms of natural philosophy ; and these are two. Geom-

etry, and Ariihmetic; the one handling quantity continued, and the othei'

dis.sevcred. Mixed hath for subject some axioms or parts of natural philos«

ophy, and considcreth quantity determined, as it is auxiliary and incident

unto them. For many parts of nature can neither be invented with sufficient

subtlety, nor demonstrated with sufficient perspicuity, nor accommodated unto

use with suCQcient dexterity, without the aid and intervening of the Mathe-

matics; of which sort are perspective, music, astronomy, cosmography,

architecttu'e, enginery, and diver? others.



" In the Mathematics I can report no deficience, except it be that men do

not sufficiently understand the excellent use of the pure Mathematics, in

that tbey do remedy and cure many defects in the wit and faculties intel-

lectual. For, if the wit be dull, they sharpen it ; if too wandering, they fix

it ; if too inherent in the sense, they abstract it. So that as tennis is a

game of no use in itself, but of great use in respect that it maketh a quiclc

eye, and a body ready to put itself into all postures; so in the Mathematics,

tiiat use which is collateral and intervenient, is no less worthy than that

which is principal and intended. And as fo.v the mixed Mathematics, I may

only make this prediction, that there cannot fail cO be more kinds of them,

as nature grows further disclosed."

How truly has this prediction been fulfilled in the subsequent advance-

ment of the Mixed Sciences, uMd in \bc applicaf\ons of the pure Mathematics

to Natural Philosopny i

Dr. Whewell, in his "Thoughts on the 5?tudy of Mathematics," has

maintained, that mathematical studies judiciously pursued, form one of the

most effective means of developing and cultivating the reason : and that

"the object of a liberal education is to develope the whole mental system

of man ;—to make his speculative inferences coincide with his practical con-

victions ;—to enable him to render a reason for the belief that is in him, and

not to leave him in the condition of Solomon's sluggard, who is wiser in his

own conceit than seven men that can render a reason." And in his more

recent work entitled, " Of a Liberal Education, &c." he has more fully shewn

the importance of Geometry as one of the most effectual instruments of

intcllcctn;il education. In page .55 he thus proceeds:—"But besides the

value of Mathematical Studies in Education, as a perfect example and com-

plete exercise of demonstrative reasoning; Mathematical Truths have this

additional recommendation, that they have always been referred to, by each

Buccessive generation of thoughtful and cultivated men, as examples of truth

and of demonstration ; and have thus become standard points of reference,

among cultivated men, whenever they speak of truth, knowledge, or proof.

Thus ilatheniatics has not only a disciplinal but an historical interest. This

is peculiarly the case with those portions of Mathematics which wc have

mentioned. We find geomf^trictil proof adduced in illustration of the nature

of reasoning, in the earliest speculations on this subject, the Dialogues of

Plato ; we find geometrical proof one of the main subjects of discussion in

Fonie of the most recent of such speculations, as those of Dugald Stewart

and his contemporaries. The recollection of the truths of Elementary

Geometry has, in all ages, given a meaning and a reality to the best attempts

to explain man's power of arriving at truth. Other branches of Mathematics

have, in like manner, become recognized examples, among educated men,

of man's powers of attaining truth."

Dr. Pemberton, in the preface to his view of Sir Isaac Newton's Dis-



VI PREFACE.

coveries, makes mention of the circumstance, " that Newton used to speak

with regret of liis mistake, at the bcp;ini)iiig of his Mathematical Studies, in

having appHcd himself to the works of Descartes and other Algebraical wri-

ters, before he bad considered the Elements of Euclid with the attention

they deserve."

To these we may subjoin the opinion of Mr. John Stuart Mill, which he

has recorded in his invaluable System of Logic, (Vol. ii. p. 180,) in the fol-

lowing terms :
—" The value of Mathematical instruction as a preparation for

those more difficult investigations, (physiology, society, government, &c.,)

consists in the applicability not of its doctrines, but of its method. Mathe-

matics will ever remain the most perfect type of the Deductive Method in

general ; and the applications of Mathematics to the simpler branches of

physics, furnish the only school in which pliilosophers can effectually learn

the most difficult and important portion of their art, flie employment of the

laws of simpler phenomena for explaining and predicting those of the more

complex. These grounds are quite sufficient for deeming mathematical

tiiiiiiing an indispensable basis of real scientific education, and regarding,

with Plato, one who is ayea),a€TpriTos, as wanting in one of the most essential

qualifications for the successful cultivation of the higher branches of phi-

losophy."

In addition to these authorities it may be remarked, that the new Regu-

lations which were confirmed by a Grace of the Senate on the 11th of May,

1846, assign to Geometry and to Geometrical methods, a more important

place in the Examinations both for Honors and for the Ordinary Degree in

tills University.

Trinity College, r. p,

Ifarch 1, 1850.

This Edition (the fifth) has been augmented by about fifty pages of addi-

tional Notes, Questions, and Geometrical Exercises.

Trinity College, r. p.

I^ovember 5, 1859.



EUCLID'S
ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY.

BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

I.

A POiXT is that wliicli has no parts, or which has no magnitud«^

II.

A line is length without breadth.

in.

The extremities of a line are points.

IV.

A straight line is that which lies evenly between its extreme points.

Y.

A superficies is that which has only length and breadth.

VI.

The extremities of a superficies are lines.

VII.

A plane fiuperficies is that in which any two points being taken, the
straight line between them lies wholly in that superficies.

VIII.

A plan» angle is the inclination of two lines to each otlier in a

planfc, which meet together, but are not in the same straight Hue.

IX.

A plane rectilineal angle is the inclination of two straight lines to

one another, which meet together, but are not in the same straight line.

A
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N.B. If there be only one angle at a point, it may be expressed by
a letter placed at that point, as the angle at E: but when several angles

are at one point i?, eitlier of them is expressed by three letters, of which
the lctt(n- that is at tlie vertex of the angle, that is, at the point in which
the straight lines that contain the angle meet one another, is put between
the other two letters, and one of these two is somewhere upon one of

these straight lines, and the other upon the other line. Thus the angle

which is contained by the straight lines AB^ CB, is named the angle ABC,
or (.'BA ; that which is contained by AB, DB, is named the angle ABJ),
or DBA ; and that which is contained by DB, C'B, is called the angle

DBC, or CBB.

X.

"Wlien a straight line standing on another straight line, makes the

ndjaeent angles equal to one another, each of these angles is called a

right angle ; and the straight line which stands on the other is called

a, perpendicular to it.

XI.

An obtuse angle is that which is greater than a right angle.

XII.

An acute angle is that which is less than a right angle.

XIII.

A term or boundary is the extremity of any thing.

XIV.

A fignre is that which is enclosed by one or more boundaries



DEFINITIONS.

XV.

A circle is a plane figure contained by one line, which is called the

circumference, and is such that all straight lines drawn from a certain

point within the figure to the circumference, are equal to one another.

XYI.

And this point is called the center of the circle.

XYII.

A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through the cen-

ter, and terminated both ways by the circumference.

XVIII.

A semicircle is the figure contained by a diameter and the part

of the circumference cut oft' by the diameter.

XIX.

The center of a semicircle is the same with that of the circle.

XX.

Rectilineal figures are those which are contained by straight lines.

XXI.

Trilateral figures, or triangles, by three straight lines.

XXII.

Quadrilateral, by four straight lines.

xxni.

Multilateral figures, or polygons, by more than four straight lines.
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XXIV.
Of three-sided figures, an equilateral triangle is that which has

three equal sides.

XXV.
An isosceles triangle is that which has two sides equaL

XXVI.
A scalene triangle is that which has three unequal sides.

XXVII.
A right-angled triangle is that Avhich has a right angle.

XXVIII.
An obtuse-angled triangle is that which has an obtuse angle.

XXIX.

An acute-angled triangle is that which has three acute angles.

XXX.
Of quadrilateral or four-sided figures, a square has all its sides

equal and all its angles right angles.



DEFINITIONS.

XXXI.
An oblong is that which has all its angles right angles, but has

not all its sides equal.

XXXII.
A rhombus has all its sides equal, but its angles are not right angles.

XXXIII.
A rhomboid has its opposite sides equal to each other, but all its

sides are not equal, nor its angles right angles.

XXXIV.
AH other four-sided figures besides these, are called Trapeziums.

XXXV.
Parallel straight lines are such as are in the same plane, and which

being produced ever so far both ways, do not meet.

A.

A parallelogram is a four-sided figure, of which the opposite sides

are parallel : and the diameter, or tlie diagonal is the straight line

joining two of its opposite angles.

POSTULATES.

I.

Let it be granted that a straight line may be drawn from any one

point to any other point.

II.

That a terminated straight line may be produced to any length

in a straight line.

III.

And that a circle may be described from any center, at any dis-

tance from that center.
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AXIOMS.

I.

Tm^TGS wbicli are equal to the same thing are equal to on© another.

II.

If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal.

III.

If equals be taken from equals, the remainders are equal.

IV.

If equals be added to unequals, the wholes arc imequal.

Y.

If equals be taken from unequals, the remainders arc unequal.

VI.

Things which are double of the same, are equal to one another.

VII.

Things which are halves of the same, are equal to one another.

VIII.

Magnitudes which coincide with one another, that is, which exactly

fill the same space, are equal to one another.

IX.

The whole is greater than its part.

X.

Two straight lines cannot enclose a space.

XL
AU right angles are equal to one another.

xn.

If a straight line meets two straight lines, so as to make the two
interior angles on the same side of it taken together less than two
riglit angles; tliese straight lines being continually produced, shall a^'

length meet upon tluxt side on which are the angles which are ler

than two right angles.



BOOK I. PROP. I., II.

PROPOSITIOX I. PROBLEM,
/b describe an equilateral triangle upon a r/ivenjinite straight line.

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is retj[uired to describe an equilateral triangle upon AB.
c

FroKi the center A^ at the distance AB, describe the circle BCD\
{post. 3.)

from the center 7?, at the distance BA, describe the circle A CE\
and from C, one of the points in which the circles cut one another,

^

draw the straight linos CA, CB to the points .4, B. (post. 1.)

Then yi^C shall be an equilateral triangle.

Because the point A is the center of tlie circle BCD,
therefore ^6' is equal to AB\ (def. 15.)

ana because the point B is tlie center of the circle ACE,
therefore BC is equal to AB;

but it has been proved that AC is equal to AB\
therefore AC, BC are each of them equal to AB;

but things ivliich are equal to tiie same thing are equal to one another;
tlierefore A Cis e(iual to BC\ (ax. 1.)

wherefore AB, BC, GA are equal to one another:
and the triangle ABC'is. therefore equilateral,

and it ij described upon the given straiglit line AB.
Which was required to be done.

PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM.
From a given point, to draw a straiglit line equal to a given straight line.

Let A bo the given point, and BC tlie given straight line.

It is required to draw from the point A, a straight line equal to BC.

Prom tlie point A to 7> draw the straight lino AB; (post. 1.)

upon yl/y describe the eiiuilatcral triangle ABB, (i. 1.)

and produce tiie straight lines I)A, DB to Vi'and /•'; (post. 2.)

from the center B, at the distance BC, describe the circle CGIF,
(post. 3.) cutting IjF\\\ the point G;

and from the center />, at the distance DO, describe the circle GKL,
cutting A E in the point L.
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Then the straight line AL shall be equal to BC.
Because the i>oint B is the center of the circle OGH,

therefore BC is equal to Bf/; (def. 15.)

and hecause B is the center of tlie circle GKL,
therefore BL is equal to BG,

and BA, BB i)arts of them are equal ; Ti. 1.)

therefore the remainder AB is. equal to tlie renijiinder BG
;
(ax. 3.)

hut it has been shewn that BC is equal to BG,
wherefore AL and BG are each of them equal to BG;

and things that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another;
therefore the straight line AL is equal to BC. (ax. 1.)

Wherefore from the given point A, a straiglit line AL has been
drawn equal to the given straight line BC. "Which was to be done.

-^ PROPOSITION III. PROBLEM.
From the greater of two fjivcn straiffht lines to cut off a part eqnal to the less.

Let AB and G be the two given straight lines, of which AB is the
greater.

It is required to cut off from AB the greater, a part equal to C, the
less.

EB

From the point A draw the straight line AB equal to C\ (i. 2.)

and from the center A. at the distance AB, describe the circle BEF
(post. 3.) cutting AB in the point E.

Then AE shall be equal to C.

Because A is the center of the circle BEF^
therefore AE is equal to AB; (def. 15.)

but the straight line 6' is equal to AB\ (constr.)

whence ^4^ and Care each of them equal to AB;
wherefore the straight line ^^is equal to C. (ax. 1.)

And therefore from ABthe greater of two straight lines, a part -4^
has been cut off equal to C, the less. "Which was to be done.

PROPOSITION lY. THEOREM.

If two trianffJex hare tn'o sides of the one equal to two sides of the other,

eaeh to each, and hare likewise the aneilrs contained hi/ those sides equal to

each other ; tlicy shall likewise have their bases or third sides equal, and
the two triangles shall he equal, and their other angles shall be equal, each
to each, viz. those to vhich the equal sides are opposite.

Let ABC. BEF he two triangles, which have the two sides AB,
^C equal to the two sides BE. BF. each to each, viz. AB to BE,
and AC to BF, and the included angle BAG equal to the included
angle EBF.
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Then shall the base BC be equal to the base EF\ and tlie triangle

ABC to the triangle T)EF\ and the other angles to which the equal

sides are opposite shall be equal, each to each, viz. the angle ABV to

the angle DEI-] and the angle ACB to the angle BEE.
A D

For, if the triangle ABC be applied to the triangle DEE,
so that the point A may be on i>, and th.e straight line ABo'n BE\

then the point B shall coincide with the point J?,

because AB is equal to DE\
and AB coinciding with DE^

the straight line ^16' shall fall on BE^
because the angle 5.4 C is equal to the angle EBE\

therefore also the point C shall coincide with the point F^

because AC is equal to DF\
but the point B was shewn to coincide with the point E\
wherefore the base BC sliall coincide with the base EE\
because the point 5 coinciding with /:", and C with F,

if the basei56'do not coincide with the base EF, the two straight lines

^C'and ^Z* would enclose a space, which is impossible, (ax. 10.)

Therefore the bas3 BC does coincide with EF^ and is equal to it

;

and the whole triangle ABC coincides with the whole triangle

DEF^ and is equal to it

;

also the remaining angles of one triangle coincide with the remain-
ing angles of the other, and are eijual to them,

viz. the angle ABC to the angle DEF^
and the angle .1 CB to DFE.

Therefore, if two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two
sides, &c. Wliich was to be demonstrated.

<i^ PROPO.^ITIOX Y. TIIf:OREM.

Tlie angles at the bane of an isosceles triangle are equal to each other ;

and if the et/nal sides be produced^ the angles on the other side of the base
shall be equal.

Let ABC be an isosceles triangle of which the side A B is equal to A G,

and let the equal sides AB, AC be i)roduced to IJ and E.
Then the angle .1756' shall be equ d to the aiiixle ACB,

and the angle BBC to the angle ECB.
In BD take any point /•';

from ^jE'the greater, cut olf AG equal to ^i^the less, (i. 3.)

and join EC GB.
Because ^Fis equal to AG, fconstr.) and AB io AC\ (hyp.)

the two sides FA, yl6'are equal to tiie two GA, AB. oacli to each;
and they contain the angle FAG common to the two triangles
AFC AGS;

I*
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A

D E

therefore the base FG is equal to the base GB, (i. 4.)

and the triangle AFG is equal to the triangle AGB,
also the remaining angles of the one are equal to the remaining angles

of the other, each to each, to which the equal sides are opposite

;

%iz. the angle AGF to the angle ABG,
and the angle AFG to the angle AGB.

And because the whole AFh equal to the whole AG,
of which the parts AB, A G, are equal

;

therefore the remainder BF is equal to the remainder GG; (ax. 3.)

and FG has been proved to be equal to GB;
hence, because the two sides BF, FG are ecjual to the two GG, GB,

each to each

;

and the angle BFG has been proved to be equal to the angle GGB,
also the base ^C'is common to the two triangles BFG, GGB;

wherefore these triangles are equal, (i. 4.)

and their remaining angles, each to each, to wliich the equal sides

are opposite

;

therefore the angle FBG is equal to the angle GGB,
and the angle BGF to the angle GBG.

And. since it has been demonstrated,

that the whole angle .45(r is equal to the whole J. CF,

the parts of which, the angles GBG, BGF are also equal;

therefore the remaining angle.4^6'is equal totheremaining angieAGB,
which are the angles at the base of the triangle ABG;
and it has also been proved.

that the angle FBGh equal to the angle GGB,
which are the angles upon the other side of the base.

Therefore the angles at the base, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. Hence an equilateral triangle is also equiangular.

PROPOSITIOX YI. THEOREM.

If two anqlcfi of a trlanrile be equal to each otlier ; the sjcfes aho which

intbtmd, or are opposite to, the erpial anr/Ies, shall be equal to one another.

Let-4^6'be atriangle having the angle ^4i5 6' equal to the angle^6'jB.

Then the side AB shall be equal to the side A G.

A



BOOK I. PROP. VI., VII. 11

For, if AB be not equal to A C,

one of them is greater than the other.

If possible, let AB be greater than A C\
and from BA cut otf BD equal to CA the less, (i. 3.) and join BC.

Then, in the triangles DBC\ ABC,
because DB is equal to AC, and BC is common to both triangles,

the two sides i)i?,i? 6' are equal to the two sides ^1 6', C!5, each to each;
and the angle DBC is equal to the angle ACB; (hyp.)

therefore the base BCi> equal to the base AB, (i. 4.)

and the triangle BBC is e<iual to the triangle ABC,
the less equal to the greater, which is absurd, (ax. 9.)

Therefore AB is not unequal to AC, that is, AB is equal to AC.
Wherefore, if two angles, &c. q.e.d.

Cos. Hence an equiangular triangle is also ecjuilateral.

PROPOSITIOX YII. THEOREM.
Upon the name bane, and on the same side of it, there cannot be two

triangles that have their sides which are terminated in one c.rtrcmil// of the

base, equal to one another, and likeivise those which are tcrrninated in the

other extremity.

If it be possible, on the same base AB, and upon the same side of
it, let there be two triangles A CB, ABB, wiiich have their sides CA,
BA, terminated in the extremity ^-i of the base, equal to one another,

and likewise their sides CB, BB, that are terminated in B.

C D

A B

Join CB.
First. When the vertex of each of the triangles is without the

other triangle.

Because AC is equal to AB in the triangle ACB,
therefore the angle ABC is equal to the angle ACB; (i. 5.)

but the angle A CB is greater than the angle BCB\ (ax. 'J.)

therefore also the angle ABCh greater tlian BCB;
much more therefore is the angle BBC greater than BCB.

Again, because the side BC is equal to BB in the triangle BCB, (hyp.)

therefore the angle BBC is e<|ual to the angle BCB; (i. 5.)

but tiie angle BiJC was jjroved greater tlian the angle BCB.
hence theanglei?i>6'isbothequalto,andgreaterthan the angle i)*CZ>;

which is impossil)le.

Secondly. Let the vertex B of the triangle ABB fall within the

triangle A CB.
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Produce AC to E, and AlJ to /•; and join CD.
Then because AC is equal to AD in the triangle ACD,

therefore the angles ECU, FJJC upon the other side of the base CD,
are equal to one another

;
(i. 5.)

but the angle ECU is greater than the angle ECU; (ax. 9.)

therefore also the angle FUC\s greater than the angle ECU;
much more then is the angle EUC greater than the angle ECU.

Again, because EC is equal to EU in the triangle ECU;
therefore the angle EDC is equal to tlie angle ECU. (i. 5.)

but the angle EUC has been proved greater than ECU,
wlierefore the angle EUC Is both equal to, and greater than the

angle ECU; which is impossible.

Thirdly. The case in which the vertex of one triangle is upon a
side of the otlier, needs no demonstration.
Therefore, upon the same base and on the same side of it, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX VIII. THEOREM.
//* two irianr/les have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the other,

each to each, and have likewise their bases eaual ; the anqle ivhich is con-
tained bij the two sid^s of the one shall he equal to the anc/le contained by the

two sides equal to thnn, of the other.

Let AEC, UBFhe two triangles, having the two sides AE, AC,
equal to tlie two sides UF, DF, each to each, viz. ^i5 to UE, and
AC to UF, and also the base EG equal to the base EF.

Be E r
Tlien the angle EAC shall be equal to the angle BUF.

For, if the triangle AEC ho apjilied to UEF,
60 that the point E be on E, and the straight line EC on EF;

then because EC is equal to EF, (hyp.)
therefore the point C shall coincide with the point F;

wherefore EC coinciding witli EF,
EA and .IC shall coincide with FT), UF;

for, if the base i?C' coincide with the base EF, but thesides^^, A C,

do not coincide with the sides EU, UF, but have a dilFerent situation
as EG, GF:

then, upon the same base, and u])on the same side of it, there can
be two triangle-, which have their sides whicli are tenninated in one
extremity of the base, equal to one another, and likewise those sides
which are terminated in the other extremity: but this is impos-
sible, (i. r.)

Therefore, if the base EC coincide with the base EF,
the sides JiA. A C cannot but coincide with the sides EU, UF;

wherefore likewise tlie angle EAC coincides with the angle EUF,
and is equal to it. (ax. 8.)

Therefore if two triangles have two sides, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION IX. PFvOBLEM.

To bisect a given rectilineal angle, that is, to divide it into two equal angles.

Let BAG he the given rectilineal angle.

It is required to bisect it.

A

In AB take any point I)
;

from AC cut oft" AE equal to AB, (i. 3.) and join BF;
on the side of BE i-eniote from A,

describe the equilateral triangle BEF {i. 1), and join AF.
Then the straight line ^-1/' shall bisect the angle BAG.

Because AB is equal to AE, (constr.)

and viFis conanion to the two triangles BAF, FAF;
the tu'o sides BA , AF, are equal to the two sides EA, AF, each to each

;

and the base BF is equal to the base EF, (constr.)

therefore the angle BAF is equal to the angle FAF. (i. 8.)

"Wherefore the angle BA G is bisected by the straight line AF. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM.

To bisect a given finite straight line, that is, to divide it into two equal
parts.

Let ^42? be the given straight line.

It is required to divide AB into two equal parts.

Upon ^.5 describe the equilateral triangle ABC; (i. 1.)

and bisect the angle ^Ci? by the straight line GB meeting AB in the

point B. (i. 9.)

Then AB shall bo cut into two e(iual f)arts in tlic point B.
Because ylCis e(|ual to CB, (constr.)

and GB is connnon to the two triangles A CB, BCD;
the two sides AC, GB are e(|Ual to the two BC, CB, each to each;

and tlie angle A CD is ecpial to BCD; (constr.)

tliereforo the base AB is ecjual to the ba.so />7>. (i. 4.)

Wherefore the straight line AB is divided into two equal jiarts in

the point B. (j.e.f.
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PKOPOSITION XI. PROBLEM.

To draw a straight line at right angles to a given straight line, from a
given point in the same.

Let AB be the given straight line, and (7 a given point in it.

It is required to draw a straight line from the jioint C at right
angles to AB.

F

DOE
In AC take any point D, and make CE equal to CD

;
(i. 3.)

upon DE describe the equilateral triangle DEE (i. 1), and join CF.
Then C/' drawn from the point C shall be at right angles to AB.
Because DC is ecjual to EC, and EC is common to the two triangles

DCF, ECE;
the two sides DC, CJ" are equal to the two sides EC, CF, each to each;

and the base DFis equal to the base EE; (constr.)
therefore the angle DCEis equalto the angle ECE: (i. 8.)

and these two angles are adjacent angles.
But when the two adjacent angles which one straight line makes

•with another straight line, are equal to one another, each of them is

called a right angle: (def. 10.)

therefore each of the angles DCF, ECE is a right angle.
Wherefore from the given point C, in the given straight line AB,

FC has been drawn at right angles to AB. q.e.f.

Cor. By help of this problem, it may be demonstrated that two
straight lines caimot have a common segment.

If it be possible, let the segment AB be common to the two
straight lines ABC, ABD.

E

ABC
From the point B, draw BE at right angles to AB; (r. 11.)

then because ABC is a straight line,

therefore the angle ABE is equal to the angle EEC; (def. 10.)

Similarly, because ABD is a straight line,

therefore the angle ABE is equal to the angle EBD;
but the angle ABE is equal to the angle EBC,

wherefore the angle EBD is equal to the angle EBC (ax. 1.)

the less equal to the greater angle, which is impossible.
Therefore two straight lines cannot have a conmion segment.

PROPOSITIOX XII. PROBLEM.
To draw a straight line perpendictdar to a given straight line of un-

limited length, from a given point without it.
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Let AB be the given straight line, -vrhieh may bo produced any

length both ways, and let C be a point without it.

It is required to draw a straight line perpendicular to AB from

the point 0.

C

Upon the other side of AB take any point D,

and from the center C, at the distance CD, describe the circle EGF
meeting AJJ, produced if necessary, in F and G : (post. 3.)

bisect FG in //(i. 10.) and join OR.
Then the straight line OR drawn from the given point C, shall

be perpendicular to the given straight line AB.
Join FC, and OG.

Because i^ZT is equal to EG, (constr.)

and HO \s common to the triangles FIIC, GJIC\
the two sides /'//, 7/6', are equal to the two Gil, HO, each to each;

and tlie base OF is equal to the base CG
;
(def. 15.)

therefore the angle FHG is equal to the angle GHC\ (i. 8.)

and these are adjacent angles.

Bat when a straight line standing on another straight line, makes
the adjacent angles equal to one anotlier, each of them is a right

angle, and the straight line Avhich stands upon the other is called a

pcrpeiulicnlar to it. (def. 10.)

Therefore from the given point C, a perpendicular CII has been

drawn to the given straight line AB. q.e.f.

rnoposiTioN xiii. tueorem.

The angles which one straight line makes with another upon one side of
it, are either two'vight angles, or arc together equal to two right angles.

Let the straight line AB make with CD, upon one side of it, the

angles GBA, AJJfJ.

Then these shall be either two right angles,

• or, shall Ije together, equal to two right angles.

D B

For if the angle CBA be equal to the angle ABB,
each of them is a right angle, (def. 10.)

But If the angle CBA be not etiual to the angle ABD,
from tlie point //draw JlF^at right angles to CB. (i. 11.)

Then the angles CBF, EBD are two right angles, (def. 10.)
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And because the angle CBE'is equal to the angles OBA, ABE,
add the angle EBD to each of these equals

;

therefore the angles LBE, EBD are ecj^ual to the three angles CBA,
ABE, EBB. (ax. 2.)

Again, because the angleBBA is equal to the two anglesBBE, EBA,
add to each of these equals the angle ABC;

therefore the angles DBA, ABC are equal to the three angles DBE,
EBA, ABC.

But the angles CBE, EBD have been proved equal to the same
three angles

;

and things which are equal to the same thing are eqnalto one another;

therefore the angles CBE, EBD are equal to the angles DBA, ABC;
but the angles CBE, EBD are two right angles;

therefore the angles i>^^4, ABCave together equal to two right angles,

(ax. 1.)

Wherefore, when a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XIT. TnEOREM.

If at a point in a straight line, two other straight lines, upon the opposite

sides of it, make the adjacent angles together equal to two right angles ; then

these two straight lines shall be in one and the same straight line.

At the point B in the straight line AB, let the two straight lines

BC, BD uj)on the opposite sides of AB, make the adjacent angles

ABC, ABD together equal to two right angles.

Then BD shall be in the same straight line with BC.

A

For, if BD be not in the same straight line with BC,
If possible, let BE be in the same straight line with it.

Then because AB meets the straight line CBE;
therefore the adjacent angles GBA, ABEare equal to two rightangles;

(I. 13.)

but the angles CBA, ABD are equal to two right angles; (hyp.)

therefore theangles CBA, ABE are equal to the angles CBA, ABD:
(ax. 1.)

take away from these equals the common angle CBA,
therefore the remaining anirle ABE is equal to the remaining angle

ABD; (ax. 3.)

the less angle equal to the greater, which is impossible

:

therefore BE is not in the same straight line with BC.
And in the same manner it may be demonstrated, that no other

can be in the same straight line with it but BD, which therefore ia

in the same straight line with BC.
Wherefore, if at a point, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM.

If two straight lines cut one another, tJie vertical^ or opposite angles
shall be equal.

Let the two straight lines AB, CD cut one another in the point E.
Then the angle AEC shall be equal to the angle DEB^ and the

angle CEB to the angle AED.
c

Because the straight line AE makes with CD at the point E, the
adjacent angles CEA, AED

;

these angles are together equal to two right angles, (i. 13.)

Again, because thestraight ]inei>^makeswith^i> atthe points,
the adjacent angles AED, DEB

;

these angles also are equal to two right angles

;

but the angles GEA, AED have been shewn to be equal to two
right angles

;

•wherefore the angles GEA., AED are equal to the angles ^jED,!?^^;
take away from each the common angle AED,

and the remaining angle CEA is equal to the remaining angle DEB.
(ax. 3.)

In the same manner it may be demonstrated, that the angle CEB
is equal to the angle AED.

Therefore, if two straight lines cut one another, &c. q.e.d.

Cou. 1. From this it is manifest, that, if two straight lines cut

each other, the angles wliich they make at the point where they cut,

are together equal to four riglit angles.

Cor. 2. And eonsetiuently that all the angles made by any num-
ber of lines meeting in one point, are together equal to four right

angles.

PROPOSITION XYI. THEOREM.

If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is greater thau

either of the interior opposite angles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let the side BC be produced to D.

Then the exterior angle ACD shall be greater than cither of the

interior opposite angles CBA or BA G.

Bisect vie in J?,'(i. 10.) and Join BE;
produce i>^to E, making EE ciiual to BE, (i. 3.) and joui EC.
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Because AEh equal to BC, and BE to FF; (constr.)

the two sides AF, FB are equal to the two CF^ EF^ each to each, ia

the triangles ABE, CFF;
and the angle AFB is equal to the angle CEF^

hecaiise they are opposite vertical angles; (i. 15.)

therefore the base AB is equal to the base CF, (i. 4.)

and the triangle AFB to the triangle OFF,
and the remaining angles of one triangle to the remaining angles of

the other, each to each, to which the equal sides are opposite

;

wherefore the angle BAE is equal to the angle ECF\
but the angle FCD or ACD is greater than the angle ECF;

therefore the angle A CD is greater than the angle BAE or BA G.

In the same manner, if the side BC be bisected, and A G be pro-
duced to G ;

it may be demonstrated that the angle BGG, that is,

the angle AGD, (i. 15.) is greater than the angle ABG.
Therefore, if one side of a triangle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XVn. THEOREM.

Any two angles of a triangle are together less than two right angles.

Let ^^Cbe any triangle.

Then any two of its angles together shall be less than two right angles.

Produce any side BG to D.
Then because AGD is the exterior angle of the triangle ABG\

therefore the angle A GD is greater than the interior and opposite

angle ABG; (i. 16.)

to each of these unequals add the angle A CB ;

therefore the angles AGD., AGB are greater than the angles ABG^
AGB;
but the angles AGB, AGB are equal to two right angles; fi. 13.)

therefore the angles ABG, AGB are less than two right angles.

In like manner it may be demonstrated,
that the angles BAG, AGB are less than two right angles,

as also the angles GAB, ABG.
Therefore any two angles of a triangle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM.

77ie greater side of evert/ triangle is opposite to the greater angle.

Let ABG he a triangle, of which the side AG ia greater than the
side AB.
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Then the angle ABC shall be greater than the angle ACB.
A

19

Since the side J. (7 is greater than the side AB, (hyp.)

make AD equal to AB, (i. 3.) and join BD.
Then, because AD is eqnal to AB, in the triangle ABD,

therefore the angle ABD is equal to the angle ADB, (i. 5.) i

but because the side CD of t]ie triangle BDG is produced to A,
therefore the exterior angle ADB is greater than the interior and

opposite angle DCB\ (i. 16.)

but the angle ADB has been proved equal to the angle ABD,
therefore the angle ABI) is greater tlian the angle DCB;

wherefore much more istheangleJ.i^ 6' greater than the angle ACB.
Therefore the greater side, &;c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM.

77ie greater angle of even/ triangle is subtended by the greater side, or,

has the greater side opposite to it.

Let ABC he a triangle of which the angle ABC is greater than
the angle BCA.

Then the side AC shall be greater than the side AB.
A

B c
For, if ^Che not greater than AB,

.4 C must either be equal to, or less than AB;
if AC were equal to AB,

then the angle ABC would he equal to the angle ACB; (i. 5.)

but it is not eciual
;
(hyp.)

therefore tlie side AC is not equal to AB.
Again, \f AC were less tlian AB,

tlien the angle ABC would be less than tiie angle ACB; (i. 18.)

but it is not less, (hyp.)

therefore the side AC is not less than AB;
and -4Chas been shewn to be not equal to AB;

therefore vl C is greater than AB.
"Wherefore tlie greater angle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM.

Ajig two sides of a triangle arc together greater than the third side.

T.at ABCho a triangle.

Then any two sides of it togetlior shall be greater than the tliird side,

viz. the sides BA, ^6' greater tlian the side BC;
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AB, BC greater tliaa A C;
and BC, CA greater than AB.

D

B C

Produce the side BA to the point D,
make AD equal to A(\ (i. 3.) and join BC.
Then because AD is equal to AC, (constr.)

therefore the angle ACD is equal to the angle ADC; (i. 5.)
but the angle BCD is greater than the angle ACD; (ax. 9.)

therefore also the angle BCD is greater than the angle ADC.
And because in the triangle DBC,

the angle BCD is greater than the angle BDiJ,
and that the greater angle is subtended by the greater side; (i. 19.)

therefore the side DB is greater than the side^C;
but DB is equal to BA and A C,

therefore the sides BA and A C are greater than BC.
In the same manner it may be demonstrated,
that the sides AB, BC are greater than CA

;

also that BC, CA are greater than AB.
Therefore any two sides, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM.

Iffrom the ends of a side of a triangle, there be drawn two straight

lines to a point uithin the triam/h ; these shall be less than the other two
sides of the triangle, bid shall contain a greater angle.

'Let ABC h^ a triangle, and from the points B, C, the ends of the
side BC, let the two straight lines BD, CD be drawn to a point D
within the triangle.

Then BD and i) (7 shall be less than BA and AC the other two
sides of the triangle,

but shall contain an angle 5Z> (7 greater than the angle BAC.
A

/D/

B C

Produce BD to meet the side AC in E.
Becaus'.j two sides of a triangle are greater than the third side, (i. 20.)

therefore the two sides BA, AE of the triangle ABE are greater

than BE;
to each of these uncquals add EC;

therefore the sides BA, A C are greater than BE, EC. (ax. 4.)

Again, because the two sides CE, ED of the triangle CED are

greater than DC; (r. 20.)

add DB to each of these imequals

;
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therefore the sides CE, EB are greater than CD, DB. (ax. 4.)

But it has been shewn that BA, AC are greater than BE^ EC\
much more then are BA^ ^('greater than BD^ DC.

Again, hecause the exterior angle of a triangle is greater than
the interior and opposite angle

;
(i. 16.)

therefore the exterior angle BDC of the triangle CDE'i's, greater
than the interior and opposite angle CEl)

;

for the same reason, the exterior angle CED of the triangle
ABE h greater than the interior aud opposite angle BAC;

and it has been demonstrated,
that the angle BDC is greater than the angle CEB;

much more therefore is the angle BDC greater than the angle BAGr
Therefore, if from the ends of the side, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXII. PROBLEM.

To make a triangle of which the sidea shall be equal to three given straight
lines, but any two ivhaiever of thsse must be greater than the third.

Let A, B, G be the three given straight lines,

of -n-hich any two whatever are greater than the third, (i. 20.)
namely, A and B greater than C

;

A and C greater than B;
and B and C greater than A.

It is required to make a triangle of which the sides shall be equal
to ^, j5, C, each to each.

Take a straight line Z>i7 terminated at the point D, but unlimited
towards E.
make Z>i^ equal to A, FG equal to B, and GIf equal to C: (i. 8.)

from the center F, at the distance FD, describe the circle DA'L
;

(post. 3.)

from the center G. at the distance GR. describe the circle ELK;
from K where the circles cut eacli other draw KF, KG to the points
F, G;

Then the triangle KFG shall have its sides equal to the three
straight linos A, B, C.

Because the point F\9, the center of the circle DEL,
therefore FD is equal to FK\ (dof. 15.)

but FD is equal to the straight line A
;

therefore FKih equal to A.
Again, because G is the center of the circle nKL\

therefore GIFS'?, e<iual to GK, (def. 15.)

but Gllh equal to C\
therefore also 6^A' is equal to G; (ax. 1.)

and FO is equal to B
;
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therefore the three straight Hnes KF, FG, GK^ are respectively
equal to the three A, B, C:

and therefore the triangle A'FG has its three sides KF, FG, GK,
equal to the three given straight lines A, B, C. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXIII. PROBLEM.

At a given point in a given straight line, to make a rectilineal angle

equal to a given rectilineal aiigle.

Let AB be the given straight line, and A the given point in it,

and iJC'Fthe given rectilineal angle.

It is required, at the given point A in the given straight line A B, to

make an angle that shall be equal to the given rectilineal angle JjCE.

C A

In CD, CE, take any points Z>, E, and join DE;
on AB, make the triangle AFG, the sides of wliich shall be equal

to the three straight lines CD. DE, EC^ so that J.i^be equal to CD^
AGXo CE. and FG to DE. (r. 22.)

Then the angle FAG shall be equal to the angle DCE.
Because FA, AG are equal to DC, CE, each to each,

and the base FG is equal to the base DE;
therefore the angle FAG is equal to the angle DCE. (i. 8.)

Wlicrefore, at the given point A in the given straight line AB, the

angle FA G is made equal to the given rectilineal angle DCE. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM.

If two triangles have two sides of the one eqttal to two sides of the other,

each to each, but the angle contained bi/ the two sides of one of them greater

tha7i the angle contained hg the two sides equal to them, of the other ; the

base of that U'hich has the greater angle, shall be greater than the base of the

other.

Let ABC, DEE he two triangles, which have the two sides AB,
AC, equal to the two DF, DF, each to each, namely, AB equal to

DE, and .4 Cto DF; but the angle i?.4 Cgreater tlian the angle EDF.
Then the base BC shall be greater than the base EF.

D
A
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Of the two sides DE, DF, let DEha not greater than DF,
at the point i>, in the line DE^ and on the same side of it as DF^

make the angle EDG equal to the angle BAC\ (i. 23.)

make DG equal to DF ov AC\ (i. 3.) and join EG, GF.
Then, because DE is equal to AB, and UG to AC,

the two sides DE, DG are equal to the two AB, AC, each to each,

and the angle EDG is equal to the angle BAG;
therefore the base EG is equal to the base BC. (i. 4.)

And because DG h equal to DF in the triangle DFG,
therefore the angle DFG is equal to the angle DGF; (i. 5.)

but the angle DGF is greater than the angle EGF; (ax. 9.)

therefore the angle DFG is also greater than the angle EGF;
much more therefore is the angle EFG greater than the angle EGF.

And because in the triangle EFG, the angle EFG is greater than

the angle EGF,
and that the greater angle is subtended by the greater side

;
(i. 19.)

therefore the side EG is greater than the side EF;
but EG was proved equal to BC;
therefore BC is greater than EF.

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXV. THEOREM.

^ two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the other,

each to each, but the base of one greater than the base of the other ; the angle

contained by the sides of the one tvhich has the greater base, shall be greater

thaii the angle contained by the sides, equal to them, of the other.

Let ABC, DEFhe two triangles which have the two sides^ J?, A C,

equal to the two sides DE, DF, each to each, namely, AB equal to

DE, and AC to DF; hut the base 7^(7 greater than the base EF.
Then the angle BA C shall be greater than the angle EDF.

A

B c E ¥

For, if the angle BA C he not greater than tlie angle EDF,
it must eitber be equal to it, or less tlian it.

If the angle BA C were ecjual to the angle EDF,
then the base BC would be equal to the base EF; (i. 4.)

but it is not equal, (byp.)

therefore the angle BAC is not e(jual to tlic angle EDF.
Again, if the angle B.iC were less tlian tlie angle FDF,

then the base Z?6' would be less than the base EF; (i. 24.)

but it is not less, (hyp.)
therefore the angle BAC is not less tlian the angle EDF;

audit has been shewn.tiiat tlie angle liA ( is not equal to the angle EDF\
therefore the angle BAC\i^ greater than the angle EDF.

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to ttco angle.i of the

other, each to each, and one aide equal to one aide, viz. either the aides adja-

cent to the equal angles in each, or the sides opposite to them; then shall the

other sides be equal, each, to each, and also the third angle of the one equal

to the third angle of the other.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles Tvhich have the angles ABC,
BCA. equal to the angles DBF,- EFD, each to each, namely, ABG
to DEF, and BCA to EFD; also one side equal to one side.

First, let those sides be equal which are adjacent to the angles

that are equal in the two triangles, namely, BC to EF.
Tlien the other sides shall be equal, each to each, namely, AB to

DE, and AG to DF, and the third angleBA C to the third angleEDF.

For, if AB be not equal to DE,
one of them must be greater than the other.

If possible, let AB\>q greater than DE,
make BG equal to ED, (i. 3.J and join GC.
Then in the two triangles GBC, DEF,

because GB is equal to DE, and BC to EF, (hyp.)

the two sides GB, BC are equal to the two DE, EF, each to each

;

and the angle GBC is equal to the angle DEF;
therefore the base G^Cis equal to the base DF, (i. 4.)

and the triangle GBC to the triangle DEF,
and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to which

the equal sides are opposite

;

therefore the angle G CB is equal to the angle DFE;
but the angle ACB is, by the hypothesis, equal to the angle DFE;
wherefore also the angle GCB is equal to the angle ^ri>; (ax. 1.)

the less angle equal to the greater, which is impossible

;

therefore AB is not unequal to DE,
that is, AB is equal to DE.

Hence, in the triangles ABC, DEF;
because AB is equal to DE, and BC to EF, (hyp.)

and the angle ABC is equal to the angle DEF: (hyp.)

therefore the base ^ C is equal to the base DF. (i. 4.)

and the third angle BA C to the third angle EDF.
Secondly, let the sides which are opposite to one of the equal angles

in each triangle be equal to one another, namely, AB equal to DE.
Then in this case likewise the other sides shall be equal. ^C to Z)i^

and ^C'to EF, and also the third angle BA Cto the third angle EDF.
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BUG E F

For if BC be not equal to EF,
ene of them must be greater than the other.

If possible, let BC be greater than EF\
make ^^ equal to EF, (i. 3.) and join AE.
Then in tlie two triangles ABE, BEE,

because AB is ecjual to BE, and BE to EF,
and the angle ABE to the angle BEE; (hyp.)

therefore the base ^-liTis equal to the base BE, (i. 4.)

and the triangle ABE to the triangle BEE,
and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to which the

equal sides are opposite ;

therefore the angle BEA is equal to the angle EFB
;

but the angle EFB^h equal to the angle BCA
;
(hyp.)

therefore the angle BEA is equal to the angle BCA, (ax. 1.)

that is, the exterior angle BEA of the triangle AEC, is

equal to its interior and opposite angle BCA
;

which is impossible; (i. 1(5.)

wherefore BC is not unequal to EF,
that is, BC is equal to EF.

Hence, in the triangles ABC, BEE-
because AB is ecjual to BE, and BC to EF, (liyp.)

and the included angle ^ii^C'isequaltotheincluded angle X'^F: (liyp.)

therefore tlic base ^C'is equal to the base BE, (i. 4.)

and the thu-d angle BAC to the third angle EBF.
Wherefore, if two triangles, &e. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM.

If a xtraicjht line falling on two other straight lines, make the alternate

angles eijxal to each other ; these two straight lines shall he parallel.

Let the straight line EF, which falls upon the two .straight lines

AB, CB. make the alternate angles AEF, EFB, equal to one another.

Then AB shall be parallel to CB.

B

D

For, if yl 77 be not parallel to CD,

then .47? and CD being j.roduced will meet, either towards A and C,

or towards B and D.
Let AD, CD be produced and meet, if possible, towards D and D,

in the point 0,
then GEF is a triangle.

2
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And becanso a side GE oi the triangle GEFh produced to A,

therefore its exterior ungle AEF is greater than the interior and

opposite angle EF(t
;

(i. IG.)

but the angle AEF is e;iual to the angle EFG
;
(hyp.)

therefore the angle AEF is greater than, and equal to, the angle

EFG \ which is impossible.

Therefore AB, CD being produced, do not meet towards B, D.

In lilce manner, it may be demonstrated, that they do not meet

when proiluced towards vl, G.

But those straight lines in the same plane, which meet neith^- way,

though produced ever so far, are parallel to one another; (def. 35.)

therefore AB is parallel to CD.
"Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXVIII. THEOREM.

If 'a stroi(//i( line falling upon two other straight lines, make the exterior

angle oinud to the interior and opposite upon the same side of the line ; or

make the interior angles upon the same side together equal to two right

angles ; the two straight lines shall be parallel to one ayiother.

Let the straight line EF, which falls npon the two straight lines

AB, CD, make the exterior angle EGB equal to the interior and
opposite angle GHD, upon the same side of the line EF\ or make
the two interior angles BGE, GHD on the same side together equal

to two right angles.

Then AB shall be parallel to CD.

Because the angle EGB is equal to the angle GHD^ (hyp-)

and the angle EGB is equal to the angle AGE, (i. 15.)

therefore the angle AGHh equal to the angle GHD
;
(ax. 1.)

tind they are alternate angles,

therefore AB is parallel to CD. (i. 27.)

Again, because the angles BGE, GHD are together equal to two

rif.T?jt angles, (hyp.)

and that the angles A GE BGE are also together ecpial to two

right angles; (i. 13.)

therefore the ansjles AGE, BGE are equal to the angles BGE,
GED; (ax. 1.)

take away from these equals, the common angle BGE;
therefore the reniaining angle AGE is equal to the remaining angle

GED
;

(ax. 8.)

and thev are alternate angles

;

therefore AB is parallel to CD. (i. 27.)

"Wherefore, if a straight line, «Sic. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM.

27

If a atrairiht line fall upon two parallel straight lines, it wakes the alter-

nate angles equal to one another ; and the exterior angle equal to the interior

and opposite upon the same side ; and likewise the two interior angles upon,

the same side together equal to two right angles.

Let the straight line ^i^fall upon the parallel straight lines AB, CD.
Then the alternate angles A Gil, (rllD shall be equal to one another,

the exterior angle EGB shall he equal to the interior and opposite

angle GHD upon the same side of the line EF\
and the two interior angles BGII, GHD upon the same side of EF

shall be together equal to two right angles.

Rrst. For, if the angle ^ (?.^ he not equal to the alternate angle

GHD, one of them must be greater than the other
;

if possible, let A GH be greater than GHD,
then because the angle AGHm greater than the angle GHD^

add to each of these unequals the angle BGH;
therefore tlie angles AGH, BGH ava greater than the angles BGR,

GHD
;

(ax. 4.)

but the angles AGH, BGH &\-e equal to two right angles; (i. 13.)

therefore the angles BGH, GIJD are less than two right angles;

but those straight lines, wliich with another straight line falling upon
them, make the two interior angles on the same side less than two
right angles, will meet together if continually produced; (ax. 12.)

therefore the straight lines J.i>, CD, if produced far enough, will

meet towards B, D
;

but they never meet, since they are parallel by the hypothesis;
therefore the angle AGH\a not unetiual to the anijie (iUD,
that is, the angle yiGH'ia equal to the alternate angle G/ID.

Secondly, because the angle AG/f is equal to the angle EGB, (i. 15.)

and the angle AGIjy equal to tiie nngle GIID,
therefore tlie exterior angle EGB is eipial to tlie interior and oppo-

site angle GIID, on the same .side of the line.

Thirdly. Because the angle E(iB is eciunl to the angle GIID,
add to each of them the angle BGH;

therefore the angles EGB., BGH are ecpial to- the angles BGH, GHD;
(ax. 2.)

but EGB, BGTiM-i' equal to two right angles; ([. 1.3.)

therefore also tlie two interior angles BGH, GIID on the same side

of the line are equal to two right angles, (ax. 1.)

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXX. THEOREM.

Straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line are parallel to

each other.

Let the strai2:ht lines AB, CD, be eacli of tbcm parallel to EF.
Then shall AB be also parallel to CD.

Let the straight line GIIK mi AB, EF, CD.
Then because CHK cuts the parallel straight lines AB, EF, in

therefore the angle AGH is equal to the alternate angle GHF. (r. 29.)

Again, because GHK cuts the parallel straight lines EF, CD, in

ff,K;
therefore the exterior angle GHF is equal to the interior angle EKD\
and it was shewn that the angle AGII is equal to tlie angle GEF;

therefore the angle AGH is equal to the angle GKD

;

and these are alternate angles

;

therefore AB is parallel to CD. (i. 27.)

"Wherefore, straight lines which are parallel, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXXI. PROBLEM.

To draw a straight line through a given point parallel to a given straight

line.

Let A be the given point, and BC the given straight line.

It is required to draw, through the point A, a straight line par-

allel to the straight line BC.

E A F

In the line BC take any point D. and join AD,
at the point A in the straight line AD,

make the angle DAE q(\vvA to the angle ADC, (i. 23.) on the oppo-

site side of AD
;

and produce the straitrht line EA to F.

Then EFshnW be parallel to BC.
Because the stniight lino AD meets the two straight lines EF, BC,

and maiies the alternate angles FAD, ADC. equal to one another,

therefore EF\s parallel to BC. (i. 27.)

Wherefore, tlirougli the given point A. has been drawn a straight

line ii'J.i'' parallel to the given straight line BC. q.e.f.
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PROPOSITION XXXII. THEOREM.

Jf a side of anv triangle be produced^ the exterior angle is equal to the

two interior and opposite anglea ; and the three interior angles of every tri-

angle are together equal to two right angles.

Let J.5Cbe a triangle, and let one of its sides i>C be fji-oduced to D.
Then the exterior angle ..-l CD shall be equal to the two interior

and opposite angles CAB, ABC :

and the three interior angles ABC, BCA, CAB shall be equal to

two right angles.
A E

BCD
Through the point Cdraw (7^ parallel to the side BA. (i. 31.)

Then because CB is parallel to BA, and A C meets them,
therefore the anule A CE is equal to the alternate angle BA C. (i. 29.)

Again, because CE \s jjarallel to AB, and BB f;dls upon them,
therefore the exterior angle ECB is equal to the interior and op-

posite angle ABC ; (i. 29.)

but the angle A CE was shewn to be equal to the angle BA C ;

therefore the whole exterior angle ACB is equal to the two in-

terior and opposite angles CAB, ABC. (ax. 2.)

Again, because the angle A CL) is equal to the two angles ABC, BA C,

to each of these equals add the angle ACB,
therefore the angles A CD and A CB arc equal to the three angles

ABC, BAC, and ACB ; (ax. 2.)

but the angles A CD, A CB are e(]ual to two right angles, (i. 1.3.)

.

therefore also the angles ABC, BAC, ACB are equal to two right

angles, (ax. 1.)

"Wherefore, if a side of any triangle be produced, &e. q.e.d.

CoH. 1. All the interior angles of .nny rectilineal figure together

with four right angles, are equal to twice as many right angles as

the figure has sides.

D

For any rectilineal fignre ABCDE can be divided into ^^ many
triangles as the figure has sides, by drawing straight lines from a
point i"' within the figure to each of its angles.

Then, because the three interior angles of a triangle are e(|ual to

two riglit angles, and tiierearc as many triangles as the figure lias.sides,

therefore all the angles of these triangles are ecpial to twice as

many right angles as the figure has sides;

but the same angles of tiiese triangles are equal to the interior

angles of the figure together with the angles at the point /':
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and the angles at the point F^ which is the common vertex of all

the triiingles, are equal to four right angles, (i. 15. Cor. 2.)

therefore the same angles of these triangles are equal to the
angles of the tigure together with four right angles

;

but it has been proved that tlie angles of the triangles are equal
to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides;

therefore all the angles of the tigure togetlier with four right angles,

are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides.

Con. 2. All the exterior angles of any rectilineal figure, made by
producing the sides successively in the same direction, are together
equal to four right angles.

Since every interior angle ^i? (7 with its adjacent exterior -angle

ABD, is equal to two right angles, (i. 13.)

tlierefore all the interior angles, together with all the exterior
angles, are eipial to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides

;

but it has been proved by the foregoing corollary, that all the
interior angles together with four right angles are equal to twice as
many right angles as the figure has sides

;

therefore all the interior angles together with all the exterior an-
gles, are equal to all the interior angles and four right angles, (ax. 1.)

take from these equals all the interior angles,

therefore all the exterior angles of the figure are equal to four
right angles, (ax. 3.)

rROPOSITIOX XXXIII. THEOREM.
The straigJd lines tekich join the extremities of two equal and parallel

itraiff/it lines towards the same parts, are also thanselrcs equal and parallel.

Let AB, CD be equal and parallel straight lines,

and joined towards the same parts by the straight lines AC, BD.
Then A 6', BD shall be equal and parallel.

A B

Join BC.
Then because AB\9. parallel to CD, and i?C meets them,

therefore the angle ABC is equil to the alternate angle BCD ; (i. 29.)
and because .4i) isequal to CD, and Z?6'commoa to thetwo triangles

ABC, DCB; the two sides AB, BC, are equal tothetwo DC, CB. each
to each, and the angle .li>C was proved to be eijual to the angle BCD:

therefore tlie l)ase .-ICis equal to the base i?A (i. 4.)

and the triangle ABC to the triangle BCD,
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and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to which the

e(jual j^ides are opposite
;

therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle CBD.
And because the straight line i/C meets the two straight lines ^C,

BD, and makes the alternate angles ^4 6'i>, CBBeqmil to one another;
therefore ^4 6' is parallel to BJJ; (i. 27.)

and A C was shewn to be equal to BD.
Therefore, straight lines which, »S:c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXXTT. THEOREM.

Tlie opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal to one another,

and the diameter bisects it, that is, divides it into two equal parts.

Let ACDB be a parallelogram, of which BC is a diameter.
TJien the opposite sides and angles of the figure shall be equal

to one anothe'-; and the diameter BC shall bisect it.

Because AB is parallel to CD, and 5C meets them,
therefore the angle ABC is equal to the alternate angle B< 'D. (i. 29.)

And because ^6' is parallel to BD, and i)*r meets them,
therefore the angle A CB is equal to the alternate angle CBD. (i. 29.)

Hence in the two triangles ABC, CBD,
because the two angles ABC, BCA in the one, are equal to the two

angles BCD, CBD in the other, each to each

;

and one side BC, wliicii is adjacent to their e(pial angles, common to

tlie two triangles,

therefore their other sides are equal, each to each, and the third angle

of the one to tlie tliird angle of the other, (i. 26.)

nanjely, the side AB to the side CD, and AC to BD, and the
angle ^-4C'to the angle BDC.
And because the angle ABC is equal to the angle BCD,

and the angle CBD to the angle A CB,
therefore the whole angle ABD is ecpial to the whole angle A CD

;

rax. 2.)

and the angle BAG has been shewn to be equal to BDC\
therefore the opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal to

one another.

Also the diameter BC bi.sects it.

For since AB is equal to CD, and i?*? common, the two sides AB,
BC, are eipial to the two DC, CB. each to each,

and tlic angle ABC has been proved to be equal to (he angle BCD;
therefore the triangle .1 /?6' is equal to the triamrle BCD: (r. -I.) and
the diameter ^C'divides the parallelogram A CDB into two equid parts.

Q.E.U.
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PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM.

Parallelograms %qjon the same base, and hctwecn the same parallels, are

equal to one another.

Let the parallelograms AUCI), EBCF be \i])(:m the same base
BC, and between the same parallels AF, BC.

Tlieu the parallelogram ABCI) shall be equal to the parallelo-

gram EBCF.

A DE F A E D F

\

B C

If the sides AD, DF of the parallelograms ABC'D, DBCT, op-
posite to the base BG, be terminated in the same point 2>;

then it is p'ain that each of the parallelograms is double of the tri-

angle BDC; (i. 34.)

and therefore the parallelogram ABCD is equal to the parallelogram
DBGF. fax. 6.)

But if the sides AD, FF, opposite to the base BC, be not termi-

nated in the same point

;

Then, because ABCD is a parallelogram,

therefore AD is equal to BC; (i. 34.)

and for a similar reason, FF\s equal to BC;
wherefore AD is equal to FF; (ax. 1.)

and DF is common
;

therefore the whole, or the remainder AF, is equal to the whole,

or the remainder DF; (ax. 2 or 3.)

and AB is equal to DC; (i. 24.)

hence in the triangles FAB, FDC,
because FD is eciual to FA, and DC to AB,

and the exterior angle FDC is e(iual to the interior and opposite angle

FAB; (I. 29.)

therefore the base FC is equal to the base FB, (i. 4.)

and the triangle FDC is ecpuil to the triangle FAB.
From the trapezium ABCFtako the triangle FDC,
and from the same trapezium take the triangle FAB,

and the remainders are equal, (ax. 3.)

therefore the parallehm-amABCD is equal to the parallelogramEBCF.
Therefore, parallelograms upon the same, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXXVI. THEOREM.

Parallelograms upon eqxial bases and betvxen the same parallels, are

equal to one another.

Let ABCD, FFGIIhe parallelograms upon equal bases BC, EG,
and between the same parallels AH, BG.

Then the parallelogram ABCD shall be equal to the parallelo-

gram EFGD.
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A D E H

Join BE, GH.
Then because BC is equal to FG, (liyp.) and FG to EH, (i. 34.)

therefore BC is equal to EH
;

(ax. 1.)

and these lines are parallels, and joined towards the same parts by
the straight lines BE, CH

;

but straight lines which join the extremities of equal and parallel

straight lines towards the same parts, are themselves equal and par-

allel
; CI. 33.)

therefore BE, CH are both ecjual and parallel

;

wherefore EBCH\^ a parallelogram, (def. A.)

And because the parallelograms ABCD, EBCH, are upon the

same base BC, and between the same parallels BC, AH

;

therefore the parallelogram ABCD is equal to the parallelogram

EBCH. (I. 35.)

For the same reason, the parallelogram EFGH is equal to the

parallelogram EBCH;
therefore, the parallelogram ABCD is equal to the parallelogram

EFGH. (ax. 1.)

Therefore, parallelograms upon equal, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXXVII. THEOREM.
Trianffles upon the same base and between the same parallels, are equal

to one another.

Let the triangles ABC, DBChe u])im the same base BC,
and between the same parallels AD, BC.

Then the triangle ABC shall be equal to the triangle DBC.
E AD F

B C

.Produce AD both ways to the points E, F;
tlirough ^draw /i'/i" parallel to CA, (i. 31.)

and throngli 6' draw 67'' ])arallel to BD.
Then each of the ligures F/U'A, IjBCF is a parallelogram

;

and EJiCA is efpial to DBCF, (i. 35.) because they are ui)on the

same base BC, and between tlie same ])arallel-^ J)C, EF.
And because tlie diameter AB bisects tlie parallelogram EBCA,

therefore the triangle ABC is half ofthe parallelogram EBCA ; (i. 34.)

also because the diameter DC bisects the parallelogram ]>B(^F,

therefore the triangle DBC is half of the parallelogram DBCF^
but the halves of e(|uaUthings are equal ; (ax. 7.^

therefore the triangle jillC is ecjual to the triangle DBG.
Wherefore, triangles, &c. q.e.u.

2*
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PROPOSITION XXXVIII. THEOREM.
Triangles upon equal bases and betieeen the same parallels, arc equal to

07ie another.

Let the triangles ABC, DEF be upon equal bases BC, EF, and
between the same parallels BF, AD.

Then the triangle ABO shall be equal to the triangle DEF.
G A D n

Produce AD both ways to the points G, IT
;

through B draw BG parallel to CA, (i. 81.)

and through i^draw FH parallel to ED.
Then each of ihe figures GBCA, DEFII is a parallelogram;

and they are equal to one another, (i. 3fi.)

because they are upon equal bases BC, EF,
and between the same parallels BE, GH.

And because the diameter AB bisects the parallelogram GBCA,
therefore the triangle ABC is the half of the parallelogram GBCA

;

(I. 34.)

also, because the diameter DF bisects the parallelogram DEFH,
tnerefore the triangle i>^i^ is the half of the parallelogram DEFH\

but the halves of eciual things are e(]ual ;
(ax. 7.)

therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DEF.
"Wherefore, triangles upon equal bases, &c. q.e.d.

PROFOSITIOX XXXIX. THEOREM.

Equal trianrjles upon the same base and upon the same side of it, are be-

tween the same parallels.

Let the equal triangles ABC, DBC be upon the same base BC
and upon the same side of it.

Then the triangles^5f, DBC shall be between the same parallels.

A D

B C

Join AD: then AD shall be parallel to BC.
For if AD be not parallel to BC

if possible, through the point A. draw AE parallel to BC, (i. 31.)

meeting BD, or BD ju-oduced, in E. anil join EC.
Then the triangle ABC is C(]ual to the triangle EBC, (i. 37.)

because they are upon the same base BC,
and between the same parallels BC. AE

:

but the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DBC; (hyp.)-

therefore the triangle DBC is equal to the triangle EBC,
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the greater triangle equal to the less, which is impossible

:

therefore AB is not parallel to BC.
In the same manner it can be demonstrated,

that no other line drawn from A but AD is parallel to BC',
AD is therefore parallel to BC.

"Wherefore, equal triangles upon, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XL. THEOREM.
• Equal triangles upon equal bases in the same straight line, and towardi

ihe same parts, are between the same parallels.

Let the equal triangles ABC, DEF be upon equal bases BC, EF.^

in the same straiglit line BP, and towards tbe same parts.

Then they shall be between the same parallels.

A D

Join AD ; then AD shall be parallel to BF.
For if AD be not parallel to BF,

if possible, through A draw AG parallel to BF, (i. 31.)

meeting ED, or ED produced in G, and join GF.
Then the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle GEF, (i. 38.)

because they are upon equal bases BC, EF,
and between the same parallels BF, AG ;

but the triangle ABC is etpial to the triangle DEF
;

(hyp.)

therefore the triangle DEF' is equal to the triangle GEF, (ax. 1.)

the greater triangle equal to the less, which is impossible :

therefore A G is not parallel to BF.
And in the same manner it can be demonstrated,

that there is no other line drawn from A parallel to it but AD;
AD is tliercl'ore parallel to BF.

Wherefore, eipial triangles upon, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XLI. THEOREM.
If a parallelogram and a triangle he v.pon the same base, and between th«

same parallels ; the parallelogram shall be double of (he triangle.

Let tlio ])arallelogram ABCD. and the triangle EBC be upon the
same base BC, and between the same i)arallels BC, AE.

Then the parallelogramABCD shall be double of the triangle EBC.
A D E

c

Join AC.
Then the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle EBC, (i. 87.)
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because they are upon the same base BC^ and between the same
parallels BC^ AE.

But the parallelogram ABCD is double of the triangle ABC,
because the diameter AC bisects it

;
(i. 34.)

wherefore ABCD is also double of the triangle EBC.
Therefore, if a parallelogram and a triangle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XLII. PROBLEM.

To describe a parallelogram that shall be equal to a given triangle^ and
have one of its angles equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let ABG be the given triangle, and D the given rectilineal angle.

It is required to describe a parallelogram that shall be equal to

the given triangle ABC, and have one of its angles equal to B,

A F G

B E

Bisect BC in E, (i. 10.) and join AE

;

at the point E in the straight line EC,
make the angle CEF equal to the angle B

;
(i. 28.)

through C draw CG parallel to EF, and through A draw AFG
parallel to BC, (i. 31.) meeting EF in /'"', and CG in G.

Then the figure CEFG is a parallelogram, (def. A.)

And because the triangles ABE, AEC are on the equal bases

BE, EC, and between the same parallels BC, AG
;

they are therefore equal to one another
;

(i. 38.)

and the triangle ABC is double of the triangle AEC;
but the parallelogram FECG is double of the triangle AEC, (i. 41.)

because they are upon the same base EC, and between the same
parallels ii'^;, AG;

therefore the parallelogram FECG is equal to the triangle ABC, (ax. 6.)

and it has one of its angles CEF equal to the given angle B.
Wherefore, a parallelogram FECG has been described equal to

the given ti-iangle ABC and having one of its angles CEF equal to

the given angle B. q.e.f.

PROPOSITIOX XLIII. THEOREM.

77>e complements of the parallelograms, ivhich are about the diameter of
any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

Let A BCD be a parallelogram, of which the diameter \s AC: and
Eff, GFtho parallelograms about A (\ that is:, through irh ichA Cpasses

:

also BIi', KD the other parallelograms which make up the whole
figure ABCD, which are therefore called the complements.

Then the complement 7)Vf shall be eciual to the complement KD.
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Because ABCD is a parallelogram, and AC \\.& diameter,
therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle ADC, (i. 34.)

Again, because EKHA is a parallelogram, and .4irits diameter,
therefore the triangle AEK is equal to the triangle AHK\ (i. 84.)

and for the same reason, the triangleKG L ' is equal to the triangle KFC.
Wherefore the two triangles AEK^ KCC are ec^ual to the two

triangles AHK, KFC (ax. 2.

)

but the wiiole triangle ABC is equal to the whole triangle ABC
\

therefore the remaining complement BK is e([ual to the i-emaining

comjdement KB. (ax. 3.)

"Wherefore the complements, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XLIY. PROBLEM.
To a f/iven straight line to apply a parallclorjrmn, which .ihall he equal

to a (/ivcn trianr/le, and have one of its ancjlcs equal to a r/iven rectilineal

angle.

Let AB be the given straight line, and C the given triangle, and
B the given rectilineal angle.

It is re(iuired to api)ly to the straight line AB, a parallelogram
equal to the triangle 6', and having an angle equal to the angle B.

F E K

HA L

Make the paralkdogram BEFG equal to the triangle C,

and having the angle EBG equal to the angle />, (i. 42.)

so that BE ha in the same straight line with AB;
produce FC to //,

through A draw ^ZT parallel to BG or BF, (i. 31.) and join I/B.

Tlien because the straight line 7//'^ falls upon the parallels All, EF.
therefore the angles AllF, LIFE are together equal to two right

angles; (i. 29.)

wherefore the angles BIIF, IIFE are less than two right angles:

but straight lines which with another .straight line, make the two
interior angles upon the same side less than two riglit angles, do
meet if produced far enough : (ax. 12.)

therefore ////, /'£" shall meet if pr6duccd;
let them ho produced and meet in /»',

throutfh /rdraw KL parallel to EA or PIT,

and produce HA, d'Btu meet FL in the ])oints L, M.
Then HLKFh a parallelogram, of whicii the diaiiRter is ITK

;
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and AG, ME, are the parallelograms about HE;
also LB, BF are the coiiiijieraents

;

therefore the complement LB is equal to the complement BF; (i. 43.)
but the complement BF is equal to the triangle

;
(eonstr.)

wherefore LB is eijuul to the triangle 6'.

And because the angle GBE is equal to the angle ABM, (i. 15.)
and likewise to the angle B

;
(eonstr.)

therefore the angle ABM is equal to the angle D. (ax. 1.)
Therefore to the given straight line AB, the parallelogram LB

has been applie'l, equal to the triangle C, and having the angleABM equal to the given angle D. q.e.f.

PROPOSITIOX XLT. PROBLEM.
To describe a parallelograyn equal to a given rectUineal figure, and hav-

ing an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let ABCD be the given rectilineal figure, and E the iriren recti-
lineal angle.

It is required to desci-ibe a parallelogram th-.t shall be equal to
the figure ABCD, and having an angle equal to the given angle E.

D F G

C K H M
Join DB.

Describe tlie parallelogram EH equal to the triangle ADB. and
having the angle /'/r//" equal to the an'de E

;
(i. 42.)

to the straight line GH, apply the parallelogram 6^J/" equal to the
triangle DBC, having the angle GHM equal to the auirle E.

(I. 44.)

Then the figure FKML shall be the parallelogram required.
Because each of the angles FI{H, GUM, is e<iual to the angle E,

therefore the angle FKR is equal to the angle GHM;
add to each of these equals the ancle I\HG

;

therefore the angles FKII, KHG are equal to the angles EHG, GHM;
but FKH, KHG are equal to two right angles; (i. 29.)

therefore also KHG, GHM are equal to two right angles

;

and because at the point H, in the straight line GH the two
straight lines KH, HM. upon the opposite sides of it, make the ad-
jacent angles KHG, GHM equal to two right angles,

therefore HK is in the same straiglit line with LTM. (i. 14.)
And because the line HG meets the parallels KM. EG,

therefore the angle MHG is equal to the alternate angle HGF; (i. 29.)
add to each of these equals the antrle HGL ;

therefore the angles MHG. HGL are ecpial to tlie angles HGF, HGL

;

but the angles MHG. HGL are equal to two right angles
;

(i. 29.)
therefore also the angles LIGF. HGL are ecpial to two right angles,

and therefore FG is in the same straight line with GL. (i. 14.)
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And because ^i^is parallel to HG, and HQ to J/i,

therefore A'i'is parallel to J/X
;

(i. 30.)

and FL has been proved parallel to /fj/,

wherefore the ligure FKML is a parallelogram
;

and since the parallelogram IIFia equal to the triangle ABD,
and the parallelogram- GM to the triangle BDC

\

therefore the whole parallelogram KFLM is equal to the whole
rectilineal figure ABCD.

Therefore the i)arallelogram KFLM has been described equal to

the given rectilineal figure ABCI), having the angle FKM eqnal to

the given angle E. q.e.f.

Cor. From this it is manifest how, to a given straight line, to apply

a parallelogram which shall have an angle equal to a given rectilineal

angle, and shall be equal to a given rectilineal figure ; viz. by applying

to the given straight line a parallelogram eijual to the first triangle

ABB, (I. -t-i.) and having an angle equal to the given angle.

rROPOSlTION XLVI. PROBLEM.

7'o describe a square upon a given straight line.

Let AB be the given straight line.

c

A B
It is refpiired to describe a square upon AB.

From the point A draw AC aX right angles to AB; d. 11.)

make AD equal to".'17j'; (i. 3.)

through the point D draw 7^7^ parallel to ^17?; (i. 31.)

and through 7/, draw 7>Vi' parallel to AD, meeting DEm E\
therefore ABED is a parallelogram

;

whence yl7> is oipial to BE, and AI) to BE\ (i. 34.)

but AD is ecpial to AB,
therefore the four lines AB. BE, ED, DA are equal to one another

and the parallelogram ABED is equilateral.

It has likewise all its angles right angles;

since AD meets the parallels AB, DE,
therefore the angles BA D, A DE are equal to two right angles ; (i. 20.)

but B.\D is a right angle; (constr.)

therefore also ADEU a riglit angle.

But the opposite angles of parallelograms are equal; (i. 34.)

therefore each of the opjjosite angles ABE, BEl) is a right angle;

wherefore the figure A BED is rectanguhar,

and it has l)een proved to be equilateral

;

therefore the figure APiED is a si|n;u'e, (def. 30.)

and it is described upon the given straiglit lino AB. q.e.f.
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Cor. Hence, every parallelogram that has one of its angles a .ight

angle, has all its angles right angles.

PROPOSITION XLVII. THEOREM.

In any rifiht-angled triangle, the square which is described ttpon the side

subtending the right angle, is equal to the squares described upon the sides

which contain the right angle.

Let ABC he a rij;-ht-angle(l triangle, having the right angle BAC.
Then the square described upon the side BC^ shall be equal to

the squares described upon BA^ A C.

G
H

On BC describe the square BDEC, (\. 46.)

and on BA, ^6' the squares GB, HC\
through A draw AL parallel to BD or CE\ (i. 31.)

and join ^i), FC.
Then because the angle BAC \9, a right angle, (hyp.)

and that tlie angle BA G is a right angle, (dcf. 30.)

the two straight lines J. C, AG upon the opposite sides of ^jB, make
with it at the point A, the adjacent angles ecjual to two right angles

;

therefore CA is in the same straight line with AG. (i. 14.)

For the same reason, BA and AH are in the same straight line.

And because the angle BBC is equal to the angle FBA,
each of them being a right angle,

add to each of these equals the angle ABC,
therefore the whole angle ABDla equal to the whole angle FBC. fax. 2.)

And because the two sides ^i?, BD, are e(|ual to the two sides FB,
BC, each to each, and the included angle ABD is edual to the included
angle FBC,

therefore the base ylZ) is equal to the base FC. (i. 4.)

and the trimgle ABD to the triangle FBC.
IsTow the parallelogram BL is double of the triana-le ABD, {\. 41.)

because thev are upon the same base BD. and between the same
parallels i?/>, vli;

also the square GB is double of the triangle FBC,
because these also are upon the same base FB, and between the
same parallels FB. GC.

But the doubles of equals are equal to one another; (ax. fi.)

therefore the ])ar;:lleloirram BL is equal to the square GB.
Similarly, by joining AE. BK, it can be proved,

that the parallelogram CL is equal to the square HC.
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Therefore the whole square BDEG is equal to the two squares

GB, UC; (ax. 2.)

and tlie square BDEC'is, described upon the straight line BC^
and the squares GB, HC, upon AB^ A C:

therefore the square upon the side BC^ is equal to the squares upon
the sides AB^ A G.

Tlierefore, in any right-angled triangle, &c. q.k.d.

PROPOSITION XLYIII. THEOREM.

I If the square described upon 07ie of the sides of a triangle^ he equal to

the squares described upon the other two sides of it ; the angle contained by

these two sides is a right angle.

Let the square described upon BG. one of the sides of the triangle

ABV, be equal to the squares upon the other two sides, AB, AG.
Then the angle BA G shall be a right angle.

D

C

From the point A draw AI) at right angles to AG, (i. 11.)

make AB equid to AB, and join BG.
Then, because AB is equal to AB,

the square on AD is etiual to the scjuare on AB;
to each of these equals add the square on A G\

therefore the squares on y1/>, A G are ecjual to the scjuares on AB, A Gx
but the squares on AD, AG are ecpial to the scjuare on DG, (i. 47.)

because the angle DAG\^ a riglit angle
;

and the square on BG, by Jiyputhesis, is equal to tiie s({uares on BA, A G\
therefore the square on BG \^ e(jual to the scpiare on BG;

and therefore the side DGis equal to the side BG.
And because the side AD is ecpial to the side AB,

and AG\s common to the two triangles DAG, BAG;
the two sides BA, AG, are equal to the two BA, AG, each to each;

and the l)ase DG has been proved to be equal to the base BG;
therefore the angle BAG\s equal to the angle BAG; (i. 8.)

but DAG is a rigiit angle

;

therefore also i)\'l 6' is a rigiit angle.

Therefore, if the s(|uare described u[)on, &c. q.e.d.
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ox THE DEFINITIONS.

GEOJrETUY is one of the most perfect of the deductive Sciences, and
Beems to rest on the simplest inductions from experience and observation.

The fir8t principles of Geometry are therelore in this view consistent

hypotheses founded on facts cognizable by the senses, and it is a subject

of primary importance to draw a distinction between the conception of

things and the things themselves. These hypotheses do not involve any
property contrary to the real nature of the things, and consequently cannot

be regarded as arbitrary, but in certain respects, agree with the conceptions

which the things themselves suggest to the mind through the medium of the

senses. The essential definitions of Geometry therefore being inductions

from observation and experience, rest ultimately on the evidence of the

senses.

It is by experience we become accpiainted with the existence of indi-

vidual forms of magnitudes ; but by the mental process of abstraction, which
begins with a particular instance, and proceeds to the general idea of all ob-

jects of the same kind, we attain to the general conception of those forms
which come under the same general idea.

The essential definitions of Geometry express generalized conceptions of

real existences in their most perl'cct ideal forms : the laws and appearances

of nature, and the operations of the human intellect being supposed unitbrm

and consistent.

But in cases where the subject falls under the class of simple ideas, the

terms of the definitions so called, are no more than merely equivalent ex-

pressions. The simple idea described by a proper term or terms, does not in

fact admit of definition properly so called. The definitions in Euclid's Ele-

ments may be divided into two classes, those which merely explain the mean-
ing of the terms employed, and those which, besides explaining the meaning
of the terms, suppose the existence of the things described in the definitions.

Definitions in Geometry cannot be of such a form as to explain the na-

ture and properties of the figures defined : it is sufficient that they give

marks whereby the thing defined may be distinguished from every other of

the same kind. It will at once be obvious, that the definitions of Geometry,
one of the pure sciences, being abstractions of space, are not like the defi-

nitions in any one of the physical sciences. The discovery of any new
physical facts may render necessary some alteration or modification in the

definitions of the latter.

Def. I. Pimson has adopted Theon's definition of a point. Euclid's defi-

nition is, ff7]!Xiiov icTTip Oil jiUpos oudev, "A point is that, of which there is no
part," or which cannot be parted or divided, as it is explained by Proclus.

The Greek term ariiii.e7ov, literally means, a visible sic/7i or 7nark on a surface,

in other words, a p/u/slcal point. The English term point, means the sharp
end of any thing, or a mark made by it. The word point comes from the

Latin punctuni, through the French word point. Neither of these terms, in

its literal sense, appears to give a very exact notion of what is to be under-

stood by a point in Geometry. Euclid's definition of a point merely ex-

presses a negative property, which excludes the proper and literal meaning
of the Greek term, as applied to denote a physical point, or a mark which is

visible to the senses.

Pythagoras defined a point to be iJ.ovas Srfcnv ix^^C"-, " ^ monad having
position." By uniting the positive idea of ]iosition, with the negative

idea of defect of magnitude, the conception of a point in Geometry may
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be rendered perhaps more intelligible. A point is defined to be tluit which

has no magnitude, but position only.

Def. II. Every visible line has both length and breadth, and it is im-

possible to draw any line whatever which shall have no breadth. The deti-

nition requires the conception of the length only of the line to be considered,

abstracted from, and independently of, all idea of its breadth.

Def III. Tliis definition renders more intelligible the exact meaning of

the definition of a point : and we may add, that, in the Elements, Euclid

supposes that the intersection of two lines is a point, and that two lines can

intersect each other in one point only.

Def. IT. The straight line or right line is a terra so clear and intelli-

gible as to be incapable of becoming more so by formal definition. Euclid's

definition is EJOila ypauuTj iffrif, i)tis e'l icrou rois icp' lauT/js crriixflois ;c€?rai,

wherein he states it to He ei'cn!t/, or cqnallii, or upon an cijuality (e^ Icrov)

between its extremities, and which Froclus explains as being stretched be-

tween its extremities, tj eV &Kpoiv reTa/xefr].

If the line be conceived to be drawn on a plane surface, the words

e| ta-ov may mean, that no part of the line which is called a straight line

deviates either from one side or the other of the direction which is fixed by
the extremities of the line ; and thus it may be distinguished from a curved

line, which does not lie, in this sense, evenly between its extreme ])oints.

If the line be conceived to be drawn in space, the words e| "iaou, must 1)6

understood to apply to every direction on every side of the line between its

extremities.

Every straight line situated in a plane, is considered to have two sides;

and when the direction of a line is known, the line is said to be given in

position ; also, when tiie length is known or can be found, it is said to be
given in magnitude.

From the definition of a straight line, it follows, that two points fix a
straight line in position, which is the foundation of the first and second
postulates. Hence straight lines which are proved to coincide in two or more
points, are called, "one and the same straiglit line," Prop. It, Book i, or,

which is the same thing, tliat "two straiglit lines cannot have a common
segment," as Simson shews in his Corollary to Prop. 11, Book i.

The following definition of straight lines has also been proposed

:

" Straight lines are those wiiich, if they coincide in any two points, coincide

as far as they are produced." Hut this is lather a criteiion of straight lines,

and analogous to the eleventh axiom, wliich states tiiat, " all right angles are
erjual to one another," and suggests that all straight lines may l»e made to

coincide wholly, if the lines be e(|ual ; or partially, if the lines i)e of utieiiual

Iciigtlis. A definition .should properly be restricted to the description of the

tiling defined, as it exists, independently of any comparison of its properties
or of tacitly assuming the existence of axioms.

Def VII. Euclid's definition of a jihine surface is 'EiriirfSns iirKpaveii

icrriv '^Tis e{ iirov rais ^(p" iavTTjs evOeiais Kftrai, " A plane surfai'e is that

wlii'jh lies evenly or eipially with the straight lines in it ;" instead of which
Simson has given the definition which was originally proposed by Hero tlie

Elder. A phme superficies may lie sii|)poseil to lie situated in any position,

and to be continuecl in every direction to any extent.

Def VIII. Siin.son remarks that this definition seems to include the
angles formed by two curved lines, or-a curve and a straight line, as well aa

that formed by two straight lines.

Angles made by straight lines only, are treated of in Elemt'iitary (Icoiuetry.
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Def. IX. It is of the highest importance to attain a clear conception of

an angle, and of the sum and difference of two angles. The literal meaiiiug

of the term angulux suggests the Geometrical conception of an angle, which

may be regarded as formed by the divergence of two straight lines from a

point. In the definition of an angle, the magnitude of the angle is independ-

ent of the lengths of tlie two lines by which it is included ; their mutual

divergence from the point at which they meet, is the criterion of the magni-

tude of an angle, as it is pointed out in the succeeding definitions. The
point at which the two lines meet is called the angular point or the vertex

of the angle, and must not be confounded with the magnitude of the angle

itself. The right angle is fixed in magnitude, and, on this account, it is

made the standard with which all other angles are compared.

Two straight lines which actually intersect one another, or which when
produced would intersect, are said to be inclined to one another, and the

inclination of the two luies is determined by the angle which they make with

one another.

Def X. It may be here observed that in the Elements, Euclid alwaya

assumes that when one line is perpendicular to another line, the latter is also

perpendicular to the former; and always calls aright anrjlc^ op0-/j "ytavia.; but

a &trni(jld line, eiide'ia ypafifi^.

Def XIX. This has been restored from Proclus, as it seems to have a

meaning in the construction of Prop. 14, Book ii ; the first case of Prop. 33,

Book III, and Prop. 13, Book ti. The definition of the segment of a circle

is not once alluded to in Book i, and is not required before the discussion

of the properties of the circle in Book iii. Proclus remarks on this defini-

tion: "Hence you may collect that the center has three places: for it is

either within the figure, as in the circle ; or in its perimeter, as in the semi-

circle ; or without the figure, as in certain conic lines."

Def. xxiv-xxix. Triangles are di\ided into three classes, by reference

to the relations of their sides ; and into three other classes, by reference to

their angles. A further classification may be made by considering both the

relation of the sides and angles in each triangle.

In Simson's definition of the isosceles triangle, the word onZy must be omit-

ted, as in the Cor. Prop. 5, Book i, an isosceles triangle may be equilateral,

and an eiiuilateral triangle is considered isosceles in Prop. 15, Book ir.

Objection has been made to the definition of an acute-angled triangle. It is

said that it cannot be admitted as a definition, that all the three angles of a

triangle are acute, which is supposed in Def 29. It may be replied, that the

definitions of the three kinds of angles point out and seem to supply a foun-

dation for a similar distinction of triangles.

Def xxx-xxxiv. The definitions of quadrilateral figures are liable to

objection. All of them, except the trapezium, fall under the general idea of

a parallelogram ; but as Euclid defined parallel straight lines after he had

defined four-sided figures, no other arrangement could he adopted than the

one he has followed"; and for which there appeared to him, without doubt,

some probable reasons. Sir Ilcnry Savile, in his Fevcnth Lecture, remarks

on some of the definitions of Euclid, "Nee dissimulandum aliquot harum in

manibus exiguum esse usum in Geometiia." A few verbal emendations have

been made in some of them.

A square is a four-sided plane figure having all its sides equal, an<\

one angle a right angle : because it is proved in Prop. 46, Book i, that if a

parallelogram hare one angle a right angle, all its angles are right

angles.
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An oblong, in the same manner, may be defined as a plane figure of four
sides, having only its opposite sides equal, and one of its angles a right
angle.

A rhomboid is a four-sided plane figure having only its opposite sides
equal to one another and its angles not right angles.

Sometimes an irregular four-sided figure which has two sides parallel, is

called a trapezoid.

Def. XXXV. It is possible for two right lines never to meet when pro-
duced, and not be parallel.

Def. A. The term parallelogram literally implies a figure formed by
parallel straight lines, and may consist of four, six, eight, or any even
number of sides, where every two of the opposite sides are parallel to one
another. In the Elements, however, the term is restricted to four-sided
figures, and includes the four species of figures named in the Definitions
xxx-xxxm.

The synthetic method is followed by Euclid not only in the demon-
strations of the propositions, but also in laying down the definitions. lie

commences with the simplest abstractions, defining a point, a line, an angle,

a superficies, and their dift'crent varieties. Tins mode of proceeding in-

volves the difficulty, almost insurmountable, of defining satisfactorily the
elementary abstractions of Geometry. It has becn-obscrved, that it is neces-
sary to consider a solid, that is, a magnitude which has length, breadth, and
thickness, in order to understand aright the definitions of a point, a line, and
a superficies. A solid or volume considered apart from its physical proper-

ties, suggests the idea of the surfaces by which it is bounded : a surface, the
idea of the lino or lines which form its boundaries: and a finite line, the
points which form its extremities. A solid is therefore bounded by surfaces;

a surface is bounded by lines ; and a line is terminated by two points. A
point marks position only : a line has one dimension, length only, and de-

fines distance: a superficies has two dimensions, length and breadth, and
defines extension : and a solid has three dimensions, length, breadth, and
thickness, and defines some portion of space.

It may also be remarked that two {)oints are sufficient to determine the

position of a straight line, and three points not in the same straight line, are

necessary to fix the position of a plane.

OX THE POSTULATES.

The definitions assume the pcssible existence of straight lines and cir-

cles, and the postulates predicate the possibility of drawing and of producing

straight lines, and of describing circles. The postulates form the prin-

ciples of construction assumed in the Elements ; and are, in fact, problems,

the possibility of which is admitted to be self-evident, and to require no
proof.

It must, however, be carefully remarked, that the third postidate only

admits that when any line is given in position and magnitude, a circle may
be described from either extremity of the line as a center, and with a radius

equal to the length of the line, as in Euc. i, 1. It docs not admit the de-

scription of a circle with any other point as a center than one of the extremi-

ties of the given line.

Euc. I. 2, shews how, from any given point, to draw a straight line equal

to another straight line which is given in magnitudo and position.
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OX THE AXIOMS.

Axioms are usually defined to be self-evident truths, which cannot be

rendered more evident by demonstration ; in other words, the axioms of

Geometry arc theorems, the truth of which is admitted without proof. It is

by experience we first become acquainted with the ditlerent forms of geomet-

rical magnitudes, and the axioms, or the fundamental ideas of their ecjuality

or inequahty, appear to rest on the same basis. The conception of the truth

of the axioms does not appear to be more removed from experience than the

conception of the definitions.

These axioms, or first principles of demonstration, are such theorems as

cannot be resolved into simpler theorems, and no theorem ought to be admit-

ted as a first principle of reasoning which is capable of being demonstrated.

An axiom, and (when it is convertible) its converse, should both be of such

a nature as that neither of them should require a formal demonstration.

The first and most simple idea, derived from experience is, that every

magnitude fills a certain space, and that several magnitudes may successively

fill the same space.

All the knowledge we have of magnitude is purely relative, and the most
simple relations are those of equality and inequahty. In the comparison of

magnitudes, some are coifcidered as given or known, and the unknown are

compared with the known, and conclusions are synthetically deduced with

respect to the equality or inequality of the magnitudes under consideration.

In this manner we form our idea of cquaUty, which is thus formally stated in

the eighth axiom: "Magnitudes which coincide with one another, that is,

which exactly fill the same space, are equal to one another."

Every specific definition is referred to this universal principle. With
regard to a few more general definitions which do not furnish an equality, it

will be found that some hypothesis is always made reducing them to that

principle, before any theory is built upon them. As for example, the defini-

tion of a straight line is to be referred to the tenth axiom; the definition of

a right angle to the eleventh axiom ; and the definition of parallel straight

lines to the twelfth axiom.

The eighth axiom is called the principle of superposition, or, the

mental process by which one Geometrical magnitude may be conceived
to be placed on another, so as exactly to cohicido with it, in the parts

which are made the subject of comparison. Thus, if one straight line be
conceived to be placed upon another, so that their extremities are coin-

cident, the two straight lines are equal. If the directions of two lines

which include one angle, coincide with the directions of the two lines

which contain another angle, where the points, from which the angles
diverge, coincide, then the two angles are equal : the lengths of the lines

not affecting in any way the magnitudes of the angles. When one plane
figure is conceived to be placed upon another, so that the boundaries of

one exactly coincide with the boundaries of the other, then the two
plane figures are equal. It may also be remarked, that the converse of
this proposition is not universally true, namely, that when two magni-
tudes are equal, they coincide with one another: since two magnitudes
may be equal in area, as two parallelograms or two triangles, Euc. i. 35, 37;
but their boundaries may not be equal : and conscqiumtly, by superposition,

the figures could not exactly coincide : all such figures, however, having
equal areas, by a different arrangement of their parts, may be made to coin-

cide exactlv.
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This axiom is the criterion of Geometrical equality, and is essentially

different from the criterion of Arithmetical equality. Two geometrical mag-
nitudes are equal, when they coincide or may be made to coincide : two ab-

stract numbers are equal, when they contain the same aggregate of units

;

and two concrete numbers are equal, when they contain the same number
of units of the same kind of magnitude. It is at once obvious, that Arith-

metical representations of Geometiical magnitudes are not admissible in

Euclid's criterion of (ieometrical Equality, as he has not fixed the unit of

magnitude of either the straight line, the angle, or the superficies. Perhaps
Euclid intended that the first seven axioms should be applicable to numbers
as well as to Geometrical magnitudes, and this is in accordance with the

words of Proclus, who calls the axioms, common notionx^ not peculiar to the

subject of Geometry.
Several of the axioms may be generally exemplified thus :

Axiom I. If the straight line AB be equal to a B
the straight line CD ; and if the straight line EF
be also equal to the straight line CI) ; then the

straight line AB is equal to the straight line EF.
Axiom II. If the line AB be equal to the

line CD ; and if the line EF be also equal to the

line GH\ then the sum of the lines AB and EF
is equal to the sum of the lines CD and OH.

Axiom HI. If the line AB be equal to the
line CD ; and if the line EF be also equal to the

line GH\ then the difference of ^Zf and EF^
is equal co tlie difference of CD and GH.

Axiom IV. admits of being exemplified under the two following forms:
1. If the line AB be equal to the line C/> ; a B C D

and if the line EF be (/reatcr than the line GH;
then the sum of the lines ^1 B and EF is greater E F
thajt. the sum of the lines CD and Gil.

2. If the line AB be eijual to the line CD ; A B
and if the \\\ni EF be Ics.s llum the line GII\
then the sum of the lines AB and EF is less 5 E
than the sum of the lines CD and Gil.

Axiom V. also admits of two forms of exemplification.

1. If the line AB ha equal to the line CD
;

A B
and if the line EF be r/reatrr than the line GH;
then the dillurence of the lines ^rl^ and EF is 5 5
(jrcotcr that) tlie difference of CX' and GH.

2. If the line AB be ctjual to the line CD; A B
anil if the line EF be le.is than the line G/I;
then the difference of the linos AB and EF z.v § ^
less than the dilference of the lines CD and GH.

The axiom, "If une(|uals l)e taken from equals, the remainders are une-
qual," may be excmijlilicd in the same mannei'.

Axiom VI. If the line AB be double of the A B
line CD ; and if the line EF be also double of C D
the line CD ; E F

then the line AB is equal to the line EF.
Axiom VII. If the line .1/? be the half of the A R

line CD ; and if the line EF be also ihc half of C D
tne line CD

;

E F
then the line AB is equal to the line EF.

~

G II

C D

G H

C D

G n

c D

G n
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It may be observed that when ecjuai magnitudes are taken from unequal
magnitudes, the greater remainder exceeds the less remainder by as much as
the greater of the iuie(|ual magnitudes exceeds the less.

If unequals be taken from unecjuals, the remainders are not always un-
equal ; they may be equal : also if unequals be added to unequals the wholes
arc not always unequal, they may also be equal.

Axiom IX. The whole is greater than its i)art, and conversely, the part is

less than the whole. This axiom appears to assert the contrary of.the eighth
axiom, namely, that two magnitudes, of which one is greater than the other,

cannot be made to coincide with one another.

Axiom X. The property of straight lines expressed by the tenth axiom,
namely, "that two straight lines cannot enclose a space," is obviously im-
plied in the detinition of straight lines ; for if they enclosed a space, they
could not coincide between their extreme points, when the two lines are

etpial.

Ax'om XI. This axiom has been asserted to be a demonstrable theorem.
As an p.ngle is a .species of magnitude, this axiom is only a partioilar appli-

cation of the eighth axiom to right angles.

Axiom XII. See the notes on Prop. xxix. Book i.

OX THE PROPOSITIONS.

Wffxever a judgment is formally expressed, there must be something
respecting which the judgment is expressed, and something else which con-

stitutes the judgment. The former is called the subject of the proposition,

and the latter, the predicate, which may be anything which can be afiirmed

or denied respecting the subject.

The propositions in Euclid's Elements of Geometry may be divided into

two classes, problems and theorems. A proposition, as the term imports, is

something proposed ; it is a pjroblem, when some Geometrical construction is

required to be effected : and it is a theorem when some Geometrical property

is to be demonstrated. Every propositioii is naturally divided into two parts;

a problem consists of the data, or thinr/s given; and the qucesita, or things

reepuired : a theorem consists of the subject or hi/pothcsis, and the conclusion,

or predicate. Ilenco the distinction between a problem and a theorem is

this, that a problem consists of the data and the quassita, and requires sohi-

tiou : and a theorem consists of the hypothesis and the predicate, and re-

quires demonstration.

All projiositions are affirmative or negatire ; that is, they either assert

some property, as Eue. i. 4, or deny the existence of some property, as Euc.

I. 7 ; and every proposition which is affirmatively stated has a contradictory

corresponding proposition. If the affirmative be proved to be true, the con-

tradictory is false.

All propositions may bo viewed as (1) nniversalli/ affrmative, or vniver-

sallji negatire ; (2) !\9. particidarlg affrmntive, or piorticularlg negative.

The connected course of reasoning by which any (ieometrical truth ia

established is called a demonstration. It is called a direct demonstration

when the predicate of the proposition is infei-red directlv from the premises,

as the conclusion of a series of successive deductions. The demonstration is

called indirect, when the conclusion shows that the introduction of any other

supposition contrary to the hypothesis stated in the proposition, necessarily

leads to an absurdity.

It has been remarked by Pascal, that "Geometry is almost the only sub-

ject as to which we find truths wherein all men agree; and one cause of this

is, that Geometers alone regard the true laws of demonstration."
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These arc enumerated by him as eight in number. "1. To define nothing
which cannot be expressed in clearer terms than those in which it is already

expressed. 2. To leave no obscure or equivocal terms undefined. 3. To
employ in the definition no terms not already known. 4. To omit nothing
in the principles from which we argue, unless we are sure it is granted.

6. To lay down no axiom which is not perfectly evident. 6. To demonstrate
nothing which is as clear already as we can make it. V. To prove every
thing in the least doubtful by means of self-evident axioms, or of propo-

sitions already demonstrated. 8. To substitute mentally the definition in-

stead of the thing defined." Of these rules, he says, "the first, fourth and
sixth are not absolutely necessary to avoid error, but the other five are in-

dispensable ; and though they may be found in books of logic, none but the

Geometers have paid any regard to them."
The course pursued in the demonstrations of the propositions in

Euclid's Elements of Geometry, is always to refer directly to some ex-

pressed principle, to leave nothing to be inferred from vague expressions,

and to make every step of the demonstrations the object of the under-

standing.

It has been maintained by some philosophers, that a genuine definition

contains some propeity or properties which can form a basis for demonstra-
tion, and that the science of Geometry is deduced from the definitions, and
tliat on them alone the demonstrations depend. Others have maintained
that a definition explains only the meaning of a term, and does not embrace
the nature and pro])ertie3 of the thing defined.

If the propositions usually called postulates and axioms arc either

tacitly assumed or expressly stated in the definitions; in this view, de-

monstrations may be said to be legitimately founded on definitions. If,

on tlie other hand, a definition is simply an explanation of the meaning
of a term, whether abstract or concrete, by such marks as may prevent a

misconception of the thing defined ; it will be at once olnious that some
constructive and theoretic principles must be assumed, be.-^ides the defini-

tions to form the ground of legitimate demonstration. These principles

we conceive to be the postulates and axioms. The postulates describe

constructions which may be admitted as possible by direct appeal to our

experience ; and the axioms assert general theoretic truths so simi)le and
self-evident as to require no proof, but to be admitted as the assumed first

principles of demonstration. Under this view all Geometrical reasonings

proceed upon the admission of the hypotheses assumed in the definitions,

and the unquestioned po.ssibility of the postulates, and the truth of the

axioms.

Deductive reasoning is generally delivered in the form of an entliymcme,

or an argument wherein one enunciation is not expiessed, but is readily

Rupjilied by the reader: and it may ))C ob.served, that although this is the

ordinary mode of speaking and writing, it is not in the strictly .syllogistic

form ; as either the mnjor or the minor premiss only is formally stated be-

fore the conclusion: Thus in Euc. i., 1.

Because the point A is the center of the circle BCD
;

therefore the straight line yl/? is equal to tiie straiglit line AC.
The premiss here omitted, is: all straight lines drawn from the center

of a circle to the circumference arc equal.

In a similar way may be stq)i)lied the reserved premiss in every entliy-

mcme. The conclusion of two cnthyjncmes may form the major and minor

premiss of a third syllogism, and so on, and thus any process of reasoning

is reduced to the .strictly syllogistic fomi. And in tliis way it is shewn

8
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that the general theorems of Geometry are demonsti-ated by meaas of syl-

logisms founded on the axioms and definitions.

Every syllogism consists of three propositions, of which, two are called

the premisses, and the tliird, the conclusion. These propositions contain
tluee terms, the subject and predicate of the conclusion, and the middle
term which connects the predicate and the conclusion together. The sub-

ject of the conclusion is called tlic minor, and the predicate of the conclu-

sion is called tlie major term, of the syllogism. The major term appears in

one premiss, and the minor term in the other, with the middle term, which
is in both premisses. That premiss which contains the middle term and the

major term, is called the major premiss ; and that which contains the middle
term and the nunor term, is called the ininor premiss of the syllogism. As
an example, we may take the syllogism in the demonstration of Prop. 1,

Book 1, wherein it will be seen that the middle term is the subject of the
major premiss and the predicate of the minor.
Major premiss. Because tlie straight line AB is equal to the straight line ^C;
Minor premiss, and, because the straight line BO is equal to the straight

line^i?;
Conclusion, therefore the straight line BC is equal to the straight line AC.

Here, BC is the subject, and vlC the predicate of the conclusion.

BC is the subject, and AB the predicate of the minor premiss.
AB IS the subject, and AC the predicate of the major premiss.

Also, ^Cis the major term, BC the minor term, and AB the middle
term of the syllogism.

In this syllogism, it may be remarked that the definition of a straight

line is assumed, and the definition of the Geometrical equality of two straight
lines ; also that a general theoretic truth, or axiom, forms the ground of the
conclusion. And further, though it be impossible to make any point, mark
or sign {(rriij.uoi') which has not both length and breadth, and any line which
has not both length and breadth ; the demonstrations in Geometry do not on
this account become invalid. For they are pursued on the hypothesis that

the point has no parts, but position only : and the line has length only, but
no breadth or thickness: also that the surface has length and breadth only,

1 )ut no thickness : and all the conclusions at which we arrive are independ-
ent of every other consideration.

The truth of the conclusion in the syllogism depends upon the truth
of the premisses. If the premisses, or only one of them be not true, the
conclusion is false. The conclusion is said to follow from the premisses;
whereas, in truth, it is contained in the premisses. The expression must
be understood of the mind apprehending in succession, the truth of
the premisses, and subsequent to that, the truth of the conclusion

;

so that the conclusion follows from the premisses in order of time
as far as reference is made to the mind's apprehension of the whole
argument.

Every proposition, when complete, may be divided into six parts, as
Proclus has pointed out in his commentary.

1. The proposition or general enunciation, which states in general terms
,the conditions of the problem or theorem.

2. The exposition or particular enunciation, which exhibits the subject

of the proposition in particular terms as a fact, and refers it to some diagram
described.

3. The detrrmlnatio7i contains the predicate in particular terms, as it is

pointed out in the diagram, and directs attention to the demonstration, by
pronouncing the thing sought.
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4. The construction applies the postulates to prepare the diagram for the

demoDStration.

5. 77ie (knwnatration is the connexion of syllogisms, which prove the

truth or falsehood of the theorem, the possibility or impossibilhy of tl!£

problem, in that particular case exhibited in the diagram.

6. 77ie conclusion is merely the repetition of the general enunciation,

wherein the predicate is asserted ^s a demonstrated truth.

Prop. I. In the first two Books, the circle is employed as a mechanical
instrument, in the same manner as the straight line, and the use made of it

rests entirely on the third postulate. No properties of the circle are dis-

cussed in these books beyond the dcfiuitioa and the third postulate. When
two circles are described, one of which has its center in the ch-cumference of

the other, the two circles being each of them partly within and partly with-

out the other, their circumferences must intersect each other in two points

;

and it is obvious from the two circles cutting each other, in two points, one
on each side of the given line, that two equilateral triangles may be formed
on the given line.

Prop. II. When the given point is neither in the line, nor in the line

produced, this problem admits of eight different lines being drawn from the

given point in different directions, every one of which is a solution of the

problem. For, 1. The given line has two extremities, to each of whicli a

line may be drawn from the given point. 2. The equilateral triangle may
be described on either side of this line. 3. And the side DB of the equi-

lateral triangle ABD may be produced either way.

But when the given point lies either in the line or in the line pro-

duced, the distinction which ai-ises from joining the two ends of the line

with the given point, no longer exists, and there are only four cases of the

problem.

The construction of this problem assumes a neater form, by f^vi^i describ-

ing the circle CYr//witli center Zi' and radius BO, and pioducing JJB tlic

Bide of tlie equilateral triangle BBA to meet the circumference in G : next,

with center B and radius BG, describing the circle GA'L, and then produc-

ing BA to meet the circumference in B.

By a similar construction the less of two given straight lines may be pro-

duced, so that the less together with the part produced may be equal to the

greater.

Prop. III. This problem admits of two solutions, and it is left undeter-

mined from which end of the greater line the part is to be cut off.

By means of this problem, a straight line may be found equal to the sum
or the difference of two given lines.

Prop. rv. This forms the first case of equal triangles, two other cases arc

proved in Prop. viii. and Proji. xxvi.

The term fmsc is obviously taken from the idea of a building, and the

same may be said of the term altitude. In Geometry, however, these terms

are not restricted to one particular position of a figure, as in the case of a

building, but may be in any position whatever.

Prop. v. Proclus has given, in his commentary, a proof for the equality

of the angles at the base, without producing the equal sides. The constiuc-

tion follows the same order, taking m AB one side of the isosceles triangle

A RC\ a point B and cutting off from AC vl part AE equal to AB, and tlicu

joining CB and BE.
A corollary is a theorem which results from the demonstration of n prop-

osition.

Prop. Ti. is the converse of one part of Proj). \'. One proposition is de-
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fined to be the converge of another when the hypothesis of the former bo-

comes the predicate of the latter ; and vice versa.

Tliere is besides this, another kind of conversion, when a theorem
has several hypotheses and one predicate

; by assuming the predicate and
one, or more than one of the hypotheses, some one of the hyjjotheses

may be inferred as the predicate of the converse. In this manner,
Prop. VIII. is the converse of Prop. iv. It may here be observed,

that converse theorems are not universally true : as for instance, the

following direct proposition is universally true ;
" If two triangles have

their three sides respectively equal, the three angles of each shall be
respectively equal." But the converse is not universally true ; namely,
" If two triangles have the three angles in each respectively equal,

the three sides are respectively equal." Converse theorems require,

in some instances, the consideration of other conditions than those which
finter into the proof of the direct theorem. Converse and contrary
propositions are by no means to be confounded ; the contrary proposition

denies what is asserted, or asserts what is denied, in the direct propo-
sition, but the subject and predicate in each are the same. A contrary
propoaitiojt is a completely contradictory proposition^ and the distinction

consists in this—that two contrary propositions may both be false, but
of two contradictory propositions^ one of them must be true, and the

other false. It may here be remarked, that one of the most common
intellectual mistakes of learners, is to imagine that the denial of a
proposition is a legitimate ground for affirming the contrary as true

;

whereas the rules of sound reasoning allow that the affirmation of a
proposition as true, only affords a ground for the denial of the contrary as

false.

Prop. Ti. is the first instance of indirect demonstrations, and they are

more suited for the proof of conver.se propositions. All those propositions

which are demonstrated ox absurdo, are properly analytical demonstrations,

according to the Greek notion of analysis, which first supposed the tning re-

quired, to be done, or to be true, and then shewed the consistency or incon-

sistency of this construction or hypothesis with truths admitted or already

demonstrated.

In indirect demonstrations, where hypotheses are made which are not
true and contrary to the truth stated in the proposition, it seems desirable

that a form of expression should be employed different from that in which
the hypotheses are true. In all eases therefore, whether noted by Euclid or

not, the words if possible have been introduced, or some .such qualifying

expression, as in Euc. i. 6, so as not to leave upon the mind of the learner,

tlie impression that the hypothesis which contradicts the proposition, is really

true.

Prop. Till. When the three sides of one triangle are shewn to coincide

•with the three sides of any other, tlie equality of the triangles is at once ob-
vious. This, however, is not stated at the conclusion of Prop. Tin. or of

Prop. XXVI. For the equality of the areas of two coincident triangles, refer-

ence is always made by Euclid to Prop. iv.

A direct demonstration may be given of this proposition, and Prop. vii.

may be dispensed with altogether.

Let the triangles ABC, DEF be so placed that the base BC may
coincide with the base EF, and the vertices A, D may be on opposite
sides of EF. Join AD. Then because EAD is an isosceles triangle,

the angle EA T) is equal to the angle EBA ; and because CBA is an
isosceles triangle, the angle CAB is equal to the angle CBA. Hence
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the angle EAFi?i equal to the angle EDF, (ax. 2 or 3 :) or the angle BDQ
i^ is equal to the angle EDF.

Prop. IX. It' BA, vlC'be in the same straight line. This problem then

becomes the same as Prob. xi, whieh may be regarded as drawmg a line

which bisects an angle equal to two right angles.

If FA be produced in the fig. Prop. 9, it bisects the angle which is the

defect of the angle BACfrom four rir/lit ayiylcs.

By means of this problem, any angle may be divided into four, eight,

sixteen, &c. equal angles.

Prop. X. A finite straight line may, by this problem, be divided into

four, eight, si.xteen, &c. equal parts.

Prop. XI. When the point is at the extremity of the line ; by the second

postulate the line may be produced, and then the construction applies. See

note on Euc. iii. 31.

The distance between two points is the straight line which joins the

points ; but the distance between a point and a straight line, is the shortest

line wliich can be drawn from the point to the line.

From this Prop, it follows that only one perpendicular can be drawn
from a given point to a given line ; and this perpendicular may be
shewn to be less than any other line which can be drawn from the

given point to the given line : and of the rest, the line which is nearer

to the perpendicular is less than one more remote from it : also only two
equal straiglit lines can be drawn from the same point to the line, one on each
side of the perpendicular or the least. This property is analogous to Euc.

in. 7, 8.

The corollary to this proposition is not in the Greek text, but was added
by Simson, who states that it " is necessary to Prop. 1, Book xi., and
otherwise."

Prop. XII. The third postulate requires that the line CD should
be drawn before the circle can be described with the center C, and
radius CD.

Prop. xiv. is the converse of Prop. xni. " Upon the opposite sides of
it." If these words were omitted, it is po.-sihle for two lines to make with a
third, two angles, which together are equal to two riglit angles, in such a
manner that the two lines siiall not be in the same straight line.

The line BPJ may be supposed to fall above, as in Euclid's figure, or

below the line BD, and the demonstration is the same in form.

Prop. XV. is the development of the definition of an angle. If the lines

at the angular point l)e produced, the produced lines have the same iucliua-

tion to one another as the original lines, but in a diirerent position.

The converse of this Proposition is not proved l>y Eucliil, namely :

—

If the vertical angles made by four straight lines at the same point l)o

respectively equal to each other, each pair of opposite lines shall be in the
same straight line.

Prop. XVII. appears to bo only a corollary to the preceding proposition,

and it seems to lie introduced to explaiti Axiom xii., of which it is the con-

verse. The exact truth respecting the angles of a triangle is proved in

Prop. XXXII.

Prop. XVIII. It may here ho remarked, for tlie purjiosc of guarding the
student against a very common mistaUc, that in tiiis proposition, and in the

converse of it, the h)/p<>thcsis is stated liefore tiie j>nd'C(itr.

Prop. XI.X. is the conver.se rff Prop, xviii. It may be reinaikcd,

that Prop. XIX. bears the same relation to Prop, xviii., as Prop. vi. does to

Prop. V.
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Prop. XX. The following corollary arhcs from this propo.iition :

—

A straiglit line is the shortest di.stance between two points. For the

straiglit lino BC is always less than BA and AC, liowever near the point A
may l)e to the line BC.

It may l)e easily sliewn from this proposition, that the difference of any
two sides of a triangle is le^s than the third side.

Prop. XXII. When tlie sum of two of the lines is equal to, and when it

is less than the third line ; let the diagrams be described, and they will

exhibit the impossibility implied by the restriction laid down in the Propo-
sition.

The same remark may be made here, as was made nnder the first

Proposition, namely :—if one circle lies partly witlun and partly without an-

other circle, the circumferences of the circles intersect each other in two
points.

Prop, xxiir. CD might be taken equal to CE, and the construction
effected by means of an isosceles triangle. It would, however, be less gen-
eral than Euclid's, but is more convenient in practice.

Prop. xxiv. Simson makes the angle IIJDG at D in the line FD,
the side which is not the greater of the two ED, DF\ otherwise, three

different cases would arise, as may be seen by forming the different figures.

The point G might fall below or upon the base ^i&i^ produced as well as

above it. Prop, x.xiv. and Prop. xxv. bear to each other the same relation

as Prop. IV. and Prop. Tin.

Prop. xxvi. This forms the third ease of the equality of two tri-

angles. Every triangle has three sides and three angles, and when
any three of one triangle are given equal to any three of another, the

triangles may be proved to be equal to one another, whenever the

three magnitudes given in the hypothesis are independent of one another.

Prop. IV. contains the first case, when the hypothesis consists of two
sides and the included angle of each triangle. Prop. vin. contains

tlie second, when the hypothesis consists of the three sides of each

triangle. Prop. xxvi. contains the third, when the hypothesis consists

of two angles, and one side either adjacent to the equal angles, or

opposite to one of the equal angles in each triangle. There is another

case, not proved by Euclid, when the hypothesis consists of two sides and
one angle in each triangle, but these not the angles included by the two
given sides in each triangle. This case however is only true under a certain

restriction, thus:

—

If two irianqfes have two sides of one of them eqrtol to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have also the anr/les opposite to one of the eqnal sides

in each triancf/e, equal to one another, and if the anfflcs opposite to the other

equal sides be both acute, or both obtuse angles ; then shall the third sides

be equal in each trianr/le, as also the retnainiuff angles of the one to the

remainiiig angles of the other.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles which have the sides AB, AC equal

to the two sides DE, DF, each to each, and the angle y1^6' equal to the

angle DEF: then, if the angles A CB, DEF, be both acute, or both obtuse

angles, the third side BC shall be equal to the third side EF, and also

the angle BOA to the angle EFD, and the angle BACio the angle EDF.
First. Let the angles ACB, DEE, opposite to the equal sides yli?, DE,

be both acute angles.

If BC be not equal to EF, let .BCbe the greater, and from BC, cut off

BG equal to EF, and join A G.

Then iu the triangles ABG, DEF, Euc. i. 4.. AG is equal to DP
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and the angle AGB to DFE. But since AC is equal to DF, AG \s equal
to AC: and therefore the angle ^16'& is equal to the angle ^KrC, which
is also an acute angle. But because AGC, AGB are together equal to two
right angles, and that AGC is an acute angle, AGB must he an obtuse
angle

; which is absurd. Wherefore, BC is not unequal to EF, that is, BO
is equal to EF^ and also the remaining angles of one triangle to the remain-

ing angles of the other.

Secondly. Let the angles A CB, DFE, be both obtuse angles. By pro-

ceeding in a similar way, it may be shewn that BC cannot be othenvise

than equal to EF\
U ACB, JJFEhe both rir/ht anglea : the case falls under Euc. i. 26.

Prop. XXVII. Alternate angles are defined to be the two angles which
two straight lines make with another at its extremities, but upon opposite

sides of it.

When a straight line intersects two other straight lines, two pairs of alter-

nate angles are formed by the lines at their intersections, as in the figure,

llEF, EEC arc alternate angles as well as the angles AEJ\ EFD.
Prop, xxvni. One angle is called " the exterior angle," and another

" the interior and opposite angle," when they are formed on the same
side of a straight line which falls upon or intersects two other straight

lines. It is also obvious that on each side of the line, there will be two ex-

terior and two interior and opposite angles. The exterior angle EGB
has the angle GUI) for its corresponding interior and ojiposite angle

:

also the exterior angle Fill) has the angle HGB for its interior and opposite

angle.

Prop. XXIX. is the converse of Prop, xxvii. and Prop, xxviii.

As the definition of parallel straight lines sin)ply describes them by a

statement of the negative i)roperty, that they never meet ; it is necessary

that some positive property of parallel lines should be assumed as an axiom,

on which reasonings on such liiu's may be founded.

Euclid has assumed the statement in the twelfth axiom, which has

been ohjcctcil to, as not being self-evident. A stronger oljection a]>j)ears

to be, that the converse of it forms Euc. i. 17 ; for both the assumed axiom
and its converse, should be so obvious as not to require formal demonstra-

tion.

Simson has attempted to overcome the objection, not by any improved
definition and axiom respecting parallel lines, but by considering Euclid's

twelfth axiom to Ije a theorem, and for its proof, assuming two definitions

and one axiom, and then demonstrating five subsidiary Projiositions.

Instead of Euclid's twelfth axiom, the following has been proposed as a
more simple property for the foundation of reasonings on parallel lines

:

namely, " If a straight line fall on two parallel straight liner, the alternate

angles are e(iual to one another." In whatever this may exceed Euclid's'

definition in simplicitv, it is liable to a similar objection, being the converse

of Euc. I. 27.

Professor Playfair has adopted in his Elements of Geometry, that " Two
straight lines which intersect one another cannot be both parallel to the same
straight line." This apparently more simple axiom follows as a direct infer-

ence from Euc. i. 80.

But one of the least objectionable of all the definitions which have

been proposed on this sulject, appears to be that which simjjly expresses

the conception of C{|uiiiistance. Jt may be formally stated thus :

—

" Parallel lines are such as lie in the same plane, and which neither

recede from, nor approach to, each other." This includes the conception
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stated by Eucliil, that parallel Hues never meet. Dr. Wallis observes on this

sulyect, " Parallelismus ct ijeqiii distant!a vei idem sunt, vel certe ee mutuo
comitantur."

As an additional reason for this definition being preferred, it may bo

remarked that tlie meaning of the terms ypo/t/xai irapdWrjXoi, suggests the

exact idea of such lines.

An account of thirty methods which have been proposed at different

times for avoiding the diiliculty in the twcfth a.^iom, will be

found in the appendix to Colonel Thompson's " Geometry without

Axionjs."

Prop. XXX. In the diagram, the two lines J B and CD are placed one

on each side of the line UF: the proposition may also be proved when both

AB and CD are on the same side of EF.
Prop. xxxn. From this proposition, it is obvious that if one angle

of a triangle be equal to the sum of the other two angles, that angle

is a right angle, as is shewn in Euc. iii. 31, and that each of the angles

of an equilateral triangle, is equal to two-thirds of aright angle, as it is shewn
in Eue. iv. 15. Also, if one angle of an isosceles triangle be a right

angle, then each of the equal angles is half a i-ight angle, as iu Euc.

n. 9.

The three angles of a triangle may be shewn to be equal to two
right angles without producing a side of the triangle, by drawing through

any angle of the triangle a line parallel to the opposite side, as Proclus

has remarked in his Commentary on this proposition. It is manifest

from this proposition, that the third angle of a triangle is not inde-

pendent of the sum of the other two ; but is known if the sum of any
two is known. Cor. 1 may be also proved by drawing lines from any
one of the angles of the figure to the other angles. If any of the sides of

the figin"e bend inwards and form what are called re-entering angles, the

enunciation of these two corollaries will require some modification. As
Euclid gives no definition of re-entering angles, it may fairly be concluded,

he did not intend to enter into the proofs of the properties of figures which
contain such angles.

Prop, xxxiii. The words " towai'ds the same parts" are a necessary
restriction : for if they were omitted, it would be doubtful whether the

extremities A, C, and B, B, were to be joined by tlie lines A C and BD ; or
the extremities ^1, D, and B, C, by the lines AD and BC.

Prop, xxxiv. If the other diameter be drawn, it may be shewn that the

diameters of a parallelogram bisect each other, as well as liisect the area of
the parallelogram. If the parallelogram be right-angled, the diagonals
are equal ; if the parallelogram be a square or a rhombus, the diagonals

bisect each other at right angles. The converse of this Prop., namely, " If

the opposite sides or opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure be equal,

the opposite sides shall also be parallel ; that is, the figure shall be a paral-

lelogram," is not proved by Euclid.

Prop. XXXV. The latter part of the demonstration is not expressed
very intelligibly. Simson, who altered the demonstration, seems in fact to

consider two trapeziums of the same form and magnitude, and from one of
them, to take the triangle ABE; and from the other, the triangle DCF;
and then the remainders are equal by the third axiom : that i.s, the paral-

lelogram ABCD is e(iual to the parallelogram EBCF. Otherwise, the tri-

angle, whose base is DE, (fig. 2,) is taken twice from the trapezium, which
would appear to be impossible, if the sense iu which Euclid applies the third

axiom, is to be retained hero.
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It may be observed, that the two parallelograms exhibited in fig. 2

partially lie on one another, and that the triangle whose base is BC is a

common part of them, but that the triangle whose base is 1)E is entirely

without buth the parallelograms. After having proved the triangle ABE
equal to the triangle DCF, if we take Irom these equals (fig. 2.) the

triangle whose base is DE, and to each of the remainders add the

triangle whose base is BV, then the parallelogram ABCD is equal to

the parallelogram EBCF. In fig. 3, the equality of the parallelograms

ABt'D, EBl'F, is shewn by adding the figure EBCD to each of the

triangles ABE. JDCF.
In this proposition, the word eqitnl assumes a new meaning, and is no

longer restricted to mean coincidence in all the parts of two figui-es.

Prop. XXXVI n. In this proposition, it k to be understood that the

bases of the two triangles are in the same straight line. If in the

diagram the point E coincide with C, and D with A, then the angle

of "one triangle is supplemental to the other. Hence the following

property :—If two triangles have two_sides of the one respectively eciual

to two sides of the other, and the contamed angles supplemental, the two tri-

angles are equal.

A distinction ought to be made between equal triangles and equivalent

triangles, the former including those whose sides and angles mutually coin-

cide, the latter those whose areas only are equivalent.

Prop. XXXIX. If the vertices of all the equal triangles which can be

described upon the same base, or upon the equal bases as in Prop. 40,

be joined, the line thus formed will lie a straight line, and is called the

locus of the vertices of equal triangles upon the same base, or upt)n equal

bases.

A locus in plane Geometry is a straight line or a plane curve, every

point of which and none else satisfies a certain condition. With the

exception of the straight line and the circle, the two most simple loci ;
all

other loci, perhaps inclu<ling also the (\jnic Sections, may be more readily

and effectually investigated algebraically by means of their rectangular or

polar eriuations.

Prop. XLi. The converse of this proposition is not proved by Euclid

;

viz. If a parallelogram is double of a triangle, and they have the same base,

or equal liases upon the same straight line, and towards the same parts, they

shall be between the same parallels. Also, it may easily be shewn that if

two equal triangles are between the same parallels ; they are either upon the

same base, or upon equal bases.

Prop. XLiv. A parallelogram described on a straight line is said to bo

applied to that line.

Prop. xi.v. The problem is solved only for a rectilineal figure of four

sides. If the given rectilineal figure have more than four sides, it may be

divided into triangles by drawing straight lines from any angle of the figure

to the opposite angles, and then a parallelogram equal to the thiril triangle

can be applied to LM, and having an angle ctpial to E: and so on for all the

triangles of which the rectilineal figure is composed.

Prop. xLvr. The square lieing considered as an equilateral rectangle,

its area or surface may be expressed numerically if the niunber of lineal

units in a side of the square be given, as is shewn in the note on I'mp. i..

Book II.

The student will not fail to remark the analogy which exists between

i\\e area of a xqnnre ax\A the prodnet of tim equal numherx ; and bi-tween

the side eif a Kqicaye and the square root of a number. There is, howcYcr,
3*'
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this distinction to be observed : it is always possible to find the product
of two equal numbers, (or to find the srjuare of a number, as it is usually

called,) and to describe a square on a given line; but conversely, though
the side of a given square is known from the figure itself, tl'.e exact
number of units in the side of a square of given area, can only be found
exactly, in such cases where the given number is a stjuare number. For
example, if the area of a square contain 9 square units, then the square
root of 9 or 3, indicates the number of lineal units in the side of that

square. -Again, if the ai-ea of a square contain 12 square units, the side

of the square is greater than 3, but less than 4 lineal units, and there is no
number which will exactly express the side of that square : an approximation
to the true length, however, may be obtained to any assigned degree of
accuracy.

Prop. XLTii. In a right-angled triangle, the side opposite to the right

angle is called the hypotenuse, and the other two sides, the base and perpen-
dicular, according to their position.

In the diagram the three squares are described on the order sides of
the triangle ABC. The Proposition may also be demonstrated (1) when the

three squares are described upon the inner sides of the triangle: (2) when
one square is described on the outer side and the other two squares on the

inner sides of the triangle : (3) when one square is described on the inner

side and the other two squares on the outer sides of the triangle.

As one instance of the third case. If the square BE on the hypote-
nuse be described on the inner side of BC and the squares B(J, HC on
the outer sides of AB, AC \ the point D falls on the side FG (Euclid's

fig.) of the square BG, and KH produced meets CE in E. Let LA meet
BC in M. Join DA ; then the square GB and the oblong BB arc each
double of the triangle DAB, (Puc. i. 41 ;) and similarly by joining EA, the

square IIC and oblong LC arc each double of the triaTigle EAC. Whence it

follows that the squares on the sides AB, AC are together equal to the

square on the hypotenuse BC.
By this proposition may be found a square equal to the sum of any given

squares, or eciual to any multiple of a given square : or equal to the aiffer-

ence of two given squares.

The truth of this proposition may be exhibited to the eye in some par-

ticular instances. As in the case of that right-angled triangle whose three

sides are 3, 4, and 5 units respectively. If through the points of division

of two contiguous sides of each of the squares upon the sides, lines be drawn
parallel to the sides, (see the notes on Book ii.,) it will be obvious, that the

squares will be divided into 9, IG, and 25 small squares, each of the same
magnitude ; and that the number of the small squares into which the squares

on the perpendicular and base are divided is equal to the number into which

the square on the hy])Otenuse is divided.

Prop. XLViii. is the converse of Prop, xltii. In this Prop, is assumed
the Corollary that " the squares described upon tw;o equal lines are (C|ual,"

and the converse, which properly ought to have been appended to Prop.

XLVI.

The First Book of Euclid's Elements, it lias been seen, is convcr.«ant with

the construction and jiroperties of rectilineal figures. It first lays down the

definitions which limit the subjects of discussion in the First Book, next the

three postulates, which restrict the instruments by which the constructions in

Plane Geometry are effected ; and tiiirdly, the twelve axioms, which express

the principles by which a comparison is made between the ideas of the things

defined.
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This Book may be. divided into three parts. The first part treats of

the origin and properties of triangles, both with respect to their sides and

angles ; and the comparison of these mutually, both with regard to equality

and inequality. The second part treats of "the properties of parallel lines

and of parallelograms. The third part exhibits the connection of the

properties of triangles and parallelograms, and the equality of the squares

on the base and perpendicular of a riglit-angled triangle to the square on the

hypotenuse.

When the propositions of the First Book have been read with the notes,

the student is recommended to use different letters in the diagrams, and

where it is possible, diagrams of a form somewhat diffwent from those ex-

liibited in the text, for the purpose of testing the accuracy of his knowledge

of the demonstrations. And further, when he has become sufficiently fa-

miliar with the method of geometrical reasoning, he may dispense with the

aid of letters altogether, and acquire the power of expressing in general

terms the process of reasoning in the demonstration of any proposition.

Also, he is advised to answer tiie following (juestions before he attempts to

apply the principles of the First Book to the solution of Problems and the

demonstration of Theorems.

QUESTIOISTS OX BOOK I.

1. What is the name of the Science of which Euclid gives the Elements?

What is miant by So'.id Geoineiri/ ? Is there any distinction between Plane
Geometry, and tiie Giiometrxi of Planes ?

2. Define the term magnitude, and specify the different kinds of raagni-

tud;^ considered in Geometry. What dimensions of space belong to figuies

treated of in the first six Books of Euclid ?

H. Give Euclid's definition of a " straight line." What docs he really

uso as his test of rectilinearity, and where does he first employ it? What
ohjf'ctions have been made to it, and what substitute has been proposed as

an available definition ? How many points are necessary to fix the position

of a straight line in a plane? When is one straight line said to cm/', and
when to meet another ?

4. What positive property has a Geometrical point ? From the

definition of a straight line, shew that the intersection of two lines is a

])oint.

5. Give Euclid's definition of a plane rectilineal angle. What are the

limits of the angles considered in Geometry ? Does Euclid consider angles

greater than two right angles?
6. When is a straiglit line said to ho. drawn at ririht angles, and when

perpen'licu'ar, to a given straight line ?

7. Define a triangle ; shew how many kinds of triangles there arc accord-

ing to the vuriation both of the aiiglea, and of the aides.

8. What is Euclid's definition of a circle? Point out the assumption
involved in your definition. Is any axiom applied in it? Shew that in this,

as in all otlu^r definitions, some geometrical fact is a.ssumed «s somehow pre-

viously known.
9. Define the quadrilateral figures mentioned by Eudid.
10. Describe l)rieHy the use and foundation of definitions, axioms, and

postulates : give illustrations by an instance of each.

11. What oljjection maybe made to the method and order in wliich

Euclid has hiid down the I'hnnentary abstractions of the Science of (ieomo-
try ? What other method has been suggested ?
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12. "What distinctions may be made between definitions in the Science of

Gcouietiy and in tlie J'Jiysical Sciences V

I'-i. >\'liat is necessary to constitute an exact definition ? Are definitions

propositions? Are tliey arbitrary V Are tiiey convertible V Docs a Mathe-
matical deiinition admit of proof on the principles of the Science to which it

relates ?

14. Emnnerate the principles of construction assumed by Euclid.

15. Of what instruments may the use be considered to meet approxi-

mately the demands of Euclid's postulates ? Why only approx'anatdy ?

; 1(5. " A circle may be described from any center, with any straif,4it line

as radius." How does this postulate difi'er from Euclid's, and which of hit;

problems is assuiried in it?

17. What principles in the Physical Sciences coiTespond to axioms in

Geometry ?

18. Enumerate Euclid's twelve axioms, and point out those which have

special reference to Geometry. State the converse of those which admit of

being so expressed.

19. What two tests of equality are assumed by Euclid ? Is the assump-

tion of the principle of superposition (ax. 8.), essential to all Geometrical

reasoning ? Is it correct to say, that it is " an appeal, though of the most
familiar sort, to external observation " ?

20. Could any, and if any, which of the axioms of Euclid be turned into

definitions ; and with what advantages or disadvantages ?

21. Define the terms, Problem, Postulate, Axiom, and Theorem, ^re
any of Euclid's axioms improperly so called ?

22. Of what two parts does the enunciation of a Problem, and of a Theo-
rem consist? Distinguish them in Euc. i. 4, 5, 18, 19.

23. When is a problem said to be indeterminate ? Give an example.

24. When is one proposition said to be the converse or reciprocal of an-

other? Give examples. Are converse propositions universally true? If

not, under what circumstances are they necessarily true ? Why is it neces-

sary to demonstrate converse propositions ? How are they proved ?

25. Explain the meaning of the word propoaition. Distinguish between
converge and contrarij propositions, and give examples.

2(3. State the grounds as to whether Geometrical reasonings depend for

their conclusiveness upon axioms or definitions.

27. Explain the meaning of enthipneme and sylloginm. How is the en-

thymeme made to assume the form of the syllogism ? Give examples.
28. What constitutes a demonstration ? State the laws of demonstration,

29. What arc the principal parts, in the entire process of establishing a

proposition ?

30. Distinguish between a direct and indirect demonstration.

31. What is meant by the term xvnt/iesi.i, and what liy the term analy
sis ? Which of these modes of reasoning does Euclid adopt in his Elements
of Geometry ?

32. In what sense is it true that the conclusions of Geometry are neces-

sary truths ?

33. Enunciate those Geometrical definitions which are used in the proof
of the prof)ositions of the First Book.

31. If in Euclid i. 1, an ecpial triangle be described on the other side of

the given line, what figure will the two triangles form ? ,

35. In the diagram, Euclid i. 2, if DB a side'of the equilateral triangle

DAB be produced both ways and cut the circle whose center is B and ra-

dius BO'm two points G and //; shew that either of the distances, DG, DIl
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may be taken as the radius of the second circle ; and give the proof in each
case.

36. Explain how the propositions Euc. i. 2, .3, are rendered necessary

by the restriction imposed by the third postulate. Is it necessary for the

proof, that the triangle described in Euc. i. 2, should be equilateral ? Could
we, at this stage of the subject, describe an isosceles triangle on a given
base ?

37. State how Euc. i. 2, may be extended to the following problem :

" From a given point to draw a straight line in a given direction equal to a

given straight line."

38. How would you cut off from a straight line nnlimitcd in both direc-

tions, a length ecjual to a given straight line 'i

39. In rlie proof of Euclid i. 4, how much depends u{K)n Definition, how
much upon Axiom *

40. Draw the figure for the third case of Euc. i. 7, and state why it needs

no demonstration.

41. In the construction Euclid i. 9, is it indifferent in all cases on which
side of the joining line the equilateral triangle is described ?

42i Shew how a given straight line may be bisected by Euc. i. 1.

43. In what cases do the lines which bisect the interior angles of plane

triangles, also bisect one, or moi'e than one of the corresponding opposite

sides of the triangles ?

44. " Two straight lines cannot have a comtnon segment." Has this

corollary been tacitly assumed in any preceding proposition ?

45. In Euc. I. 12, must the given lino necessarily be "of unlimited

length " ?

46. Shew that (fig. Euc. i. 11) every point without the perpendicular

drawn from the middle point of every straight line Z'is', is at unequal dis-

tances from the extremities />, E, of that line.

47. From what proposition may it be ini'erred that a straight line is the

shortest distance between two points?

48. Enunciate the jiropositions you employ in the proof of Eue. i. 16.

49. Is it essential to the truth of Euc. i. 21, that the two straight lines be

drawn from the extremities of the base?

50. In the diagram, Eue. i. 21, by how much does the greater angle

BDC exceed the less BA C?
51. To form a triangle with three straight lines, any two of them mu.st

be greater than the third : is a similar limitation ncce.s.sary with respect to

the three angles?

52. Is it possible to form a triangle with three linos whose lengths are

1, 2, 3 units : or one with tliree lines whose lengths are 1, \ 2, \' 3, ?

53. Is it possible to construct a triangle whose angles shall bo as the

numbers 1 , 2, 3 ? Prove or disprove your answer.

54. "What is the reason of the limitation in the construction of Eue. i.

24, viz. " that ])E is that side which is not greater than the other " ?

55. Quote the first proi)()sition in which the equality of two areas which

cannot l)e superi)oseil on each other is considered.

5('). Is the following proposition universally true? "If two plane

triangles have three elements of the one respectively e(iual to three elements

of the other, the triangles arc Cipial in every respect." Enumerate all the

cases in which this equality is proved in the First Book. What case is

omitted ?

57. What parts of a triangle must be given in order that the triangle may
be described ?
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58. State the converse of the second case of Euc. i. 26. Under what
liinitatioiifi is it true ? Prove the proposition so liinitod.

59. Shew tliat the angle contained between tlie perpendiculars drawn to

two given straight lines which meet each other, is equal to the angle con-

tained by the lines themselves.

GO. Are two triangles necessarily equal in all respects, where a side and

two .angles of the one are etjual to a side and two angles of the other each

to each ?

61. Illustrate fully the difference between analytical and synthetical

proofs. What propositions in Euclid are demonstrated analytically?

62. Can it be jiroperly predicated of any two straight lines that they

never meet if indefinitely produced either way, antecedently to our knowl-

edge of some other property of such lines, which makes the property hrst

predicated of them a necessary conclusion fiom it ?

63. Enunciate Euclid's definition and axiom relating to parallel straight

lines ; and state in what Props, of Book i. they are used.

6-i. What proposition is the converse to the twelfth axiom of the First

Book ? What other two propositions are complementary to these ?

05. If lines being produced ever so far do not meet, can they be other-

wise than parallel? If so, under wliat circumstances?

66. Define adjarent anglen, oppoaite ang'ex, vertical nnr/lea, and alternate

anr/hx ; and give examples from the First Book of Euclid.

67. Can you suggest any thing to justify the assumption in the twelfth

axiom upon which the proof of Euc. i. 29, depends?
68. What objections have been urged against the definition and the

doctrine of parallel straight lines as laid down by Euclid ? Where does the

dilficulty originate? What other assumptions have been suggested, and for

what reasons?

69. Assuming as an axiom that two straight lines which cut one another
cannot both be parallel to the same straight line ; deduce Euclid's twelfth

axiom as a corollary of Euc. i. 29.

70. From Euc. i. 27, shew that the distance between two parallel straight

lines is constant.

71. If two straight lines be not parallel, shew that all straight lines fall-

ing on them, make alternate angles, which differ by the same angle.

72. Taking as the definition of parallel straight lines that they are equally

inclined to tlie same straight line towards the same parts; prove that
" being produced ever so far both ways they do not meet." Prove also

Euclid's axiom 12, by means of the same definition.

73. What is meant by exterior and interior angles ? Point out examples.
74. Can the three angles of a triangle be proved equal to two right angles

witiiout producing a side of the triangle ?

75. Shew how the corners of a triangular piece of paper may be turned
down, so as to exhibit to the eye that the three angles of a triangle are equal
to two right angles.

76. Explain the meaning of the term corollary. Enunciate the two corol-

laries ajjpended to Euc. i. 82, and give another proof of the first. What
other cornUaries may be deduced from this proposition ?

77. Shew that the two lines which bisect the exterior and interior angles
of a triangle, as well as those which bisect any two interior angles of a paral-

lelogram, contain a right angle.

73. The opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram arc equal to
one another, and the diametei-s bisect it. State and prove the converse
of this pi-oj)osition. Also shew that a quadrilateral figure, is a paral-
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lelogram, when its diagonals bisect each other : and when its diagonals

divide it into four triangles, which are equal, tv^o and two, viz. those

which have the same vertical angles.

79. If two straight lines join the extremities of two parallel straight

lines, but not towards the same parts, when are the joining lines equal, and
when are they unequal

?

80. If either diameter of a four-sided figure divide it into two equal
triangles, is the figure necessarily a parallelogi am ? Prove your answer.

81. Shew how to divide one of the parallelograms in Euc. i. 3.5,

by straight lines so that the parts when properly arranged shall make
up the other parallelogram.

82. Distinguish between equal triangles and equivalent triangles, and
give examples from the First Book of Euclid.

83. What is meant by the locus of a point? Adduce instances of loci

from the First Book of Euclid.

84. How is it shewn that equal triangles upon the same base or equal
bases have equal altitudes, whether they ai'e situated ou the same or ojjposite

sides of the same straight line ?

85. In Euc. I. 37, 38, if the triangles are not towards the same parts,

shew that the straight line joining the vertices of the triangles is bisected by
the line containing the bases.

8G. If the complements (fig. Euc. i. 43) be squares, determine their

relation to the whole parallelogram.

87. What is meant by a parallelogram l)cing applied to a straight line ?

88. Is the proof of Euc. i. 45, perfectly general V

89. Define a square without including superfluous conditions, and explain

the mode of constructing a square upon a given straight line in conformity

with such a definition.

90. The sum of the angles of a square is ccjual to four right angles. Is

the converse true ? If not, why ?

91. Conceiving a square to be a figure bounded by four equal straight

lines not necessarily in the same plane, what condition respecting the angles

is necessary to complete the definition ?

92. In Euclid i. 47, why is it necessary to prove that one side of each
square described upon each of the sides containing the right angle, should be
in the same straight lino with the other side of the triangle ?

93. On what assumption is an analogy shewn to exist between the prod-

uct of two e(|ual numbers and the surface of a square '?

94. Is the triangle whose sides are 3, 4, 5 right-angled or not ?

95. Can the side and diagonal of a square be represented simultaneously

by any finite numbei-s?

96. By means of Euc. i. 47, the square roots of the natural nuinl)crs,

1, 2, 3, 4, &c. may be represented by straight lines.

97. If the square on the hypotenuse in the fig. Euc. i. 47, be described

on the other side of it : shew from the diagram how the squares on the two
sides of the triangle may be made to cover exactly the scjuare on the liy]M)t-

enuse.

98. If Euclid IT. 2, be assumed, enunciate the form in which Euc. i. 4 7

may bo expressed.

99. Classify all the properties of <rzaj)7/(?s and prt)'rtWtf?o_7rrtr;/(.v, proved in

the iMrst Book of Euclid.

100. Mention any propositions in Book i. which arc included in mora
general ones which follow.
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OX THE ANCIENT GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS.

Syxtiiesis, or the method of composition, is a mode of reasoning

which bofjins with something given, and ends with soinetliing re-

quired, eitiier to be done or to be proved. This may be termed a
direct jirocess, as it leads from principles to consequences.

Analysis, or the methoil of resolution, is the reverse of synthesis,

and thus it may be considered an imllrect procexs, a method of rea-

soning from consequences to principles.

The synthetic method is pursued by Euclid in liis Elements of

Geometry. He commences with certain assumed principles, and pro-

ceeds to the solution of problems and the demonstration of theorems
by undeniable and su(;cessive inferences from them.

The Geometrical Analysis was a process employed by the ancient

Geometers, both for the discovery of the solution of problems and for

the investigation of the truth of theorems. In the analysis of a proo-

lem, the qua,'sita, or what is required to be done, is supposed to have

been effected, and the consequences are traced by a series of geo-

metrical constructions and reasonings, till at length they terminate

in tiie data of the problem, or in some previously demonstrated or

admitted truth, whence the direct solution of the problem is deduced.

Li the Synthesis of a jjrohlcm^ however, the last consequence ol the

analysis is assumed as the first step of the process, and by proceeding

in a contrary order through the several steps of the analysis until the

jjrocess terminate in the qutesita, the solution ofthe problem is ettected.

But if, in the analysis, we arrive at a consequence which cont/'a-

dicts any truth demonstrated in the Elements, or which is incon-

sistent with the data of the problem, the problem must be impossi-

ble : and further, if in certain relations of the given magnitudes the

construction be possible, while in other relations it is impossible,

the discovery of these relations will become a necessary part of the

solution of the problem.
In the analysis of a theorem, the question co be determined is,

whether by the application of the geometrical truths proved in the
Elements, the predicate is consistent with the hyi)othesis. This
point is ascertained by assuming the predicate to be true, and by de-

ducing the successive consequences of this assumption combined with
proved geometrical truths, till they terminate in the hypothesis of

the theorem or some demonstrated truth. The theorem will be
proved synthetically by retracing, in order, the steps of the investi-

gation pursued in the analysis, till they terminate in the predicate,

which was assumed in the analysis. This process will constitute the

demonstration of the theorem.
If the assumption of the truth of tlie ])redicate in the analysis lead

to some consequence which is incon-;istent with any demonstrated
truth, the false conclusion thus arrived at. indicates the falsehood of

the predicate ; and by reversing the process of the analysis, it may
be demonstrated, that the theorem cannot be true.

It may here be remarked, that the geometrical analysis is more
extensively useful in discovering tlie solution of problems than for

investigating the demonstration of theorems.
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i'rom the nature of the subject, it mns^t be at once obvious, that no
general rules can be prescribed, Avliicli will be found applicable in all

cases, and infallibly lead to the solution of every problem. The con-
ditions of problems must suggest what constructions may be possible

;

and tlie consequences which follow from these constructions and the
assumed solution, will shew tlie possibility or impossibility of arriv-

ing at some known property consistent with the data of the problem.
Tliough the data of a problem may be given in magnitude and

position, certain ambiguities will arise, if they are not properly re-

stricted. Two points may be considered as situated on tlie same side,

or one on each side of a given line ; and there may be two lines

drawn from a given point making equal angles with a line given in

position ; and to avoid ambiguity, it must be stated on which side
of the line the angle is to be formed.

xV problem is said to be determinate when, with the prescribed
conditions, it admits of one delinite solution ; the same construction
which may be made on the other side of any given line, not being
considered a diti'erent solution : and a problem is said to be indeter-
minate w-hen it admits of more than one definite solution. This lat-

ter circumstance arises from the data not alsolutely Jixing^ but mere-
ly restricting the quaesita, leaving certain points or lines not fixed in

one position only. The number of given conditions may he insuffi-

cient for a single determinate solution ; or relations may subsist

among some of the given conditions from which one or more of the
remaining given conditions may be deduced.

If tlie base of a right-angled triangle be given, and also the differ-

ence of the squares of the hypotenuse and perjiendicular, the triangle

is indeterminate. Foi- though ajiparcntly here are three things given,

the right angle, the base, and the ditl\n-ence of the squares of the

hypotenuse and perpendicular, it is obvious that these three apparent
conditions are in fact reducible to two ; for since in a right-angled tri-

angle, the sum of the squares on the base and on the perjiendicular,

is equal to tlie square on tlie hypotenuse, it follows tliat the dillcr-

ence of the squares of the liypotenuse and perptndicular, is ecpial to

the square of the base of the ti-iangle, and therefore the base is known
from the difference of the squares of the hyjiotenuse and' perpendicu-

lar being known. Tlie conditions therefore are insuflicient to deter-

mine a right-angled triangle ; an indefinite number of triangles may
he found with the prescribed conditions, whose vertices will lie in

the lino which is perpenclicnlar to the ba'^e.

If a problem relate to the determination of a sivr/Ic point, and the

data be sufficient to determine the jiosition of that point, the jiroblem

is determinate : but if one or more of the conditions be omitted, the

data whieli remain may be sufficient for the determination of more
than one point, each of wliich satisfies the conditions of tlie ])i()blcm ;

in that case, the problem is indeterminate : and in general, such points

are found to he situated in some line, and hence such line is called

the locus of the point which satisfies the conditions of the probhni.
If any two given points A ami />' (fig. Euc. iv. T).) be joinid by ii

straight line AB, and this line be bisected in I), then if a peri)en(lic-

ul&r be drawn from the point of bisection, it is manifest that a circle
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described with any point in tlie perpendicular as a center, and a radius

equal to its distance from one of the given points, will pass through

tlic otlier point, and the ])erpendicular will be the locus of all tlie

circles which can be described passing through the two given points.

Again, if a third point 6' be taken, but uot in the same straigiit line

with the other two, and this point be joined with the first point, ^1

;

then the perpendicular drawn from the bisection E of this line will be

the locus of the centers of all circles which i)ass through the first and
third points A and C. But the perpendicular at the bisection of the

first and second points A and 7? is the locus of the centers of circles

which pass through these two points. Hence the intersection i-'of

these two perpendiculars, will be the center of a circle which passes

through the three points and is called the intersection of the two loci.

Sometimes tliis method of solving geometrical problems may be pur-

sued with advantage, by constructing the locus of every two points

separately, which are given in the conditions of the problem. In the

Geometrical Exercises which follow, only those locrd problems are

given where the locus is either a straight line or a circle.

Whenever the qutesitum is a point, the problem on being rendered
indeterminate, becomes a locus, whether the deficient datum be of the

essential or of the accidental kind. When the quajsitum is a straight

line or a circle, (which wore the only two loci admitted into the an-

cient Elementary Geometi-y,) the problem may admit of an accident-

ally incleterminate case ; but will not invarialjly or even very fre-

quently do so. This will be the case, when the line or circle shall be
so far arbitrary in its position, as dei)ends upon the deficiency of a

single condition to fix it perfectly ; —that is, (for instance,) one point

in the line, or two points in the circle, may be determined from the

given conditions, but the remaining one is indeterminate from the

accidental relations among the data of the ])roblcm.

Determinate Problems become indeterminate by the merging of

some one datum in the I'esults of the remaining ones. This may arise

in three difl:erent ways: first, from the coincidence of two points;

secondly, from that of two straight lines ; and thirdly, from that of

two circles. These, further, are the only three ways in Avliich this

accidental coincidence of data can produce this indeterrainateness

;

that is, in other words, convert the problem into a Porism.

In the original Greek of Euclid's Elements, the corollaries to the
propositions are called porisms, (nnpi(Tp.'.iTa ;) but this scarcely explains

the nature of porisms, as it is manifest that they are ditTereut from
simple deductions from the demonstrations of propositions. Some
analogy, however, we nuxy suppose them to have to the porisms or^

corollaries in the Elements. Pappus (Coll. Math. Lib. vii. pref.) in-

forms us that Euclid wrote three books on Porisms. He defines " a

])orism to be something between a problem and a theorem, or that in

which scmiething is proi)osed to be investigated." Dr. Simson, to whom
is due the merit of having restored the porisms of Euclid, gives the

following definition of that class of propositions :
'' Porisma est pro-

positio in qua proponitur dcmonstrare rem aliquam, _vel pluros datas

esse, cui, vcl quibus, ut ct cuilibet ex rebus innumcris, non quidem,
datis, sed qua3 ad ea qua) data sunt eandem habent relationem, conve-
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m're ostendendum est affectionem quandam communem in proposi-

tione descriptam." Tliat is, " A Porisni is a projjosition in ^vIncll it ig

proposed to demonstrate that some one thing, or more tilings than
one, are given, to which, as also to each of innumerahle other thin<rs,

not given indeed, but which have the same relation to those which
are given, it is to be sliewn that there belongs some common affection

described in the proposition." Professor Dugald Stewart defines a
porism to be " A proposition affirming the possibility of finding one
or more of the conditions of an indeterminate theorem." Professor
Plajfair in a paper (from which the following account is taken) on
Porisms, printed in the Transactions of the Eoyal Society of Edin-
burgh, for the year 1792, defines a porism to be " A proposition af-

firming the possibility of finding such conditions as will render a
certain problem indeterminate or capable of innumerable solutions."

It may without much difficulty be perceived tliat this definition

represents a porism as almost the same as an indeterminate problem.
There is a large class of indeterminate problems which are, in gen-
eral, loci, and satisfy certain defined conditions. Every indetermi-
nate problem containing a locus may be made to assume the form of
a porism, but not the converse. Porisms are of a more general
nature than indeterminate problems -n-hich involve a locus.

The ancient geometers appear to have undertaken the solution of
problems with a scrupulous and minute attention, which would
scarcely allow any of the collateral truths to escape their observation.

They never considered a problem as solved till they had distinguished

all its varieties, and evolved separately every different case that could
occur, carefully distinguishing whatever change might arise in the
construction from any change that was supposed to take place among
the magnitudes which were given. This cautious method of proceed-
ing soon led them to see that there were circumstances in which the
solution of a problem would cease to be possible ; and tliis always
happened when one of the conditions of the data was inconsistent with
the rest. Such instances would occur in the simplest problems; but
in the analysis of more complex problems, they must have remarked
that their constructions failed, for a reason directly contrary to tiiat

assigned. Instances would be found where the lines, whicii, by their

intersection,were to determine the thing sought, instead of intersecting

one another, as they did in general, or of not meeting at all, would
coincide with one another entirely, and consequently leave the question
unresolved. The confusion thus arising would soon be cleared up, by
observing, that a problem before determined by the intersection of two
lines, would now become cajjable of an indefinite number of solutions.

This was soon perceived to arise from one of the conditions of the prob-
lem involving another, or from two part< of tlie data becoming one, so

that there was not left a sufficient number of independent conditions
to confine the prolilem to a single solution, or any determinate number
of solutions. It was not difficult afterwards to ])erceive that these

cases of jjrotdems formed very curious jiropositions, of an indeter-

minate nature between i>roblenis and tlieorems, and that they ad-

mitted of being enunciated sei)arate]y. It was to such propositions

so enunciated that the ancient geometers gave the name of Porisuia.
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Besides, it, Avill lie found, that some problems are possililc witliin

ceT'taiu limits, and that ctTtain magnitudes increase while others de-

crease Avithiu those limits; and after having reached a certaii; value,

the former begin to decrease, while the latter increase. This cir-

cumstance gives rise to questions of maxima and minima, or the

greatest and least values which certain magnitudes may admit of in

determinate problems.

In the following collection of jn-oblems and theorems, most will be
found to be of so simple a character, (being almost obvious deductions

from propositions in the Elements,) as scarcely to admit of the prin-

ciple of tiie Geometrical Analysis being applied in their solution.

It mnst however be recollected that a clear and exact knowledge
of the first principles of Geometry must necessarily precede any in-

telligent application of them. Indistinctness or defectiveness of un-
derstanding with respect to these, will be a perpetual source of error

and confusion. The learner is therefore recommended to understand
the [)rinciples of the Science, and their connection fully, before he
attempt any applications of them. The following directions may
assist him in his proceedings :

ANALYSIS OF THEOREMS.
1. Assume that the Theorem is true.

2. Proceed to examine any consequences that result from this

admission, by the aid of other truths respecting the diagram, which
have been already proved.

3. Examine whether any of these consequences are already known
to be true, or to ha false.

4. If any one of them be false, we have arrived at a rcductio ad al)-

aurdum, which ])roves that the theorem itself is false, as in Euc. i. 25.

5. If none of the consequences so deduced be Jcnoicn to be either

true or false, proceed to deduce other consequences from all or any
of these, as in (2).

6. Examine these results, and proceed as in (S) and (4) ; and if

still without any conclusive indications of the truth or falsehood of

the alleged theorem, [jroceed still further, until such are obtained.

ANALYSIS OF PEOBLEMS.
1. In general, any given problem will be found to depend on

several problems and theorems, and these ultimately on some prob-

lem or theorem in Euclid.

2. Describe the diagram as directed in the enunciation, and sup-

pose the solution of the ])roblem etiected.

3. Examine the relations of the lines, angles, triangles, &c. in the

diagram, and iind the dependence of the assumed solution on some

theorem or ])roblem in the Elements.

4. If such cannot be found, draw other lines parallel or perpen-

dicular as the case may require, join given ])oints, or points assumed

in tlic solution, and describe circles if need be : and then proceed t"

trace the dependence of the assumed solution on some theorem oi

problem in Euclid.

5. Let not the first unsuccessful attempts at the solution of a

Problem be considered as of no value ; such attempts have been

fouud to lead to the discovery of other theorems and problems.
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PROPOSITIOX I. TKOBLEM.

To trisect a given straight line.

ANALYSIS. Let AB be the given straight line, and suppose it

divided into three equal parts in the points X*, E.

A

On DE describe an equilateral triangle DEF^
then DF is equal to AD, and FE to EB.

On AB describe an equilateral triangle ABG,
and join AF, FB.

Then because AD is equal to DF.,

therefore the angle AFD is equal to the angle DAF.,

and the two angles DAF, DFA are double of one of them DAF,
But the angle FDE is, equal to the angles DAF, DFA,

and the angle FDE is equal to DAG, each being an angle of an

equilateral triangle
;

therefore the angle DAG is double the angle DAF;
wherefore the angle DAG is bisected by AF.

Also because the angle FAG is equal to the iingle FAD,
and the angle FAD to DFA

;

therefore the angle GAF is equal to the alternate angle AFD

:

and consequently FD is parallel to A G.

Synthesis. Upon AB describe an equilateral triangle ABG,
bisect the angles atA and B by the straight lines A F, BF, meeting in F;

through /'"draw FI) parallel to AG, and /•'^' parallel to BG.
Then AB is trisected in the points D, E.

For since yl''' is parallel to FD and FA meets them,
therefore the alternate angles FAG, AFD are equal;

but the angle FAIJ is equal to the angle FA G,

hence the angle DAF is eipud to the angle AFD,
and therefore DF'is etpial to DA.

But the angle FDE is e(iua] to the angle GAB,
and FED to GBA ;

(i. 29.)

therefore the remaining angle DEE is equal to the remaining

angle AGB.
Hence the three sides of the triangle DFF aro equal to one another,

and IJF has been shewn to be equal to DA,
therefore AD, DE. EB are e((ual to one another.

Hence the following theorem.
If the angles at the base of an equilateral triangle be bisected by

.two lines which meet at a point within the triangle ; the two lines

drawn from this ]»oint |)arallel to the sides of the triangle, divide the

base into three equal parts.
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Note. There is another metliod -whereby a line mar he divided
into three equal parts :—by drawing from one extroinity of the given
line, another making an acute angle with ir, and taking three equal
distances from tlie extremity, then joining the extremities, and through
the other two points of division, drawing lines parallel to this line

through the other two ])()ints of division, and to the given line ; the
three triangles thus formed are equal in all resi)ects. This may be
extended for any number of parts, and is a particular case of £uc. vi.lO,

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

If two opposite Hides of a parallcloc/ram be bisected, and two lines be

drawn from the points of bisection to the opposite angles, these two lines

trisect the diagonal.

Let ABCD be a parallelogram of which the diagonal is AC.
Let AB be bisected in E, and DC in F,

also let I)E, FB be joined cutting the diagonal in G, H.
Then A C is trisected in the points G, H.

A E B

Through E draw EK parallel to ^C and meeting FB in K,
Then because EB is the half of AB, and DF the half of DC,

therefore EB is equal to DF

;

and these eqnal and parallel straight lines are joined towards the

same parts by DE and FB;
therefore DE and FB are eqnal and parallel, (i. 33.)

And because AEB meets the i)arallels EK, AC,
therefore the exterior angle BEK is equal to the interior angle EA G.

For a similar reason, the angle EBK'is, equal to the angle AEG.
Hence in the triangles AEG, EBK, there are the two angles

GAE, AEG in the one, equal to the two angles KEB, EBK. in the

other, and one side adjacent to the equal angles in each triangle,

namely AE equal to EB
;

therefore AG \s equal to EK, (i. 26.)

but EKh equal to GE, (i. 34.) therefore AG is equal to GE.
By a sunilar process, it may be shewn tliat GE is equal to EC.

Hence AG, GE, EC are equal to one another,

and therefore AC is trisected in the points G, E.
It may also be proved that BF is trisected in E and K.

PROPOSITION III. PROBLEM.
Draio throufih a given point, between two straight lines not parallel, a

straight line which shall be bisected in that point.

Analysis. Let BC, BD be the two lines meeting in B. and let A
be the given point between them.
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Suppose the line ^^4i^ drawn through A, so that FA is equal to AF,
D

H E~ C

through A draw AG parallel to BC, and ^'^ parallel to FF.
Then AGHEis a parallelogram, wherefore AE Sa equal to GR^

but FA is equal to AF by hypothesis ; therefore GH is equal to AF.
Hence in the triangles BHG, GAF,

the angles EBG, AGFare equal, as also BGR, GFA, (i. 29.)
also the side Gllh eijual to AF;

whence the other parts of the triangles are equal, (r. 26.)
therefore BG is equal to GF.

Synthesis. Through the given point A, draw AG parallel to BC.
on GI), take GF equal to GB

;

then i^is a second point in the required line:

join the points F, A, and produce FA to meet BC in F;
then the line FF is bisected in the point A

;

draw 6'i?' parallel to AF.
Then in the triangles BGR, GFA, the side BG is equal to GF,

and the angles GBIl, BGR are respectively equal to FGA., GFA
;

wherefore Gil is equal to AF, (j. 20.)

but Gllh equal to AF, (i. M.)
therefore AFh equal to AF, or .^'i^'is bisected in A.

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM.

From two c/ivm points on the .lamr. side of a strair/Iit line given in posi-

tio7i, draw tiro straight lines tvhich shell /l^c^t in that line, and make equal
angles inith it ; also prove, that the sian of these two lines is less than the

sum of any other two lines drawn lo jny other point in the line.

Analy.sis. Let A, B be the two given points, and CD tlie given line.

Suppose G the riMjuirod p(ant in the line, such lliatylt^ and BO
being joined, the angle ^16^ 6' is equal to the angle BGlf.

B

Draw ylF perpendicular to CD and meeting BG produced in E.
Then, because tlie angle BGT) is equal to AGF, (hyp.)

and also to the vertical .'ingle FGE. {\. 15.)

therefore the angle AGF'm equal to the angle EGF;
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also the right angle AFG is equal to the right angle EFG,
and the side F'G is common to tlie two triangles AFG, EFG,

tliercfore A(i is eijual to EG, and yl/''to FE.
Hence the point E being known, tlie point G is determined by the

intersection of CD and BE.
Synthesis. From A draw .4F perpendicular to CD, and produce

it to E^ maliing i^F equal to AF, and join i^^' cutting CD in G.

Join also AG.
Then AG and BG make equal angles with CD.

For since AF is equal to FE, and EG is common to the two
triangles AGE, F{?F, and the included angles AFG, EFG are equal;

therefore the base AG\% equal to the base EG.,

and the angle AGFio the angle EGE.,

but the angle EGF is equal to the vertical angle BCD.,
therefore the angle A GF is ecjual to the angle BGD

;

that is, the straight lines AG and BG make equal angles with
the straight line CD.

Also the sum of the lines A G, GB is a minimum.
For take any other point II m CD, and join EH, HB, AH.

Then since any two sides of a triangle are greater than the third side,

therefore EH, HB are greater than EB in the triangle EIIB.
But EG is equal to AG, and EHXo AH;

'

therefore AH, HB are greater than AG, GB.
That is, AG, GB are less than any other two lines which can be

drawn from A, B, to any other point II vx the line CD.
By means of this Proposition may be found the shortest path

from one given point to another, subject to the condition, that it

shall meet two given lines.

PROPOSITION Y. PROBLEM.
Given one ancjlc, a side opposite to it, mid the sum of the other tv:o sides,

construct the triaiujle.

Analysis. Suppose BAC the triangle required, having BC equal

to the given side, BAG equal to the given angle opposite to BC, also

BD equal to the sum of the other two sides.

B c

Join DC.
Then since the two sides BA, AC are equal to BD, by taking BA

from these ecpials, the remainder AC is equal to the remainder AD.
Hence the triangle A CD is isosceles, and therefore the angle ADG

is equal to the angle ACD.
But the exterior angle BAC oi the triangle ADC is equal to the

two interior and opposite angles ACD and ADC:
Wlierefore the angle BA C is double the angle BDC, and BDC is

the half of the angle BA C.

Hence the synthesis.
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At the point D in BB^ make the angle BBC equal to half the

givon angle,

anJ from B the other extremity of BB^ draw BC equal to the

given side, and meeting iTin C,

it Tin CB make the angle BCA equal to the angle CBA^ so

that CA may meet BI) in the point A.

Then the triangle ^5C shall have the required conditions.

PROPOSITION VI. PROBLEM.
To bisect a triangle by a line draicii from a given poirit in one of the sides.

Analysis. Let ABC be the given triangle, and B the given

point in the side AB.

Suppose BF the line drawn from B which bisects the triangle

;

therefore the triangle BBF is half of the triangle ABC.
Bisect BG in E. and join AE, BE, AF,

then the triangle ABE is half of the triangle ABC:
hence the triangle ABE is equal to the triangle BBF;

take away from these equals the triangle BBE,
therefore the remainder ABE is equal to the remainder BEF.
But ABE. BEFsLve equal triangles upon the same base BE^ and

on the same side of it,

they are therefore between the same parallels, (i. 39.)

that is, AF is parallel to BE,
therefore the point F is determined.

Synthesis. Bisect the base BC in E, join BE,
from A, draw AF parallel to BE. and join BF.

Then because BE is parallel to AF,
therefore the triangle ABE ia e<\wl to the triangle BEF;

to each of these equals, add the triangle BBE,
therefore the whole triangle ABE is equal to the whole BBF,

but ABE is half of the whole triangle ABC
;

therefore BBF is also half of the triangle ABC.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM.

Iffrom n point without a parallelogram lines be drawn to the extremities

of two adjaeent sides, and of the diagonal which they include ; of the tri-

angles thus formed, that, whose base is the diagonal, is cpial to the sum of
the other two.

Let ABCB be a parallelogram of which AC is one of the diago-
nals, and let P be any point without it : and let AP, PC, BP. PB
be joined.

Then the triangles APB, APB are together equivalent to the
triangle APC.

4
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P

Draw PGE parallel to AD or BC, and meeting AB in G, and
DC'\nE\ and join Z'6', GC.

Then the triangles GBP, CBG are equal : (i. 37.)

and taking the common part CBH from each,

the remainders PHB, CIIG are equal.

Again, the triangles DAP, DA G are equal ;
(i. 37.)

also the triangles DAG, AG C arc equal, being on the same base

AG, and between the same parallels AG, DC

:

therefore the triangle DAP is equal to the triangle AGC

:

but the triangle PHB is equal to the triangle CHG,
wherefore the triangles PUB, DAP are equal to AGC, CSG, or

AC//, add to these equals the triangle APE,
therefore the triangles ^P^, PHB, DAP are equal to APE, ACE,

that is, the triangles APB, DAP are together equal to the tri-

angle PA C.

If the point P be within the parallelogram, then the difference of

the triangles APB, DAP may be proved to be equal to the triangle

PAC.

8. Describe an isosceles triangle upon a given base and having
each of the sides double of the base, without using any proposition

of the Elements subsequent to the iirst three. If the base and sides

be given, what condition must be fulfilled with regard to the mag-
nitude of each of the equal sides in order that an isosceles triangle

may be con.structed ?

9. In the tig. Euc. i. 5. If EC and BG meet in E, then prove
that ^//bisects the angle BAG.

10. In the fig. Euc. i. 5. If the angle FBG be equal to the angle

ABC, and BG, CF, intersect in ; the angle BOF is equal to twice

the angle BA C.

11. From the extremities of the base of an isosceles triangle

straight lines are drawn perpendionlar to the sides, the angles made
by them with the base are each equal to half the vertical angle.

12. A line drawn bisecting the angle contained by the two equal

sides of an isosceles triangle, bisects the third side at right angles.

13. If a straight line drawn bisecting the vertical angle of a

triangle alsvj; bisect the base, the triangle is isosceles.
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14. Given two points, one on each side of a given straight line
;

find a point in tlie line such that the angle contained by two lines

drawn to tlie given points may be bisected by the given line.

15. In the fig. Euc. i. 5, let i''and G be the points in the sides

.-l^and ^IC produced, and let lines i^.S'and GKho. drawn perp.'u-

dicular and ei[ual to FC and GB respectively : also if BH^ CA', or

these lines produced meet in
;
prove that BH is equal to CK, and

BO to GO.
16. From every point of a given straight line, the straight lines

jdrawn to each of two given points on (jpposite sides of the line are

'equal : prove that the line joining the given points will cut the given

line at right angles.

17. If A be the vertex of an isosceles triangle ABC, and BA b«
produced so that AD is equal to BA, and UG be drawn; shew that

BCD is a riglit angle.

18. The straight line EDF, drawn at right angles to BC the base

of an isosceles triangle ABC, cuts the side AB in Z>, and CA pro-

duced in B; shew that AED is an isosceles triangle.

19. In the fig. Euc. i. 1, li AB be produced both ways to meet
the circles in D and J?, and from C, CD and ^'^be drawn ; the figure

CDE is an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base,

equal to one-fourth of the angle at the vertex of the triangle.

20. From a given point, draw two straight lines making equal

angles with two given straight lines intersecting one another.

21. From a given point to draw a straight line to a given straight

line, that shall be bisected by another given straight line.

22. Place a straight line of given length between two given

straight lines which meet, so that it shall be equally inclined to each

of them.
23. To determine that point in a straight lino from which the

straight lines drawn to two other given jx/mts shall be c(|u;il, pro-

vided the line joining the two given points is not perpendicular to

the given line.

2-i. In a given straight lino to find a point equally distant from
two given straight lines. In what case is this im])ossiblc ?

25. If a line intercepted between the extremity ol'tlic base of an
isosceles triangh-, and the opposite side ([>nKluced if necessary) be

equal to a side of the triangle, tlie angle formed l)y this line and the

base produced, is eipial to three times either of the etpial angles of

\the triangle,

j 26. In the base />Cof an isosceles triangle ADC, take a point D,

and in CA take C^ecjual to CD, let ED produced meet J/? produced
in F, then Z.AEF= 2 right angles + J/Vi; or = 4 right angles+.l /•'£'.

27. If from the base to the opposite sides of an isosceles triangle,

three straight lines be drawn, making e^jual angles with the base,

viz., one from its extremity, the otlier two from any other point in

it, these two shall be together equal to the first.

28. A straight line is drawn, terminated by one of the sides of an
• isosceles triangle, and by the otijer sidci produced, and bisected by
the base; prove that thestrai,:;h! lines, thiu intcr;'ept?i bo'.woon llio
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vertex of the isosceles triangle, and tliis straight line, are togethel
equal to the two equal sides of the triangle.

29. In a triangle, if the lines bisecting the angles at the base bo
equal, the triangle is isosceles, and the angle contained by the bisect-
ing lines is equal to an exterior angle at the base of tiie triangle.

30. In a triangle, if the two straiglit lines drawn from the ex-
tremities of the base, (1) perpendicular to the sides, (2) bisecting the
sides, (3) making equal angles with the sides ; the triangle is isos-

celes : and then these lines which respectively join the intersections
of the sides, are parallel to the base.

II.

81. ABO is a triangle right-angled at B, and having the angle A
double the angle 6'; shew that the side ^Cis less than double the
side AB.

32. If one angle of a triangle be equal to the sum of the other
two, the greatest side is double of the distance of its middle point
from the opposite angle.

33. If from the right angle of a right-angled triangle, two straight

lines be drawn, one perpendicular to the base, and the other bisect-

ing it, they will contain an angle equal to the diiference of the two
acute angles of the triangle.

34. If the vertical angle CAB of a triangle ABC he bisected by
AB, to which the perpendiculars CE, i>jP are drawn from the re-

maining angles : bisect the base BC in G, join GE, GF, and prove
these lines equal to each other.

35. The difference of the angles at the base of any triangle, is

double the angle contained by a line drawn from the vertex perpen-
dicular to the base, and another bisecting the angle at the vertex.

36. If one angle at the base of a triangle be double of the other,

the less side is equal to the sum or difierence of the segments of the
base made by the perpendicular from the vertex, according as the
angle is greater or less than a right angle.

37. If two exterior angles of a triangle be bisected, and from the
point of intersection of the bisecting lines, a line be drawn to the
opposite angle of the triangle, it will bisect that angle.

38. From the vertex of a scalene triangle draw a right line to

the base, which shall exceed the less side as much as it is exceeded
by the greater.

39. Divide a right angle into three equal angles.

40. One of the acute angles of a right-angled triangle is three
times as great as the other ; trisect the smaller of these.

41. Prove that the sum of the distances of any point within a
triangle from the three angles is greater than half the perimeter of
the triangle.

42. The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is less than that of any
other equal triangle upon the same base.

43. If from the angles of a triangle ABC, straight lines ABE,
BDF, CBG be drawn through a point i) to the opposite sides, prove
that the sides of the triangle are together greater than the three
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lines drawn to the point i>, and less than twice the same, but
greater than two-thirds of the lines drawn through the point to the
opposite sides.

44. In a plane triangle an angle is right, acute or obtuse, ac-

cording as the line joining the vertex of the angle with the middle
point of the opposite side is equal to, greater or less than half of that

side.

45. If the straight line AI) bisect the angle A of the triangle

ABC, and BIJF be drawn perpendicular to AI) and meeting AC or

^C produced in F, shew that BD= DE.
46. The side BC of a triangle ABC is produced to a point D.

The angle ACB is bisected by a line C'^ which meets AB'm E.
A line is drawn through ^parallel to ^(7 and meeting ^ (7 in i^,

and the line bisecting the exterior angle ACI)^ in G. Shew that

EF\9 equal to FG.
47. The sides AB, AC, of a triangle are bisected in D and ^re-

spectively, and BE, CD, are produced until EF= EB, and GD = BC;
shew that the line 6^i^ passes through A.

48. In a triangle ABC. AD being drawn perpendicular to the

straight line BD wliich bisects the angle B, shew that a line drawn
from D parallel to BC will bisect AC.

40. If the sides of a triangle be trisected and lines be drawn
through tlje points of section adjacent to each angle so as to form
another triangle, this sliall be in all resj)ects equal to the first triangle.

50. Between two given straight lines it is required to draw a

straight line which shall be equal to one given straight line, and
parallel to another.

51. If from the vertical angle of a triangle three straight lines be
drawn, one bisecting the angle, another bisecting the base, and the

third pcr[)endicular to the base, the first is always intermediate in

magnitude and ]>osition to the other two.

52. In tlie base of a triangle, find the point from which, lines

drawn parallel to the sides of the triangle and limited by them, are

equal.

53. In the base of a triangle, to find a point from which if two
lines be drawn, (1) ])erj)endicular, (2) i)arallel, to the two sides of

the triangle, their sum shall be ecjual to a given line.

III.

54. In the figure of Euc. i. 1, the given line is produced to meet
either of the circles in P; shew tliat7'and the points of intersection

of the circles, arc the angular ])oints of an e(iuilateral triangle.

55. If each of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle be one-

fourth of the third angle, and from one of them a line be drawn at

right angles to the l)asc meeting tlie opi)osite side produced; tliea

will the ])art ])roduced. the jjcrpendicular, and tlio remaining side,

form an e()uilateral triangle.

56. In tbe figure Euc. i. 1, if the sides CA, CB o{ the etiuihitcral

triangle vl AV be jirodnced to meet the circles in F, G', resjiectively,

and if C be the point in which the circles cut one another on the
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other side of ^i?; prove the points F^ C, 9 to be in the same
straight line; and the figure C'J''(t to be an equilateral triangle.

57. ABC is a triangle and the e.xterior angles at Ji and G
are bisected by lines L'D, VD respectively, meeting in i>; shew
that the angle BDV and half the angle BAV make up a right

angle.

58. If the exterior angle of a triangle be bisected, and the angles

of the triangle made by the bisectors be bisected, and so on, the

triangles so formed will tend to become eventually equilateral.

59. If in the three sides AB^ BC\ CA of an equilateral triangle

ABC^ distances AE. BF^ CG be taken, each equal to a third of one
of the sides, and the points E, 7% G be respectively joined (1) with
each other, (2) with the opposite angles : shew that the two trian-

gles so formed, are equilateral triangles.

IV.

60. Describe a right-angled triangle upon a given base, having
given also the perpendicular from the right angle upon the hy-
potenuse.

61. Given one side of a right-angled triangle, and the difference

between the hypotenuse and the sum of the other two sides, to con-
struct the triangle.

62. Construct an isosceles right-angled triangle, having given (1)
the sum of the hypotenuse and one side

; (2) their ditlerence.

63. Describe a right-angled triangle of which the hypotenuse
and the difference between the other two sides are given.

64. Given the base of an isosceles triangle, and the sum or dif-

ference of a side and the perpendicular from the vertex on the base.
Construct the triangle.

65. Make an isosceles triangle of given altitude whose sides shall

pass through two given points and have its base on a given straight

line.

66. Construct an equilateral triangle, having given the length of
the perpendicular drawn from one of the angles on the opposite side.

67. Having given the straight lines which bisect the angles at

the base of an equilateral triangle, determine a side of the triang'^e.

68. Having given two sides and an angle of a triangle, construct
the triangle, distinguishing the different cases.

69. Having given the base of a triangle, the difference of the sides,

and the difference of the angles at the base ; to describe the triangle.

70. Given the perimeter and the angles of a triangle, to con-
struct it.

71. Having given the base of a triangle, and half the sum and
half the difference of the angles at the base ; to construct the triangle.

72. Having given two lines, which are not parallel, and a point
between tliem ; describe a triangle having two of its angles in the
respective lines, and the third at the given point ; and such that the
sides shall be equally inclined to the lines which they meet.

73. Construct a triangle, having given the three lines drawn from
the angles to bisect the sides opposite.
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74. Given one of the angles at the base of a triangle, the base

itself, and the sum of the two, remaining sides, to construct the tri-

angle.

75. Given the base, an angle adjacent to the base, and the dif-

ference of the sides of a triangle, to construct it.

70. Given one angle, a side opjiosite to it, and the difterence of

the other two sides ; to construct the triangle.

77. Given the base and the sum of the two other sides of a tri-

angle, construct it so that the line which bisects the vertical angle

shall be parallel to a given line.

V.

78. From a given point without a given straight line, to draw a line

making an angle with the given line equal to a given rectilineal angle.

79. Through a given point A, draw a straight line ABC meeting
two given parallel straight lines in £ and G, such that £0 may be
equal' to a given straight line.

80. If the line joining two parallel lines be bisected, all the lines

drawn through the point of bisection and terminated by the parallel

lines are also bisected in tliat point.

81. Three given straight lines issue from a point: draw another
straiglit line cutting them so that the two segments of it intercepted

between them may be equal to one another.

82. AB, AC are two straight lines, i? and C given points in the

same ; BD is drawn perpendicular to AC, and BF perpendicular to

AB; in like manner CF is drawn ])erpendicular to AB, and FG to

AC. Shew that EG is parallel to BC.
83. ABC is a right-angled triangle, and the sides AC, AB are

produced to D and F; bisect FBC cmd BCD by the lines BE, CE,
and from E let fall the ])erpendiculars EF, ED. Prove (without

assuming any properties of parallels) that ADEF)s a square.

84. Two pairs of equal straight lines being given, shew how to

construct with them the gi-eatest parallelogram.

85. With two given lines as diagonals describe a parallelogram

which sliall have an angle equal to a given angle. Within what
limits must the given angle lie ?

86. Having given one of the diagonals of a parallelogram, the
sum of the two adjacent sides and the angle between them, construct

the ])arallelogram.

87. One of the diagonals of a parallelogram being given, and the
angle which it makes with one of the sides, complete the parallelo-

gram, so that the other diagonal may bo y)ara]lel to a given line.

88. A BCD, A'B'CD' are two parallelograms whose correspond-
ing sides are equal, but tlie angle A is greater than the angle A',

])rove that the diameter .^4(7 is less than A'C but BD greater than
B'D'.

B'.l. If in the diagonal of a parallelogrnni any two points equi-
distant from its extremities be joined with the opposite angles, a

. figure will be formed whicli is also a ]):irallfloixram.

90. From each angle of a jiarallelogram a line is drawn making
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the same angle towards the same parts with an adjacent side, taken
always in the same order ; sliew tliat these lines form another paral-
lel()},n-aiii dmihir to the original one.

yi. Along the sides of a paralIi-U)gram taken in order, measure
AA' = BB'=aC"=DJj' : the ligure A'B'C'l)' will be a parallelogram.

92. On the sides AB, Bt\ CD, LA, of a parallelogram, set off
AE, BF, CO, DII, equal to each other, and join AF, BG, CH, BE:
these lines form a parallelogram, and the difference of the angles
AFB, BGC\ equals the diffei'euce of any two proximate angles of
the two i)arallelograms.

93. OB, 00 are two straight lines at right angles to each other,
through any ])oiiit P any two straight lines are drawn intersecting
OB, OC, in B, B', 0, 6", respectively. If I) and 1/ be the middle
points of BB' and CO ', shew that the angle BTD' is equal to the
angle DOD'.

94. ABCD is a parallelogram of which the angle C is opposite to
the angle A. If through A any straight line be drawn, then the dis-

tance of C is equal to the sum or difference of the distances of B and
of D from that straight line, according as it lies without or within
the parallelogram.

95. Upon stretching two chains AC, BB, across a field ABCD, I

find that BD and AG make equal angles with DC, and that AG
makes the same angle with AD that BD does Avith BC; hence jirove

that AB is parallel to CD.
96. To find a point in the side or side produced of any parallelo-

gram, such that the angle it makes with the line joining the point
and one extremity of the opposite side, may be bisected by the fine

joining it with the other extremity.

97. When the corner of the leaf of a book is turned down a second
time, so that the lines of folding are parallel and equidistant, t)ie

space in the second fold is equal to three times that in the first.

YI.

98. If the points of bisection of the sides of a triangle be joined,

the triangle so formed shall be one-fourth of the given triangle.

99. If in the triangle ABC, BG be bisected in D, J i* joined and
bisected in E, i>^ joined and bisected in F, and TJ" joined and bi-

sected in ; then the triangle EFG will be equal to one-eighth of

the triangle ABC.
100. Shew that the areas of the two equilateral triangles in

Prob. 59, p. 78, are, respectively, one-third and one-seventh of the

area of the original triangle.

101. To describe a triangle equal to a given triangle, (1) when
the base, (2) when the altitude of the required triangle is given.

102. To describe a triangle equal to the sum or difference of two
given triangles.

103. Upon a given base describe an isosceles triangle equal to a
given triangle.

104. Describe an equilateral triangle equal to a given triangle.

105. To a given straight line apply a triangle which shall be equal
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to a given parallelogram and have one of its angles eqnal to a given

rectilineal angle.

106. Transform a given rectilineal figure into a triangle whose

vertex shall be in a given angle of the figure, and whose base shall

be in one of the sides.

107. Divide a triangle by two straight fines into three pai ts

which when properly arranged shall form a parallelogram whose

angles are of a given magnitude.

108. Shew that a scalene triangle cannot be divided into two

parts which will coincide.

lOiJ. If two sides of a triangle be given, the triangle will bo

greatest when they contain a right angle.

110. Of all triangles having the same vertical angle, and whose

bases pass through a given point, the least is that whose base is bi-

sected in the given point.

111. Of all triangles having the same base and the same perim-

eter, that is the greatest which has the two undetermined sides equal.

112. Divide a triangle into three equal parts, (1) by lines drawn
from a point in one of tlie sides : (2) by lines drawn from the angles

to a point within the triangle: (3) by lines drawn from a given point

within the triangle. In how many ways can the third case be done?

113. Divide an equilateral triangle into nine equal parts.

114. Bisect a parallelogram, (1) by a line drawn from a point in

one of its sides: (2) by a line drawn from a given point within or

without it : (3) by a line perpendicular to one of the sides : (4) by a

line drawn parallel to a given line.

115. From a given point in one side produced of a parallelogram,

draw a straight line which shall divide the parallelogram into two
equal parts.

116. To trisect a parallelogram by lines drawn (1) from a given

point in one of its sides, (2) from one of its angular points,

yii.

117. To describe a rhomlnis which shall be equal to any given

quadrilateral figure.

118. Describe a parallelogram which shall be equal in aiea and
perimeter to a given triangle.

119. Find a ])oint in the diagonal of a square i)roduced, from
which if a straiglit line be drawn i)arallel to any side of the scjuare,

and meeting another side i)roduced, it will form together with tho

l)ro(luci;d diagonal and |)ro(luced side, a triangle eqnal to the square.

120. If from any ]>oint within a i)ar;illel(>grani, straight lines bo

drawn to the angles, the parallelogram shall be divided into four tri-

angles of which each two opposite are together ecpial to one-half of

the parallelogram.

121. If ADCD be a parallelogram, and E any point in the dia-

gon;d AV^ or AC produced; stiew tliat the triangles EBC\ EDO,
are etpial, as also the triangles EliA an<l EJiD.

122. ABCD is a paraUelogram, draw DFG meeting BC in F,

4*
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and AB prodnced in G; join AF, CG\ then will the triangles ABF^
CFQ be cijual to one another.

123. ABCD is a parallelogram, JS'tlio point of intersection of its
diagonals, and A' any point in AD. If KB, KC be joined, shew that
the figure BKEC i.s oiie-fourtii of the parallelogram.

12-i. Let ABCD be a parallelogram, and 6^ any point within it.

through O draw lines parallel to the sides of ABCD, and join OA,
DC; prove that the diti'ereuce of the parallelograms DO, BO is

twice the triangle OAC.
125. The diagonals AC, BD of a parallelogram intersect in 0, an

P is a point within the triangle ^6'i?; prove that the diticrence of the
triangles APB, CPD is equal to the sum of the triangles ABC, BPD.

126. If K be tiie common angular jioint of the parallelograms
about the dia:neter -16' (fig. Euc. i. 43.) and BD be the other diam-
eter, the diti:eren(;e of these parallelograms is equal to twice the
triangle BKD.

127. The perimeter of a square is less than that of any other par-
allelogram of equal area.

128. Shew tliat oi' all equiangular parallelogrrms of equal perim-
eters, that which is equilateral is the greatest.

129. Prove that the perimeter of an isosceles triangle is greater
than that of an equal right-angled parallelogram of the same altitude.

Till.

130. If a quadrilateral figure is bisected by one diagonal, the
second diagonal is bisected by the first.

131. If two opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure are equal,

shew that the angles between opposite sides produced are equal.

132. Prove that the sides of any four-sided rectilinear figure are
together greater than the two diagonals.

133. The sum of the diagonals of a trapezium is less than the
sum of any four lines which can be drawn to the four angles, from
any point within the figure, except their intersection.

134. The longest side of a given quadrilateral is opposite to the
shortest ; shew that the angles adjacent to the shortest side are to-

gether greater than the sum of the angles adjacent to the longest side.

135. (live any two points in the opposite sides of a trapezium, in-

scribe in it a parallelogram having two of its angles at these points.
136. Shew that, in every quadrilateral jilane figure, two parallelo-

grams can be described upon two opposite sides as diagonals, such that
the other two diagonals shall be in the same straight line and equal.

137. Describe a quadrilateral figure whose sides shall be equal
to four given straight lines. What limitation is necessary?

138. If tlie sides of a quadrilateral figure be bisect"ed and the
points of bisection joined, the included figure is a parallelogram, and
equal in area to half the original figure.

139. A trapezium is such, that the perpendiculars let fall on a
diagonal from the opposite angles are equal. Divide the trapezium
into four equal triangles, by straight lines drawn to the angles from
a point within it.
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140. If two opposite sides of a trapezium be parallel to one an-
other, the straight line joining their bisections, bisects the trapezium.

1-il. If of the four triangles into which the diagonals divide a
trapezium, any two opposite ones are ecjual, tiie trapezium has two
of its opposite sides parallel.

142. If two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel but not equal,

and the other two sides are equal but not parallel, the opposite
angles of the quadrilateral are together equal to two right angles

:

and conversely.

143. If two sides of a quadrilateral be parallel, and the line join-

ing the middle points of t!ie diagonals be produced to meet the other
sides; the line so produced will be equal to half the sum of the par-

allel sides, and the line between the points of bisection equal to half

their difference.

144. To bisect a trapezium, (1) by a line drawn from one of its

Angular points ; (2) by a line drawn from a given point in one side.

145. To divide a square into four equal portions by lines drawn
from any point in one of its sides.

14G. It is impossible to divide a quadrilateral figure (except it be
a parallelogram) into equal triangles by lines drawn from a point
within it to its four corners.

IX.

147. If the greater of the acut:) angles of a right-angled triangle,

be double the other, the square on the greater side is three times the
square on the otber.

148. Upon a given straight line construct a right-angled triangle

such that the square of the other side may bo equal to seven times
the square on the given line.

14K. If from tbe vertex of a plane triangle, a perpendicular fall

upon the base or the base produced, the dilicrence of tlie scpiarcs on
tbe sides is equal to the difference of the squares on the segments of
the base.

150. IWrom the middle point of one of the sides of a right-angled

triangle, a per[)endicular be drawn to the liy])otenuse, the difference

of the squares un the segments into which it is divided, is equal to

the s(|uare on tbe other side.

151. If a straight line be drawn from one of the r.cute angles of a

riglit-angled ti'iaugle, bisecting the opposite side, the square u])(in

that line is less than the square upon the hypotenuse by tbrce times

the square upon lialfthe, line bisected.

152. If tbe sum of the squares of the three sides of a triangle he

equal to eight times the square on the line drawn from ihc vertex lo

tbe point of bisection of the base, then the vertical angle is a right

angle.

153. If a line be drawn ])arallel to the hypotenuse of a riglit-

angled triangle, and each of the acute angles be joined witli tbe

points where this line intersects the sides respectively opposite to

them, tlie squares on the joining' lines are together equal to the

squares on tbe hypotenuse and on the line drawn parallel to it.
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154. Let ACB^ ADB be two right-angled triangles having a

common hvpotemisc AB, join 6'Z*, and on CD produced both ways'
draw perpendiculars AE, BF. Shew that CE''+CF''=DE'' +DF\

155. If perpendiculars AD, BE, C/'' drawn from the angles on
the opposite sides of a triangle intersect in G, the squares on AB,
BC, and CA, are together three times the squares on AG, BG, and
CG.

156. If ABC be a triangle of which the angle A is a right angle
;

and BE, CF be drawn bisecting the opposite sides res])ectively :

shew that four times the sum of the squares on BF und CF is equal
to five times the square on BC.

157. If ABC be an isosceles triangle, and CD be drawn per-

pendicular to AB; the sum of the squares on the three sides is

equal to

AD' + 2.BD' + S.CD\

158. The sum of the squares described upon the sides of a rhom-
bus is equal to the squares described on its diameters.

159. A point is taken within a square, and sM'aiglit lines drawn
from it to the angular jioints of the square, and perpendicular to the

sides ; the squares on the first are double the sum of the squares on
the last. Shew that these sums are least when the point is in the

centre of the square.

IGO. In the figure Euc. i. 47,

(«) Shew that the diagonals FA, AK oi the squares on AB, AC,
lie in the same straight line.

(b) If DF, EK be joined, the sum of the angles at the bases of

the triangles BFD, CEK is equal to one riglit angle.

(c) If BG and CII be joined, those lines will be parallel.

{(T) If perpendiculars be let fall from /' and if on BC produced,

the parts produced will be equal ; and the perpendiculars together

will be equal to BC.
{e) Join GH, KE, FD, and prove that each of the triangles so

formed, equals the given triangle ABC. ^

(/) The sum of the squares on GB, KE, and FD will be equal

to six times the square on the hypotenuse.

(g) The difi:erence of the squares on AB, AC, is equal to the dif-

ference of the squares on AD, AE.
161. The area of any two parallelograms described on the two

sides of a triangle, is equal to that of a parallelogram on the base,

whose side is equal and parallel to the line drawn from the vertex

of the triangle, to the intersection of the two sides of the former

parallelograms produced to meet.

162. If one angle of a triangle be a right angle, and another

equal to two-thirds of a right-angle, prove from the First Book of

Euclid, that the equilateral triangle described on the hypotenuse, is

equal to the sum of the equilateral triangles described upon the sides

which contain the right angle.
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

Every right-angled parallelogram is called a rectangle^ and is

said to be contained by any two of the straight lines which contain

one of the right angles.

n.

In every parallelogram, any of the parallelograms about a diam-

eter together with the two complements, is called a gnomon.

A E D

H
F

,/ 1

X 1

B G

"Thus the parallelogram HG together with the complements ^F, FC,

is the gnomon, which is more biiefiy expressed by the lotteis A GK, or

JiHC\ which are at the opposite angles of the paiallclugrams which make

the gnomon."

PROPOSITION I. THEOREM.

If there be two utrair/fil Hiics, one of v:hich is divided into any number

of parts ; the rectanrf/e contained bi/ Jhe tiro xtrai^/ht linen, is e(/iial to the

rcctamiles conlainnl by the undiridid line, and the several parts of the

divided line.

Lot A and BC be two straight linos

;

and let BP be divided into any pnvta Jill I>K l-^< \ i" the points 7). E.

Then the rectangle contained by the straight lines A and Bi\

shall be equal to the rectangle contained by A and /.'A together with

that contained by A and DE, and that contained l>y A and EC.
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B DEC

From the point B, draw BF at right angles to BC^ (l 11.)

and make BG equal to A ;
(i. 3.)

through G draw &// parallel to BC, (i. 31.)

and through D, E, C, draw DK, EL, CII parallel to BG, meeting

GE m K, Z, //.

Then the rectangle ^^is equal to the rectangles BK, DL, EH.
And BH is contained by A and BC,

for it is contained by GB, BC\ and GB is equal to A :

and the rectangle BA^ is contained by A, BB,
for it is contained by GB, BD, of which GB is equal to A :

also JJL is contained by A, DE,
because DK, that is, BG, (i. M.) is equal to A

;

and in liiie manner the rectangle EH is contained by A, EC

:

therefore the rectangle contained by ^4, BC, is equal to the several

rectangles contained by A, BD, and by A, DE, and by A, EC.
Wherefore, if there be two straight lines, &:c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the rectangles contained

bij the whole and each of the partx, are together equal to the square on the

whole line.

Let the straight line AB be divided into any two parts in the

point C.

Then the rectangle contained by AB, BC, together with that

contained by AB^ A G, shall be equal to the square on AB.

A C B

D F E

Upon AB describe the square ADEB, (i. 46.) and through C
draw 6'i^ parallel to AD or BE, (i. 31.) meeting Z'^in F.

Then AE is equal to the rectangles AF, CE.
And AE is the square on AB;

and AF is the rectangle contained by BA, AC;
for it is contained by DA, AC. of which BA is equal to AB:

and CE is contained by AB. BC,
for BE is equal to AB :

therefore the rectangle contained by AB, AC, together with the

rectangle AB. BC is equal to the square on AB.
If therefore a straight line, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION III. THEOREM.

If a straight line be dinided into any two parts, the rectangle contained

by the whole and one of tltc parts, is equal to the rectangle contained by tht

two parts, togetlier with the square on the aforesaid part.

Let the straight line AB be divided into any two parts in the point C.

Then the rectangle AB, BU, shall be equal to the rectangle

AC, GB, together with the square on BG.

AC B

tJpon BC describe the square CDEB, (i. 4G.) and produce ED to i^,

through A draw ^/'parallel to CD or BE, (i. 31.) meeting EE'va. F.

Then the rectangle AE is equal to the rectangles AD, CE.
Axi>\ AE\ii the rectangle contained by AB, BC,

for it is contained by AB, BE, of wliich BE h equal to BC:
and AD is contained by AC, CB, for CD is equal to CB:

and C'^is the square on BC:
therefore the rectangle AB, BC, is equal to tlie rectangle AC^ CB,

together with the square on BC.
If therefore a straight line be divided, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM.

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the square on the whole

line is equal to the .squares on the two parts, together with twice the rectangle

contained by the parts.

Let tlio straiudit lino AB be divided into any two parts in C.

Then the square on AH shall be e(pial to the squares on AC, and
CB, together with twice the rectangle contained by AC, CB.

A C B

Z

D F E

Upon AB descril)e the square ADEB, (i. 4G.) join BD,
through /^'draw ^r;/" parallel to AD or BE, (i. 31.) meeting BD

in G and DE'm K;
and tlirough G draw 7/6^A" parallel to AB or DE, meeting AD in

//, and BE in A';

Then, l)ecause C7''is parallel io AD and BD falls upon thoni,

therefore the exterior angle BGC is equal to tlie interior and oppo-

site angle BDA ; (i. 2!).)

but the angle BDA is'equal to the angle DBA, (i. 5.)

because BA is equal to AD, being sides of a square

;
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wherefore the angle BGC is equal to the angle DBA or GBC\
and thcretbrc ilic ; ide BC is eijUul to the side CG ;

(i. 6.)

but BC is e(iual also to GK, and CG to BK\ (i. 34.)

wheretore the tigure CGKB is equilateral.

It is likewise rectangular
;

for, since CG is parallel to BK, and B^.' meets Ihcm.

therefore the angles KBC^ BCG are equal to two right iingks; (i. 29.)

but the angle A'BC is a right angle; (def. ',0. constr.)

wherefore BCG is a right angle :

and therefore also the angles CGI\, GKB, opposite to these, are right

angles; (i. 34.)

wherefore CGKB is rectangular :

but it is also equilateral, as was demonstrated
;

wherefore it is a square, and it is upon the sidu CB.
For the same reason HFh a square,

and it is upon the side HG, which is equal to AC. (i. 34.)

Therefore the figures EF, CIi, are the squares on A C, CB.

And because the complement ^ 6r is equal to the couiplement GB,
(I. 43.)

and that AG h the rectangle contained by A C, CB,
for GCis equal to CB;

therefore GE is also equal to the rectangle AC, CB;
wherefore J. Cr, GE are equal to twice the rectangle AC, CB;

and UF, CK are the squares on AC, CB;
wherefore the four figures ///', CK, A G, GE, are equal to the

aquares on A C, CB, and twice the rectangle A C CB

:

bat HF, CK, AG, GE make up the whole figure AUEB, which is

the square on AB;
therefore the square on AB is equal to the squares on AC, CB,

and twice the rectangle AC, CB.
Wherefore, if a straight line be divided, &c. q.e.d.

Cob. From the demonstration, it is manifest, that the parallelo-

grams about the diameter of a square, are likewise squares.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM.

If a straiffht line be divided into two equal parts, and also into iico

unequal parts ; the rectangle contained by the unequal parts, tofjether vith

the square on the line between the -points of section, is equal to the square on

half the line.

Let the straight line AB be divided into two equal parts in the

point C, and into two unequal parts in the point D.

Then the rectangle AD, DB, together with the square on CD,

shall be equal to the square on CB,

A C D B

G F
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TJpon CB describe the square CEFB, (i. 46.) join BE,
through D draw DBti parallel to CE ov BF, (i. 31.) meeting BE

in //, and /:/' in G.

and through iTdraw KLM parallel to CB or EF, meeting CE in

Z, and BF in M
;

also througli A draw AK parallel to CL or BM, meeting MLKm K.
Then because the complement CH is equal to the complement HF^
(i. 43.) to each of these equals add i>J/

;

therefore the whole CM is equal to the whole BF

\

but because the line AG is equal to CB,
therefore AL is equal to CM^ (i. 3G.)

therefore also AL is equal to BF
\

to each of these equals add CH^
and therefore the whole AH is equal to BF and CH

:

butAH is the rectangle contained by AB. BB, forBH is equal toBB;
and Z)/^ together with CH is the gnomon CMG

;

therefore the gnomon CMG is equal to the rectangle AB, DB :

to each of these equals add LG, which is equal to the square on
CB

;
(ii. 4. Cor.)

therefore the gnomon CMG, together with LG, is equal to the
rectangle AB, BB, together with the square on CB:

but the gnomon CMG and LG make up the whole figure CEFB,
which is the square on CB

;

therefore the rectangle AB, BB, together with the square on CB
is equal to the square on CB.

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. From this proposition it is manifest, that the difference of

the sfiuares on two unequal lines A C, CB, is equal to the rectangle

contained by their sum AB and their diti'erence BB.

PROPOSITION" TI. THEOREM.

If a straight line be bixccted, and produced to any point ; the rectangle

contained by the whole line thus produced, and the part of it produced, to-

fjether with the square on half the line bisected, is equal to the square on the

straight line which is made up of the half and the part produced.

Let the straight line ^5 be bisected in C, and produced to the point Z).

Then the rectangle AB, BB, together with the square on CB,
•hall be equal to the square on CB.

A c B n

E OF
Upon CD describe the square CEFB, (i. 46.) and,join BE,
througli B draw B/fG i)arallel to CB or BF, Ci.'si.) meeting
BE in //, and ZV-' in G ;

through //draw KLM parallel to AB or EF, meeting BF in M,
and CE in Z

;

*nd through A draw A I\ i>nrallel to (f. or T)M, meeting MLK\n K.
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Tlien because tlie line AC is equal to CB,
therefore the rectangle JZ is e<iual to the rectangle C'll, (i. 36.)

but 67/ is equal to ^/''; (i. 43.)
therefore AL is equal to ///'';

to each of these equals add CM;
therefore the whole AAl is equal to the gnomon CMC :

but A2J is the rectangle contained by Al>, JJJJ,

for iJJil is equal to JjB : (ii. 4. Cor.)
therefore the gnomon CMC is equal to the rectangle AD, DB :

to each of these equals add LG which is equal to the square on CB\
therefore the rectangle AD, BB, together with the square on

CB, is equal to the gnomon CMC, and the figure LG
;

but the gnomon CMG and LG make up the whole figure CEFD,
which is the square on CD

;

therefore the rectangle AD, DB, together with the square on
CB, is equal to the square on CD.

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM.

If a straigJd line be divided into any two parts, the squares on the whole

line, arid on one of the parts, are equal to twice the rectangle contained by
the whole and that part, together vAih the square on the other part.

Let the straight line ABhe divided into any tAvo parts in the point C.

Then the squares on AB, BC shall be equal to twice the rec-

tangle AB, BC, together with the square on A C.

A C B

D F E

Upon AB describe the square ADEB, (i. 46.) and join BD
;

through Cdraw CF parallel to AD or BE (i. 31.) meeting BD
in G, and DE in F

;

through G draw HGIZ parallel to AB or DE, meeting AD in E,
and BE in K.

Then because AG\s equal to GE, (i. 43.)

add to each of them CK

;

therefore the whol* AK\?, equal to the whole CE

;

and therefore AK, CE, are double oi AK:
hut AK, CE, are the gnomon ^4^i^and the square CK

;

therefore the gnomon ^A'Fand the square C^are double of -4^:
but twice the rectangle AB. BC, is double oi AK,

for BK\s equal to BC ; (ii. 4. Cor.)

therefore the gnomon A KF and the square CK, are equal to

twice the rectangle AB. BC

:

to each of these equals add IIF, which is equal to the square on AC,
therefore the gnomon AKF. and the squares CK, HF, are equal

to twice the rectangle AB. BC. and the square on A C
;

but the gnomon AKF, together with the squares CK, HF, make
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np the whole figure ADEB and CK, which are the squares on AB
ami BG ;

therefore the squares on AB and BC are equal to twice the rec-

tangle AB, BC, together with the square on AC.
Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM.

If a xtraight line be divided into any two parts, four times the rectangle

contained by the whole line, and one of the parts, together with the square on

the other part, is equal to the square on the straight line, ivhich is made up

of the whole and that part.

Let the straight line J5 be divided into any two parts in the point C.

Then four times the rectangle AB, BC, together with the square

on A C, shall be equal to the square on the straight line made up of

^5 and jBC together.
A C B D

\7\^

E H L F

Produce J^B to D, so that BD be equal to CB, (i. 3.)

upon AD describe the square AEFD, (i. 46.) and join DE,
through B, C, draw BL, CiT parallel to .•l£'or LF, and cutting D^

in the points K, P respectively, and meeting EF\\\ L, H

;

through K, P, draw MGKN', XPRO parallel to AD or EF.
Then because CB is equal to BD, CB to (y/C and BD to EN

\

therefore GK is e<iual to KN
;

for the stmie reason, PP, is equal to RO
;

and because CB is equal to BD, and GK to ^JV,

therefore the rectangle 6'5'is equal to BN, and GR to Rl^
\

(i. 36.)

but C/fis equal to RN, (i. 43.)

because they are the complements of the parallelogram CO
;

therefore also BN is equal to GR ;

and the four reetan^dcs BX, GK, GR, RN, are equal to one another,

and so are quadrui)le of one of them GK.
Again, because CB is equal to BD, and BD to BK, that is, to GG

\

and because CB is equal to GK, that is, to GP
\

therefore GG is equal to GP.
And because GG is etpial to GP, and 7*7? to RO,

therefore tlie rectangle A(t is equal to MP. and PL to RF;
but the rectangle .1//' is equal to PL, (i. 43.)

because they arc the complements of the parallelogram ML :

wherefore also AG is equal to Rl^:

therefore the four rectangles AG, MP, PL, LxF, are equal to one

another, and so are quadruple of one of tlicm AG.
And it was demonstrated, tJiat the four CK^ BX, GR, and RX^

are quadruple of CK

:
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therefore the eifcht rectangles which contain the gnomon A OM,
are (luudruple of A A".

And because AKh the rectanji;le contained by AB, BC,
for BK is equal to BC

;

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BCis quadruple of AIT

:

but the gnomon AOII was demonstrated to be quadruple of AJC;
therefore four times the rectangle A B,BC'\s etjual to the gnomon A OH;
to each of these equals add XII, which is equal to the square on A

;

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BC, together with the square
on A C, is equal to the gnomon A OH and the square XII ;

but the gnomon ^4 6'// and XII make up the figure AEFD, which is

the square on AD

;

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BC together with the
square on A C, is equal to the square on AD, that is, on AB and BC
added together in one straight line.

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM.

If a straight line be divided i7ito two erjual, and also into two unequal

parts ; the squares on the two unequal parts arc together double of the square

on half the line, and of the square on the line betieeen the points of section.

Let the straight line ABhe divided into two equal parts in the

point C, and into two unequal i)arts in tlie point D.
Then the squares on AD, DB together, shall be double of the

squares on A 6', CD. -g

From the point Cdraw CE ixi right angles to AB, (i. 11.)

make Coequal to AC ov CB, (i. 3.) and join EA, EB
\

through D draw J^i^ parallel to CE, meeting EBm F, (i. Z\r}

through i^draw EG parallel to BA, and join AF.
Then, because A C is equal to CE,

therefore the angle AEC is equal to the angle EAC
;

(i. 5.)

and because ACE is a right angle,

therefore the two other angles AEC, EAC of the triangle are to-

gether equal to a right angle ;
(i. 32.)

and since they are equal to one another

;

therefore each of them is half a right angle.

For the same reason, each of the angles CEB, EBC is half a right angle

;

and therefore the whole A EB is a right angle.

And because the angle CEFh half a right angle,

and EOF a right angle,

for it is equal to the interior and opjiosite angle ECB, (i. 29.)

therefore the remaining angle EEC is half a right angle
;

wherefore tlie angle GEF\^ equal to the angle EEC,
and the side tr'/'' equal to the side EG. (i. 6.)
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Again, because the angle at B is half a right angle,

and FDI] a right angle,

for it is equal to the interior and opposite angle BOB, (i. 29.)

therefore the remaining angle BFI) is half a right angle
;

wherefore the angle at B is equal to the angle BFB,
and the side DF equal to the side UB. (i. 6.)

And because A is equal to CF,
the square on AC is equal to the square on CF;

therefore the squares on AC, CF are double of the square on AC;
but the square on AF is equal to the squares on AC, CF, (i. 47.)

because A CF is a right angle
;

therefore the square on ^^is double of the square on AC.
Again, because FG is equal to GF,

the square on FG is equal to the square on GF;
therefore the squares on FG, GF are double of the square on GF;
but the square on ^i^is equal to the squares on FG, GF; (i. 47.)

therefore the square on FF is double of the square on GF;
and GF is equal to CD; (i. 34.)

therefore the square on FF is double of the square on CD;
but the square on ^4^ is double of the square on AC

;

therefore the squares on A F, FF are double of the squares on A C, CD

;

but the square on AF is equal to the squares on AF, FF,
because AFF is a right angle

;
(i. 47.)

therefore the square on AF is double of the squares on AC, CD;
but the squares on AD, DFave equal to the square on AF

;

because the angle ADF is a right angle
;

(i. 47.)

(therefore the squares on AD, DFnre double of the squares on AC, CD;
and Di^is equal to DB;

<;herefore the squares on AD, DB are double of the squares on A C, CD.
If therefore a straight line bo divided, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM.

If a straif/ht line be bhectcd, and produced to any point, the square on

the whole line thus produced, and the square on the part of it produced, are

tofjeihcr double of the square on half the line bisected, and of the square on

the line made up of the half and the part produced.

Let the straight line AB be bisected in C, and produced to tbo

point D.
Then the squares on AD, DB. shall be double of the squares on

AC, CD.
E F

\
G

From the point Cdraw C-E'at right angles to AB, (i. 11.)

make ^'i? equal to AC or CB, (i. 3.) and join AF, EB;
through £'draw FF parallel to AB, (i. 31.)

and through D draw i)/' parallel to CF, meeting EFin F.
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Then because the straight line ^F meets the parallels CE^ FD,
therefore the angles CEB\ EFD are e:]ual to two right angles

; (\. 29.)

and therefore tlie angles BEF^ EFl) are less than two right angles.

But straight lines, which with anotlier straiglit line make tlie in-

terior angles upon the same side of a line, less tiian two right angles,

will meet if produced far enough ; (i. ax. 12.)

therefore EB^ FD will meet, if produced towards i?, i);

let them he produced and meet in G, and join AG.
Tlien, because J. 6' is equal to CE,

therefore the angle (JEA is equal to the angle EA G
;

(i. 5.)

and tlie angle A CE is a right angle
;

therefore ench of the angles CEA.^ EAC is half a right angle, (i. 32.)

For the same reason,

each of the angles CEB^ EBG is half a right angle
;

therefore the whole AEB is a right angle.

And because EBG is half a right angle,

therefore DBG is also half a right angle, (i. 15.)

for tliey are vertically opposite
;

but BDG is a right angle,

because it is equal to the alternate angle DCE\ (i. 29.)

therefore the remaining angle DGB is half a right angle

;

and is therefore equal to the angle DBG
;

wherefore also the side BD is equal to the side DG. {\. 6.)

Again, because EGF is half a right angle, and the angle at F is

a right angle, being equal to the oi)posite angle ECD^ (i. 34.)

therefore the remaining angle FEG is half a right angle,

and therefore etpial to the angle EGF
;

wherefore also the side GF is equal to the side FE. (l 6.)

And because EC is ei]ual to GA
;

the square on EC is equal to the square on GA
;

therefore the squares on EC, GA are double of the square on GA
;

but the square on EA is equal to the squares on EC. GA
;

(i. 47.)
therefore the square on EA is double of the square on AG.

Again, because GF is equal to FE,
the square on GFh equal to the square on FE

;

therefore the squares on GF, FE are double of the square on FE;
but the square on EG is equal to the squares on GF, FE

;
(i. 47.)

therefore the square on EG is double of the square on FE;
and FE is equal to CD

;
(i. 34.)

wherefore the sipiare on EG is double of the square on CD
'but it was demonstrated,

that the sipiare on EA is double of the square on ^C;
therefore the scpiares on EA, EG are double of the s(]uares onA G, CD

;

but the scjuare on ^1 G is equal to the squares on EA, EG
;

(i. 47.)

therefore the square on AG \s double of the squares on AG, CD:
but the squares on AD, DG are equal to the square on AG;

therefore the s(juares on AD, DG are double of the squares onA C, GD;
but Z)r; is equal to 7)i?;

therefore the squares on A D, DB .-ire (loul)le of the squares on A G, CD.
Wherefore, if a straight line, &g. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITIOX XI. PROBLEM.

To divide, a given utrair/kt line into two parts, so that the rectangle con-

tained b>/ the whole and one of the parts, shall be equal to ike square on the

other part.

Let ^47? be the given straight line.

It is required to divide AB into two parts, so that the rectangle

contained by the whole line and one of the parts, shall be equal t&

the square on the other part.

F G

C K D
Upon AB describe the square A CPB

;
(i. 46.)

bisect AC'm E, (i. 10.) and join BE,
produce CA to E, and make ^i*^ equal to EB, (i. 3.)

upon ^i^ describe the square FGHA. (i. 46.)

Then AB shall be divided in H, so that the rectangle AB, BHm
equal to the square on AH.

Produce GH to meet CD in K.

Then because the straight line A C is bisected in E, and produced to F,

therefore the rectangle CF, FA together with the square on AE.,

is equal to the square on EF; (ii. 6.)

but EF is equal to EB;
therefore the rectangle CF, FA together with the square on AE,

is equal to the square on EB

;

but the squares on BA, AE are equal to the square on EB, (i. 47.)

because the angle EAB is a right angle
;

therefore the rectangle CF, FA, together with the square on AE^
is equal to the scjuares on BA, AE;

take away the square on AE, which is common to both

;

therefore the rectangle contained by CF, FA is equal to the square

on BA.
But the figure i^A'is the rectangle contained by CF, FA,

for FA is equal to EG
;

and AD is the square on AB;
therefore the figure FEh equal to AD

;

take away the common i)art AK,
therefore the remainder /Y/is equal to the remainder ITD;

but HD is the rectangle contained by AB, BII,

for AB is equal to BD;
and F//is the s(]iiare on AH;

therefore the rectangle AB, BII, is equal to the square on AIT.

"Wherefore the straight Yuxc AB is divided in //. so tluit the

rectangle AB, BII\s equal -to the square on All. q.e f.
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PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM.
In obtuae-anfiled trianr/lex, if a perpendicular be drawn from either of

the acute angles to the opposite side produced, the square on the side subtend-
i)ifj the obtuse anr/le, is yreater than the squares on the sides containing the

obtuse angle, bi/ twice the rectangle contained bg the side upon which, when
produced, the perpendicular falls, and the straight line intercepted without
the triangle bcticeen the perpendicular and the obtuse angle.

Let ABC be an obtuse-angled trian<£le, having tbe obtuse angle
ACB, and from the point A, lot AD be drawn perpendicular to BG
produced.

Then the square on J i? shall be greater than the squares on^C,
CB, by twice the rectangle BC, CD.

BCD
Because the straight line BD is divided into two parts in the point C,

therefore the square on BD is equal to the squares on BC^ CD,
and twice the rectangle BC, CD

;
(ii. 4.)

to each of these equals add the square on DA
\

therefore tlie squares on BD, DA are equal to the squares on BG,
CD, DA, and twice the rectangle BC, CD;

but the square on BA is equal to the squares on BD, DA, (i. 47.)

because the angle at D is a right angle
;

and the square on CA is equal to the squares on CD, DA
;

therefore the square on BA is equal to the squares on BC, CA, and
twice the rectangle BC, CD

;

that is, the sijuare on BA is greater than the squares on BG, CA, by
twice the rectangle BC, CD.

Therefore in obtuse-angled triangles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM.
In every triangle, the square 07i the side subtending cither of the aade

angles, is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, bg twice

the rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the straight line' inter-

cepted between the acute angle and the perpendicular let fall vpon it from the
opposite angle.

Let ABC be any trimgle, and the angle at B one of its acute
angles, and upon BC', one of the sides containing it, let fail the per-
pendicular AD from the opposite angle, (i. 12.)

Then the square on A C opposite to the angle B, shall be less

than the squares on CB, BA, by twice the rectangle GB, BD.
A
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First, let AD fall ivithin the triangle ABO.
Then because the straight line CB is divided into two parts in D,

the squares on CB, BB are equal to twice the rectangle contained by

CB, BB, and the square on DC\ (ii. 7.)

to each of these equals add the square on AB
;

therefore the squares on CB, BB, BA, are eijual to twice the

rectangle CB. BB, and the squares on AB, BC;
but the square on AB is equal to the squares on BB, BA, (i. 47.)

because the angle BBA is a right angle

;

and the square on AC is equal to the squares on AB, BC;
therefore the squares on CB, BA are equal to the square on A C,

and twice the rectangle CB, BB :

that is, the square on AC alone is less than the squares on CB, BA^
by twice the rectangle CB, BB.

Secondly, let AB fall without the triangle ABC.
A

BCD
Then, because the angle at i> is a right angle,

the angle ACB is greater than a right angle; (i. 16.)

and therefore the square on AB is equal to the squares on AC, CB,

and twice the rectangle BC, CB; (ii. 12.)

to each of these equals add the square on BC;
therefore the squares on AB, BC are equal to the square on AC,

twice the square on BC, and twice the rectangle BC, CB
;

but because BB is divided into two parts in C,

therefore the rectangle DB, BC is equal to the rectangle BC, CD,

and the square on BC; (ii. 3.)

and the doubles of these are equal

;

that is, twice the rectangle DB, BC is equal to twice the rectangle

BC, CD and twice the square on BC :

therefore the sijuares on AB, BC are equal to the square on A C,

and twice the rectangle DB, BC:
wherefore the square on A Calone is less than the squares on AB, BC\

by twice tlie rectangle I)B, BC.
Lastly, let the side AC be perpendicular to BC.

A

B C

Then BC is the straight line between the perpendicular and the

acute angle at B

;

and it is manifest, that tlic squares on AB, BC, arc equal to the

square on AC, and twice 4lic s(|uarc on BC. (i. 47.)

Therefore in any triangle, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITIOX XIV. PROBLEM.

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given rectilineal finure.

Let A be the given rectilineal figure.

It is required to describe ix square that shall be equal to A.

Describe the rectangular parallelogram BCDE equal to the rec-

tilineal figure A. (i. 45.)

Then, if the sides of it, BE, ED, are equal to one another,
it is a square, and what was required is now done.

But if BE, ED, are not e([ual,

produce one of them BE to F, and make EF equal to ED^
bisect ^i^in G

;
(i. 10.)

from the center G, at the distance GB, or GF. describe the semicircle

BHF,
and produce DE to meet the circumference in H.

The square described upon ^i/ shall bo equal to the given recti-

lineal figure A.
Join GH.

Then because the straight line BF is divided into two equal parts

in the point G, and into two unequal parts in the point E\
therefore the rectangle BE, EF. together with the square on EG,

is equal to the S(|uare on GF; (ii. 5.)

but GF\i equal to GH; rdef. 15.)

therefore the rectangle BE, EF, together with the square on EG, is

equal to the square on GH;
but the squares on HE, EG are equal to the square on GH; (i. 4T.)

therefore the rectangle BE, EF, together with the square on EG,
is equal to the squares on HE, EG

;

take away the square on EG, which is common to both

;

therefore the rectangle BE, EFh equal to the square on HE.
But the rectangle contained by BE, EF is the parallelogram BD,

because EF is equal to ED

;

therefore BD is equal to the square on EH;
but BD is equal to the rectilineal figure A ; (constr.)

therefore the square on EH is equal to the rectilineal figure A.

Wherefore a square has been made equal to the given rectilineal

figure A, namely, the square described upon EH. q.e.f.
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Ix Book I., Geometrical magnitudes of the same kind, lines, angles and
surfaces, more particularly triangles and parallelograms, are compared,
either as being absolutely ecjual, or unequal to one another.

In Book II., the properties of right-angled parallelograms, but without

reference to their magnitudes, are demonstrated, and an important extension

is made of Euc. i., 47, to acute-angled and obtuse-angled triangles. Euclid

has given no definition of a rcdanr/ular parallelogrcuii or rcvtanfjle : proba-

bly, because the Greek expression irapoi.Wi]\6ypaixixov op^oywutov, or op^oyu-
viov simply, is a definition of the figure. In English, the terra rectangle^

formed from rectus anffulu."!, ought to be defined before its properties are de-

monstrated. A rectangle may be defined to be a parallelogram having one
angle a right-angle, or a right-angled parallelogram ; and a square is a rec-

tangle having all its sides equal.

As the squares in Euclid's demonstrations are squares described or sup-

posed to be described on straight lines, the expression " the square on A 5,"

is a more appropriate abbreviation for "(fie square described on the line AB"
than '^ the square of ABy The latter expression more fitly expresses the
arithmetical or algebraical equivalent for the square on the line AB.

In Euc. I., 35, it may be seen that there may be an indefinite number of
parallelogi-ams on the same base and between the same parallels whose areas

are alwaj's equal to one another; but that one of them iia,s all its angles

right angles, and the length of its boundary less than the boundary of any
other parallelogram upon the same base and between the same parallels.

The area of this rectangular parallelogram is therefore determined by the

two lines which contain one of its right angles. Hence it is stated in Dcf 1,

that every riglit-angled parallelogram is said to be contained by any two of
the straight lines which contain one of the right angles. No distinction is

made in Book ii., between rquaUtii and identitii, as the rectangle may be
said to be contained by two lines which are equal respectively to the two
which contain one right angle of the figure. It may be remarked that the

rectangle it.self is bounded by four straight lines.

It is of primary importance to discriminate the Geometrical conception
of a rectangle from the Arithmetical or Algebiaical representation of it.

The subject of Geometry is inaf/ni/mk not iuunh< r, and tlierel'ore it would
be a departure from strict reasoning on space, to substitute in Geometrical
demon.strations, the Arithmetical or Algeliraical representation of a rectangle

for the rectangle itself It is, however, absolutely necessary that the connex-
ion of number and ina/jnilude be clearly understood, as I'ar as regards the

representation of lines and areas.

All lines are measured by lines, and all surfaces by sin-faces. Some
one line of definite length is arbitrarily assumed as the linear unit, and
the length of every other line is represented by the inmiber of linear

units contained in it. The square is the figure assumed for the measure
of surfaces. The square unit or the unit of area is assumed to be that

square, the .side of which is one unit in length, and the magnitude of
every surface is represented by the number of square units contained
in it. But here it may be remarked, that the properties of reetanfrles

and squares in the Second Book of Euclid arc proved indepcndeutly
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of the consideration, whether the sides of the rectangles can be represented
by any inultiiiles of the same linear unit. If, however, the sides of
rectangles are supposed to be divisible into an exact number of linear

units, a numerical representation for the area of a rectangle may be
deduced.

On two lines at right angles to each other, take AB equal to 4, and AD
equal to S linear units.

Complete the rectangle ABCD, and thi-ough the points of di'.'ision of
AB, AD, draw £L, FM, GN parallel to AD; and HP, KQ parallel to

AB respectively.

A E F G ^B

E

1 1^

D L M N C

Then the whole rectangle A C is divided into squares, all equal to each
other.

And ^C is equal to the sum of the rectangles AL, EM, FN, GC; (ii. 1.)

also these rectangles are equal to one another, (i. 3(1.)

therefore the whole AC is equal to four times one of them AL.
Again, the rectangle ^Z is equal to the rectangles EH, HR, RD, and

these rectangles, by construction, are squares described upon the equal lines

AH, HK, KD, and are equal to one another.

Therefore the rectangle AL is equal to 8 times the square on AH,
but the whole rectangle AC'\'& equal to 4 times the rectangle AL,

therefore the rectangle ^C is 4 x 3 times the square on AH, or 12

square units

:

that is, the product of the two numbers which express the number of

linear units in the two sides, will give the number of squaie units in the

rectangle, and therefore will be an arithmetical representation of its area.

And generally, if AB, AD, instead of 4 and 3, consisted of a and h

linear units respectively, it may be shewn in a similar manner, that the area

of the rectangle A (J would contain ah square imits ; and therefore the prod-

uct ah is a proper representation for the area of the rectangle A C.

Hence, it follows, that the term rcctanr/le in Geometry corresponds to

the term product in Arithmetic and Algebra, and that a similar comparison

may be made between the products of the two numbers which represent the

sides of rectangles, as between the areas of the rectangles themselves. This

forms the l^asis of what are called Arithmetical or Algebraical proofs of

Geometrical properties.

If the two sides of the rectangle be equal, or if b be equal to a, the

figure is a .square, and the area is represented by aa or a".

Also, since a triangle is equal to the half of a parallelogram of the same
base and altitude

;

Therefore the area of a triangle will be represented by half the rectangle

which has the same base and altitude as the triangle: in other words, if the

length of the base be a units, and the altitude be b units;

Then the area of the triangle is algebraically represented by iab.

The demonstrations of the first eight propositions, exemplify the obvious

axiom, that, " the whole area cf every figure in eaich case, is equal to all

the parts of it talien together."

Def. 2. The parallelogram EK together with the complements AF,
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FC^ is also a gnomon, as well as the parallelogram HG together with the

same complements.

Prop. I. For the sake of brevity of expression, "the rectangle con-

tained by the straight lines AB, BC" is called "the rectangle AB, BC';^^

and sometimes "the rectangle ABC"
To this proposition may be added the c6rollary: If two straight lines

be divided into any number of parts, the rectangle contained by the two

straight lines, is equal to the rectangles contained by the several parts of

one line and the several parts of the other respectively.

The method of reasoning on the properties of rectangles by means of

the products whicli indicate the number of square units contained in their

areas is foreign to Euclid's ideas of rectangles, as discussed in his Second

Boole, which have no reference to any particular unit of length or measure

of surface.

Prop. I. The figures BII, BK, J)L, EH are rectangles, as may
readily be shewn. For, by the parallels, the angle CEL is equal to EI)K\
and the angle EDK is equal to BDG (Enc. i. 29.). But BDG is a right

angle. Hence one of the angles in each of the figures BH, BK, DL, Eli
is a right angle, and thereibre (Euc. i. 46, Cor.) these figures are rec-

tangular.

Prop. I. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, i.)

Let the line BC contain a linear units, and the line A, h linear units of

the same length.

Also suppose the parts BD, DE, EC to contain jm, «, p linear units

respectively.

Then a = 7« -j- n -]-p,

multiply these equals by b,

therefore ab =: bm -{- hn -{- bp.

That i.s, the product of two numbers, one of which Is divided into any
number of parts, is equal to the sum of the products of the undivided num-
ber, and the several parts of the other

;

or, if the (jeomctrical interpretation of the products be restored.

The number of square units expressed by the product ab, is equal

to tlie number of sriuare units expressed by the sum ot the products bm,

bn, bp.

Prop. It. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, ii.)

Let AB contain a linear units, and AC, CB, m a'"' n linear units

respectively.

Then in -[-»*• = «,

multiply these equals by a,

therefore mn -\- an z= a^.

That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, *bc sum of the

products of the whole and each of the parts is equal to the square of the

whole number.
Prop. III. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, iii.)

Let AB contain a linear units, and let i^C contain m, and AC, n linear

units.

Then a =. in -f- n,

multiply these equals liy m,

therefore ma =: ?«- -j- jnn.

That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, the prod'iot of the

whole immber and one of the parts, is equal to the scjuare of that part, and
the product of the two parts.
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Prop. IV. mifjlit have ])ecn "deduced from the two preceding propositions;

but Euclid has piereiicd the method of cxhihiliuK, i" the demonstrations of

the second book, the equality ol' the spaces compared.

In the corollary to Piop. xlvi. Book I. it is stated that a parallelogram

which has one right angle, has all its angles right angles. By applying

tliis corollary, the demonstration of Prop. iv. may be considerably short-

cued.

If the two parts of the line be equal, then the square on the whole Ihie

is equal to four times the square on half the line.

Also, if a line be divided into any three parts, the square on the whole

line is equal to the s(iuares on the three parts, aud twice the rectangles con-

tained by every two parts.

Prop. IV. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, iv.)

Let the line AB contain a linear units, and the parts of it AC aud BC,

m aud n hnear units respectively.

Then a ^=: m-\- n,

squaring these equals, .'. a^ = (wi-j-7i)^,

or a° = 7)1^ -j- 2mn -\- n".

That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, the square of the

number is equal to the squares of the two parts together with twice the prod-

uct of the two parts.

From Euc. ii., 4, maybe deduced a proof of Euc. i., 47. In the fig. take

DL on DE, and EM on EB, each equal to BC, and join CH, HL, LM, MC.
Then the figure HLMC is a square, and the four triangles CAH, HDL,
LEM, MBC are equal to one another, and together are eciual to the two

rectangles A G, GE.
Now AG, GE, FH, CK are together equal to the whole figure ADEB;

and HLMC, with the four triangles CAH, HI)L, LEB, MBC also make up

the whole figure ADEB;
Hence A G, GE, FH, CK are equal to HLMC together with the four

triangles

:

but A G, GE are equal to the four triangles,

wherefore FH, CK are equal to HLMC,
that is, the squares on AC, AH are together equal to the square on CH.

Prop. V. It must be kept in mind, that the sum of two straight lines in

Geometrv, means the straight line formed by joining the two lines together,

so that both may be in the same straight line.

The following simple properties respecting the equal and unequal division

of a line are worthy of being remembered.

I. Since AB = 2BC =2 {BD-^ DC) - 2BD+ 2DC, (fig. Prop, v.)

a.nAAB = AD + DB;
.-. 1CD + 1DB = AD -f DB,

and by subtracting 2DB from these equals,

.-. 2CD = AD-DB,
and CD = i(AD- DB).

That is, if a line AB be divided into two equal parts in C, and into two

uue(iual i)arts in J), the part CI) of the line bctw(>eu the points of section is

equal to half the difference of the unequal parts AD and DB.

II. Here AD = AC + CD, the sum of the unequal parts, (fig. Prop, v.)

and DB = AC— CD their difference.
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Hence by adding these equals together,

or the sum and difference of two lines A C, CD, are together equal to twice

the greater line.

And the halves of these equals are equal,

..l.AD-]-\.DB = AO,
or, half the sura of two unequal lines A C, CD added to half their difference

is equal to the greater line A C.

III. Again, since AD-AC+ CD, and DB = AC— CD,
by subtracting these equals,

.-.AD-DB- 2CD,
or, the difference between the sum and difference of two unequal lines is

equal to twice the less line.

And the halves of these equals are equal,

.-. i . AD - i . DB = CD,

or, half the difference of two lines subtracted from half their sum is equal to

the less of the two lines.

lY. Since AC— CD- DB the difference,

.-. ^6'= CD-\-DB,

and adding CD the less to each of these equals,

.-.AC-]- CD = 2CD+ DB,

or, the sum of two unequal lines is equal to twice the less line together with

the difference between the lines.

Prop. V. Algebraically.

Let AB contain 2a linear units,

its half BC will contain a linear unite.

And let CD the line between the points of section contain m linear units.

Then AD the greater of the two unequal parts, contains a-\-m linear units

;

and DB the less contains a — m unit.s.

Also m is half the difference of a -\- in and a — in;

.
•. (a -{- 7») {a— vi) = a" — ??r,

to each of these equals add m'^

;

.-. {a-\- in) (a — m) -f- in" = a".

That is, if a number be divided into two equal parts, and also into tv/o

imor|ual parts, the ])r(Kluct of the unc(|ual parts together with the square of

half their dilierencc, is equal to the scpiare oi' half the number.

Bearing in mind that AC, CD are respectively half the sum and half the

difference of the two lines ylZ>, DB\ the corollary to this proposition may
be expressed in the following form :

" The rectangle contained l)y two straight

lines is equal to the difference on the squares of half their sum and half their

difference."

The rectangle contained hy AD and DB, and the square on BC arc each
bounded by the same extent of line, but the spaces enclosed differ by tho

square on CD.
A given straight line is said to be produced when it has its length increased

in either direction, and tlie increase it receives, is called the part produced.

If a point be taken in a line or in a line produced, the line is said to bo
divided internally or exiernall;/, and the distances of the point from tho
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ends of the line are called the internal or external segments of the line, ao-

cording as the point of section is in the line or the line produced.

Prop. VI. Algebraically.

Let AB CDiuain 'la linear unit.s, then its half J56' contains a units; and
let JJD contain m units.

Then AD contains 2a 4""^ units,

and . •. (2a -j- ?w) m = 2am -\- tn^
;

to each of these equals add a',

.'. (2a -f- m) m -j^ a"^ =: a^ -\- 2am -f- ??»'.

But rt" -j- 2a?/i -p n" = (<t -j- nif,

. •. (2a -\- wi) 7n -\- a" = {a -\- mf.
That is, If a nUmber be divided into two equal numbers, and another

number be added to the whole and to one of the ])arts ; the product of the

whole number thus increased and the other number, together with the .square

of half the given number, is equal to the sejuare of the number which is

made up of half the given number increased.

The algebraical results of Prop. t. and Prop. vi. are identical, as it is

obvious that the diiference of a-(-m and a — m in Prop. v. is equal to the

difference of 2a-\-m and m in Prop. Ti., and one algebraical result expresses

the truth of both propositions.

This arises from the two ways in which the difference between two un-

equal lines may be represented geometrically, when they are in the same
direction.

In the diagram (fig. to Prop, v.), the difference DB of the two unequal

lines ^6' and CD is exhibited by producing the less line CD, and making
CB equal to ^ C the greater.

Then the part produced DB is the difference between A C and CD,
for A C is equal to CB, and taking CD from each,

the difference of A C and CD is equal to the diflercnce of CB and CD.
In the diagram (fig. to Prop, vi.), the difference DB of the two unequal

lines CD and CA is exhibited by cutting off from CD the greater, a part

CB equal to CA the less.

Prop. VII. Either of the two parts AC, CB of the line AB maybe
taken: and it is equally true, that the squares on AB and ^4 Care equal to

twice the rectangle AB, AC, together with the square on BC.
Prop. VII. Algebraically.

Let AB contain a linear units, and let the parts AC and CB contain m
and n linear units respectively.

Then a = ni-{- n
;

squaring these equals,

. •. a* = >«" -|- 2mn -j- n"^,

add n' to each of these equals,

. •. a^ + n' = m*+ 2mn + 2m''.

But 2mn -f-
211^ = 2 (m+ «) « = 2ara,

. •. a" -\- w* = wt' -\- 2an.

That is, If a number be divided into any two parts, the square of the

whole number and of one of the parts, is equal to twice the product of the

whole number and that part, together with the square of the other part.

Prop. VIII. As in Prop. vii. either part of the line may be taken,

and it is also true in this Proposition, that four times the rectangle cou-
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tained by AB, ^C together with the square on BC, is equal to the square

on the straiffht line made up of AB and AC together.

The truth of this proposition may be deduced from Eue. ii. 4 and 7.

For the square on AI) (fig. Prop. S.) is ecjual to the squares on AB, BD,
and twice the rectangle AB, BI)

;
(Euc. ii. 4.) or the squares on AB, BC,

and twice the rectangle AB, BC, because BC is equal to BD: and the

squares on AB, BC are equal to twice the rectangle AB, BC with the

square on ^16': (Euc. ii. T.) therefore the square on Al) is equal to four

times the rectangle AB, BC together with the square on AC.
Prop. VIII. Algebraically.

Let the whole line AB contain a linear units of which the parts AC, CB
contain w, n units respectively.

Then m-\-n ^= a,

and subtracting or taking n from each,

.•. -Ill = rt — 11,

squaring these ccjuals,

. •. m" = a" — 2an -[- n',

and adding -ian to each of these equals,

.
•. 4an -{-- irr = «- -|- 2ah -j- ii^.

But a"+ 2au -f- n^ = {a+ nf,

. •. 4an -\- m' =: (a -f" ")'•

Tliat is, If a number be divided into any two parts, four times the prod-

uct of the whole number and one of the parts, together with the i-qtiare of

the other part, is equal to the square of the number made of the whole and

the part first taken.

Prop. VIII. may be put under the following form : The square on the sum
of two lines exceeds the square on their diii'erence, by four times the rec-

tangle contained by the lines.

Prop. IX. The demonsU'ation of this pro])osition may be deduced from

Euc. II. 4 and 7.

P'or (Euc. II. 4.) the square on AD is equal to the squares on AC, CD
and twice the rectangle AC, CD; (fig. Prop. 0.) and adding the scpiarc on
DB to each, therefore the stjuares on A D, DB are equal to the squares on

AC, CD and twice the rectangle AC, CD together with the scjuare on DB\
or to the s(|uares on BC, CD and twice the rectangle BC, CD with the

square on DB, because BC is equal to AC.
But the squa-ves on BC, CD are equal to twice the rectangle BC, CD,

with the square on DB. (Eue. ii. 7.)

Wherefore the squares on AD, DB are equal to twice the sciuarcs on

BC and CD.

Prop. IX. Algcl)rai(allv.

Let AB contain 'la linear units, its half ^ C or BC will contain a units
;

and let CD the line between the points of section contain m units.

Also AD the greater of the two imequal parts contains a-\-'in units,

and T)B the less contains a — m units.

Then (a + mf = a' -\- 2am -\- m\
and {a — mf =: a' — 2am -\- m'.

Hence by adding these equals,

,-. (a -f mf -f- (a - mf = 2rt^ -\~ 2m*
6*
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That is, If a number be divided into two equal parts, and also into two

unequal parts, the sum of the squares of the two unequal parts is equal to

twice the square of half the number itself, and twice the square of half the

difference of the unequal parts.

The proof of Prop. x. may be deduced from Euc. ii. 4, Y, as Prop. ix.

Prop. X. Algebraically.

Let the line AB contain 2a linear units, of which its half AC or CB will

contain a uuits

;

and let BD contain m units.

Then the w^hole line and the part produced will contain 2a + ?/i units,

and half the line and the part produced will contain a + m uuits,

.-. (2a + vif — 4(1^ + 4am + m",

add m^ to each of these equals,

.-. (2a + 7ny + m"" = 4a' + 4aOT. + 2m\

Again, (a + mf = a^ + 2a/« + ?>(^,

add a" to each of these equals,

.-. (a + mf + a' = 2a'- + lam + w',

and-doubling these equals,

.-. 2 (a + mf + 2a' = 4a' + Aam + 2wt'.

But (2a + mf + /«' = 4a' + 4a»i + 2m'.

Hence .-. (2a + mf + m' = 2a' + 2 (a + mf.

That is. If a number be divided into two equal parts, and the whole num-
ber and one of the parts be increased by the addition of another number, the

squares of the whole number thus increased, and of the number by which it

is increased, are equal to double the squares of half the number, and of half

the number increased.

The algebraical results of Prop. ix. and Prop. x. are identical, (the enun-

ciations of the two Props, arising, as in Prop. v. and Prop, vi., from the two
ways of exhibiting the dilference between two lines ;) and both may be in-

cluded under the following proposition : The sfiuare on the sum of two lines

and the square on their difference, are together equal to double the sura of

the squares on the two lines.

Prop. XI. Two series of lines, one series decreasing and the other series

increasing in magnitude, and each line divided in the same manner, may be

found by means of this proposition.

(1) To find the decreasing series.

In the fig. Euc. ii. \\, AB = AH + BH,
and since AB . BH z= AH^, .: {AH + BH) . Bff= AH\

.: BH'' = AH^ - AH. BH= AH . {AH- BH).
If now in HA, HL be taken equal to BH,

then /fi' = AH{AH- HL\ or AH . AL = HV :

that is, AH\^ divided in i, so that the rectangle contained by the whole
line ^4^ and one part, is equal to the square on the other part HL. By a

similar process, HL may be so divided ; and so on, by always taking from
the greater part of the divided line, a part equal to the less.

(2) To find the increasing series.

From the fig. it is obvious that CF . FA — CA''.

Hence CF is divided in A, in the same manner as AB is divided in H,
by adding AF & line equal to the greater .segmant, to the given line CA er
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AB. And by successively adding to the last line thus divided, its greater

segment, a series of lines increasing in magnitude may be found similarly

divided to AB.
It may also be shewn that the squares on the whole line and on the less

segment are equal to three times the square on the greater segment.

(Euc. xin. 4.)

To solve Prop. xi. algebraically, or to find the point I{ in AB such that

the rectangle contained by the whole line AB and the part HB shall be

equal to the square on the other part AH.
Let AB contain a linear units, and AH one of the unknown parts con-

tain J units,

then the other part HB contains a — x units.

And .". a {a — x) = x", by the problem,

or x^ + ax =z «-, a quadratic equation.

Whence x — .

The former of these values of x determines the point ff.

./ 5 J
So that X = . AB — AH one part,

2

3 </ 5
and a — X = a — AH — —;^ . AB = HB, the other part.

It may be obser\ed that the parts AH and HB cannot be numerically

expressed by any rational number. Approximation to their true values in

terms of AB, may be made to any required degree of accuracy, by extending

the extraction of the square root of 5 to any number of decimals.

V f) 4- 1
To ascertain the meaning of the other result a; = . a.

In the equation a {a — x) = x^,

for x write — x, then a {a + x) = x^,

which when translated into words gives the following problem.

To find the length to which a given line must bo produced so that the

rectangle contained by the given line and the line made up of the given line

anil the part produced, may l)e efjual to the sipiarc on the part produced.

Or, tiio proljlem may also l)e expressed as follows

:

To find two lines having a given diiference, such that the rectangle con-

tained by the ditlcrcnce and one of them may be equal to the square on the

other.

It may here be remarked that Prop. xi. Book ii. allbrds a simple Geo-

metrical construction for a ((uadratic e(iuation.

Prop. XII. Algebraically.

Assuming the truth of Euc. i. 47.

Let BC, CA, AB contain a, h, c linear units respectively,

and let CD, DA, contain m, n units,

then BD contains a -(- m units.

And therefore, c" = (a -I- mf -f n", from the right-angled triangle ADD,
also i' = jh" + »(' from A CD

;

. •. c^ — i' = (a -f- mf — ni'

= «'-»- 2am -t- w).' — >/('
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= a^ + 2am,

.•. c" = b' + a" + 2am,

that is, c^ is greater than b^ + a" by 2nm.

Prop. XIII. Case ii. may be proved more simply as follows.

Since BI) is dividetl into two parts in the point D,
therefore the squares on C'il, JllJ are equal to twice the rectangle con-

tained by (.'£, JJD and the scinare on C'J)
;

(ii. 7.)

add thi square on AJJ to each of these equals
;

therefore the scjuares on CB, BI), DA are e(iual to twice the rectangle

CB, BB, and the squares on CD and DA,
but the squares on BD, DA are equal to the square on AB, (i. 47.)

and the squares on CD, DA are equal to the square on A C,

therefore the squares on CB, BA are equal to the square on A C, and
twice the rectangle CB, BD. That is, &c.

Prop. XIII. Algebraically.

Let B<J, CA, AB contain respectively a, h, c linear units, and let BD
and AD also contain m and n units.

Case I. Then DC contains a — m units.

Therefore c" = ?<" + ni^ from the right-angled triangle ABD,
and 6- = n^ + {a — mf from ADC;

. . c" — Z<" = ;/i^ — [a — nif

= tir — a' ¥ 2am — m^

= — (T^ + 2am,

. : a' +' c- = b"- + 2am,

or b" + 2am = a'' + c',

that is, b" is less than a" + c' by 2am.

Case II. DC = m — a units.

.-. c' = m'- + n" from the right-angled triangle ABD,
and h" = {in — af + ii' from ACD,

.: c" — b' = >.v — {m — of,

= m" — m^ + 2am — a'

:= 2am — a",

.: a^ + c" = b- + 2am,

or 6^ 4- 2aw = a" + c",

that IS, b^ is less than a* -l- c"^ by 2am.

Case III. Here ?n is equal to a.

And b^ + a^ = c'^, from the right-angled triangle ABC.

Add to each of these equals a^,

.: b'' + 2a' = c'' + a",

that is, 6" is less than c' + a' by 2a^, or 2aa.

These two propositions, Euc. ii. 12, 13, with Euc. i. 47, exhioit ths

relations which suljsist between the sides of an obtuse-angled, an acute-

angled, and right-angled triangle respectively.



NOTE ON" THE ABBREVTATTOXS AND ALGEBRAICAL
SYMBOLS EMPLOYED ly GEOMETRY.

The ancient Geometry of the Greeks admitted no symbols besides the

diagrams and ordinaiy language. In later times, after symbols of opera-

tion had been devised by writers on Algebra, tliey were very soon adopted

and employed on account of their brevity and convenience, in writings

purely geometrical. Dr. Barrow was one of the first who introduced alge-

braical .symbols into the language of Elementary Geometry, and distinctly

states in the preface to his Euclid, that his object is " to content the desires

of those who are delighted more with symbolical than verbal demonstra-

tions." As algebraical symbols are employed in almost all works on the

mathematics, whether geometrical or not, it seems proper in this place to

givG some brief account of the marks which may be regarded as the alpha-

bet of symbolical language.

The mark = was first used by Robert Recorde, in his treatise on Algebra

entitled, "The Whetstone of AVitte," 1557. He remarks: "And to avoide

the tediouse repetition of these woordes : is cqualle to : I will sette as I doe

often in woorke use, a paire of paralleles, or Gemowe lines of one lengtke,

thus : =, bicause noe 2 thynges can be more equalle." It was employed by
him tis simply affirming the equality of two numerical or algebraical expres-

sions. Geometrical equality is not exactly the same as numerical equality,

and when this symbol is used in geometrical reasonings, it must be under-

stood as having reference to pure geometrical equality.

The signs of relative magnitude, > meaning, is f/reater than, and <, is

lefts than, were first introduced into algeljra by Thomas Harriot, in his
" Artis Analyticie Praxis," which was pub'.islied after his death in l(i;U.

The signs + and — were first employed by Jlichael Stifel, in his " Arith-

metica Integra," which was published in 1544. The sign -|- was employed
by him for tlie word plus, and the sign — , for the word minus. These signs

were used by Stifel strictly as the arithmetical or algebraical signs of addi-

tion and subtraction.

Tiie sign of muUi[)!ication x was first introduced by Oughtred in his
" Clavis Mathematica," which was puljlished in Id;;!. In algebraical multi-

plication he citlicr connects the letters wliifh i'oi'm the factors of a product
by the sign x , or writes them as words without any sign or mark t)etween

them, as had been done before by Harriot, who first introduced the small

letters to designate known and unknown iiuantities. However concise and
convenient tli'j notation AIj x BO ov AB . B(! may be in practice for "//;«

rectaiiff.'c contained hij the lines AB and BO"; the student is cautioned

against the u.se of it, in the early part of his geometrical studies, as its use

is likely to occasion a misappreliension of Euclid's meaning, l)y conlbuiHruig

the idea of (Jei)metrical e(|uality witli tiial of .VrilliiiK'tica! c<|uality. I.atcr

writers on (ieometry wlio employed tlie Latin language, explained the nota-

tion AB X BO, by " AB durtum in BC" ; that i.s, if the line AB be car-

ried along the line BO in a normal position to it, until it come to the end O,

it will tlien form with BO, the rectangle contained by AB and BO. Dr.

Harrow sometimes expresses ^^ the redanr/fe contained by AB and BO" by
" the rerl,ni;ilc A BO.'"

Micliael Stifel was the first who introduced integral exponents to denote
the powers (jf algebraical symbols of quantity, for which he employed capital

letters. Vieta afterwards used the vowels to denote known, and the conso-

nants, unknown quantities, but used words to designate the powers. Simou
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Stevin, in liis treatise on Algehia, whii-li was puhlislKd in 1G05, improved
the notation ot'Stil'el, by placing tiie fi;^in-es that indicated the powers within

small circles. I'eter Kanuis adopted the initial letters /, y, c, h(j of /«<ms,

(jiindratiis, cubus^ lji<jHadratux, as the notation of the first four ])ower8.

Harriot exhibited the dilferent powers of algebraical symbols by repeating

the symbol, two, three, four, &c. times, accoiding to the order of the power.

Descartes restored the numerical exponents of poweis, placing them at the

right of the numbers, or symbols of quantity, as at the jjresent time. Dr.

Barrow employed tlie notation ABq, for ^' tltc square on the line AB" in

bis edition of Euclid. The notations yl-C?, AB^, for ^^ the sqicare ami cube

on the line whose extremities are A and 7/," as well as AB x BC, for " /Ae

rectangle contained by AB and BC" are used as abbreviations in almost all

works on the Mathematics, though not wholly consistent with the algebraical

notations a" and a^.

The symbol y, being originally the initial letter of the word radije, was
first used by Stifel to denote the square root of the number, or of the symbol,

before which it is placed.

The Hindus, in their treatises on Algebra, indicated the ratio of two num-
bers, or of two algebraical symbols, by placing one above the other, without

any line of separation. The line was first introduced by the Arabians, from
whom it passed to the Italians, and from them to the rest of Europe. This

notation has been employed for the expression of geometrical ratios by al-

most all writers on the Mathematics, on account of its great convenience.

Oughtred first used points to indicate proportion ; thus, a : b : : c : d, means
that a bears the same proportion to b, as c docs to d.

QUESTIONS ON BOOK II.

1. Is recfanr/le the same as rectus angulus ? Explain the distinction, and
give the corresponding Greek terms.

2. What is meant by the sum of two, or more than two straight lines in

Geometry ?

3. Is there any difference lietween the straight lines by which a rectangle

is said to be contained, and those by which it is bounded

^

4. Define a gnomon. How many gnomons appear from the same con-

struction in the same rectangle '? Find the difference between them.

5. "What axiom is assumed in proving the first eight propositions of the

Second Book of Euclid ?

6. Of equal squares and equal rectangles, which must necessarily coin-

cide ?

1. How may a rectangle be dissected so as to form an equivalent rec-

tangle of any proposed length ?

8. When the adjacent sides of a rectangle are commensurable, the area of

the rectangle is properly represented by the product of the number of units

in two adjacent sides of the rectangle. Illustrate this by considering the case

when the two adjacent sides contain 3 and 4 units respectively, and distinguish

between the units of the factors and the units of the product. Shew generally

that a rectangle whose adjacent sides are represented by the integers a and 6,

is represented by ab. Also shew, that in the same sense, the rectangle is

represented by — , if the sides be represented by — , —

.
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9. Why may not Algebraical or Arithmetical proofs be substituted (as be-

ing shorter) for the demonstrations of the Pi'opositious in the Second Book
of Euclid ?

10. In what sense is the area of a triangle said to be equal to half the

product of its base and its altitude? What two propositions of Euclid may
be adduced to prove it ?

11. How do you shew that the area of a rhombus is equal to half the

rectangle contained by the diagonals V

12. How may a rule be deduced for finding a numerical expression for

the area of any parallelogram, when two adjacent sides are given ?

13. The area of a trapezium which has two of its sides parallel is equal

to that of a rectangle contained by its altitude and half the sum of its par-

allel sides. What propositions of the First and Second Books of Euclid are

employed to prove this ? Of what service is the above in the mensuration

of fields with irregular borders ?

14. From what propositions of Euclid maybe deduced the following rule

for finding the area of any quadrilateral tiguie :
—" Multiply the sum of the

perpendiculars drawn from opposite angles of the figure upon the diagonal

joining the other two angles, and take half the product."

1.5. In Euclid ii. 3, where must be the point of division of the line, so

that the rectangle contained by the two parts may be a maximum ? Exem-
plify in the case where the line is 12 inches long.

16. How may the demonstration of Euclid ii. 4, be legitimately short-

ened ? (jive the Algebraical proof, and state on what suppositions it can be

regarded as a proof.

11. Shew that the proof of Euc. ii. 4, can be deduced from the two pre-

vious propositions without any geometrical construction.

1 8. Shew that if the two complements be together equal to the two squares,

the given line is bisected.

19. If the line AB, as in Euc. ii. 4. be divided into any three parts, enun-

ciate and i)rove the analogous proposition.

20. Prove geometrically that if a straight line be trisected, the square on
the whole line equals nine times the square on a third part of it.

21. Deduce from Euc. ii. 4, a proof of Euc. i. 47.

22. If a straight line be divided into two parts, when is the rectangle

contained by the ])arts, the (ircatest possible ? and when is the sum of the

squares of the jjarls, t/u' hunt j>ij:<si/jle i

23. Shew tliat if a line be divided into two equal parts and into two un-

equal parts ; the part of tlie line between the points of section is e()ual to

half the dilference of the unequal i)arts.

24. If half the sum of two unequal lines be increased by half their differ-

ence, the sum will l)e equal to the greater line ; and if tiie svnu of two lines bo

dimiui.shed by half their diU'crence, the remainder will be equal to the less line.

2'). Explain what is meant l)y the Inhfiud and csUrnal sc(/)ii<')ils of a

line ; and shew that the sum of the external segments of a line or the diiier-

cnce of the internal segments is double the distance between the points of

section and bisection of the line.

2(1. Shew how Euc. ii. 0, may be deduced immediately from tiie preced-

ing Proposition.

27. Prove Geometrically tliat the Sf|uares on the sum and difference of

two lines are equal to twice the squares on the lines themselves.

28. A given rectangle is divided by two straight lines into four rectan-

gles, (iiven the areas of the two which have not common sides ; liud the

areas of the otber two.
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29. In how many ways may the difference of two Hnes be exhibited

!

Enunciate tlie propositions in Book ii. which depend on that circumstance.

oO. How may a scries of lines be found similarly divided to the line AB
in Euc. II. 11 ?

31. Divide Algebraically a given line (a) into two parts, such that the

rectun^^le contained by the whole and one part may be equal to the square

of the other part. Deduce Euclid's construction from one solution, and ex-

plain the other.

32. Given the lesser segment of a line, divided as in Euc. ii. 11, find the

greater.

33. Enunciate the Arithmetical theorems expressed by the following Al-

gebraical formuhr,

(a + bf = a-+2ab + b-: a'-b" ^ {a + b) (a-b) : {a-bf = a'-2ab + b\

and state the corresponding Geometrical propositions.

3i. Shew that the first of the Algebraical propositions,

(a + x) {a—z) + x^ = 0^ : {a + x)-+ {a—xf ~ 2a-+ 2r-,

is equivalent to the two propositions v. and vi., and the scc(md of them, to

the two proi)Ositions ix. and x. of the Second Boolv of Euclid.

35. Prove Euc. ii. 12, when the perpendicular BE is drawn from B on
reproduced to E, and shew that the rectangle BC\ CI) is equal to the

rectangle xl C, CE.
36. Include the first two cases of Euc. ii. 13, in one proof.

37. In the second case of Euc. ii. 13, draw a perpendicular C'-E" from the

obtuse angle C upon the aide A B, and prove that the square on AB is equal

to the rectangle AB, r^" together with the rectangle BC, BB.
38. Enunciate Euc. ii. 13, and give an Algebraical or Arithmetical proof

of it.

39. The sides of a triangle are as 3, 4, 5. Determine whether the angles

between 3, 4 ; 4, 5 ; and 3, 5 ; respectively are greater than, equal to, or less

than, a right angle.

40. Two sides of a triangle are 4 and o inches in length, if the third side

be e",'] a inches, the triangle is acute-angled, but if it bs (J''/i6 inches, the tri-

angle is obtuse-angled.

41. A triangle has its side.=i 7, 8, 9 units respectively; a strip of breadth

2 units being taken off all round from the triangle, find the area of the re-

mainder.

42. If the original figure, Eue. ii. 14, were a right-angled triangle, whose
sides were represented by 8 and 9, what number would rej)reseut the side

of a squiire of tlie same area? Shew that the perimeter of the square is less

than the perimeter of the triangle.

43. If the sides of a rectangle are 8 feet and 2 feet, what is the side of

the equivalent scpiare ?

44. " All plane rectilineal figures admit of quadrature." Point out the

succession of steps by which Euclid establishes the truth of this propo-
sition.

-J

45. Explain the construction (without proof) for making a square equal

to a plane polygon.

4(5. Shew from Euc. ii. 14 that any algebraical surd as \'a can be repre-

sented by a line, if the unit be a line.

47. Could any of the propositions of the Second Book be made corolla-

ries to other propositions, with advantage ? Point out any such proposi-

tions, and give your reasons for the alterations you would make.
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PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM.

Divide a given straight line into tico parts sucft, that their rectangle ma}
be equal to a given square ; and determine the greatest square which the rec-

tangle can equal.

Let AB be the given straight line, and let JI be the side of the

given square.

It is required to divide the line A£ into two parts, so that th«
rectangle contained by them may be equal to the square on M,

D^, . E

Bisect AB in C, with center C, and radius CA or CB, describe

the semicircle ABB.
At the point B draw BB at right angles to AB and equal to J/".

Through E, draw BB parallel to AB and cutting the semicircle

inZ);
and draw Z^F parallel to EB meeting AB in F.

Then AB is divided in F, so that the rectangle AF, FB is equal

to the square on M. (ii. 14.)

The square will be the greatest, when ED touches the semicircle,

or when M is equal to half of the given line AB.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

TTie square on the excess of one straight line above aiiother is less than the

squares on the two lines by twice their rectangle.

Let AB, BC be the two straight lines, whose difference is A O.

Tlien tlie square on ylC is less than the squares on AB and BC
by twice the rectangle contained hy AB and BC.

A OR
47

Constructing as in Pro]). 4. Book ii.

Because the conii)lement A G is equal to OE.,

add to each CK,
therefore the whole ^iTis equal to the wliole CE

\
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and AIT^ CE together are double of AIl;
but AI\\ C'E nve the giioiuoii AKF nnH CK,

and AKU the rectangle contained by AB, BC
\

therefore the gnomon AKF amX VK
are equal to twice the rectangle AB, BG^

but AE^ VK are equal to the squares on AB, BC •

taking the former equals from these equals,
therefore the ditiereuce of ^4^' and the gnomon AKF is equal to

the difference between the squares on AB^ BO. and twice the rec-
tangle AB, BC

;

but the ditrerence AE and the gnomon AEF is the figure UF
which is equal to the square on A C.

"Wherefore the square ou A C is equal to the difference between
the squares on AB^ BC\ and twice the rectangle AB, BC.

PROPOSITION III. THEOREM.

In any triangle the squares on the tv;o sides are together double of the

squares on half the base and on the straight line joining its bisection with
the opposite angle.

Let ABC be a triangle, and AB the line drawn from the vertex
A to the bisection JJ of the base BC.

From A draw AE perpendicular to BC.
Then, in the obtuse angled triangle ABD, fix. 12.) ;

the square on AB exceeds the squares on AZ>, LB. hj twice tho

rectangle BD, DE

:

and in the acute-angled triangle ABC, (ii. 13.)

;

the square on .46* is less than the squares ou AB., BC, by twice

the rectangle CD, BE:
wherefore, since the rectangle BD. BE is equal to the rectangle CB,
BE ; it follows that the squares on AB, AC are double of the

squares on AB, BB.

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM.

If straight lines be drawn from each angle of a triangle bisecting the op-

posite sides, four times the sum of the .fquaj-cs on these lines is equal to three

times the sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle.

Let ABC be any triangle, and let AB. BE, CF be drawn from
A, B, C. to B, E, F, the bisections of the opposite sides of the tri-

angle : draw AG perpendicular to BC.
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Then the square on AB is equal to the squares on BD, DA together

with twice the rectangle BD. DG, (ii. 12.)

and tlie square on ^4 C is equal to the squares on CD., DA dimin-

ished by twice the rectangle CD, DG\ (ii. 13.)

therefore the squares on AB., A C are etjual to twice the square on
BD., and twice the square on AD ; for DC is equal to BD:

and twice the squares on AB, AC are equal to the square on BC,
and four times the square on AD: for i>6' is twice BD.

Similarly, twice the squares on AB, BC are equal to the square on
AC. and four times the square on BE:

also twice the squares on BC, CA are equal to the square on AB,
and four times the square on FG:

hence, by adding these equals,

four times the squares on AB, AC, BC are equal to four times the
squares on AD, BE, CF together with the squares on AB, A C, BC

:

and taking the squares on AB, AC, BC from these equals,

therefore three times the squares <in AB, AC, BC are equal to

four times the squares on AD, BE, CF.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM.

TTie sitm of the perpendiculars let fallfrom ani/ point within an equilat-

eral trianf/le, will be equal to the perpendicular let fallfrom one of its angles

upon the opposite side. Is this proposition true ivhcn the point is in one of
the .tides of the trianf/le / In ichat maimer must the proposition be enun-
ciated when the point is vnthout the triangle?

Let ABC he an equilateral triangle, and P anv point within it

:

and from P let fall PD, PE, P/'iK-rpendiculars on iho sides AB, BC,
CA respectively, also from --1 let fall A G per[)endicular on the base BC.

Then AG is eciual to the sum of PD, PE, PF

From P draw PA, PB, PC to the angles A, B, C.

Then the triangle ABC is equal to tiie three triangles P^4i>, PBC^
PCA.
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But since every rectangle is double of a triangle of the same base
and altitude, (i. 41.)

therefore the rectangle AG, BC\ is equal to the three rectangles
AB, PD; AG, PF and BC, PE.

Whence the line A G is eijual to the sum of the lines PZ>, PE, PF.
If the point P fall on one side of the triangle, or coincide with E:
then the triangle ABC is equal to the two triangles APC, BPA :

whence AG is equal to the sum of the two perpendiculars PB, PF.
If the point P fall without the base BG of tlie triangle :

then the triangle ABG is equal to the ditlerence between the sum
of the two triangles APG, BPA, and the triangle PCB.

"Whence AG is equal to the difference between the sum of PB,
PF, and PE.

I.

6. If the straight line ABhG divided into two imequnl parts in

J), and into two unequal parts in E, the rectangle contained by AE,
EB, will be greater or less than the rectangle contained by AD, BB,
according as E is nearer to, or further from, the middle point of AB,
than B.

7. Produce a given straight line in such a manner that the square

on the whole line thus ^jroduced, shall be equal to twice the square

on the given line.

8. If AB be the line so divided in the points G and E, (fig. Euc.
(II. 5.) Shew that AB" = -i .

6'/>^ +4.Ai). BB.
9. Divide a straight line into two parts, such that the sum of

their squares may be the least possible.

10. Divide a line into two parts, such that the sum of their

squares shall be doubl.e the square on another line.

11. Shew that the difference between the squares on the two un-

equal parts (tig. Euc. ii. 9.) is equal to twice the rectangle contained

by the whole line, and the part between the points of section.

12. Shew how in all the possible cases, a straight line may be
geometrically divided into two such parts, that the sum of their

squares shall be equal to a given square.

13. Divide a given straight Ime into two parts, such that the

squares on the whole line and on one of the parts shall be equal to

twice the square on the other part.

14. Any rectangle is the half of the rectangle contained by the

diameters of the squares on its tvro sides.

15. If a straight line be divided into two equal and into two un-

equal parts, the squares on the two unecjual parts are eriual to twice
the rectangle contained by the two unequal parts, together with four

times the s(iuare on the line between the points of section.

16. If the points C, D be Ciiuidistant from the extremities of the

straight line AB, shew that the squares constructed on AB and AG,
exceed twice the rectangle A G, AD by the s(]uare constructed on GD.

17. If any point be taken in the ])lane of a parallelogram from
which ])erpendiculars are let fall on the diagonal, and on the sides

which include it, the rectangle of the diagonal and the perpendicular
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on it, is equal to tire sum or difference of the rectangles of the sides

and the perpendiculars on thern.

18. ABCD is a rectangular parallelogram, of which A^ G are
opposite angles, i;''any point in BC^ /"any point in CD. Prove that
twice the area of the triangle ^^i'' together with the rectangle BE.,
DF is equal to the parallelogram A C.

II.

19. Shew how to produce a given line, so that the rectangle con-
tained by the whole line thus produced, and the produced part, shall

be equal to the square (1) on the given line (2) on the part produced.
20. If in the ligure Euc. ii. 11, we join BF and CU, and produce

CJT to meet BFm Z, CL is perpendicular to BF.
21. If a line be divided, as in Euc. ii. 11, the squares on the

whu'.e line and one of the parts are together three times the square
on the other part.

22. If in the fig. Euc. ii. 11, the points F, D be joined cutting
AHB, GHK'vaf^ d respectively ; then shall if- Dd.

III.

23. If from the three angles of a triangle, lines be drawn to the
points uf bisection of the opposite sides, the squares on the distances
between tlie angles and the common intersection, are together one-
third of the S(]uares on the sides of the triangle.

24. ABC'x^ a triangle of which the angle at Cis obtuse, and the
angle at B is half a right angle : D is the middle point of AB., and
CE is drawn perpendicular to AB. Shew that the square on JlC is

double of the scpiares on AD and DE.
25. If an angle of a triangle be two-thirds of two right angles,

shew tiiat the square on the side subtending that angle is equal to

the scjuares on the sides containing it, together with the rectangle
contained by those sides.

20. The square described on a straight line drawn from one of the
angles at the base of a triangle to tlie middle point of the opposite
side, is equal to the sum or difference of the square on half the side

bisected, and the rectangle contained between the base and that ])art

of it, or of it produced, which is intercepted between the same angle
and a perpondicnlar di'awn from the vertex.

27. ABC\i^ a triangle of which the angle at Cis obtuse, and the
angle at B is half a right angle : D is the middle point of AB, and
CE is drawn j)erpendicular to AB. Shew that the square on ^C is

double of the squares on AD and DE.
28. Produce one side of a scalene triangle, so that the rectangle

under it and the produced i)art may be equal to the difference of the
squares on the other two sides.

20. Given the b.ise of any tri.inglc, the area, and the line bisect-
ing the base, construct the triangle.
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IV.

30. Sliew that tlie square on tlie hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle, is equal to four times the area of the triangle together with
the square on the ditference of the sides.

31. In the triangle ABC\ if AD he the perpendicular let fall upon
the side i>6'; then the square on AC together with the rectangle

contained hy BC, JJJJ is equal to the square on AB together with
the rectangle CB, CD.

32. ABC is a triangle, right-angled at C, and CD is the perpen-
dicular let fall fi-om C upon AB ; if JIK is equal to the sum of the
sides ^1(7, CB, and LM to the sum o{ AB, CD, shew that the square
on iZ/r together with the square on CD is equal to the square on LM.

33. ABC is a triangle having the angle at B a right angle : it is

required to find in AB a point P such tliat the square on AC may
exceed the squares on AF and JPC by half the square on AB.

34. In a right-angled triangle, the sqnare on tiiat side which is

the greater of the two sides ciintainuig Ihe right angle, is equal to

the rectangle by the sum and difference of the other sides.

35. The hypotenuse AB of a right-angled triangle ABC is tri-

sected in the points D, E; ]u-ovc that if CD, TjC be joined, the sum
of the squares on the sides of the triangle CDE h equal to two-thirds

of the square on AB.
30. From the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle portions are

cut otf equal to the adjacent sides : shew that the square on the mid-
dle segment is equivalent to twice the rectangle under the extreme
segments.

V.

37. Prove that the square on any straight line drawn from the

vertex of an isosceles triangle to the base, is less than the square on

a side of the triangle by the rectangle contained by the segments of

the base : and convcsely.
38. If from one of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle a per-

pendicular be drawn to the oj)posite side, the rectangle contained by
that side and the segment of it intercepted between the perpendicu-

lar and base, is equafto the half of the square described upon the base.

39. If in an isosceles triangle a perpendicular be let fall from one

of the equal angles to the opposite side, the scjuare on the perpen-

dicular is equal to the scpiare on the line intercepted between the

other equal angle and the perpendicular, together with twice the

rectangle contained by the segments of that side.

40. The sfjuare on the base of an isosceles triangle whose vertical

angle is a right angle, is equal to four times the area of the triangle.

41. Describe an isosceles obtuse-angled triangle, such that the

square on the side subtending the obtuse angle may be three times

the square on either of the sides containing the obtuse angle.

42. If AB, one of the sides of an isosceles triangle ABC, be pro-

duced beyond the base to D, so that BD = AB, shew that

CD- ^ AB^ +2.BC\
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43. IfABC be an isosceles triangle, and DE be drawn parallel

to the base BC, and ZTTJbejoined
;
prove that BE" = BC x DE + CE-.

44. If ABC be au isosceles triangle of which the angles at B and
C are each double of ^4 ; then the square on A C is equal to the square
on BC together with the rectangle contained by AC and BC.

VI.

45. Shew that in a parallelogram the squares on the diagonals

are equal to the sum of the squares on all the sides.

46. If ABCD be any rectangle, A and C being opposite angles,

and any point either within or without the rectangle:

OA-" + OC^=OB' + 0D\
4T. In any quadrilateral figure, the sum of the squares on the

diagonals together with four times the square on the line joining

their middle points, is equal to the sum of the squares on all the sides.

48. In any trapezium, if the opposite sides be bisected, the sum
of the squares on the other two sides, together with the scpiares on the

diagonals, is equal to the sum of the squares on the bisected sides,

together with lour times the square on the line joining the points of

bisection.

49. The scjuares on the diagonals of a trapezium are together

double the squares on the two lines joining tlie bisections of the

opposite sides.

50. In any trapezium two of whose sides are parallel, the squares

on the diagonals are together equal to the squnres on its two sides

wjiich are not jjarallel, and twice the rectangle contained by the sides

which are parallel.

51. If the two sides of a trapezium be parallel, shew that its

area is equal to that of a triangle contained by its altitude and half

the sum of the j)aralh'l sides.

52. If a trapezium have two sides parallel, and the other two equal,

shew that the rectangle contained by the two parallel sides, togetlier

with the scjuare on one of the other sides, will be ecjual to the square

on the straight line joining two opposite angles of the trapezium.

53. If squares lie described on the sides of any triangle and the

angular points of the squares be joined ; the sum of the squares on the

sides of the hexagonal figure thus formed is equal to four times the

sum of the scjuares on tiie sides of the triangle.

VII.

54. Find the side of a square equal to a given equilateral triangle.

55. Find a square which shall be equal to the .sum of two given

rectilinoal figures.

56. To divide a given straight lino so that the rectangle under its

segments may be equal to a given rectangle.

57. Construct a rectingle equal to a given square and having tlio

diflference of its sides e(|ual to a given straight line.

58. Shew how to describe a rectangle ecjual to a given square,

and having one of its sides equal to a given straight Hue.



BOOK III.

DEFINITIONS.

I.

Equal circles are those of which the diameters are equal, or

from the centers of whicli the straight lines to the circumfereDces

are equal.

This is not a definition, but a theorem, the truth of which is evident ; for,

if the circles be applied to one anotlier, so that their centers coincide, the

circles must likewise coincide since the straiglit lines from the centers are

equal.

II.

A straight line is said to touch a circle when it meets the circle,

and being produced does not cut it.

III.

Circles are said to touch one another, which meet, but do not cut
one another.

IV.

Straight lines are said to be equally distant from the center of a
circle, when the perpendiculars drawn to them from the center are

aqual.

y.

And the straight line on which the greater perpendicular falls, is

said to be further from the center.

YI.

A segment of a circle is the figure contained by a straight line,

and the arc or the part of the circumference which it cuts oflf.
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vn.

The angle of a segment is that which is contained by a straight

]ine and a part of the circumference.

VIIL

An angle in a segment is any angle contained by two straight

lines drawn from any point in the arc of the segment, to the ex-

tJ-emities of the straight line which is the base of the segment.

IX.

An angle is said to insist or stand upon the part of the circum-

ference intercepted between the straight lines that contain the angle.

X.

A sector of a circle is the figure contained by two straight lines

drawn from the center and the arc between them.

XI.

Similar segments of circles are those in which the angles aro
equal, or which contain equal angles.

^\
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PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM.

To find the center of a cjiven circle.

Let ABC be the given circle : it is required to find its center

C

Draw within it any straight line vl^to meet the circumference
A, B\ and bisect ylZ> in I)\ (i. 10.) from the point D draw DO at

right angles to AB, (i. 11.) meeting the circumference in C, produce
CB to E to meet the circumference again in E, and bisect CE in F.

Then the point /''sliall be the center of tlie circle ABC.
For, if it be not, if possible, let G be the center, and join GA., GD, GB.

Then, because DA is equal to DB., (ccnstr.)

and DG common to the two triangles ADG, BDG^
the two sides AD, DG, are equal to the two BD, DG, each to each

;

and the base GA is equal to the base GB, (i. def 15.)

because they are drawn from the center ^r :

therefore the angle ADG is equal to the angle GDB: (i. 8.)

but when a straight line standing upon another straight line

makes the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the angles is

a right angle
;

(i. def 10.)

therefore the angle GDB is a right angle :

but FDB is likewise a right angle ; (constr.)

wherefore the angle FDB is equal to the angle GDI3, (ax. 1.)

the greater angle equal to tlie less, which is impossible

;

therefore G is not the center of the circle ABC.
In the same manner it can be shewn that no other point out of

the line CE is the center
;

and since CE is bisected in F,

any other point in CE divides CE into unequal parts, and cannot
be the center.

Therefore no point but i^is the center of the circle ABC.
Which was to be found.

CoR. From this it is manifest, that if in a circle a straight line

bisects another at right angles, the center of the circle is in the lino

which bisects the other.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

If any boo points be taken in the circumference of a circle, the straight

line which joins them, shall fall within the circle.

Let ^7>Cbe a circle, and A, B any two points in the circumference.

Then the straight line drawn from Aio B shall fall within the circle.
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c

For if ^i? do not fall within the circle,

let it fall, if possible, without the circle as AEB\
find D the center of the circle ABC^ (in. 1.) and join DA, DB-,

in the circumference AB take any point t\

join BF, aud produce it to meet AB in E.

Then, because I)A is equal to DB, (i. def. lo.)

therefore the angle DBA is equal to the angle DAB; (i. 5.)

and because AE, a side of the triangle DAE, is produced to B,

the exterior angle DEB is greater than the interior aud opposite

angle 2>^^; (i. 16.)

hut DAE y*'as proved to be equal to the angle DBE;
therefore the angle DEB is greater than the angle DBE\
but to the greater angle the greater side is opposite, (i. 19.)

therefore DB is greater than DE :

hut DB is equal to DF\ (i. def. 15.)

wherefore DFh greater than DE,
the less than the greater, which is impossible

;

therefore the straight line drawn from ^ to i^ does not fall with-
out the circle.

,

In the same manner, it may he demonstrated that it does not fall

npon the circumference

;

therefore it falls within it.

Wherefore, if any two ijoints, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX III. TIIEOREII.

If a straif/ht line drawn through the center of a circle bixect a straic/ht

line in it rvhich does not pans thronrfh the center, it shall cut it at right

angles : and conversely, if it cut it at right angles, it shall bisect it.

Let ABC he a circle ; and let CD, a straight line drawn through
the center, bisect any straight line AB, which does not pass through
the center, in the point E.

Then CD shall cut AB at right angles.

Take jE'thc center of the circle, ("in. 1.) and join EA, ER
Then, because AF is equal to FB, (iiyp.)

and iT^'commou to the two triangles ud/lZi", BFE,
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there are two sides in the one equal to two sides in the other,

each to eacli

;

and the base £A is equal to the base EB\ (i. def. 15.)

therefore the angle AFE is (niw.xl to the angle BFE\ (l 8.)

but when a straight line standing ujion another straight line

makes the adjacent angles equal to one another,

each of them is a right angle
;

(i. def. 10.)

therefore each of the angles AFE^ BFE. is a right angle

:

wherefore the straight line CD, drawn through the center, bi-

secting another AB that does not pass through the center, cuts the

same at right angles.

Conversely, let CD cut AB aX right angles.

Then CD shall also bisect AB, that is, J i'^ shall be equal to FB.
The same construction being made,

because, EB, EA, from the center are equal to one another,

(i. def. 15.)

therefore the angle ^.'li^is equal to the angle EBF : (i. 5.)

and the right angle AFE is eqiml to the right angle BFE\ (i. def. 10.)

therefore, in the two triangles, EAF, EBF,
there are two angles in the one equal to two angles in the other,

each to each

;

and the side EF, which is opposite to one of the equal angles in

each, is common to both
;

therefore the other sides arc equal
;

(i. 26.)

therefore AF is equal to FB.
Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX IV. THEOREM.

If in a circle two straight lines cut one another, which do not both pass
through the center, they do not bisect each other.

Let ABCD be a circle, and A C BD two straight lines in it which
cut one another in the point E, and do not both pass through the center.

Then A G, BD, shall not bisect one another.

y
c

• For, if it be possil)le, let AE be equal to EC, and BE to ED.
If one of the lines pass through the center,

it is plain that it cannot be bisected by the other which does not
pass through the center :

but if neither of tliem pass through the center,

find Fthe center of the circle, (iii. 1.) and join EF.
Then because FE, a straight line drawn through the center, bi-

6ects another AC which does not pass tlirough the center, (hyp.)

therefore FE cuts A G at right angles : (iii. 3.)

wherefore FEA is a right angle.
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Again, because the straight line FE bisects the straight line BD^
which does not pass through the center, (hyp.)

therefore FE cuts BD at right ungles : (iii. 3.)

wherefore FEB is a right angle :

but FEA was shewn to be a right angle
;

therefore the angle FEA is ecjual to the angle FEB, (ax. 1.)

the less equal to the greater, which is impossible :

therefore ^-1 6', BD do not bisect one another.

Wherefore, if in a circle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION Y. THEOREM.

If tico circles cut one another, they shall not have the same center.

Let the two circles ABC, CDG, cut one another in the points B^ C,

They shall not have the same center.

B

If possible, let E be the center of the two circles
;
join EC,

and draw any straight lineEFG meeting the circumferences in i^aud G.
And because E is the center of the circle ABC,

therefore EF\?, equal to EC : (i. def. 15.)

again, because ^is the center of the circle GDG,
tlierefore EG is equal to EC: (i. def. 15.)

but EF was shewn to be equal to EC
;

therefore EFh etjual to EG, (ax. 1.)

the less line equal to the greater, whicli is impossible.

Therefore ^^is not the center of the circles ABC, CDG.
Wherefore, if two circles, «&c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION YI. THEOREM.

If one circle touch another internally, they shall not have the same center.

Let the circle CDE touch the circle ABC internally in the point C.

They shall not have the same center.

C

If posHil)le, let /•' bo tlie center of the two circles: join FC,
anddraw any strai;^lit line /•7s'/>,me^'tingtliocircumforon(>osiii/:'and B.

And because 7-' is the center of the circle ABC,
FB is equal ioFC

;
(i. def. 15.)
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also, because F is the center of the circle CDF,
FF is equal to FC : (i. def. 15.)

but FB was shewn to be ecjUal to FC
;

therefore FF is ecjual to FB, (ax. 1.)

the less line equal to the greater, which is impossible :

therefore F is not the center of the circles ABC, CDE.
Therefore, if two circles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION YII. THEOREM.

If any point be taken in the diameter of a circle vliich is not the center,

of all the straight lines u-hich can be drami. from it to tlie circumference, the

qreatest is that in which the center is, and the other part of that diameter is

'the least ; and, of the rest, that which is nearer to the line which passes

ihron(/h the renter is always greater than one more remote : and from the

same point there can be drawn only two equal straight li)ies to the circum-

ference one upon each side of the diameter.

Let ABCD be a circle, and AD its diameter, in which let any

point F be taken which is not the center -.

let the center be F.

Then, of all the straight lines FB, FC, FG, &c. that can be

drawn from i''to the circumference,

FA, that in which the center is, shall be the greatest.

and FD, the other part of the diameter AD. ilvJA be the least

:

and of the rest, FB, the nearer to FA, shall be greater than FC
the more remote, and FC greater than FG.

A

Join BE, CE, GE.

Because two sides of a triangle are greater than the third side, (i. 20.)

therefore BE, FF &ve greater than BF

:

but AE is equal to BE; (i. def. 15.)

therefore AE, EF, that is, AF is greater than BF.

Again, because BE is equal to CE,

and FE common to the triangles BEF, CEF,

the two sides BE, EF are equal to the two CE, EF, each to each
;

but the angle BEFh greater than the angle CFF; (ax. 9.)

therefore the base BF is greater than the base CF. (i. 24.)

For the same reason CF is greater than GF.

Again, because GF, FE are greater than EG, (i. 20.)

and EG is equal to ED ;

therefore GF, FE are greater than ED

:

take away the common part FE,

and the remainder GF is greater than the remainder FD. (ax. 5.)
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Therefore, FA i> the greatest,

and FD the least of all the straight lines from i''to the circumference;
and BF is greater than OF, and CF than GF.

Also, there can be drawn only two equal straight lines from the
point i^to the circumference, one upon each side of the diameter.

At the point E, in the straight line FF] make the angle FFM
equal to the angle FFG, (i. 23. j and join Flf.

Then, because GF is equal to FH, (i. def. 15.)

and ^'i^ common to the two triangles GFF, HFF\
the two sides GF, FF are equal to the two JIF, FF^ each to each;

and the angle GFFh equal to the angle HFF\ (constr.)

therefore the base FG is e(|U:d to tlie base FII: (i. 4.)

but, besides FII, no other straight line can be drawn from F to the
circumfei'ence equal to FG:

for, if possible, let it be FK:
and because FiTis equal to FG, and FG to FH,

therefore F-^is equal to FII\ (ax. 1.)

that is, a line nearer to that which passes through the center, is equal
to one which is more remote

;

which has been proved to be impossible.

Therefore, if any point be taken, Lc. q.e.d

PROPOSITIOX VIII. THEOREM.

If any point he taken without a circle, and straight lines be drawn from
it to the circumference, whereof one parses through the center ; of those
which fall upon the concave part of the circumference, the greatest is that
which passes through the center ; and of the rest, that which is nearer to the
one passing through the center is always greater than one more remote : bvt
of those which fall upon the convex part of the circumference, the least is

that between the point without the circle and the diameter ; and of the rest,

that which is nearer to the least is always less than one more remote ; a7id
only two equal straight lines can be drawn from the same point to the circum-
ference, one upon each side of tlie line which passes through the center.

Let ABChQ a circle, and D any point without it, from which let
the straight lines DA, I)F. DF, DC be drawn to the circumference,
whereof DA passes through the center.

D

Of those which fall upon the concave ])art of the cirrumferenco
AFFC, the greatest shall be DA', which pas^scs through tlio center;
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and any line nearer to it shall be frreator than one more remote,
viz. y,*/:' .shall be greater than DF, and />/' greater than DC\

but of those wliich liill upon the convex part of the (.'ireumfeienee IILKO,
the least shall be Dd between the point I) and the diameter AG\

and any line nearer to it shall be less than one more remote,
viz. DK less than i>Z, and IJL less than DH.
Take Al the center of the circle ABC\ (iii. 1.)

and join ME, MF, MC\ MK, ML, MU.
And because AM is eqnal to MF,
add MB to each of these eqnals,

therefore ^Z* is equal to FM, MB : (ax. 2.)

but FM, MB are greater than EB
;

(i. 20.)

therefore also AB is greater than EB.
Again, because ME is equal to MF, and MB common to the tri-

angles ^il//>, FMB; EM, MB, are equal to FM, MB, each to each;
but the angle EMB is greater than tlie angle FMB; (ax. 9.)

therefore the base EB is greater than the base FB. (i. 24.)

In like manner it may be shewn that FB is greater than CB.
Therefore BA is the greatest

;

and i)^ greater than BE, and ivi^ greater than BG.
And, because MK, KB are greater than MB, (i. 20.)

and J/A'is equal to MG, (i. def. 15.)

the remainder KB is greater than the remainder GB, (ax. 5.)

that is, GB is less than KB

:

and because MLB is a triangle, and from the points M, D, the

extremities of its side MB, the straight lines J/A", BK ave drawn to

the point IT within the triangle,

therefore J/A" IiB are less than ML, LB: (i. 21.)

but MK is equal to ML; (i. def. 15.)

therefore, the remainder BK is less than the remainder BL. (ax. 5.)

In like manner it may be shewn, that BL is less than BR.
Therefore, BG is the least, and BK^ less than BL, and BL less

than BH.
Also, there can be drawn only two equal straight lines from the

point B to the circumference, one upon each side of the line which
passes through the center.

At the point M, in the straight line MB,
make the angle L/MB equal to the angle BMK (i- 23.) and join BB.

And because 3fK is equal to ML, and MB common to the tri-

angles KMB, BMB,
the two sides KM, MB are equal to the two BM. MB, each to each;

and tlie angle KMB is equal to tlie angle BMB ;
(constr.)

therefore the base BK\s equal to the base BB: (i. 4.)

but, besides BB, no straight line equal to BIv can be drawn from B
to the circumference,

for, if possible, let it be BX;
and because BKis equal to Z'A", and also to BB,

therefore BB is equal to L>N;
that is, a line nearer to the least is equal to one more remote,

which has been proved to be impossible.

If therefore, any point, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM.

If a point he taken within a circle^ from which there fall more than two
equal straight lines to the circumference^ that point is the center of the circle.

Let the point D be taken witliin the circle ABC, from which to
the circumference there fall more than two equal straight lines, viz
UA, DB, DC.

Then the point D shall be the center of the circle.

For, if not, let E, if possible, be the center

:

join BE, and produce it to meet the circumference in i^, G\
then EG is a diameter of the circle ABC: (i. def. 17.)

and because in EG, the diameter of the circle ABC, there- is taken
the point D, which is not the center,

therefore DG is the greatest line drawn from it to the circumference,
and DC is greater tlian DB, and BB greater than BA : (iii. 7.)

but these lines are likewise ecjual, (hyp.) which is impossible

:

therefore E is not the center of the circle ABC.
In like manner it may be demonstrated,
that no other point but B is the center

;

B tlierefore is the center.

Wherefore, if a point be taken, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM.

One circumference of a circle cannot cut another in more than eiuo points.

If it be possible let the circumference ABC cut the circumference
DEE'm more thao two poiuts, viz. in B, G, F.

A

Take the center /?'c/' the circle yl/^C, (iii. n.) and Join KB, KG, KF.
Tlien Vftciuse /fis the center of the circle aBC,

therefore KB, KG, /j7''arc all e(|ual to each other: (i. def. 15.)

and because within the circle />EF thvrc is taken the point K, from
which to the circumference BEE i'all more than two enual straight

lines KB, KG, KE;
therefore the point K is the center of the circle DEF: (in. 9.)

but K is also the center o€ the circle ABC; (constr.)

G*
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therefore the same point is the center of two circles that cut one
another, which is impossible, (iii. 5.)

Tlierefore, one circuuitereuco of a circle cannot cut another in

more than two points, q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM.

If one circle touch another internally in anij poiyd, the straight line

which joins their centers being produced^ shall pass through that pioint of
eo/itact.

Let the circle ABE touch the circle ^56^ internally in the point A
;

and let F be the center of the circle ABC, and G the center of the
circle ylZ>^;

then the straight line which joins the centers F, G, being produced,
shall pass through the point A.

A

B
For, if FG produced do not pass through the point A,

let it fall otherwise, if possible, as FGBII, and join AF, AG.
Then, because two sides of a triangle are together greater than

the third side, (i. 20.)

therefore FG, GA are greater than FA :

but FA is equal to FB; (i. def. 1.5.)

therefore FG, GA are greater than Fff:
take away from these unequals the common part FG

;

therefore the remainder ^ 6^ is greater than tlie remainder GB; (ax. 5.)

but AG is equal to GB; (i. def. 15.)

therefore GB is greater than GB,
the less than the greater, wliich is impossible.

Therefore the straight line whicli joins the points F, G, being produced,
cannot fall otherwise than upon tlie ])oint A,

that is, it must pass tlirough it.

Therefore, if one circle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM.

If two circles touch each other externally in any point, the straight line

which joins their centers, shall pass through that point of contact.

Let the two circles ABO, ABB, touch each other externally in

the point A
;

and let Fhe the center of the c'wcle ABC, and G the center of ABE.
Then the straight line which joins the points F, G, shall pass through

the point of contact A.
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If not, let it pass otherwise, if possible, as FCDGy and join FA^ AQ.
And becanse i'^is the center of the circle ABC,

FA is equal to FG

:

also, because G is the center of the circle ADF,
GA is equal to GD

:

therefore FA, AG are equal to FC, DG\ (as. 2.)

wherefore the whole FG is greater than FA, AG :

Dut FG is less than FA, AG
;

(i. 20.) which is impossible .

therefore the straight line v.'hich joins the points F, G, cannot
pass otherwise than through A the point of contact,

that is, FG must jtass througli the point A.
Therefore, if two circles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM.

One circle cannot touch another in more points than one, whctlier it

toi<ehes it on the inside or outstide.

For, if it be possible, let the circle EBF touch the circle ABC
in more points than one.

and tirst on the inside, in the points B, D.

Join BD, and draw GU l)isectiiig BT) at right angles, (i. 11.)

Because thepoiiits/A/Vareintlie circumferences of each of the circles,

therefore the straight Wrm BI) falls within each of them
; (in. 2.)

tiierefore tlieir centers are in tiie straight Hue Gil which bisects

BD at right angles ; Cm. 1. Cor.)

therefore (r// passes through the point of contact : (in. 11.)

but it does not jiass through it,

because the ])oints />', J) are witliout the straight line GIT

;

wiiicii is absurd :

therefore one circle cannot tou(;li another on the inside in more
j)oints than one.

Nor can two circles touch one another on the outside in more
than one point.

For, if it l)e possible,

let the circle ACK tonch tlie circle ABC in the i)oint3 A, C;
join AC.
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Because the two points J, G are in the circumference of the
circle A CK,
therefore the straight line AG which joins them, falls within the

circle A CK : (in. 2.)

hut the circle ACKM without the circle ABO ;
(hyp.)

therefore the straight line ^6' is wichout this last circle:

hut, because the ])oints A , G are in the circumference of the circle ABC,
the straight line AG must be within the same circle, (iii. 2.)

which is absurd

:

therefore one cii cle cannot touch another on the outside in more
than one point

:

and it has been shewn, that they cannot touch on the inside in more
points than one.

Therefore, one circle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM,

Equal straight lines in a circle are equally distant from the center ; and
convcrscli), those ivhich are equally distant froin the center, are equal to one

anotlier.

Let the straight lines AB, CD, in tlie circle ABDC, he equal to

one another.

Then AB and CD shall be equally distant from tlie center.

A.

Take ^the center of the circle ABDC, (in. 1.)

from E draw EF, EG perpendiculars to AB, CD, (i 12.) and
join EA, EG.

Then, because the straight line EF passing through the center,

cuts AB, which does not pass through the center, at right angles-,

^i^ bisects AB in the point F : (in. 3.)

therefore AF is equal to FB, and AB double of AF.
For the same reason CD is double of GG :

but AB is equal to CD : (hyp.)

therefore ^F is ecjual to CG. (ax. 7.)

And because AE {?, eipial to EC, (i. def. 15.)

the square on AE'is, e(]ual to the square on EC

:

but the squares on AF, FE are eqnal to the square on AE, (i. 47.)

becau.se the angle AFE is a right angle
;
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and for the same reason, the squares on EG, GC are equal to the
square on EC

;

therefore the squares on AF, FE are equal to the squares on
CG, GE: (ax. 1.)

but the square on AF is equal to the square on CG,
because AF'\% equal to CG

;

therefore the remaining: square on EF is equal to the remaining
square on EG, (ax. 3 )

and the straight line EF is therefore equal to EG :

but straight lines in a circle are said to be equally distant from
the center, ^yhen the perpendiculars drawn to them from the center
are equal : (iii. def. 4.)

therefore AB, CD are equally distant from the center.
Conversely, let the straight lines" yli>', CD be e(iually distant from

the center, (iii. def. 4.)

that is, let Ffi'be equal to EG
;

then AB shall be ecjual to CD.
For the same construction being made,

it may, as before, be demonstrated,
that AB is double ^.i AF, and CD double of CG,

and that the squares on FE, A Fare equal to the squares on EG, GC:
but the square on FE is equal to the square on EG,

because FE is equal to EG
; (hyp.

J

therefore the remaining square on AF is equal to the remaining
square on CG : (ax. 3.)

and the straight line AF \s therefore equal to CG:
but J7> was shewn to be double of AF, and CD double of CG

:

wlierefore AB is equal to CD. (ax. 6.)

Therefore eijual straight lines, &c. q.e.d.

PROPO.SITIOX XV. THEOREM.
TTie diameter is the (ji-entist Mniujht line in a cirrlc ; and of the rtst, that

which is nearer to the center is alwai/s greater than one tnore remote : and
conversely the greater is nearer to tlie center than the less.

Let ABCD be a circle of which the diameter is A D. and the center E
;

and let BC be nearer to the center than EG.
Then AD shall be greater than any straight line BC, Avhich is not

diameter, and BC shall be greater than FG.
^ B

D
From ^draw FIT, perpendicular to BC, and EFto FG, (i. 12.)

and join /:7A EC EF.
And because .-^^is e<|ual to EB, and ED to EC, (i. det. 15.)

tlierefore ADh equal to EB, EC: (ax. 2.)

but E/K EC are greater than BC: U- 20.)

wherefore also AD is greater than IW.
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And, because BC is nearer to tlie center than FO, (hyp.)

therefore EE is less than EK : (in. def. 5.)

but, as was dcnn)nstrated in the i)recedaijr proposition,

BC is double of BE^ and EG double of EK^
and the squares on EE^ EB are equal to the squares on EK^ KF:

but the square on EE is less than the stpiare on EK,
because EE is k-ss than EK

;

therefore the square on BE is greater than the square on FK^
and the straight line i?// greater than FK^

and therefore BC is greater than EG.
Xext, let BC be greatec than EG

;

then BC shall be nearer to the center than FG^ that is, the same
construction being made, EE shall be less than EK. (lu. def. 5.)

Because BC is grcjiter than FG^
i?5" likewise is greater than KF

:

and the squares on BE, HE are equal to the squares on FK. KE
of which the square on BE\s greater than the square on FK,

because BE\s greater than FK

:

therefore the square on EE is less than the square on EK,
and the straight line EE less than EK

:

and therefore BC is nearer to the center than EG. (iii. def. 5.)

Wherefore the diameter, <fcc. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XYI. THEOREM.
T7ie straight line drawn at right anples to the diameter of a circle, from

the extreniit;/ of it, falls ivitkout the circle ; and no straight line can be drawn
from the extremity between that strair/hi line aiid the circumference, so as not

to cut the circle : or, which is the same thing, no straight line can make so

great an acute angle with the diameter at its extremitg, or so small an. angle

with the straight line which is at right angles to it, as not to cut the circle.

Let ABC be a circle, the center of which is D, and the diameter ^^.
Then the straight line drawn at right angles to AB from its ex-

tremity A, shall fall without the circle.

For, if it does not, let it fall, if possible, within the circle, n?. AC

;

and draw DC to the point C, where it meets the circumference.
And because DA is equal to DC, (i. def. 15.)

the angle DAC \s ecjual to the angle ACD : (i. 5.)

but DA C is a right angle
;

(hyp.)

therefore A CD is a right angle
;

and therefore the angles DAC, ACD are eqii.nl to two right angles;

which is impossible : (i. 17-.)

therefore the straight line drawn from A at right angles to BA, does
not fail within the circle.
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In tlie same manner it mav he demonistrated,

that it does not tVill upon the circunilereuce

;

therefore it must fall without the circle, as AE.
Also, hetween the straight line ^iii'and the circumference, no straight

line can he drawn from the point A which does not cut the circle.

For, if possible, let J.i^fall between them,
FB

and from the point D, let BGhe drawn perpendicular to AF, (i. 12.)

and let it meet the circumfcreuce in //.

And because A GD is a right angle,

and DAG less than a right angle, (i. IT.)

therefore DA is greater than DG: (i. 19.)

but DA is equal to DU\ (i! def. 15.)

therefore DIIis greater than DG^
the less than the greater, which is impossible:

therefore no straigiit line can be drawn from the point ^4, between
AE and the circumference, v>-hich does not cut the circle:

or, which amounts to the same thing, however great an acute angle
a straight line makes witli the diameter at the point A, or however
small an angle it makes with AE, the circumference must pass be-

tween that straight line and the perpendicular AE. q.e.d.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that the straight line which is

drawn at right angles to the diameter of a circle from the extremity
of it touches the circle ; (iii. def. 2.) and that it touches it only in one
point, because, if it did meet the circle in two, it would fall within it.

(ill. 2.) " Also, it is evident, that there can be but one straight lino

which touches the circle in tlio same point."

PROPOSITION XVII. PPvOBLEM.
To draw a utraiff/if line from a giren'point, eit/icr ivil/iont or in the cir-

cumference, which shall touch a (jiven circle.

First, let A he a given point without the given circle BCD\
it is re«iuired to draw a straight line fromA which shall touch tlie circle.

Find tlie center 77 of the circle. Cm. 1.) and join AE\
and from the center E, at the distance EA, describe the circle AFG

\

from the jioint D draw DF iv\ right angles to EA., (i. 11.) meeting
the circumference of the circTe AFG in F\

SinOi iom EBF, AB.
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Then AJ^ shall touch the cirole BCIJ in the point B.
Because ^is the center of tlie circles BCD, AFG. (i. def. 15.)

therefore EA is equal to BI-\ and J'JD to EB
;

therefore the two sides AB^ EB, are equal to the two FE, ED^
each to each

;

and they contain the angle at E common to the two triangles AEB^
FED;

therefore the base DF\% equal to the base AB, (i. 4.)

and the triangle FEU to the triangle AEB,
and the other angles to the other angles:

therefore the angle EBA is equal to the angle EDF:
hwt EBF \fi a right angle, (constr.)

wherefore EBA is a right angle : (ax. 1.)

and EB is drawn from the center

:

but a straight line drawn from the extremity of a diameter, at right

angles to it, touches the circle : (iii. 16. Cor.)

therefore AB touches the circle
;

and it is drawn from the given point A.
Secondly, if the given point be in the circumference of the circle,

as the point D,
draw DE io the center E, and i>i^ at right angles to DE:

then Di^ touches the circle, (iii. 16. Cor.) q.e.f.

rROPOSITION Xrill. THEOREM.

If a straight line touch a circle, the straight line drawn from the center

to the point of contact, shall be perpendicular to the line touching the circle.

Let the straight line DE touch the circle ABC in the point C;
take the center F, and draw the straight line EC. (m. 1.)

Then EC shall be perj)endicular to DE.
A

D C GE
If i^Cbe not perpendicular to DE\ from the point F, if possible,

let FBG be drawn perpendicular to IJE.

And because EG G is a right angle,

therefore GCFis an acute angle
;

(i. 17.)

and to the greater angle the greater side is opposite: (i. J*<.)

therefore EC is greater tlian FG :

but EC is equal to FB\ ft. def. 15.)

therefore FB is greater than FG,
the less than the greater, which is impossible

:

therefore FG is not perpendicular to DE.
In the same manner it may be shewn,

that no otlier line is ])erpcndicular to DE besides FO,
that is, i^C is perpendicular to DE.

Therefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM.

If a straight line touch a circle, andfrom the point of contact a straight

line be drawn at ri(jht angles to the touching line, the center of the circle

shall be in that line.

Let the straight line D^ touch the circle ABC in C,

and from C let CA he drawn at right angles to DE.
Then the center of the circle shall be in CA.

For, if not, let i^be the center, if possible, and join CF.
Because X^JE" touches the circle ABC,

and FG is drawn from the center to tlie point of contact,
therefore FC k perpendicular to DE\ (iii. 18.)

therefore FCE is a right angle :

bat ACE is also a right angle
;
(hyp.)

therefore the angle FCE is equal to the angle ACE, (ax. 1.)

the less to the greater, which is iini)ossible :

therefore i^is not the center of the circle ABC.
In the same manner it may be shewn,

that no other point which is not in CA, is the center;
that is, the center of the circle is in CA.
Therefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM.

77/e angle at the center of a circle is dotiblc of the angle at the circum-
ference upon the same base, that is, upon the same part of the circumference.

Let ABC ha a circle, and BEC an angle at the center, and BAG
an angle at the circumference, which have BC the same part of the
circumference for their base.

Then the angle BEC shall be double of the angle BAG.
A

B

F

Join AE, and produce it to F.

First, let the center of tiie circle be within the angle BAG.
Because EA is e<iual to EB,

therefore the angle /i7>.l is equal to the angle EAB\ (i. 5.)

therefore the angles EAB, EBA are double of the angle EAB:
but the angle BEF'xh e'lual to the angles EAJJ, EBA

;
(i. 32.)
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therefore also tlie angle BEF is double of the an^'le FAB:
for the same reason, the angle FFC'ii, double of thu angle EAC:
therefore the whole angle BEO is doul)le of the whole angle BAG.
Secondly, let the center of the circle be without the angle BAG.

It may be demonstrated, as in the first case,

that the angle EEG is double of the angle FAG^
and that FEB, a part of the first, is double of FAB, a part of the other

;

therefore the remaining angle BEG is double of the remaining

angle BAG.
Therefore the angle at the center, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM.

T7ie angles in the same segmeiit of a circle are equal to one anotlier.

Let ABGD be a circle,

and BAD, BED angles in the same segment BAED.
Then the angles BAD, BED shall be equal to one another.

First, let the segment BAED be greater than a semicircle. -

A E

Take F, the center of the circle ABGD, (in. 1.) and join BF, FD.
Because the angle BFD is at the center, and the angle BAD at

the circumference, and tliat they have the same part of the circum-
ference, viz. the arc BGD for their base

;

therefore the angle BFD is double of the angle BAD: (iii. 20.)

for the same reason the ;:ngle BFD is double of the angle BED

:

tlierefore the angle BAD is eciual to the angle BED. (ax. 7.)

Next, let the segment BAED be not greater than a semicircle.

AE

c

Draw AF io the center, and produce it to G, and join CE.
Because AG'is, a diameter of the circle,

therefore the segment BADG is greater than a semicircle;

and the angles in it BAG., BEG ave etpial, by the first case :
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for the same reason, because CBED is greater than a semicircle,

the angles CAD, CED, are eoual

:

therefore the whole angle BAD is equal to the whole angle BED. (ax.2.)

AVherelbra the angles in the same segment, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXII. THEOREM.

The opposite anc/les of any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle, are

togsiher equal to two riyiit angles.

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral figure in the circle ABCD.
Then any two of its opposite angles shall together be equal to two

right angles.

Join^C, BD.
And because the three angles of every triangle are equal to two

right angles, (i. 32.)

the three angles of the triangle CAB, viz. the angles CAB.^ ABC,
BCA, are equal to two riglit angle?

:

but the angle CAB is equal to the angle CDB, (in. 21.)

because they are in the same segment CDAB\
and the angle ^167^ is equal to the angle ADB,

because they are in the same segment ADCB:
therefore the two angles CAB, ACB are together equal to the whole

angle ADC: fax. 2.)

to each of these ecjuals add the angle ABC

;

therefore the three angles ABC, CAB, BCA are equal to the

two angles ABC. ADC : (ax. 2.)

but ABC, CAB, BCA, are equal to two right angles
;

therefore also the angles ABC, ADC are equal to two right angloe.

In the same manner, the angles BAD, DCB, may be shewn to

be equal to two right angles.

Therefore, the opposite angles, &c. q.k.d.

PROPOSITION XXIII. THEOREM.

Upon the mine strnight line, and ti/pon the same side of it, there cannot

be two similar segments of circles, not coinciding with one another.

If it be possil)le, upon the same straight line AB, and upon tb'*

same side of it, lot there be two similar segments of circles, ACj^
ADB, not coinciding with one another.

I)
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Then, because the circumference^ C5 cuts the circumference vlZ*5
in tho two i)oints A, B, they cannot cut one another in any
other point : (iil 10.)

therefore one of the segments must fall within the other

:

let ACJJ fall withiu AUJJ:
dra^y the straight line JJCJJ, and join CA, DA.

Because the segment A OB is similar to the segment ABB, (hyp.)

and that similar segments of circles contain equal angles ; (iii. def. 11.)

therefore the angle ACB is equal to tlie angle ABB,
the exterior angle to the interior, which is impossible, (i. 16.)

Therefore, there cannot be two similar segments of circles upon
the same side of the same line, which do not coincide, q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM.
Similar segments of circles upon equal straight lines, are equal to one another.

Let ABB, CFB be similar segments of circles upon the equal

straight lines AB, OB.
Then the segment AEB .shall be equal to the segment CFB.

E F

A B C

For if the segment AEB be applied to the segment CFB,
80 that the point A may be on C, and the straight line AB upon CB,

then the point B shall coincide with the poini B,
because AB is equal to CB :

therefore, the straight line AB coinciding with CB,
the segment AEB must coincide with the segment CFB, (iii. 23.)

and therefore is equal to it. (i. ax. 8.)

"Wherefore similar segments, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXY. PROBLEM.

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle of which it is the

segment.

Let ABChQ the given segment of a circle.

It is required to describe the circle of which it is the segment.

Bisect A C in B, (i. 10.) and from the point B draw BB at right

angles to AC, (i. 11.) and join AB.
First, let the angles ABB, BAB be equal to one another

:

B

ADC
then the straight line BA is equal to BB, (i. 6.) and therefore, to BC\

and because the three straight lines BA, BB, BC are all equal,

therefore B is the center of the circle, (iii. 0.)

From the center B, at the distance of any. of the three BA, BB,

BC, describe a circle ;

this shall pass through the other points
;

and the circle of which ABC is a segment has been described :
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and because the center D isiu A C, the segment ABC is a semicircle.

But if the angles ABD, BAD are not equal to one another

:

B
B

at the point A, in the straight line AB,
make the angle BAE equal to the angle ABB, (i. 23.)

and produce BB, if necessary, to meet AE in E, and join EC.
Because the angle ABE is equal to the angle BAE,

therefore the straight line EA is equal to EB : (i. 6.)

and because AD is equal to DC, and DE common to the tri-

angles ADE, CDE,
the two sides AD, DE, are equal to the two CD, DE, each to each

;

and the angle ADE is equal to the angle CDE,
for each of them is a right angle

;
(constr.)

therefore the base EA is equal to the base EC : (i. 4.)

but EA was shewn to be equal to EB:
wherefore also EB is equal to EC : (ax. 1.)

and therefore the three straight lines EA, EB, EC are equal to

one another

:

wlierefore E is the center of the circle, (iii. 9.)

From the center E, at the distance of any of the three EA, EB,
EC, describe a circle

;

this shall pass through the other points
;

and the circle of which ABC is a segment, is described.

And it is evident, that if the angle ABD be greater than the

angle BAD, the center E falls without the segment ABC, which
therefore is less than a semicircle :

but if the angle ABD be less than BAD, the center E falls

within the segment A BC, which is therefore greater than a semicircle.

Wherefore a segment of a circle being given, the circle is de-

scribed of which it is a segment, q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM.
In equal circles, equal angles stand upon equal arcs, whether the anrjlet

be at the centers or circumferences.

Let ABC, DEFho equal circles,

and let the angles BGC. EHF at their centers,

and BAC, EBF at their circumferences be equal to each other.

Then the arc BKC shall be ecpial to the arc ELF.
A ^ -^D
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Join BC, EF.
And because the circles ABC^ T)EF &Ye equal,

the straiglit lines drawn from their centers are equal ;. (in. def. 1.)

therefore tlie two sides i>6r, GC\ are equal to the two EII, HF^ each
to each :

and the angle at G is equal to the angle at H., (hyp.)

therefore the base BO is equal to the l)ase EF. (i. 4.)

And because the angle at A is equal to the angle at 2>, (hyp.)

the segment J3^C'is similar to the segment EuF: (in. def. 11.)

and they are upon equal straight lines BC\, EF ;

but similar segments of circles upon equal straight lines, are equa\

to one another, (in. 24.j

therefore the segment J5yl(7is equal to the segment EDF

:

but the whole circle ABCxi, equal to the whole I)EF\ (hyp.)

therefore the remaining segment BKC is equal to the remaining
segment ELF, (i. ax. 3.)

and the arc BKC to the arc ELF.
Wherefore, in equal circles, «fec. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXYII. THEOREM,

In equal circles, the aiigles which stand upon equal arcs, are equal to one

another, whether they he at the centers or circumferences.

Let ABC, DEF\)Q equal circles,

and let the angles BGC, EHF at their centers,

and the angles BAC, EDF at their circumferences,

stand upon the equal arcs BC, EF.
Then the angle BGCshnW be equal to the angle EHF,

and the angle ^.4Cto the angle EDF.
A ^ ^ ^D

If the angle BGC he equal to the angle EffF,

it is manifest that the angle ^^C is also equal to EDF. (in. 20. and
I. ax. 7.)

But, if not, one of them must be greater than the other :

if possible, let the angle BGC be greater than EffF,
and at the point G, in the straight line BG,

make the angle 56^A' equal to the angle EffF. (i. 23.')

Then because the angle BGKh equal to the angle EffF,
and that equal angles stand upon equal arcs, when they are at

the centers
;

(in. 26.)

therefore the arc BKh equal to the arc EF:
but the arc EF is equal to the arc BC ; fhyp.)

therefore also the arc BKh equal to the arc BC,
the less equal to the greater, which is impossible : (i. ax. 1.)
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therefore the angle BGO\s not unequal to the angle EHF
\

that is, it is equal !o it:

but the angle at A is half of the angle BGC\ (ni. 20.)

and the angle at Z>, half of the angle EHF
\

therefore the angle at A is equal to the angle at D. (i. ax. 7.)

Wherefore, in equal circles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXVIII. THEOREM.
In eqttal circles, equal siraif/hf lines cut off equal arcs, the greater equal

to the greater, and the less to the less.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles,

and BC, EF equal straight lines in them, which cut off the two
greater arcs BAG, EDF. and the two less BGi\ EHF.

Then the greater arc ^J{? shall be equal to the greater EDF.,
and the less arc BGC to the less EEF.

G H
Take.ff; I, the centers of the circles, (in. 1.) and join BE, KG, EL, LF.

Because the circles ABC, DEF are equal,

the straiglit lines fi-om their centers are ecjual : (in. def. 1.)

therefore BK, JiC ave e(]ual to EL, LF, each to each :

and tlie base BC is equal to the base EF, in the triangles BCIT, EEL
;

therefore the angle BEG \s equal to the angle ELF: (i. 8.)

but equal angles stand upon equal arcs, wlien they are at the
centers : (iii. 26.)

therefore the arc BGCh equal to the arc EHF:
but the whole circumference ABC is equal to the whole EDF; (hyp.)

therefore the remaining part of the circumference,
viz. the arc BAG, is equal to tJie remaining jiart EDF. (i. ax. 3.)

Therefore, in equal circles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM.
In equal circles, equal arcs are sicbtendcd by equal straight lines.

Let ABC, DEF he equal circles,

and let the arcs BGC, L'H/Fnho lie equal,

and joined by the straight lines BG, EF.
Then the straight line ^{7 shall be equal to the straight line EF.

A D
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Take^, Z, (m. 1.) the centers of the ciroles, and join J?^, Z'C,J?Z,Z/I
Because the arc JJGC is equal to the arc JillF,

therefore the angle UA'C is equal to tlie angle FLF : (in. 27 )

and because the circles ABC, 1JE1\ are equal,

the straight lines from their centers are e<jual
;

(in. def. 1.)

therefore J>K, KG, are equal to EL, LF, each to eacli

:

and they contain equal angles in the triangles BCK, EFL\
therefore the base B(J is equal to tiie base EF. (i. 4.)

Therefore, in equal circles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXX. PROBLEM.

To bisect a given arc, that i.s, to divide it into two equal parts.

Let ABB be the given arc

:

it is required to bisect it.

D

Join AB, and bisect it in C ;
(i. 10.)

from the point C draw OB at right angles to AB. (i. 11.)

Then the arc ABB shall be bisected in the point B.
Join AB, BB.

And because AC is equal to CB,
and CB common to the triangles ACB, BCB,

the two sides AC, CB are equal to the two BC, CB, each to each
;

and the angle ACB is equal to the angle BCB,
because each of them is a right angle :

therefore the base AB is eijual to the base BB. (i. 4.)

But equal straight lines cut oft' equal arcs, (iii. 28.)

the greater arc equal to the greater, and the less arc to the less

;

and the arcs AB, BB are each of them less than a semicircle

;

because BC, if produced, passes through the center: (iii. 1. Cor.)

therefore the arc AB is equal to the arc BB.
Therefore the given arc ABB is bisected in B. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXXI. THEOREM.

In a circle, the anrjle in a semicircle is a rirjht anffle ; but the anfjle in a
segment greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle ; and tlie angle
in a segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

Let ABCB be a circle, of which the diameter is BC. and center E,
and let CA be drawn, dividing the circle into the segments^^C, ABC.

Join BA. AB. BC.
Then the angle in the semicircle B.iC shaW be a right anrrle

;

and tiie angle in the segment ABC, which is greater than a semi-
circle, shall be less than a right angle

;

and the angle in the segment ABC. which is less than a semicircle,

shall be greater than a right angle.
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p

Join AE, and produce BA to F.

First, because EB is equal to EA^ (i. def. 15.)

the angle EAB is equal to EBA
;

(i. 5.)

also, because EA is equal to EC^
the angle EGA is equal to EA C ;

wherefore the whole angle BAG is equal to the two angles EBA,
EGA (I. ax. 2.)

but EAG^ the exterior angle of the triangle ABG, is equal to the

two angles EBA, EGA
;

(i. 32.)

therefore the angle BAG is equal to the angle FAG; (ax. 1.)

and therefore each of them is a right angle
;

(i. def. 10.)

wherefore the angle BA C in a semicircle is a right angle.

Secondly, because the two angles ABG, BAG of the triangle

ABC are together less than two right angles, (i. 17.)

and that BA G has been proved to be a right angle

;

therefore yl 56' must be less than a right angle:

and therefore the angle in a segment ABG greater than a semicircle,

is less than a right angle.

And lastly, because ABGD is a quadrilateral figure in a circle,

any two of its opposite angles are equal to two right angles : (iii. 22.)

therefore the angles ABG, ABG, are equal to two right angles:

and ABG has been proved to be less than a right angle
;

wherefore the other yiDGis greater than a right angle.

Therefore, in a circle tlic angle in aseiiiicircle is a riglit angle ; &c. q.e.d.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that if one angle of a triangle be

equal to the other two, it is a riglit angle: because the angle adjacent

to it is ecjual to the same two; (i. 32.) and when the adjacent angles

are equal, they are right angles, (i. def. 10.)

PROPOSITION XXXII. THEOREM.

If a utrairfkt liyie tnych a circle, and from the point of contact a straiffht

line be drawn meetinri the circle ; the nnftlex which this line 7nakrs xoith the

line touchinrj the circle xhall be equal to the angles which are in the alternate

teyments of the '^'cle.

Let the si.aight line EF touch the circle ABGD in B,

and from the jioint Ji let tbo straiglit line BD be drawn, meeting
the circumference in A and dividing it into the segments DGB, DAB,
of which DGB is less than, and DAP> greater than a semicircle.

Then the angles wliich JU) makes witli tlie touching line EF,
shall be equal to the angles in the alternate segments of the circle;

that is, the angle Z>i?^' shall be equal to the angle which is iu the

segment DAB,
7
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and tlie anjile DBE shall bo equal to the angle in the alternate
segment JJCB.

A
D

From the point B draw BA at right angles to EF^ (i. 11.) meeting
the circumference in A

;

take any point Cm the arc TjB, and join Ji), DC^ CB.
Because the straight line EF touches the circle ABCD in the

point B,
and BA is drawn at right angles to the touching line from the

point of contact B^
the center of the circle is in BA : (iii. 19.)

therefore the angle ABB in a semicircle is a right angle: (iii. 31.)

and consequently the other two angles BAB, ABB, are equal to

a right angle ; (i. 32.)

but ABF is likewise a right angle
;

(constr.)

therefore the angle ABF is equal to the angles BAB, ABB: (i. ax. 1.)

take from these equals the common angle ABB:
therefore the remaining angle BBFis equal to the angle BAB, (i. ax. 3.)

which is in BBA, the alternate segment of the circle.

And because ABCB is a quadrilateral figure in a circle,

the opposite angles BAB, BCB are equal to two right angles : (iii. 22.)

but the angles BBF, BBE are likewise equal to two right angles

;

(I. 13.)

therefore the angles BBF, BBE are equal to the angles BAB,
BOB, (I. ax. 1.)

and BBF hds been proved equal to BAB;
therefore the remaining angle hBE is equal to the angle BCB in

BBC, the alternate segment of the circle, (i. ax. 2.)

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PKOPOSITION XXXIII. PROBLEM.

Upon a given straight line to describe a segment of a circle, which shall

contain an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let AB be the given strjiight line,

and the angle C the given rectilineal angle.

It is re(]uired to describe upon the given straight \\\\q AB, a seg-

ment of a circle, which shall contain an angle eepial to the angle G.

First, let the angle C* be a right angle.

H

A F B
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Bisect AB in F. (i. 10.)

and from the center F, at the distance /•i?,describe the semicircle ^-ffS,

and draw AH, BH to nny point if in the circumference.

Therefore the angle AHB in a semicircle is equal to the right

angle C. (in. 31.)

But if the angle C be not a right angle

:

at the point A, in the straight line AB^
make the angle BAD equal to the angle C, (i. 23.)

and from the point A draw AE at right angles to AD; (i. 11.)

bisect AB in F, (i. 10.)

and from i^draw FG at right angles to AB^ (i. 11.) and join GB.
Because AF is equal to FB, and FG common to tlie triangles

AFG, BFG,
the two sides AF, FG are equal to the two BF, FG, each to each,

and the angle AFG is equal to the angle BFG ; (i. def. 10.)

therefore the base ^6^ is equal to the base GB; (i. 4.)

and the circle described from the center 6', at the distance GA,
shall pass through the point B:

let this be the circle ABB.
The segment AHB shall contain an angle equal to the given rec-

tilineal angle C.

Because from tlie point A the extremity of the diameter AF,
AD is drawn at right angles to AF,

therefore AD touches the circle : (in. 16. Cor.)

and because AB, drawn from the point of contact^, cuts the circle,

the angle i>yii? is equal to the angle in the alternate segment
ABB: (ill. 32.)

but the angle DAB is equal to the angle C : (constr.)

therefore the angle is e(|ual to the angle in the segment ABB.
Wherefore, ujKm the given straight line AB, the segment AHB

of a circle is described, which contains an angle equal to tiie given
angle C. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXXIV. PROBLEM.

From a piven circle to cut off a segment^ which shall contain an anglo
eqicnl to a given rectilineal angle.

Let yl.B^be the given circle, and D the given rectilineal ani^le.

It is required to cut off from Ihe circle ABC a. segment that shall

contain an angle equal to the given angle D.
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E B F

Draw the straight line ^i'' touching the circle ABC in any point

S, (III. 17.)

and at the point B, in the straight line BF.
make the angle FBC equal to the angle U. (i. 23.)

Then the segment BAG shall contain an angle equal to the given

angle B.
Because the straight line FF touches the circle ABC,

and BC is drawn from the point of contact B,

therefore the angle FBC is equal to the angle in the alternate seg-

ment BA C of the circle : (in. 32.)

but the angle FBC is equal to the angle D : (constr.)

therefore the angle in the segment BA C is equal to the angle B.
(i. ax. 1.)

TTherefore from the given circle ABC, the segment BA C is cut

off, containing an angle equal to the given angle JJ. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM.

If two straight lines cut one another within a circle, the rectanr/le con-

tained by the segments of one of them, is equal to the rectangle contained by

the se-gments of the other.

Let the tAvo straight lines A C, BD, cut one another in the point

E, within the circle ABCD.
Then the rectangle contained hy AE, EC shall he equal to the

rectangle contained by BE, ED.

First, if A C, BD pass each of them through the center, so that

E is the center
;

i-tis evident that since AE, EC, BE, ED, being all equal, (i. def. 15.)

therefore the rectangle AE, EC is ecjual to the rectangle BE, ED.
Secondly, let one of them BD pass through the center, andcut

the other AC, which does not pass through the center, at right

angles, in the point E.
D
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Then, if BD be bisected m F,

i^is tlie center of the circle ABCD.
Join AF.

Because BD wLicli passes tiirough tlie center, cuts the straight

line A 6', which does not pass through the center, at right angles in E,

therefore AE'\i equal to EC: (in. 3.)

and because the straight line BD is cut into two equal parts in the

point F^ and into two unequal parts in tlie point E^

therefore the rectangle BE, ED^ together with the square on EF^

is equal to the scjuare on FB : (ii. 5.)

that is, to tlie square on FA :

but the squares on AE, EF, are equal to the square on FA : (i. 47.)

therefore the rectangle BE, ED, together with the square on EF,

is equal to the squares on AE, EF: (i. ax. 1.)

take away the common square on EF,
and the remaining rectangle BE, ED is equal to the remaining

square on AE; (i. ax. 3.)

that is, to the rectangle AE, EG.
Thirdly, let BD, which passes through the center, cut the other ^4 G,

which does not pass through the center, in E, but not at right angles.

Then, as before, if BD be bisected in F,

Fis the center of the circle.

Join AF, and from Fdraw EG perpendicular to AG; (i. 12.)

therefore AG is equal to GG; (in. 3.)

wherefore the rectangle AE, EG, together with the square on EG,
is equal to the square on AG: (ii. 5.)

to each of these equals add the square on GF;
therefore the rectangle AE, EG, together with the squares on EG,

GF, is equal to the squares on AG, GF; (i. ax. 2.)

but the squares on EG, GF, are efjual to the square on EF; (i. 47.)

and the squares on AG, GF are equal to the square on AF;
therufore tiic rectangle AE, EC, together with the si^uare on EF,

is equal to the square on yli^;

that is, to the square on FB:
but the square on Fli is eciual to tlie rectangle BE, ED, together

with the square on EF; (n. 5.)

therefore tlie rectangle A E, EG together with the square on EF,
is equal to the rectangle BE, ED, together with the square on
EF; (I. ax. 1.)

take away the common scpiare on EF,
and the remaining rectangle A E, EG, is therefore equal to the

remaining rectangle BE, El), (ax. 3.)

Lastly, let neither of the stmight lines AG, BD pass through the

center.
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Take the center F, (iii. 1.)

and through E tlie intersection of the straight lines A C, DB,
draw the diameter GEFU.

And because the rectangle AE, EC is equal, as has been shewn,

to the rectangle GE^ EH\
and for the same reason, the rectangle BE, ED is equal to tho

same rectangle GE, EH\
therefore the rectangle AE, EC is equal to the rectangle BE, ED.
{I. ax. 1.)

Wherefore, if two straight lines, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXXVI. THEOREM.

Iffrom any point without a circle two straight Unci' be drawn, one of

which cuts the circle, and the other touches it ; the rectangle contained by the

whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the circle, shall be

equal to the square on the line which touches it.

Let D be any point without the circle ABC,
and let DCA, DB be two straight lines drawn from it,

of which DCA cuts the circle, and DB touches the same.

Then the rectangle AD, DC shall be equal to the square on DB.
Either DCA passes through the center, or it does not

:

first, let it pass through the center E.

Join EB,
therefore the angle EBD is a right angle, (iii. 18.)

And because the straight line AC \s bisected in E, and produced

to the point D,
.

therefore rectangle AD, DC together with the square on EC, la

equal to the square on ED : (ii. 6.)

but CE'xs equal to EP>\

therefore the rectangle AD, DC, together with the square on EB,

is equal to the square on ED

:

but the square on ED is equal to the squares on EB, BD, (i. 47.)

because EBD is a right angle :

therefore the rectangle AD, DC. together with the square on EB,

is eqnal to the squares on EB, BD: (ax. 1.)
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take away the common square on EB\
therefore the remaining rectangle AD^ DC is equal to the square

on the tangent DB. (ax. 3.)

Kext, if LCA does not pass through the center of the circle ABC.
D

Take £'the center of the circle, (iii. 1.)

draw ^i^ perpendicular Xa AC, (i. 12.) and join EB, EC, ED.
Because the straight line EF, which passes through the center,

cuts the straight line A (7, which does not pass through the center,

at right angles ; it also bisects A C, (iii. 3.)

therefore AF\s, equal to FC\
and because the straight line ^ C is bisected in F, and produced to i>,

the rectangle AD, DC, together with the square on EG,
is equal to the square on FD: (ii. (J.)

to each of these equals add the square on FE;
therefore the rectangle uiZ*, DC, together with the squares on CF,FE,

is equal to the squares on DF, FE: (i. ax. 2.)

but the square on ED is eijual to the squares on DF^ FE, (i. 47.)

because EFD is a right angle;

and for the same reason,

the square on EC \?, equal to the squares on CF, FE;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC, together with the square on EC,

is equal to the square on ED : (ax. 1.)

but CE'ia equal to EB;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC, together with the square on EB,

is e<|ual to the square on EDi
but the squares on EB, BD, are equal to the Sipiare on ED, (i. 47.)

because EBD is a right angle

:

therefore the rectangle AD, DC, together with the square on EB,
is equal to the squares on EB, BD

;

take away the common scjuarc on EB;
and the remaining rectangle AD, DC is e(]ual to the square on

DB. (I. ax. ;].)

Wherefore, if from any point, «fec. q.e.d.

CoE. If from any point without a circle, there be drawn two straight

A
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lines cuttinj^ it, as AB, AC, the rectaiiffles contained by the whole
lines and the parts ot" them without the circle, are e(jual to one
another, viz. the rectangle BA, AB, to the rectangle CA, AF: for

each of them is equal to the square ou the straight line AJj, Avhich
touches the circle.

PROPOSITION XXXVII. THEOREM.

Ifffoin a point without a circle there he drawn two straiyht lines, one of
which cuts the circle, and the other meets it ; if the rectangle contained by tlte

whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the circle, be equal to

the square on the line which meets it, the line which meets, shall touch tlie circle.

Let any point D be taken without the circle ABC,
and from it let two straight lines DCA and DBhQ drawn, of which
DCA cuts the circle in the points C, A, and i>5 meets it iu

the point B.

If the rectangle AD, DC ha equal to the square on. BB;
then BB shall touch the circle.

Draw the straight line BB, touching the circle ABC, in the point

B; (III. 17.)

find F, the center of the circle, (in. 1.)

and loin FB, FB, FD.
Then FBD\s a right angle: (in. 18.)

and because i>£' touches the circle ABC, and DCA cuts it,

therefore the rectangle AD, DCis equal tothesquareon DB; (in. 36.)

but the rectangle AD, DC, is, by hypothesis,

equal to the square on DB:
therefore the square on DBh equal to the square on DB; (i. ax. 1.)

and the straight line i>£' equal to the straight line DB:
and FB is equal to FB; (i. def. 15.)

wherefore DB, EF are equal to DB, BF, each to each

:

and the base FD is common to the two triangles DBF, DBF\
therefore the angle DBF is etpial to the angle DBF: (i. 8.)

but DBF was shewn to be a right angle

;

therefore also DBF'is a right angle: (i. ax. 1.)

and BF, if produced, is a diameter

;

and the straight line whicli is drawn at right angles to a diameter,

from the extremity of it, touches the circle ; (in. 16. Cor.)

tlierefore DB touches the circle ABC.
Wherefore, if from a point, &c. q.e.d.



NOTES TO BOOK III.

Iv the Third Book of the Elements are demonstrated the most elementary

properties of the circle, assuming all the properties of tigures demoustratcj
in the First and Second Books.

It may be worthy of remark, that the word circle will he found sometimes
taken to mean the surface included within the circumference, and sometimes
the circumfcrejice itself. Euclid has employed the word {irepicpepeia) periphe-

ri/, both for the whole, and for a part of the circumference of a circle. If

tiie word circumference were restricted to mean the tvhole circumference, and
the word arc to mean a part of it, ambiguity might be avoided when speak-

ing of the circumference of a circle, where only a part of it is the subject

under consideration. A circle is said to be given in po.sition, when the posi-

tion of its center is known, and in magnitude, when its radius is known.
Def I. And it may be added, or of which the circumferences are equal.

And conversely : if two circles be equal, their diameters and radii are equal

;

as also their cii-cumferences.

Def I. states the criterion of equal circles. Simson calls it a theorem

;

and Euclid seems to have considered it as one of those theorems, or axioms,

which might be admitted as a basis for reasoning on the equality of circles.

Def. II. There seems to be tacitly assumed in this definition, that a

straight line, when it meets a circle and does not touch it, must necessarily,

when produced, cut the circle.

A straight line wliieli touches a circle, is called a tangent to the circle;

and a straight line wliich cuts a circle is called a secant.

Def IV. Tiie distance of a straight line from the center of a circle is

the distance of a point from a straight line, which has been already ex-
plained in note to Prop. ii. page 53.

Def. Yi. X. An arc of a circle is any portion of the circumference

;

and a chord is the straight line joining the extremities of an arc. Every
cliord exce])t a diameter divides a circle into two unequal segments, one
greater than, and the other less than a semicircle. And in the same man-
ner, two radii drawn from the center to the circumference, divide the
circle into two unequal sectors, whicli become ecjual when the two radii

are in the same straight line. As Euclid, however, docs not notice i-e-

cntering angles, a sector of the circle seems necessarily restricted to the
figure which is less than a semicircle. A quadrant is a sector whose radii

are perpendicular to one another, and which contains a fourth part of the
circle.

Def VII. Xo use is made of this definition in the Elements.
Def XI. The deiinition of similar segments of circles as employed in

the Third Book is restricted to such segments as are also equal, rinps.
XXIII. and xxiv. are the only two instances, in which reference is maile to

similar segments of circles.

Prop. I. "Lines drawn in a circle," always mean in Eucli<l, such lines

only as are terminated at their extremities by the circumference.
If the point f! be in tlie diameter ('K, l)ut not coinciding with the point

/'', tlie demonstration given in the text does not hold good. At the same
time, it is obvious that G cannot be the center of the circle, becauae GO
is uoc equal to GE.

T* •• -•""
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Indirect demonstrations are more frequently employed in the Third Book
than in the First Book of the Elements. Of the demonstrations of the

forty-eight propositions of the First Book, nine are indirect : but of the

thirty-seven of the Third Book, no less than fifteen are indirect demonstra-
tions. The indirect is, in general, less readily a])preciated by the learner,

than the direct form of demonstration. The indirect form, however, is

equally satisfactory, as it excludes every assumed hypothesis as false, except
that which is made in the enunciation of the {)roposition. It may be here
remarked that Euclid employs three methods of demonstrating converse
propositions. First, by indirect demonstrations as in Euc. i. 6 : ill. 1, &c.
Secondly, by shewing that neither side of a possible alternative can be true,

and thence inferring the truth of the proposition, as in Euc. i. 19, 25.

Thirdly, by means of a construction, thereby avoiding the indirect mode of

demonstration, as in Euc. i. 47 : in. 37.

Prop. II. In this propo.sition, the circumference of a circle is proved to

be essentially different from a straight line, by shewing that every straight

line joining any two points in the arc falls entirely within the circle, and can
neither coincide with any part of the circumference, nor meet it except in

the two assumed points. It excludes the idea of the circumference of a

circle being flexible, or capable, under any circumstances, of admitting the

possibility of the line falling outside the circle.

If the line could fall partly within and partly without the circle, the

circumference of the circle would intersect the line at some point between
its extremities, and any part without the circle has been shewn to be impos-

sible, and the part within the circle is in accordance with the enunciation

of the Proposition. If the line could fall upon the circumference and

coincide with it, it would follow that a straight line coincides with a curved

line.

From this proposition follows the corollary, that " a straight line cannot

cut the circumference of a circle in more points than two."

Commandine's direct demonstration of Prop. ii. depends on the following

axiom, "If a point be taken nearer to the center of a circle than the cir-

cumference, that point falls within the circle."

Take any point E in AB, and join J)A, BE, DB. (fig. Euc. iii. 2.)

Then because DA is equal to I)B in the triangle DAB
;

therefore the angle DAB is equal to the angle DBA
;

(i. 5.)

but since the side AE of the triangle DAE is produced to B,

therefore the exterior angle DEB is greater than the interior and opposite

angle i>^^; (i. 16.)

but the angle DAE\& equal to the angle DBE,
therefore the angle DEB is greater than the angle DBE.

And in every triangle, the greater side is subtended by the greater angle

;

"therefore the side DB is greater than the side DE
;

_

but DB from the center meets the circumference of the circle,

therefore DE does not meet it.

Wherefore the point E fulls within the circle

:

and E is any point in the straight line AB:
therefore the straight line AB fiills within the circle.

Prop. VII. and Prop, viii." exhibit the same property ; in the former,

the point is taken in the diameter, and in the latter in the diameter pro-

duci'd.

Prop. Tin. An arc of a circle is said to be convex or concave with re-

spect to a point, according as the straight lines drawn from the point meet

the ontxide or indde of the circular arc : and the two points found in the
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circumference of a circle by two straight lines drawn from a given point to

touch the circle, divide the circumference into two portions, one of which is

convex and the other concave, with respect to the given point.

Prop. IX. This appears to follow as a Corollary from Euc. iir. 7.

Prop. XI. and Prop. xii. In the enunciation it is not asserted that the

contact of two circles is confined to a single point. The meaning appears

to he, that supposing two circles to touch each other in any point, the

straight line which joins their centers being produced, shall pass through

that point in which the circles touch each other. In Prop. xiii. it is proved
that a circle cannot touch another in more points than one, by assuming two
points of contact, and proving that this is impossible.

Prop. XIII. The following is Euclid's demonstration of the case, in

which one circle touches another on the inside.

If possible, let the circle EBF touch the circle ABC on the inside, in

more points than in one point, namely in the points B, D. (tig. Euc. in. 13.)

Let P be the center of the circle ABC, and Q the center of EBF. Join
P, Q\ then PQ produced shall pass through the points of contact B, D.
For since P is the center of the circle ABC, PB is equal to PI), but PB is

greater than QD, much more then is QB greater than QD. Again, since

the point Q is the center of the circle EBF, QB is equal to QD; but QB
has been shewn to be greater than QD, which is impossible. One circle

therefore cannot touch another on the inside in more points than in one
point.

Prop. XTi. may be demonstrated directly by a.ssuming the following

axiom :
" If a point be taken further from the center of a circle than the cir-

cumference, that point foils without the circle."

If one circle touch another, either internally or externalhf, the two cir-

cles can have, at tlic point of contact, only one common tangent.

Prop. xvii. When the given point is without the circumicrenco of the
given circle, it is obvious that two equal tangents may be drawn from the
given point to touch the circle, as may be seen from the diagram to Prop.
VIH.

The best practical method of drawing a tangent to a circle from a given
point without the circumference, is the ibllowiiig : join the given point and
tiie center of the circle, upon this line describe a semicircle cutting the
given circle, then the line drawn from the given point to the intersection

will be the tangent required.

Circles are called concentric circles when they have the same center.

Prop, xviii. appears to be nothing more than the converse to Prop, xvi.,

bccausu a tangent to any point of a circumference of a circle is a straight

line at right angles at the extremity of the diameter which meets the cir-

cumference in that point.

Prop. XX. This proposition is proved by Euclid only in the case in

which the angle at the circumference is lc.«.s than a right angle, and i\\&

demonstration is free from olyeclion. If, however, the angle at the cir-

cumference be a right angle, the angle at the center disappears, by the two
straight lines from the center to the extremities of the arc becoming one
straight line. And, if the angle at the circumference be an obtuse angle,

the angle formed by tlie two lines from the centei', does not stain! on the
same arc, but upon the arc which the assumed arc wants of the whole cir-

cumference.

If Euclid's definition of an angle be .strictly observed, Proji. xx. is

geometrically true, only wiien the angle at tlie center is less than two right

angles. If, however, the defect of an angle from four right angles may
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be reg.irded as an angle, the proposition is universally true, as may bo
proved by drawing a line from the angle in the cireuniference through the

center, and thus Ibrming two angles at the center, in Euclid's strict sense

of the term.

In the fir?t case, it is assumed tliat, if tlierc be four magnitudes, such that

the first is double of the second, and tlie third double of the fourth, then the

first and third together sliall be double of the second and fourth together

:

also in the second case, that if one magnitude be double of another, and a
part taken from the first be double of a part taken from the second, the

remainder of the first shall be double the remainder of the second, which

is, in fact, a particular case of Prop. v. Book v
Prop. XXI. Hence, the locus of the vertices of all triangles upon the

same base, and which have the same vertical angle, is a circular arc.

Prop. XXII. The converse of this Proposition, namely : It' the opposite

angles of a quadrilateral figure be equal to two right angles, a circle can be
described about it, is not proved by Euclid.

It is obvious from the demonstration of this proposition, that if any side

of the inscribed figure be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the oppo-

site angle of the figure.

Prop. XXIII. It is obvious from this proposition that of two circular

segments upon the same base, the larger is that which contains the smaller

angle.

Prop. xxr. The three cases of this proposition may be reduced to

one, by drawing any two contiguous cliords to the given arc, bisecting

them, and from the points of bisection drawing- perpendiculars. The
point in which they meet will be the center of the circle. This problem

is equivalent to that of finding a point equally distant from three givei;

points.

Props. xxTi.—xxis. The properties predicated in these four proposi-

tions with respect to equal circlex, are also true when predicated of the

same circle.

Prop. XXXI. suggests a method of drawing a line at right angles to an-

other when the given point is at the extremity of the given line. And tliat

if the diameter of a circle be one of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle,

the base is bisected by the circumference.

Prop. XXXV. The most general case of this Proposition might have been
first demonstrated, and the other more simple cases deduced from it. But
this is not Euclid's method. He always commences with the more simple
case and proceeds to the more difficult afterwards. The following process is

the reverse of Euclid's method.
Assuming the construction in the last fig. to Euc. in. 35. Join FA, FD,

nnd draw i-Vr perpendicular to AC, and FL perpendicular to BD. Then
(Euc. II. 5.) the rectangle AF, EC with square on EK is equal to the square
onAK: add to these equals the sffuare on FK : therefore the rectangle

AE, EC, with the squares on EK^ FFis equal to the squares on A A', FK.
But the squares on EK, FK are equal to the square on EF, and the squares
on AK, FK Bxe equal to the square on AF. Hence the rectangle AE,
EC, with the square on EF is equal to the square on AF.

In a similav way may be shewn, that the rectangle BE, ED with the

square on ^/^ is equal to the scjuare on FI). And the square on FT) is

equal to the square on AD. Wherefore the rectangle AE, EC, with the

square on EC is equal to the rectangle BE, ED with the square on EF.
Take from these ecjuals the square on EF, and the rectangle AE, EC is

equal to the rectangle BE, ED.
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The other more simple cases may easily be deduced from this general

case.

The converse is not proved by Euclid ; namely,—If two straight hues

intersect one another, so that the rectangle contained by the parts of one is

equal to the rectangle contained bV the parts of the other ; then a circle

mav be described passing through the extremities of the two lines. Or, in

other words :—If the diagonals of a quadrilateral hgure intersect one an-

other, so that the rectangle contained by the segments of one of them is

eciual to the rectangle contained by the segments of the other ; then a circle

mav be described about the quadrilateral.

Prop. XXXVI. The converse of the corollary to this proposition may be

thus stated :—If there be two straight lines, such tliat, when produced to

meet, the rectangle contained by one of the lines produced, and the part

produced, be equal to the rectangle contained by the other line produced

and the part produced ; then a circle can be described passing through the

extremities of the two straight lines. Or, If two opposite sides of a quadri-

lateral figure be produced to meet, and the rectangle contained by one of

the sides produced and the part produced, be equal to the rectangle con-

tained by the other side produced and the part produced •, then a circle may

be described about the (juadrilateral figure.

Prop. XXXVII. The demonstration of this theorem may be made shorter

by a reference to the note on Euclid iii. Def 2: for if DB meet the circle

in B and do not touch it at that point, the line must, when produced, cut the

circle in two points.

It is a circumstance worthy of notice, that in this proposition, as well as

in Prop. XLviii. Book i. Euclid departs from the ordinary ex absurdo mode
of proof of converse proptTsitions.

QUESTIONS ON BOOK III.

1. Define accurately the terms radius, arc, circumference, chord, secant.

2. How does a sector differ in form from a segment of a circle V Are they

in any case coincident V

3. What is Euclid's criterion of the equality of two circles? What is

meant by a given circle '? How many points are necessary to determine the

magnitude and /losition of a circle"?

4. When are segments of circles said to be similar? Enunciate the

l)r()pi)sitioiis of the Third Book of Euclid, in which this definition is em-

ployed. Is it employed in a restricted or general form?
5. In how many points can a circle be cut by a straight line and liy an-

otiier circle ?

6. When are Htraight lines eciually distant from the center of a circle ?

7. Shew the necessity of an indirect demoiistiation in Euc. ni. 1.

8. Find the center of a given circle without bisecting any straiglit line.

1). Shew tliat it' the circumference of one of two eipial circh's pass tlnousrh

the center of the other, the portions of tiie two circles, each of which lies

without the eircuniferenc* of ihe other circle, are eciual.

ID. W a straight lino passing through the center of a circle bisect a

straight line in it, it shall cut it at right angles. Point out the cxceplion;

and .shew that if a straiglit line bisect the arc and base of a segment of a

circle, it will, when j)r()diU'(Ml, pass tiirough the center.

11. If any point be taken within a circle, and a right line be drawn from
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it to the circumference, how many lines can generally be drawn equal to it ?

Draw them.
1'2. Find the shortest distance between a circle and a given straight line

witliout it.

I'.i. Shew that a circle can only have' one center, stating the axioms upon
which your proof depends.

14. Why would not the demonstration of Euc. iii. !), hold good, if there

were only two such equal straight lioes?

15. Two parallel chords in a circle are respectively six and eight inches

in length, and one inch apart ; how many inches is the diameter in length ?

16. Which is the greater chord in a circle whose diameter is 10 inclics;

that whose length is 5 inches, or that whose distance from the center is

4 inches V

17. What is the locus of the middle points of all equal straight lines in

a circle ?

18. The radius of a circle BCDGF, (fig. Euc. iii. IT).) whose center is E.

is equal to five inches. The distance of the line FG from the center is four

inches, and the distance of the line BC from the center is three inches, re-

quired the lengths of the lines FG, BC.
19. If the chord of an arc be twelve inches long, and be divided into two

segments of eight and foui' inches by another chord : what is the length of

the latter chord, if one of its segments be two inches ?

20. What is the radius of that circle of which the chords of an arc and

of double the arc are five and eight inches respectively ?

21. If the chord of an arc of a circle whose diameter is 8^ inches, be

five inches, what is the length of the chord of double the arc of the same

circle ?

22. State when a straight line is said to touch a circle, and shew from

your definition that a straight line cannot be drawn to touch a circle from a

point within it.

23. Can more circles than one touch a straight line in the same point ?

24. Shew from the construction, Euc. iii. 17, that two equal straight

lines, and only two, can be drawn touching a given circle from a given

point without it : and one, and only one, from a point in the circumfer-

ence.

25. What is the locus of the centers of all the circles vvhich touch a

straight line in a given point ?

26. How may a tangent be drawn at a given point in the circumference

of a circle, without knowing the center?

27. In a circle place two chords of given length at right angles to each

other.

28. From Euc. iii. 19, shew how many circles equal to a given circle

may be drawn to touch a straight line in the same point.

29. Enunciate Euc. iii. 20. Is this true, when the base is greater than a

semicircle ? If so, why has Euclid omitted this case ?

30. The angle at the center of a circle is doul)lc of that at the circum-

ference. How will it ai)pear hence that the angle in a semicircle is a right

angle ?

31. What conditions are essential to the possibility of the inscription and

circumscription of a circle in and about a quadrilateral figure ?

32. What conditions are requisite in order that a jiarallelogram may be

inscribed in a circle ? Are there any analogous conditions requisite that a

parallelogram may be described about a circle?

83. Define the angle in a segment of a circle, and the angle on a seg-
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iiient ; and shew, that in the same circle, they are together equal to two right

angles.

34. State and prove the converse of Euc. iii. 22.

• 35. All circles which pass through two given points have their centers in

a certain straight line.

36. Describe the circle ofwhich a given segment is a part. Give Euclid's

more simple method of solving the same problem independently of the mag-
nitude of the given segment.

37. In the same circle equal straight lines cut off equal circumferences.

If these straight lines have any point common to one another, it must not be

in the circumference. Is the enunciation given complete ?

38. Enunciate Euc. in. 31, and deduce the proof of it from Euc. in. 20.

39. What is the locus of the vertices of all right-angled triangles which

can be described upon the same hypotenuse ?

40. How may a perpendicular be drawn to a given straight line from one
of its extremities without produchuj the line ?

41. If the angle in a semicircle be a right angle ; what is the angle in a

quadrant ?

42. The sum of the squares of any two lines drawn from any point in a

semicircle to the extremity of the diameter is constant. Express that con-

stant in terms of the radius.

43. In the demonstration of Euc. iii. 30, it is stated that " equal straight

linos cut off equal circumferences, the greater equal to the greater, and the

le.<s to tha less :
" explain by reference to the diagram the meaning of this

statement.

44. How many circles may be described so as to pass through one, two,

and three given points ? In what case is it possible for a circle to pass

through three given points?

4.5. Compare the circumference of the segment (Euc. iir. 33.) wilh the

whole circumference when the angle contained in it is a right angle and a half.

40. Include tlu; four cases of Euc. iii. 3."), in one general proof.

47. Enunciate the propositions which are converse to Props. 32, 35, of
Book HI.

48. if the position of the center of a circle be known with respect to a
given point outside a circle, and the distance of the circumference to the
point be ten inches : what is the length of the diameter of the circle, if a
tangent di-awu from the given point \w. fifteen inches?

49. If two stiaight lines l)e drawn from a point without a circle, and be
both terminated by the concave part of the circumference, and if one of the
lines pass through the center, and a portion of the otlier line intercepted by
the circle, l)e equal to the radius : find the diameter of the circle, if the two
lines meet the convex part of the circumference, a, 6, units respectively from
the given point.

50. Upon what propositions depends the demonstration of Euc. in. 3.5?

Is any extension made of this proposition in the Third Honk V

51. What condition.s must be fulfilled that a circle may pass ihrougli four
given points?

52. Wiiy is it considered necessary to demonstrate all the separate cases
of Euc. ni. 35, 30, geometrically, which arc comprehended in one fornnda,
when expressed by Algebraic symbols?

53. Enunciate the converse propositions of the Third Book of Endid
wliich are not demonstrated ex ahxurdo : and state the tliree nietliods which
Euclid employs in the demonstration of converse propositions in the First

and Third Books of the Elements.
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM.

If AB, CD be chords of a circle at right angles to each other, prove that

the sum of the arcs AC, BD is equal to the sum of the arcs AD, BC.

Draw the diameter i^(r^ parallel to AB, aud cutting CD in H.
D

Then the arcs FBG and FOG are each half the circumference.

Also since CD is bisected in the point II,

the arc FD is equal to the arc FC,
and the arc FD is equal to the arcs FA, AD, of which, AF is

equal to BG,
therefore the arcs AD, BG are equal to the arc FO;

add to each CG,
therefore the arcs AD, BC are equal to the arcs FC, CG, ^vhich make

up the half circumference.

Hence also the arcs AC, DB are equal to half the circumference.

Wherefore the arcs AD, BC are equal to the arcs AC, DB.

PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM.

TTie diameter of a circle having been produced to a given point, it is re-

quired to find in the part produced a point, from which if a tangent be draicn

to the circle, it shall be equal to the segment of the part produced, that is, be-

tween the given pohit and the point found.

Analysis. Let AEB be a circle whose center is C, and whose
diameter AB is produced to the given point D.

Suppose that G is the point required, such that tlie segment GD
is equal to the tangent GE drawn from G to touch the circle in E.

F

Join DE and produce it to meet the circumference asain in F\
join also CE and CF.

Then in the triangle GDF. because GD is equal to GE,
therefore the angle GED is equal to the angle GDE;
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and because CE is equal to CF^
the angle CEF'is. equal to the angle CFE\

therefore the angles GEF, GED are equal to the angles CFE^
GDE:

but since GE is a tangent at E^

therefore the angle CEG is a right angle, (iii. IS.)

hence the angles GEE, GEE are equal to a right angle,

and consequently, the angles CFE^ EDG are also equal to aright
angle,

wherefore the remaining angle FCD of the triangle CED is a right

angle,

and therefore GF'\% perpendicular to AB.
Synthesis. From the center C, draw GF perpendicular to AD

meeting the circumference of the circle in F:
join I)F cutting the circumference in E^

join also GE^ and at E draw EG perpendicular to CE and inter-

secting BI) in G.

Then G will be the point required.

For in the triangle CFD^ since FCD is a right angle, the angles

CED; CDF are together equal to a riglit angle

;

also since CEG is a right angle,

therefore the angles GEF^ GED are together equal to a right

angle

;

therefore the angles GEF^ GED are equal to the angles CFD:>

CDF;
but because CE is equal to CF^

the angle CEF\» equal to the angle GED,
wherefore the remaining angle GED is equal to the remaining

angle CDF,
and the side GD is equal to the side 6^^ of the triangle EGD,
therefore the point G is determined according to the required

conditions.

PROPOSITION III. THECitKM.

If a chord of a circle be produced till the part produced he equal to the

yadius, and if from its extremity a line be drawn through the centre and
mectinr/ the convex and concave circumferences, the convex is one-third of the

concave circumference.

Let AB any chord be produced to C, so that ^Cis equd to the
radius of the circle

:

and let CE be drawn from C through the center D, and in«etmg
the convex circumference in F, and the concave in E.

Then the arc BF'x'i oile-third of the arc AE.
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Draw EG parallel to AB, and join DB, DG.
Since the angle JjEG is equal to the' angle DCE\ (i. 5.)

and the angle GDFxa equal to the angles DEG, DGE\ (i. 32.)
tlierefore the angle GDC is double of the angle DEG.
But the angle BDG is equal to the angle BVD^ (i. 5.)

and the angle GEG is equal to the alternate angle AGE\ (i. 29.)
therefore the angle GDC is double of the angle CDB^

add to these equals the angle CDB^
therefore the whole angle GDB is treble of the angle CDB^
but the angles GDB^ CDB at the centei- Z*, are subtended by the

ares BF^ BG, of which BG is equal to AE.
Wherefore the circumference AE is treble of the circumference

BE, and BF\s one-third of .4^.

Hence may be solved the following problem

:

AE^ BF are two arcs of a circle intercepted between a chord and
a given diameter. Determine the position of the chord, so that one
arc shall be triple of the othei*.

PKOrOSITION IV. THEOREM.

AB, AC and ED are tangents to the circle CFB ; at whatever point be-

tween C and B the tangent EFD is drawn, the three sides of the triangle

AED are equal to twice AB or twice AC : also the angle subtended by the

tangent EFD at the center of the circle, is a constant qiiantitg.

Take G the center of the circle, and join GB, GE, GE, GD, GC.
Then EB is equal to EF, and DC to DE; (iii. 37.)

therefore ED is equal to EB and DC;
to each of these add AE, AD,

wherefore AD, AE, ED are equal to AB, AC;
and ^4i?is equal to AC,

therefore AD, AE, ED are equal to twice AB, or twice AC;
or the perimeter of the triaiigle AED is a constant quantity.

Again, the angle EGF is half of the angle BGF,
and the angle i'^^Fis half of the angle CGE,

therefore tlie angle DGEh half of the angle CGB,
or the angle subtended by the tangent ED at G, is half of the angle

contained between the two radii which meet the circle at the points
where the two tangents AB, ^4 f meet the circle.

PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM.

Given the base, the vertical angle, and the perpendicular in a. plane tri-

angle, to construct it.
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Upon the given base AB describe a segment of a circle contain-

ing an angle equal to the given angle, (iii. 33.)

At the point B dra^v ^r perpendicular to AB, and equal to the

altitude of the triangle, (i. 11, 3.)

Through C, draw CBB parallel to AB, and meeting the circum-

ference in D and U. (i. 31.)

Join DA, BB; also BA, EB;
then BAB or BAB is the triangle required.

It is also manifest, that if CBB touch the circle, there will be
only one triangle which can be constructed on the base AB with
the given altitude.

PROPOSITIOX TI. THEOREM.

If two chorda of a circle intersect each other at right angles either within

or without the circle, the sum of the squares described upon the four seg-

ments, is equal to the square described upon the diainetcr.

Let the chords AB, CB intersect at right angles in E.

A

Draw the diameter AF, and join A C, AD, CF, DB.
Then the angle ACF in a semicircle is a right angle, (iii. 31.)

and equal to the angle AED:
also the angle ABC is equal to the angle AFC. (iii. 21.)

Hence in the triangles ABE, AFC, tliere are two angles in the

one respectively eiiual to two angles in the other,

consetjucntly, the third angle CAF is equal to the third angle

DAB\
therefore tlic arc BB is equal to the arc CF, (in. 2f).)

and therefore also the chord BB i-^ equal to the chord CF. (in. 29.)

Because AEC is a right-angled triangle,

the squares on A E, EC are ei|nal to the si|uare on A C; (i. 47.)

similarly, the squares on 1)E, EB are eciual to the stpiare on BB;
therefore the stjuares on AE, EC, BE, EB, are equal to the scpuires

on.'lC, DB;
but BB was proved equal to FC,

and the squares on AC, FC ara equal to the square on AF,
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wherefore the squares on AE, FC, DF, EB, are equal to the squnra

on A F, the diameter of the ch-cle.

"When tho cliords meet without the circle, the property is proved.

in a similar manner.

I.

7. THROuon a given point within a circle, to draw a chord which
shall be bisected in that point, and prove it to be the least.

8. To draw tliat diameter of a given circle which shall pass at a

given distance from a given point.

9. Find the locus of the middle points of any system of parallel

chords in a circle.

10. The two straight lines which join the opposite extremities

of two parallel cliords, intersect in a point in that diameter which
is perpendicular to the chords.

11. The straight lines joining towards the same parts, the ex-

tremities of any two lines in a circle equally distant from the center,

are parallel to each other.

12. A, B, C, A', B', G' are points on the circumference of a

circle; if the lines AB, AG he respectively parallel to A'B', A' G',

shew that BG' is parallel to B'G.

13. Two chords of a circle being given in position and magnitude,

describe the circle.

14. Two circles are drawn, one lying within the other
;
prove

that no cliord to the outer circle can be bisected in the point in

which it touches the inner, unless the circles are concentric, or the

chord be per{)endicular to the common diameter. If the circles

have the same center, shew that every chord which touches the

inner circle is bisected in the point of contact.

15. Draw a chord in a circle, so that it may be double of its

perpendicular distance from tlie center.

16. The arcs intercepted between any two parallel chords in a

circle are equal.

17. If any point P be taken in the plane of a circle, and PA,
PB, PG, . . be drawn to any number of points A, B, C, . . situated

symmetrically in the circumference, the sum of PA, PB, . . is least

when P is at the center of the circle.

11.

' 18. The sura of the arcs subtending the vertical angles made by
any two chords that intersect, is the same, as long as the angle of

intersection is the s;ime.

19. From a point without a circle two straightlines are drawn
cutting thb convex and concave circumferences, and also respectively

parallel to two radii of the circle. Prove that the diflerence of the

concave and convex arcs intercepted by the cutting lines, is equal to

twice the arc intercepted by the radii.

20. In a circle with center O, any two chords, AB, GD are drawn
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cutting in E, and OA, OB, OC, OD are joined; prove that the

angles AOC+BOD = 2.AEC, and AOB+BOC =2.AED.
21. If from any point witliout a circle, lines be drawn cutting the

circle and making equal angles with the longest line, they will cut

off equal segments.

22. If the corresponding extremities of two intersecting chords

of a circle be joined, the triangles thus formed will be equiangular.

23. Through a given point within or without a circle, it is required

to draw a straight line cutting off a segment containing a given angle.

24. If on two lines containing an angle, segments of circles b&

described containing angles equal to it, the lines produced will touch

the segments.

25. Any segment of a circle being described on the base of a tri-

angle ; to describe on the other sides segments similar to that on the

base.

26. If an arc of a circle be divided into three equal parts by three

straight lines drawn from one extremity of the arc, tlie angle con-

tained by two of the straiglit lines is bisected by the third.

27. If the chord of a given circular segment be produced to a
fixed point, describe upon it when so produced a segment of a circle

Avhich shall be similar to the given segment, and shew that the two
segments have a common tangent.

28. If AD, CE be drawn perpendicular to the sides BC, AB of

the triangle ABC, and DE be joined, prove that the angles ADE^
and ylCii are equal to each other.

29. If from any point in a circular arc, perpendicidars be let fall

on its bounding radii, the distance of their feet is invariable.

III.

80. If both tangents Ite drawn, (fig. Euc. in. 17.) and the points

of contact joined by a straight line which cuts EA in H, and on HA
as diameter a circle be described, the lines drawn through Eio toucli

this circle will meet it on the circumference of the given circle.

31. Draw, (1) perpendicular, (2) parallel to a given line, a line

touching a given circle.

32. If two straight lines intersect, the centers of all circles that

can be inscribed between them, lie in two lines at right angles to

each other.

33. Draw two tangents to a given circle, which shall contain an
angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

3-i. Describe a circle with a given radius touching a given lino,

and so that the tangents drawn to it from two given points in tliis

line may be parallel, and shew that, if the radius vary, the locus of
tlie centers of tlie circles so described is a circle.

35. Determine the distance of a point from the center of a given
circle, so that if tangents be drawn from it to the circle, the concave
jjart of the circumference may be doulile of the convex.

30. In a chord of a circle produced, it is required to find a point,

from whicli if a straight line be drawn touching the circle, the line

60 drawn shall be equal to a given straight line.
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87. Find a point without a given circle, such that the sum of the
two lines drawn from it touchino; the circle, shall be equal to the
Jine drawn from it tlii-ough the center to meet the circle.

38. If from a point without a circle two tangents be drawn ; tho
etraiglit line which joins the ])oints of contact will be bisected at right

angles by a line drawn from tiie center to the point without the circle.

39. If tangents be drawn at the extremities of any two diameters
of a circle, and produced to intersect one another ; the straight lines

joining the opposite points of intersection will both pass through
the center.

40. If from any point without a circle two lines be drawn touch-
ing the circle, and from the extremities of any diameter, lines bo
drawn to the point of contact cutting each other within the circle,

the line drawn from the points without the circle to the point of in-

tersection, shall be perpendicular to the diameter.

41. If any chord of a circle be produced equally both ways, and
tangents to tlie circle be drawn on opposite sides of it from its ex-
tremities, the line joining the points of contact bisects the given chord.

42. AB is a chord, and AD is a tangent to a circle at A. DPQ
. any secant parallel to AB meeting the circle in P and Q. Shew
that the triangle PAD is equiangular with the triangle QAB.

48. If from any ])oint in the circumference of a circle a chord and
tangent be drawn, the perpendiculars dmjiped upon them from the
middle point of the subtended arc, are equal to one another.

IV.

44. In a given straight line to find a point at which two other
straight lines being drawn to two given points, shall contain a right

angle. Shew that if the distance between the two given points be
greater than tlie sum of their distances from the given line, there

will be two such points ; if equal, there may be only one ; if less^

the problem may be impossible.

45. Find the point in a given straight line at which the tangents

to a given circle will contain the greatest angle.

46. Of all straight lines which can be drawn from two given
points to meet in the convex circumference of a given circle, the sum
of those two will be the least, which make equal angles with the
tangent at the point of concourse.

47. DF is a straight line touching a circle, and terminated by
AD, BF, the tangents at the extremities of the diameter AB, shew
that the angle which Z'F subtends at tlie center is a right angle.

48. If tangents Am, Bn be drawn at the extremities of the diam-
eter of a semicircle, and any line in mPn crossing them and touch-

ing the circle in P, and if AN, BM be joined intersecting in and
cutting the semicircle in jE'and F: shew that 0, P, and the point of

intersection of the tangents at E and F, are in the same straight line.

49. If from a point P without a circle, any straight line be drawn
cutting the circumference in A and B, shew that the straight lines

joining the points A and B with the bisection of the chord of con-

tact of the tangents from P, make equal angles with that chord.
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V.

50. Describe a circle -svLicli shall pass throngli a given point and
which shall touch a given straight line ia a given point.

51. Draw a straight line which shall touch a given circle, and
make a given angle with a given straight line.

52. Describe a circle the circumference of which shall pass

through a given point, aud touch a given circle in a given point.

53. Describe a circle with a given center, such that the circle so

described and a given circle may touch one another internally.

54. Describe the circles which shall pass through a given poinc

and touch two given straight lines.

55. Describe a circle with a given center, cutting a given circle

in the extremities of a diameter.

56. Describe a circle which shall have its center in a given

straight line, touch another given line, and pass through a fixed

point in the first given line.

57. The center of a given circle is equidistant from two given

straight lines ; to describe another circle which shall touch the two
straight lines and shall cut off from the given circle a segment con-

taining an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

YI.

58. If any two circles, the centers of which are given, intersect

each other, the greatest line which can be drawn througli either

point of intersection and terminated by the circles, is independent
of the diameters of tiie circles.

59. Two e()ual circles intersect, the lines joining the points in

which any straigiit line through one of the points of section, which
meets the circles with the other point of section, are equal.

60. Draw through one of the points in which any two circles cut

one another, a straight line which shall be terminated by tlieir cir-

cumferences and bisected in their point of section.

61. Describe two circles with given radii which shall cut each

other, and have tho line between the points of section equal to a

given line.

G2. Two circles cut each other, and from the points of intersec-

tion straight lines are drawn parallel to one another, the portions in-

tercepted by the circumferences are eciual.

63. ACB^ ADB are two segments of circles on the same base

AB, take any point C in the segment ACB\ join AV, B(\ and pro-

duce tiicm to meet the segment ADB in D and E respectively : shew
that the arc DE is constant.

64. A T)B, A CB. are the arcs of two equal circles cutting one

another in the straight line .4^, draw the chord yl 6'/? cutting the

inner circumference in C and the outer in />, such that AD and DB
together may be double i^i A T' and CB together.

65. If from two fixed ])nints in the circumference of a circle,

straight lines be drawn intercejiting a given arc and meeting without

the circle, the locus of their intersections is a circle.
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GO. If two circles intersect, the common chord produced bisects

the common ta,iii;;ent.

67. Shew th;it, if two circles cut each other, and from any point

in the straight line produced, which joins their intersections, two tan-

gents be drawn, one to each circle, they shall he equal to one another.

68. Two circles intersect in the jKunts A and i/; through A and
J5 any two straight lines CAU, JSJJF, are drawn cutting the circles

in the points 0, I), E^ F\ prove that CE is parallel to DF.
69. Two equal circles are drawn intersecting in the points A and

B^ a third circle is drawn with center A and any radius not greater

than AB intersecting the former circles in D and C. Shew that the
three points B^ <7, I) lie in one and the same straight line.

70. If two circles cut each other, the straiglit line joining their

centers will bisect their common chord at right angles.

71. Two circles cut one another; if through a point of intersec-

tion a straight line be drawn bisecting the angle between the diame-
ters at that ])oint, this line cuts off similar segments in the two circles.

72. AGB^ APB are two equal circles, the center of APB being
on the circumference of AGB. AB being the common chord, if any
chord AG of A GB be produced to cut APB in P, the triangle PBO
is equilateral.

VII.

73. If two circles touch each other externally, and two parallel

lines be drawn, so touching the circles in points A and B respectively

that neither circle is cut, then a straight line AB will pass through
the point of contact of the circles.

74. A common tangent is drawn to two circles which touch each
other externally ; if a circle be described on that part of it which
lies between the points of contact, as diameter, this circle will pass

through the point of contact of the two circles, and will touch the

line which joins their centers.

75. If two circles touch each other externally or internally, and
parallel diameters be drawn, the straight line joining the extremities

of these diameters will pass through the point of contact.

76. If two circles touch each other internally, and any circle be
described touching both, prove that the sum of the distances of its

center from the centers of the two given circles will be invariable.

77. If two circles touch each other, any straight line passing

through the point of contact, cuts off similar parts of their circum-

fei'ences.

78. Two circles touch each other externally, the diameter of one
being double of the diameter of the other ; through the point of con-

tact any lino is drawn to meet the circumferences of both ; shew
that the part of the line which lies in the larger circle is double of

that in the smaller.

79. If a circle roll within another of twice its size, any point in

its circumference will trace out a diameter of the first.

80. With a given radius to describe a cu'cle touching two giv^i

circles.
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81. Two equal circles touch one another externally, and through

the point of contact chords are drawn, one tu each circle, at right

angles to each
;
prove that the straight line joining the other extrem-

ities of these chords is equal and parallel to the straight line joining

the centres of the circles.

82. Two circles can be described, each of which shall touch a

given circle, and pass through two given points outside the circle;

shew that the angles which the two given points subtend at the two

points of contact, are one greater and the other less than that which

they subtend at any other point in the given circle.

YIII.

83. Draw a straight line which shall touch two given circles;

(1) on tlie same side
; (2) on the alternate sides.

84. If two circles do not touch each other, and a segment of the

line joining their centers be intercepted between the convex circum-

ferences, any circle whose diameter is not less than that segment may
be so placed as to touch both the circles.

85. Given two circles : it is required to find a point from which

tangents may be drawn to each, equal to two given straight lines.

8fi. Two circles are traced on a plane; draw a straight line

cutting them in such a manner that the chords intercepted within the

circles shall have given lengths.

87. Draw a straight line which shall touch one of two given circles

and cut off a given segment from the other. Of how many solutions

does this problem admit?

88. If from the point where a common tangent to two circles

meets the line joining their centers, any line be drawn cutting the

circles, it will cut off similar segment.-".

89. To find a point P, so that tangents drawn from it to the out-

sides of two equal circles which touch each other, may contain an angle

*qual to a given angle.

90. Describe a circle which shall touch a given straight line at a

given point, and bisect the circumference of u given circle.

91. A circle is described to ])ass through a given point and cut a

given circle orthogonally, shew that the locus of the center is a certain

straight line.

92. Through two given points to describe a circle bisecting the

circumference of a given circle.

03. Describe a circle through a given point, and touching a given

straight line, so that the chord joining the given point and point of

contact, may cut off a segment containing a given angle.

94. To describe a circle tiirough two given points to cut a straight

line given in position, so that a diameter of the circle drawn through

the point of intersection, shall make a given angle with the line.

95. Dcscril)e a circle whidi should i)nss throuudi two given points

and cut a given circle, so that the chord of intersection may bo of a

given length.

8
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IX.

96. The oifpumfercnco of one circle is Avholly -vritliin that of an-

other. Find the greatest and the least straight lines that can be drawn
touching the former and terminated by the latter.

97. Draw a straight line througii two concentric circles, so that the

chord terminated by the exterior circumference may be double that

terminated by the interior. What is the least value of the radius of

the interior circle for which the problem is pos-iblc ?

98. If a straight line be drawn cutting any number of concentric

circles, shew that the segments so cut ofi'are not similar.

99. If from any point in the circumference of the exterior of two

concentric circles, two straigiit lines be drawn touching the interior

and meeting the exterior; the distance between tliepoints of contact

•will be halt^that between the points of inters-ection.

100. Shew that all equal straight lines in a circle will be touched

by another circle.

101. Tiirough a given point draw a straight line so that the part

intercepted by the cfrcumference of a circle, shall be equal to a given

straight line not greater than the diameter.

102. Two circles are described about the same center, draw a chord

to the outer circle, which shall be divided into three equal parts by the

inner one. How is the possibility of the problem limited ?

103. Find a point without a given circle from which if two tan-

gents be drawn to it, they shall contain an angle equal to a given

angle, and shew that the locus of this point is a circle concentric with

the civen circle.

104. Draw two concentric circles such that those chords of the

outer circle which touch the inner, may be equal to its diameter.

105. Find a point in a given straight line from which the tangent

drawn to a given circle, is of given length.

106. If any number of chords be drawn in the inner of two con-

centric circles, from the same point A in its circumference, and each

of the chords be then produced beyond ^ to the circumference of the

outer circle, the rectangle contained by the whole line so i)roduced

and the part of it produced, shall be constant lor all the cases.

X.

107. The circles described on the sides of any triangle as diameters

will intersect in the sides, or sides produced, of the triangle.

108. The circles which are described upon the sides of a right-

anHed triangle as diameters, meet the hypotenuse in the same point;

and the line drawn from the point of intersection to the center of either

of the circles will be a tangent to the other circle.

109. If on the sides of a triangle circular arcs be described contain-

ing an-les whose sum is equal to two right angles, the triangle formed

by'^the lines joining their centers, has its angles equal to those m the

segments.
, « j.

•

110. The perpendiculars let fall from the three angles of any tri-

angle upon tlie opposite sides, intersect each other in the saTiic ]<>i"t.

111. If AD, CE bo drawn perpendicular to the sides BC\ AB of
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the triangle ABC, prove that the rectangle contained by BO and BI),

is equal to the rectani2;le contained by BA and BE.

112. The lines whrch bisect the vertical angles of all triangleson the

same base and witli tlie same vertical angle, ail intersect in one i)oint.

113. Of all triangles on the same base and between the sam*^

parallels, the isosceles has tlie greatest vertical angle.

114. It is required witiiin an isosceles triangle to find a point snclv

that its distance from one of the equal angles may be douL^le its dis-

tance from the vertical angle.

115. To find witliin an atuite-angled triangle, a point from which,

if straight lines be drawn to the three angles of the triangle, they shall

make equal angles with each other.

116. A flag-staff of a given height is erected on a tower whose

height is also given: at what point on the horizon will the flag-stalJ

appear under tlie greatest possible angle?

117. A ladder is gradually raised against a wall ; find the locus of

its middle point.

118. The triangle formed by the chord of a circle (produced

or not) the tangent at its extremity, and any line per[)endicular

to the diameter through its other extremity will be isosceles.

119. AD, BE are perpendiculars from the angles A and B
on the opposite sides of a triangle, BF perpendicular to BB or ED
produced ; shew that the angle FBD = EBA.

XI.

120. If three equal circles have a common point of intersection,

prove that a straight line joining any two of the points of intersection,

will be perpendicular to the straight lina joining the other two points

of intersection.

121. Two equal circles cut one another, and a third circle touches

each of these two equal circles externally ; the straight line which joins

the points of section will, if produced, pass through the centre of the

third circle.

122. A number of circles tonch each other at the same point, and a

straight line is drawn from it cutting them: thesti'aight lines joining

each point ofintersection with the centre ofthe circle will be all parallel.

123. If three circles intersect one another, two and two, the three

chords joining the points of intersection shall all pass through one
point.

124. If three circles touch each other externally, and the three

common tangents be drawn, these tangents shall intersect in a point

lequidistant from the points of contact of the circles.

125. If two equal circles intersect one another in A and 7?, and
from one of the points of intersection as a center, a circle be described

which shall cut both of the equal circles, then will the other ])oint of

intersection, and the two points in which the third circle c\its the

other two on the same side of AB, be in the same straight line.

XII.

126. Given the ba?e, the vertical angle, and the difference of tho
sides, to construct the triangle.-
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127. Describe a triangle, having given the vertical angle, and

the segments of the base made by a line bisecting the vertical angle.

128. Given the perpendicular beiglit, the vertical angle and the

sura of the sides, to construct the triangle.

129. Construct a triangle in wliich the vertical angle and the

difference of the two angles at the base shall be respectively equal to

two given angles, and whose base shall be equal to a given straight

line.

1.30. Given the vertical angle, the difference of the two sides con-

taining it, and the ditterence of the segments of the base made by a

perpeiidi(!ular from the vertex ; construct the triangle.

131. Given the vertical angle, and the lengths of two lines drawn

from the extremities of the base to the points of bisection of the sides,

to construct the triangle.

132. Given the base, and vertical angle, to find the triangle whose

area is a maximum.
133. Given the base, the altitude, and the sum of the two re-

maining sidee ;
construct the triangle.

134. Describe a triangle of given base, area, and vertical angle.

135. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the

locus of the intersection of perpendiculars to the sides from the ex-

tremities of the base.

XIII.

136. Shew that the perpendiculars to the sides of a quadrilateral

inscribed in a circle from their middle points intersect in a fixed point.

137. The lines bisecting any angle of a quadrilateral figure in-

scribed in a circle, and the opposite exterior angle, meet in the cir-

cumference of the circle.

138. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a

circle be equal, prove that the other two are parallel.

139. The angles subtended at the center of a circle by any two

opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure circumscribed about it, are

together equal to two right angles.

140. Four Circles are described so that each may touch internally

three of the sides of a quadrilateral figure, or one side and the ad-

jacent sides produced ; shew that the centers of these four circles will

all lie in the circumference of a circle.

141. One side of a trapezium capable of being inscribed in a given

circle is given, the sum of the remaining three sides is given ; and also

one of the angles opposite to the given side : construct it.

142. If the sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle be

produced to meet, and from each of the points of intersection a

straight line be drawn, touching the circle, the squares of these tan-

gents are together equal to the square of the straight line joining the

points of intersection.

143. If a quadrilateral figure be described about a circle, the

sums of the opposite sides are equal ; and each sum equal to half the

perimeter of the figure.

144. A quadrilateral ABCD is inscribed in a circle, BG and DO
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are produced to meet AB and AB jiroduced in B and F. The angles
ABC and ABC are together equal to AFC, ABB, and twice the
angle BA C.

145. If the hypotenuse AB of a right-angled triangle ABC be
bisected in B, and BBF dva.\\n perpendicular to AB, and BF. BF cnt
off each equal to BA, and CF, CF joined, prove that the last two
lines will bisect the angle at C and its supplement respectively.

146. ABCB is a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle.

Through its angular points tangents are drawn so as to form an-
.V)ther quadrilateral figure FBLCHBFA circumscribed about the
circle. Find the relation which exists between the angles of the ex-
terior and the angles of the interior figure.

147. The angle contained by the tangents drawn at the extremi-
ties of any chord in a circle is equal to the difl\*rence of the angles in

segments made by the chord : and also equal to twice the angle con-
tained by the same chord and a diameter drawn from either of its

extremities.

148. If ABCB be a quadrilateral figure, and the lines AB, AC,
AB be equal, shew that the angle BAB is double of CBB and CBB
together.

149. If the sides of a quadrilateral figure circumscribing a circle,

touch the circle at the angular points of an inscribed quadrilateral

figure ; all the diagonals will intersect in the same jioint.

150. In a quadrilateral figure ABCB is inscribed a second quad-
rilateral by joining the middle points of its adjacent sides; a third

is similarly inscribed in the second, and so on. Shew that each of
the series of (juadrilaterals will be capable of being inscribed in a

circle if the first three are so. Shew also that two at least of the
opposite sides of ABCB must be equal, and that the two squares
upon tliese sides are together equal to the sum of the squares upon
the other two.

XIV.

151. If from any point in the diameter of a semicircle, there ho
fli<i;Wn two straight lines to the circumference, one to the bisection

of the circumference, the other at rigiit angles to the diameter, the
squares ujjon these two lines are together double of the square upon
the semi-diameter.

152. If from any point in the diameter of a circle, straight lines

be drawn to tbe extremities of a parallel chord, the squares on these

lines are together equal to the squares on the segments into which
the diameter is divided.

15;]. T^om a given point without a circle, at a distance from tho

circumference of the circle not greater than its diameter, draw a

straight line to the concave circumference which shall be bisected

by the convex circumference.

154. If any two chords be drawn in a circle perpendicular to

each other, th<> sum of their s(|uares is equal to twice tho sipiare of

the diameter diminished l)y four times the square of the line joiiiiig

the center with their point ofintersection.
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155. Two points nre taken in the diameter of a circle at any
equal distances from the center ; tliro;i;^'li one of tliese draw any
chord, and join its extremities and the other point. The triangle au

formed has the sum of the S(piares of its sides invariable.

150. If chords drawn from any fixed point in the circnmferenca

of a circle, be cut by another chord which is parallel to the tangent

at that point, the rectangle contained by each chord, and the part of

it intercepted between the given point and the given chord, is constant.,

157. If AB be a chord of a circle inclined by half a riglit angle to

the tangent at A, and AC, AD be any two chords e(iually inclined

to^i^, AC' +AD'^2.AB\
158. A chord POQ cuts the diameter of a circle in Q, in an angle

equal to half a right angle ; PO''+OQ-= 2{rad./.

159. Let AGDB be a semicircle whose diameter is AB-^ and
AD^ BC any two chords intersecting in P

;
prove that

AB-=DA.AP+ CB.BP.

IGO. J^ ABDChe any parallelogram, and if a circle be described
passing through the point A, and cutting the sides AB, AC, and the
diagonal AB, in the points /''', G, Z/" respectively, shew that

AB.AF+AC.AG = AD.AH.
IGl. Produce a given straight line, so that the rectangle under

the given line, and the whole line pi'oduced, may equal the square
of the part produced.

162. If ^4 be a point within a circle, BC the diameter, and through
A, AD be drawn per})endicular to the diameter, and BAB meeting
the circumference in B, then BA.BE = BC.BD.

163. The diameter ACD of a circle, whose center is C, is pro-
duced to P, determine a point F in the line AP such that the rec-

tangle PF.PC inny be equal to the rectangle PD.PA.
164. To produce a given straight line, so that the rectangle con-

tained by the whole line thus produced, and the part of it produced,
shall be equal to a given square.

165. Two straight lines stand at right angles to each other, one of
"which passes through the center of a given circle, and from any j)oint

in the other, tangents are dpawn to the circle. Prove that the chord
joining the points of contact cuts the first line in the same point, what-
ever be the point in the second from which the tangents are drawn.

166. A, B, C, D, are four points in order in a straight line, find

a point E between B and C, such that AE.EB = ED.EC, by a geo-
metrical construction.

167. If any two circles touch each other in the point 0, and lines

be drawn through at right angles to each other, tlje dhe line cut-

ting the circles in P, P, the other in Q, Q'
; and if the line joining

the centers of the circles cut them in A, A' ; then

FP'+Q'Q'' = A'A\
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BEFIOTTIONS.

I.

A RECTILINEAL figure is said to be inscribed in another rectilineal

figure, when all the angular points of the inscribed figure are upon
the sides of the figure in which it is inscribefl, each ujion each.

n.

In likemanner, a figure is said to be described about another figure,

when all the sides of the circumscribed figure pass through the angular
points of the figure about which it is described, each through each.

III.

A rectilineal figure is said to be inscribed in a circle, when all the
angular points of the inscribed figure are upon the circumference of

the circle.

IV.

A rectilineal figure is said to be described about a circle, when each
side of the circumscribed figure touches the circumference of the circle.

In like manner, a circle is said to be inscribed in a rectilineal figure,

when the circumference of the circle touches each side of the figure.

VI.

A circle is said to bo described about a rectilineal figure, when tho

circumference of the circle passes thi-ough all the angular points of
the figure about which it is described.
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VII.

A straifi^ht line is said to be placed in a circle, when the extremi-

ties of it are in the circumference of the circle.

PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM.

In a given circle to place a straight line, equal to a given straight line

which is not greater than the diameter of the circle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and D the given straight line, not

greater than the diameter of the circle.

It is required to place in the circle ABC a straight line equal to D.
A

Draw BC the diameter of the circle ABC.
Then, if BC is equal to D, the thing required is done

;

for in the circle ABC a straiglit line BC is placed equal to D.
But, if it is not, BC is greater than D

;
(hyp.)

make Coequal to D. (i. 3.)

and from the center C, at the distance CE, describe the circle AEF,
and join CA.

Then GA shall be equal to D.

Because C is the center of the circle AEF.,

therefore CA is equal to CE: (i. def. 15.)

but C^is equal to Z*; (constr.)

therefore D is equal to CA. (ax. 1.)

Wherefore in the circle ABC, a straiglit line CA is placed equal

to the given straight Une D., which is not greater than the diameter

of the circle, q.e.f.

PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM.

In a given circle to inscribe a triangle equiangular to a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the given triangle.

It is required to inscribe in the circle ABC^a triangle equiangular

to the triangle DEF.
a
~v^ A

D

Draw the straight line C^^touching the circle in the point A, (ni. 17.)

and at the point A, iu the straight line AH,
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make the angle BAG equal to the angle DEF; (i. 23.)

and at the point A, in the straight line A G,

make the angle GAB equal to tlie angle lJFE\
and join BG\ then ^i;?C shall be the triangle required.

Because HAG touches the circle ABC^
and A G is drawn from the point of contact,

therefore the angle HAG is equal to the angle ABG in the alternate

segment of the circle : (iii. 32.)

but HAG is equal to the angle DEF\ (constr.)

therefore also the angle ABG\^ equal to F)EF: (ax. 1.)

for the same reason, the angle AGB is equal to the angle DFE:
therefore the remaining angle BA G is equal to the remaining angle

EDF: (I. 32. and ax. l.)

wherefore the triangle ABG\?< equiangular to the triangle BEF^
and it is inscribed in the circle ABG. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION III. PROBLEM.

About a given circle to describe a triangle cquiangnlar to a given triangle.

Let ABG be the given circle, and DEF the given triangle.

It is required to describe a triangle about the circle ABG equi-

angular to the triangle DEF.
L

GE FH
M B

Produce ^Fboth ways to tlie points G, 77;

find tlie center K of the circle A]U\ (iii. 1.)

and from it draw any straight line 7i7j
;

at tlie i)oiiit Km the straiglit line A7>,

make tlie angle BKA equal to the angle DEG. (\. 23.)

and the angle BKG efjual to the angle 1)FU\
and through the points .1, i>, C, draw the straight lines LAM^ MBFf.,

NGL^ touching tlie circle ABG. (iii. 17.)

Then Zil/^Y shall be the triangle requii-ed.

Because LM, MN^ NL touch the circle ABG \\\ tlie points A, 7?,

(7, to wliich from the center are drawn KA, KB., KG,
therefore the angles at tlie points J, B. Care right angles: (iii. 18.)

and because the four angles of the quadrilateral ligure AMBK
are equal to four right anirles,

for it can be divided into two triangles;

and that two of them KA}f. KBM are right angles,

therefore the other two AJiB, AMB are equal to two right angles

:

rax. 3.)

but the angles DEG, DEF are likewise equal to two right angles-

(I. 13.)
8*
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therefore the angles AKB, AMB are equal to the ancrles LEG
DBF; (ax. 1.)

of -which AKB is equal to DEG
;
(constr.)

wherefore the remaining angle AMB is equal to the remaining anele
J)EF. (ax. 3.)

^

In like manner, tlie angle LNM may he demonstrated to be
equal to I)FE\

and therefore the remaining ancle MLN'x?, equal to the remain-
ing angle EDF

\
(i. 32. and ax. 3.)

therefore the triangle LMN\% equiangular to the triangle DEF:
and it is described about the circle ABG. q.e.f.

PROPOSITIOX IV. PROBLEM.
To inscribe a circle in a ffircn triangle.

Let the given triangle be ABG.
It is required to inscribe a circle in ABG,

Bisect the angles ABG, BGA by the straight lines BD, GD
meeting one another in the point />, (i. 9.)

from which draw DE, DF, i> 6" perpendiculars to AB, BG, GA. (i. 12.)

And because the angle FBI) is equal to the angle FBD^
for the angle ABC is bisected by i?l>,

and that the right angle BED is equal to the right angle BFB
;
(ax. 11.)

therefore the two triangles EBD, EBB have two angles of the

one equal to two angles of the other, each to each

;

and the side BD, which is opposite to one of the equal angles in

each, is common to both
;

therefore their other sides are equal
;

(i. 26.)

wherefore DE is equal to DF

:

for the same reason, BG \s equal to BF:
therefore DE is equal to DG : (ax. 1.)

therefore the three straight lines DE, DF, DG are equal to one

anotber

;

and the circle described from the center D, at the distance of any

of them, will pass through the extremities of the other two, and
touch the straight lines AB, BG, GA,

because the angles at the points E, F, G are right angles,

and the straight line which is drawn from the extremity of a diam-

eter at right angles to it, touches the circle : (iii. 16.)

therefore the straight lines AB, BG, GA do each of them touch the

circle,

and therefore the circle EFG is inscribed in the triangle ABG. q.e.f.
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PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM.

To describe a circle about a given triangle.

Let the given triangle be ABC.
It is required, to describe a circle about ABO.AAA
Bisect AB, AC in the points Z>, F, fi. 10.)

and from these points draw £>F, EF at right angles to AB, A C; (i. 11.)

DF, EF produced meet one another :

for, if they do not meet, tliej are parallel,

wherefore AB, A C, which are at right angles to them, are par-

allel ; which is absurd :

let them meet in F, and join FA
;

also, if the point F be not in BC, join BF, GF.

Then, because AD is equal to DB, and DF common, and at

right angles to AB,
therefore the base AF'i^ equal to the base FB. (i. 4.)

In like manner, it may be shewn that CF\s equal to FA
;

and therefore BF\s equal to FC\ (ax. 1.)

and FA, FB, EC are equal to one another:

Avherefore the circle described from the center F, at the distance

of one of tliem, will pass through the extremities of the other two,

and bo described about the triangle ABC. q.e.f.

Cop..—And it is manifest, that when the center of the circle falls

within the triangle, each of its angles is less than a right angle,

(HI. 31.) each of them being in a segment greater than a semicircle;

but, when the center is in one of the sides of the triangle, the angle

opposite to this side, being in a semicircle, (in. 31.) is a right angle;

and, if the center falls witliout the triangle, the angle opposite to the

side beyond which it is, being in a segment less tlian a semicircle,

(tii. 31.) is greater than a right angle: therefore, conversely, if the

given triangle be acute-angled, the center of the circle falls within it

;

if it be a right-angled triangle, the center is in the side opposite to

the right angle ; and if it be an obtuse-angled triangle, tlie center falls

without the triangle, beyond the side opposite to the obtuse angle.

PROPOSITION VI. PROBLEM.

To inscnbe a square in a given circle.

Let ABCD be the given circle.

It is required to inscribe a square in ABCD.
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Draw the diameters, A 0, i>/>, at right angles to one another,

(ill. 1. and I. 11.)

and join AB, BO, CD, DA.
Tlie ligure ABCD siiall be the square required.

Because BE is e<iual to BiJ, for JS is the center, and that EA is

common, and at right angles to BT);
the base BA is equal to the base AI) : (i. 4.)

and, for the same reason, BC CD are each of them equal toBA , orAD ;

therefore the quadrilateral tigure ABCD is equilateral.

It is also rectangular
;

• for the straight line BD being the diameter of the circle ABCD,
BAD is a semicircle

;

-u-herefore the angle BAD is a right angle : (in. 31.)

for the same reason, each of the angles ABC, BCD, CDA is a right

angle

:

therefore the quadrilateral figure ABCD is rectangular

:

and it has been shewn to be equilateral,

therefore it is a sijuare : (i. def. 30.)

and it is inscribed in the circle ABCD. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION VII. PROBLEM.

To describe a square about a (/iven circle.

Let ABCD be the given circle.

It is required to describe a square about it.

G A F

H C K

Draw two diameters A C, BD of the circle ABCD, at right an-

gles to one another,

and through the points A, B, C, D, draw FG, GH, EK, KF touch,

ing the circle, (in. 17.)

The figure GlIKF^h^W be the square required.

Because FG touches the circle ABCD, and EA is di-awn from

tlie center -£"10 the point of contact A,

therefore the angles at A are right angles : (in. 18.)

for the same reason, the angles at the points B, C, D are right angles;

and because the angle AEB is a right angle, as likewise is EBG,
therefore GH\s parallel to AC : (i. 28.)

for the same reason A C is parallel to FK

:

and in like manner GF, HKmav each of them be demonstrated to

be parallel to BED :

therefore the figures GK, GC, AK. FB, BE are parallelograms;

and therefore GF is equal to JJK. and 6'// to FK: (i. 34.)

and because ^ ^ is equal to BD, and that ACi& equal to each of the

two GH, FK-
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and BD to each of the two GF, TIK:
GH, FK are each of them eciiial to GF, or I7K;

therefore the quadrilateral figure FGHK is equilateral.

It is also rectangular
;

for GBEA being a parallelogram, and AEB a right angle,

therefore AGB is likewise a right angle : (i. 34.)

and in the same manner it may be shewn that the angles at IT, K, F
are right angles

:

therefore the quadrilateral figure FGHK'ia rectangular :

and it was demonstrated to be equilateral

;

therefore it is a square ; (i. def. 30.)

and it is described about the circle ABCD. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION YIII. PROBLEM.

To inscribe a circle in a given aqnare.

Let ABCD be the given square.

It is required to inscribe a circle in ABCD.

f^ o \

V J
Bisect each of the sides AB, AD in the points F^ E^ (r. 10.)

and through ii" draw ^//parallel to AB or DC^ (i. 31.)

and through i''draw i'TiT parallel to yl/>r)r BO:
therefore each of the figures AK, KB, AH, UD, AG, GO, BG,

GD is a riglit-angled i)arallelogram
;

and their op])Osite sides are ec|ual : (i. 34.)

and because AD is equal to AB, 'i. def. 30.)

and that AF is the half of AD, and AF the half of AB,
tiierefore ^^ is equal to AF; (ax. 7.)

-wherefore the sides opposite to these arc e(|ua], viz. FG to GE:
in the same manner it may be demonstrated that GD, GF are

each of them equal to FG or GE:
therefore the four straight linos GE, GF, GU, GK are equal to

one another

;

and the circle described from the center G at the distance of one

of them, will pass through tlie extremities of the other tiirce, and

touch the straight lines AB. BC, PlK DA ;

because the angles at the points E, F, IT, K, are right angles, (i. 29.)

and th it the straiglit line which is drawn from the extremity of

a diameter, at right angles to it, touches the cir<'le; (iii. 16.

Cor.

)

therefore each of the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DA touches thQ

circle, which therefore is inscribed in the square ABCD. g.E.F.
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PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM.
To describe a circle about a ffiren square.

Let ABCD be the given square.

It is required to describe a circle about ABCD.
A/- ^v^I)

Join AC, BD., cutting one another in E:
and because DA is equal to AB, and A C common to the trian-

gles DAC, BAG, (I. def. 30.)

the two sides DA, A G are equal to the two BA, A C, each to each

;

and the base DG in equal to the base BC
\

wherefore the angle DAG is equal to tlie angle BAG; (i. 8.)

and the angle DAB is bisected by the straight line A G:
in the same manner it may be demonstrated that the angles ABC,

BCD, I'JDA are several ly bisected by the straight lines BD, A G:
therefore because the angle DAB is equal to the angle ABC, (l

def. 30.)

and that the angle ^^^isthehalf of Z)^5, and £"5/1 the half of ^J5C;
therefore the angle EAB is equal to the angle EBA

;
(ax. 7.)

wherefore the side EA is equal to the side EB: (i. 6.)

in the same manner it may be demonstrated, that the straight
lines EC, ED are each o'f them equal to EA or EB:

therefore the four straight lines EA, EB, EG, ED are equal to
one another

;

and the circle described from the center^, at the distance of one
of them, will pass through the extremities of the other three, and be
described about the square ABCD. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM.
To describe an isosceles triangle, having each of the angles at the base

double of tlie third angle.

Take any straight line AB, and divide it in the point C, (ii. 11.)
so that the rectangle AB, BG may be ecjual to tlie square of CA

;

and from the center A, at the distance AB, describe the circle BDE,
in which place the straight line BD equal to A C, which is not

greater than the diameter of the circle BDE; (iv. 1.)

and join DA.
Then the triangle ABD shall be such as is required,

that is, each of the" angles ABD, ADD shall be double of the
angle BAD.

Join DC, and about the triangle ADC describe the circle A CD. (iv. 5.)

And because the rectangle AB, BG is equal to the square on AC,
and that jiCis equal to BD, (constr.)

the rectangle AB, BCis equal to the S(iuare on BD : (ax. 1.)

and because from the point B, without the circleA CD. two straight
lines BOA, BD are drawn to the circumference, one of which cuts, and
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B D
the other meets the circle, and that the rectangle AB, BO, contained

by the whole of the cutting line, and the part of it without the circle,

is equal to the square on BIJ which meets it;

therefore the straight line BB touches tlie circle A OB: (in. 37.)

and because BB touches the circle, and BO is drawn from the

point of contact Z>,

the angle BBOis equal to the angle BA in the alternate segment
of the circle : (in. 32.)

to each of these add the angle OBA
;

therefore the whole angle BBA is equal to the two angles OBA,
BAO: (ax. 2.)

but the exterior angle BOB is equal to the angles OBA, BAO] (i. 32.)

therefore also BDA is equal to BOB : (ax. 1.)

but BBA is equal to the angle OBB, (i. 5.)

because the side AB is equal to the side AB;
therefore OBB, or BBA, is equal to BOB; (ax. 1.)

and consequently the three angles BBA, BBA, BOB are equal to

one another

:

and because the angle BBO is equal to the angle BOB
the side BB is equal to the side BO: (i. 6.)

but BB was made eciual to OA ;

therefore also OA is ecjual to OD, (ax. 1.)

and the angle OBA equal to the angle BAO; (i. 5.)

therefore the angles OBA, i>yl 6' together, are double of the anglo

BAO:
but BOB is equal to the angles ODA, BAO; (i. 32.)

therefore also BOB is double of BAO:
and BOB was proved to be e(jual to each of the angles BBA, BBA ;

therefore each of the angles BBA, BBA is double of the angle BAB.
Wherefore an isosceles triangle ABD has been described, having

each of the angles at the base double of the third angle, q.e.f.

PROPOHITION XL PROBLEM.
To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in a given circle.

Let ABODE be the given circle.

It is required to inscribe an eiiuilateral and equiangular pentagon
in the circle ABODE.

Describe an isosceles triangle EGJT, having each of tlio angles at

G, //double of tlie angle at /'; (iv. 10.)

and in tlie circle ABCDE inscribe the triangle AOD equiangular

to the triangle /•'(;//, (iv. 2.)

so that the angle ('AD may bo equal to the angle at E,

and each of the au^jlea ACB, OBA equal to the anglo at or U\
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wheiefore each of the angles A CD, CDA is double of the angle CAD.
Bisect the angles A CD, CDA by the straight lines CE^ DB ; d. D.)

and join AB, BC, DE, EA.
A

f^-
—^D

Tlien ABCDE shall be the pentagon required.
Because each of the angles A CD, CDA is double of CAD.,
and that they are bisected by the straight lines CE., DB\

therefore the five angles DAC, ACE, ECD, CDB, BDA are
equal to one another :

but equal angles stand upon equal circumferences
;
(in. 2G.)

therefore the five circumferences AB., BC, CD, DE, EA are equal
to one another

:

and equal circumferences are subtended by equal straight lines; (in. 29.)

therefore the five straight hues AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are equal
to one another.

Wherefore the pentagon ABCDE is equilateral.

It is also equiangular:
for, because the circumference AB is equal to the circumference DE,

if to each be added BCD,
the whole ABCD is equid to the whole EDCB: (ax. 2.)

but the angle AED stands on the circumference ABCD;
and the angle BAE on the circumference EDCB;

therefore the angle BAE is equal to the angle AED: (in. 27.)

for tlie same reason, each of the angles ABC, BCD, CDE is equal
to the angle BAE. or AED:

therefore tlie pentagon ABCDE \s equiangular;
and it has been shewn that it is equihiteral

:

wherefore, in the given circle, an equilateral and equiangular pen-
tagon has been described, q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XII. PROBLEM.
To describe an equilateral and equiangidar pentagon about a given circle.

Let ABCDE ha the given circle.

It is required to describe an equilateral and eijuiangular pentagon
about the circle ABCDE.

Let the angular points of a pentagon, inscribed in the circle, by
the last proposition, be in the points A, B, C, D, E,
so that tlie circumferences AB, BC, CD. DE.EA are equal; (iv. 11.)

and tlirough tlie points A, B, C, D, E draw GH, HK, EL, LM,
M(t touching the circle

; (in. 17.)

the figure 6^///t"ZJf shall be the pentagon reciuired.

Take the center F. and join FB, FK, FC, FL. FD.
And because the straight line KL touches the circle ABCDE in

the point C, to wliich i-^C is drawn from the center F,
FC'is perpendicular to KL, (in. 18.)
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therefore each of the angles at Cis a right angle

:

for the same reason, the angles at tiie pi iuts i>, I) are right angles:

G

K C L
and because FCK is a right angle,

the square on ^iT is equal to the squares on FC, CK: (i. 47.)

for the same reason, the square on FK is equal to the squares on
FB, BE:

therefore the squares on FC, CK are equal to the squares on FB,
BK\ (ax. 1.)

of Avhich the square on FC is equal to the square on FB
;

therefore the remaining square on CK\s equal to the remaining square
on BK, (ax. 3.) and the straight line CK eqwnl to BK:

and because FB is equal to FC, and FK common to the triangles

BFK, CFK,
the two BF, FKave equal to the two CF, FK each to each

:

and the base BKwuh proved equal to the base KC:
therefore the angle BFK is equal to the angle KFC, (i. 8.)

and the angle BKF to FKG: (i. 4.)

wherefore the angle BFC is double of the ansde KFC,
and BKC double of FKC:

for the same reason, the aua'Ie (FD is double of the angle CFL,
and CLJJ double of CLF:

and because the circumference iJC is equal to the circumference CJ)y

the angle BFC is equal to the angle CFIJ; (iii. 27.)

and BFC is douljlc of the angle KFC,
and CFB double of CFL

;

therefore the angle KFC is equal to the angle CFL : (ax. 7.)

and the right angle FCK\s e(|ual to the right angle FCL
;

tlierefore, in the two triangles FKC, FLC, there are two angles of
the one c(iual to two angles of the other, each to each;

and the side /V' which is adjacent to the equal angles in each, is

common to both
;

therefore the other sides are equal to the other sides, and the
third angle to tlie third angle : (i. 26.)

therefore tlie straight line KC is equal to CL, and the angle FJiC
to the angle FLC:

and because KC is equal to CL,
KL is double of KC.

lu the same manner it may be shown that IfKh double of BK:
and because JJKh e(|ual to A'C, as was demonstrated,
and tliat KL is double of ICC, and //A' double oi' BK,

tberefore IfA"\^ e(iual to h'L: (ax. (i.)

!n liVe manner it may be shewn -that Gil, GM, ML are each of thojn

equal to UK, or KL :
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therefore the pentagon GTIKLM \s equilateral.

It is also equiangular :

for, since the angle FKC is e<jual to the angle FLO,
and that the angle IIKL is double of the angle FKG^
and ELM double of FLC\ as was before demonstrated;
therefore the angle IIKL is equal to KLM: (ax. 6.)

and in like manner it may be shewn,
that each of the angles KHG^ HGM, GML is equal to the ancle

HKL or KLM

:

therefore the five angles GEK, HKL, KLM, L2IG, MGH being
equal to one another,

the pentagon GIIKLM is equiangular :

and it is equilateral, as was demonstrated;
and it is described about the circle ABCLE. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XIII. PROBLEM.

To in.icribe a circle in a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon.

Let ABODE be the given equilateral and equiangular pentagon.
It is required to inscribe a circle in the pentagon ABCDE.

A

C K D
Bisect the angles BCD, CDEhj the straight lines CF, DF, (i. 9.)

and from the point F^ in which they meet, draw the straight lines

FB, FA, FE:
therefore since BO is equal to CZ>, (liyP-)

and 6'i^ common to the triangles BOF, DOF,
the two sides BO, OF are equal to the two DO, OF, each to each

;

and the angle BOFh equal to the angle DOE; (constr.)

therefore the base 7?i^is equal to the base FD. (i. 4.)

and the other angles to the other angles, to which the equal sides

are opposite :

therefore the angle OBF is equal to the angle ODF:
and because the angle ODE is double of ODF,

and that ODE is equal to OBA. and ODF to OBF;
OBA is also double of the angle OBF;

therefore the angle ABE is equal to the angle OBF;
wherefore the angle ABO is bisected by the straight line BF:

in the same manner it may be demonstrated,
that the angles BAE. AED, are bisected by the straight lines A F. FE.

From the point F, draw EG, FE, FK. EL, FJ/^ perpendiculars to
the straight lines AB, BO, OD, DE, EA : (i. 12 )

and because the angle HOE is equal to KCF, and the right angle
FHO equal to the riglit angle FKC;
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therefore in the triangles FHC. FKC, there are two angles of the

one equal to two angles of the other, each to each

;

and the side FC, which is opposite to one of the equal angles in each,

is common to both
;

therefore the other sides are equal, each to each
;

(i. 26.)

wherefore the perpendicular FII'is equal to the perpendicular i^'/r:

in the same luimner it may be demonstrated, that i'Z, FM^ FG are

each of them equal to FII, or FK:
therefore the live straight lines FG, FH, FK, FL, FM are equal

to one another

:

wherefore the circle described from the center F, at the distance

of one of tliese five, will pass through the extremities of the other

four, and touch the straight lines AB, BC\ CD, I>F, FA,
because the angles at the points, G, II, K, L, M are right angles,

and that a straight line drawn from the extremity of the diameter of

a circle at"right angles to it, touches the circle
;

(iii. 16.)

therefore each of the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA
touches the circle

:

wherefore it is inscribed in the pentagon ABCDE. q.e.f.

PROPOSITIOX XIY. PROBLEM.

To describe a circle about a f/iven equilateral and cquianaular pentagon.

Let ABCDE be the given equilateral and equiangular pentagon.

It is required to describe a circle about ABCDE.
A

C"- ^D
Eiscct the angles BCD, CDE by the straight lines CF. FD, (i. p.)

find from the point F, in which they meet, draw the straight lines

FB. FA, FE, to tlie points i.', A. E.

It may be demonstrated, in the same manner as the preceding

proposition,

that the angles CBA. BAE, AED are bisected by the straight

lines F/i, FA, FE.
And because the angle BCD is equal to the angle CDE,

and that FCD is the half of tlie angle BCD,
and CDFiha half of CDE\

therefore the angle FCD is ecjual to FDC\ (ax. 7.)

wherefore the side CF\% e(]ual to the side FD : (i. 6.)

In like manner it may be demf)nstratL'd,

that FB. FA, FE, are each of them ecpial to FC or FD:
theref(;re the five .straight lines FA, FB, FC, FD, FE, are equal

to one another

;

and the circle descrilied from the center F, at the distance of one

. of them, will ])ass through the extremities ofthe other four, and be de-

scribed about the equilateral and equiangular pentagon ABCDE.
Q.E.F.
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PROPOSITIOX XV. PROBLEM.
To inscribe an equilateral and erpnaugi'lar luxarfon in a given circle.

Let ABCBEF be the {^ivon circle.

It is required to iuscribe an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in it.

A

1{

Find the center G of the circle ABCDEF,
and draw the diameter AGD; (in. 1.)

and from D, as a center, at tlie distance Z^fi^, describe the circle ^G^CJJ,
join EG., CG, and produce them to the points B. F\

and join AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA :

the hexagon yl^C'i>^i^ shall be equilateral :.nd equiangular,
because G is the center of the circle ABCDEF,

GE is equal to GlJ :

and because D is the center of the circle EGCE,
BE is equal to BG :

wherefore GE is equal to EB, (ax. 1.)

and the triangle EGB is equilateral

;

and therefore its three angles EGB, GBE, BEG, are equal to

one another: (i. 5. Cor.)

but the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles; (i. 32.)

therefore the angle EGB is the third part of two right angles

:

in the same manner it may be demonstrated,
that the angle BGCh also the third part of two right angles:

and because the straight line GO makes with EB the adjacent an-
gles EGO, CGB e((ual to two right angles ; (i. 13.)

ihe remaining angle CGB is the third part of two right angles

:

therefore the angles EGB, BGC, CGB are equal to one another :

and to these are equal the vertical opposite angles i?6-'-4, ^(?i^,

FGE; (I. 15.)

therefore the six angles EGB, BGC, CGB, EGA, AGE, FGE,
are equal to one another :

but equal angles stand upon equal circumferences ; (in. 26.)

therefore the six circumferences AB, BC, CB, BE, EF, FA, are

equal to one another :

and equal circumferences are subtended by equal straight lines

:

(in. 29.)

therefore the six straight lines are equal to one another,

and the hexagon ABCBEF is equilateral.

It is also equiangular ;

for, since the circumference AFia equal to EB,
to each of these equals add the circumference ABCB;

therefore the whole circumference FABCB is equal to the whole
EBCBA

:
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and tha angle FED stands upon the circumference FABCD,
and the nnsjle AFE upon EDCBA

;

therefore the angle Ji'fi'is equal to FEl): (in. 27.)

in the same nituiner it may be demonstrated,

that the other angles of the hexagon ABCDEF hvq each of them
equal to the angle AFE ov FED: therefore the hexagon is equi-

angular; and it is equilateral, as was shewn;
and it is inscribed in the given circle ABCDEF. q.e.f.

CoK.—-From this it is manifest, that the side of the hexagon \n

equal to the straight line from the center, that is, to the semi-

diameter of the circle.

And it' through the points A^ B, C, D, E, F there bo drawn
straight lines touching the circle, an equilateral and equiangular
hexagon will be described about it, which maybe demonstrated from
what has been said of the pentagon : and likewise a circle may be
inscribed in a given equilateral and equiangular hexagon, and cir-

cumscribed about it by a method like to that used for the pentagon.

TROPOSITION XVI. PROBLEM.
To insfribe an equilateral and eqtiianr/ular qidndrcagon in a (jivoi circle.

Let ABGD be the given circle.

I* is required to inscribe an equilateral and equiangular quinde-

cagcn in the circle ABCD.

Let.'l Cbe the side ofan equilateral triangle inscribed in the circle,(iv.2.)

andyl/> the side of an equilateral and equiangular pentagon inscribed

in the same ; (iv. 1 1.)

therefore, of such equal parts as the whole circumference ABCDF
contains tifteen,

the circumference yl-SC, being the third part ofthe whole, contains five;

and the circumference AB^ which is the fifth part of the whole,
contains three

;

therefore i?C', their difference, contains two of the same parts:

bisect no in E\ Cm. 30.)

therefore BE, EC are, each of them, the fifteenth part of the
whole circumference ABf'I):

therefore if tiie straight lines BE, EChc drawn, and straight lines

equal to them bo placed round in the whole circle, (iv. 1.) an equi-

lateral and e(|uiangular (luindecaixon will be inscribed in it. q.e.k.

And in the same manner as was done in the pentagon, if throngli
the points of division made l)y inscrilting the (jnindecagon, straight
lines be drawn touching the circle, an equilateral and eiiuiangiilar

quindecagon will be described aix^ut it: and likewise, as in the [)en-

tagon, a circle may be inscribed in a given equilateral and equi-

angular quindecagon, and circumscribed about it.
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TnE Fourth Book of the Elements contains some particular cases of four

general problems on the inscription and the circumscription of triangle sand

regular tigures in aii<l about tiicle.s. Euclid has not given any instance of

tlie inscription or circumscription of rectilineal figures in and about other

rectilineal figures.

Any lectilineal figure, of five sides and angles, is called a pentagon ; of

seven sides and angles, a heptagon ; of eight sides and angles, an octagon
;

of nine sides and angles, a nonagon ; of ten sides and angles, a decagon

;

of eleven sides and angles, an undccagon ; of twelve sides and angles, a

duodecagon; of fifteen sides and angles, a quindecagon, &e.

These figures are included under the general name o{ pob/gons ; and are

called equilateral, when their sides are c(|ual ; and equiangular, when their

angles are equal ; also when botli their sides and angles are equal, they are

called regular pohigons.

Prop. m. An objection has been raised to the construction of this prob-

lem. It is said that in this and other instances of a similar kind, the lines

wliich touch the circle at^l, B, and C', should be proved to meet one another.

This may be done by joining AB, and then since the angles KAM, KBM
are equal to two right angles (in. IS.), therefore the angles ijMJ/, ABM
are less than two right angles, and consequently (ax. ]fJ.), ^J/andi?J/must
meet one another, when produced far enough. Similarly, it may be shewn

that AL and CL, as also CiV^and iJiVmeet one another.

Prop. V. is the same as "To describe a circle passing through three

given points, provided that they are not in the same straight line."

The corollary to this proposition appears to have been already demon-

strated in Prop. .31. Book iii.

It is obvious that the square described about a circle is equal to double

the square inscribed in the same circle. Also that the circumscribed square

is equal to the square of the diameter, or four times the square of the radius

of the circle.

Prop. vii. It is manifest that a square is the only right-angled parallel-

ogram which can be circumscribed about a circle, but that both a rectangle

and a siiuare may be inscribed in a circle.

Prop. X. By means of this proposition, a right angle may be divided

into five equal parts.

Reference has already been made to the distinction between analysis

and s>/nihe.sis, and that all Euclid's direct demonstrations are synthetic,

properly so called. There is however a single exception in Prop. 16. Book
IV, where the analysis only is given of the Problem. The two methods are

so connected in all proc43Sses of reasoning, that it is very difficult to separate

one from the other, and to assert that thin process is really synilictic, and

that is really analytic. In every operation performed in the construction

of a problem, there must be in the mind a knowledge of some proper-

ties of the figure which suggest the steps to be taken in the construction of

it. Let any Problem be selected from Euclid, and at each step of the oper-

ation, let the question be asked, " Why that step is taken ? " It will be

found that it is because of some known property of the required figure.

As an example will make the subject more clear to the learner, the Analysis

of Euc. IV. K), is taken from the Appendix, ])p. l-'i, 14, to the larger edition

of the Euclid, and to which the learner is referred for more complete infor-

mation.

In Euc. IV. 1 0, there are five operations specified in the construction ;

—

(1) Take an.y straight line AB.
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(2) Divide the line AB in C, so that the rectangle AS, BC, maybe equal

to the square on A C.

(3) Describe the circle BBE with center A and radius ^15.

(4) Place tlie line BIJ in that circle, equal to the line A C.

(5) Join tlie points ^4, Z>.

Why should either of these operations be performed rather than any

others 'f And what will enable us to foresee that the result of them will be

such a triangle as was requited ? The demonstration affixed to it by Euclid

does undoubtedly prove that these operations must, in conjunction, produce

such a triangle ; "but we are furnished in the Elements with no obvious reason

for the adoption of these steps, unless we suppose them accidental. To sup-

pose that all the constructions, even the simpler ones, are the result of acci-

dent only, would be supposing more than could be shewn to be admissible.

No construction of the pioblem could have been devised without a previous

knowledge of some of the properties of the figure. In fact, in directing the

figure to be constructed, we assume the possibility of its existence; and we

study the properties of such a figure on the hypothesis of its actual existence.

It is this study of the properties of the figure that constitutes the Analysis of

the problem.

Let then the existence of a triangle BAD be admitted, which has each of the

angles^^D, .4i>i>doublcof the angle BAD, in order to ascertain any prop-

erties it may possess which would assist in the construction of such a tiiaugle.

Then, since the angle ADB is double of BAD, if we draw a line DC to

bisect ADB and meet AB in C, the angle ADC will be equal to CAD ;
and

hence (Euc. i. 6.) the sides AC, CD are equal to one another.

Again, since we have three points A, C, D, not in the same straight hne,

let us examine the effect of describing a circle through them : that is, de-

scribe the circle ACD about the triangle A CD, (Euc. iv. 5.)

Then, since the angle ADB has been bisected by DC, and since ADB is

double of DAB, the angle CDB is equal to the angle DA C in the alternate

segment of the circle ; the line BD therefore coincides with a tangent to the

circle at D. (Convense of Euc. iii. 32.)

Whence it follows, that the rectangle contained by AB, BC, is equal to

the square on BD. (Euc. in. 36.)

But the angle BCD is ccjual to the two interior opposite angles CAD,
CDA ; or since these are etiual to each other, JICJJ is the doulile of '^'.l/>,

that is, of BA D. And .since ABD is also double of JIA />, by the conditions

of the triangle, the angles BCD, CBD are equal, and BD is eiiual to DC,
that is, to A C.

It has been proved that the rectangle A B, BC, is equal to the square on

BD; and hence the point C in AB, found liy the intersection of the bisect-

ing line DC, is such, that the rectangle AB, BC is etiual to the square on

AC. (Euc. 11. 11.)

Finally, since the triangle ABT) is isosceles, having each of the angles

ABD. vl"/>A' double of the wuiie angle, the .sides AB, A D ixvc ctjual, ai,d

hence the ])oinls B, D, are in the circumference of tlie circle described aliout

A with the radiii. AB. And since the magnitude of the triangle is not spe-

cified, the line Ah nay be of any length whatever.

From this " Ana.ysis of the prolilem," which ol)viously is nothing more

than an examination of the properties of such a figure supposed to exist

already, it will be at once apjiareut, vfti/ those steps which are picscribed by

Euclid for its construction, were adojjtcd.

The line AJi is taken of atiy leugj,h, because the problem docs not pro-

Bcribe any specific magnitudo to any of the sides of the triangle.
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The circle BBEia described about A with the distance AB, because the
triangle is to be isosceles, having AB for one side, and therefore the other
extremity of the base is in the circumference of that circle.

The iiue AB is divided in C, so that the rectangle AB, BO shall be equal
to the square on AC, because the base of the triangle must be equal to the

segment AC.
And the line AJ) is drawn, because it completes the triangle, two of

whose sides, AB, BD are already drawn.
Whenever we have reduced the construction to depend upon problems

which have been already constructed, our analysis may be terminated ; as
was the case where, in the {)receding example, we arrived at the division of
the line AB m C; this problem having been already constructed as the
eleventh of the second book.

Prop. XVI. The arc subtending a side of the q'uindecagon, may be found
by placing in the circle from the same point, two lines respectively equal to

the sides of the regular hexagon and pentagon.
The centers of the inscribed and circumscribed circles of any regular

polygon are coincident.

Besides the circumscription and in.scription of triangles and regular poly-
gons about and in circles, some very important problems are solved in the
constructions respecting the division of the circumferences of circles into

equal parts.

By inscribing an equilateral triangle, a square, a pentagon, a hexagon,
&c., in a circle, the circumference is divided into three, four, five, six,

&c., equal parts. In Prop. 26, Book iii., it has been shewn that equal an-
gles at the centers of equal circles, and therefore at the center of the
same circle, subtend equal arcs ; by bisecting the angles at the center,
the arcs which are subtended by them are also bisected, and hence, a sixth,

eighth, tenth, twelfth, &c., part of the circumference of a circle may be
found.

If the right angle be considered as divided into 90 degrees, each degree
into 60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds, and so on, according to

the sexagesimal division of a degree ; by the aid of the first corollary to

Prop. 32, Book i., may be found the numerical magnitude of an interior

angle of any regular polygon whatever.

Let Q denote the magnitude of one of the interior angles of a regular
polygon of n sides,

then tiQ is the sum of all the interior angles.

But all the interior angles of any rectilinear figure together with four right

angles, are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides,

that is, if TT be assumed to designate two right angles,

.. nQ + 27r r= nt:,

and nQ = in: — 2ir = (« — 2) . tf,

n

the magnitude of an interior angle of a regular polygon c' n sides.

By taking n = 3, 4, 5, 6, &c., may be found the m' ^nitude in terms of
two right angles, of an interior angle of any regular polygon whatever.

Pythagoras was the first, a.s Proclus informs us in his commentary, who
discovered that a multi[)le of the angles of three regular figures only, namely,
the trigon, the square, and the hexagon, can fill up space round a point in

a plane.

It has been shewn that the interior angle of any regular polygon of n
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sides in terms of two right angles, is expressed by tlie equation

71—2

Let 03 denote the magnitude of the interior angle of a regular figure of

three sides, in which case, w = 3.

o o ^
Then 63 = —-— . ir = - = one-third of two right angles.

.-. 303 =ir,

and 603 = 27r,

ihat is, six angles, each equal to the interior angle of an equilateral triangle,

are equal to four right angles, and therefore six equilateral triangles may be

placed so as completely to fill up the space round the point at which they

meet in a plane.

In a similar way, it may be shewn that four squares and three hexagons

may be placed so as completely to fill up the space round a point.

Also it will appear from the results deduced, that no other regular figures

besides these three, can be made to fill up the space round a point ; for any
multiple of the interior angles of any other regular polygon, will be found to

be in excess above, or in defect from four right angles.

The equilateral triangle or trigon, the square or tetragon, the pentagon, and
the hexagon, were the only regular polygons known to the Greeks, capable

of being in.scribed in circles, besides those which may be derived from them.

M. Gauss in his Disquisitiones Arithmetics?, has extended the number by
shewing that in general, a regular polygon of 2" + 1 sides is capable of be-

ing inscribed in a circle by means of straight lines and circles, in those cases

in which 2" + 1 is a prime number.
The case in which n = 4, in 2" -|- 1, was proposed by Mr. Lowry of the

Royal Military College, to be answered in the seventeenth number of Ley-

bourn's Mathematical Repository, in the following form:

—

Required a geometi'ical demonstration of the following method of con-

Btructing a regular polygon of seventeen sides in a circle.

Draw the radius CO at right angles to the diameter AB ; on OC and OB,
take OQ equal to the half, and OJJ (nmal to the eighth p.irt of the radius;

make Z'^and DFcuch o(|ual to I)(J, and EG and T*'// respectively equal to

JiQ and FQ ; take OK a mean pro])ortional between 0/{ and 0(J, and
through A', diaw A'J/ parallel to AB, meeting the semicircle dcseri))ed on
OG in M, draw MJV parallel to 00 cutting the given circle in iV, the arc

4-V is the .seventeenth part of the wliole circumference.

A demonstration of the truth of this construction has been given by Mr.
Cowry himself, and will be fotmd in the fourth volume of Leybourn's Re-
pository. The demonstration including the two Icinma.s occupies more than
«ight pages, and is by no means of an elementary character.

QUESTIONS ON BOOK IV.

1. What is the general object of the Fourth Book of Euclid ?

2. What consideration renders neces.sary the first proposition of the

Fourth Hook of Euclid?

3. When i.s a circle said to be inacribcd within, and circumscribed about
a rectilineal figure V

9
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4. When is one rectilineal figure said to be inscribed in, and circum-
Bcribed about another rectilineal liji;ure?

5. Modify the construction of Euc. iv. 4, so that the circle may touch one
side of the triangle and the other two sides produced.

6. The sides of a triangle are 5, 6, 7 units respectively, find the radii of
the inscribed and circmnseiil)ed circle.

7. Give the cottMnu-tlons by which the centers of circles described about,
and inscribed in triangles are found. In what triangles will they coincide ?

8. IJow is it shewn that the radius of the circle inscribed in an equilateral
triangle is half the radius described about the same triangle ?

9. The equilateral triangle inscril)ed in a circle is one-fourth of the equi-
lateral triangle circumscribed about the same circle.

10. What relation subsists between the square inscribed in, and the square
circumscribed about the same circle?

11. Enunciate Euc. in. 22: and extend this property to any inscribed
polygon having an even number of sides.

12. Trisect a quadrantal arc of a circle, and shew that every arc which is

711

an — th part of a quadrantal arc may be trisected geometrically : m and n

being whole numbers.
13. If one side of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle be produced,

the exterior angle is equal to the interior and opposite angle of the figure.

Is this property true of any inscribed polygon having an even number of
sides ?

14. In what parallelograms can circles be inscribed ?

15. Give the analysis and synthesis of the problem: to describe an
isosceles triangle, having each of the angles at the base doubLe of the third

angle ?

16. Shew that in the figure Euc. it. 10, there are two triangles possessing
the required property.

17. How is it made to appear that the line BD is the side of a regular

decar/on inscribed in the larger circle, and the side of a r(,gula.v pcjiiagon in-

scribed in the smaller circle? fig. Euc. iv. 10.

18. In the construction of Euc. iv. 3, Euclid has omitted to shew that

the tangents drawn through the points A and B will mv,et in some point M.
How may this be shewn ?

19. Shev/ that if the points of intersection of the circles in Euclid's figure,

.

Book IV. Prop. 10, be joined with the vertex of the tiiaugle and with each
other, another triangle will be formed equiangular and equal to the former.

20. Divide a right angle into five equal parts. How may an isosceles tri-

angle be described upon a given base, having each angle at the base one-

third of the angle at the vertex ?

21. What regular figures mav be inscribed in a circle by the help of

Euc. IT. 10?
22. What is Euclid's definition of a regular pentagon ? Would the stel-

lated figure, which is formed by joining the alternate angles of a regular

pentagon, as described in the Fourth Book, satisfy this definition ?

23. Shew that each of the interior angles of a regular pentagon inscribed

in a circle, is equal to three-fifths of two right angles.

24. If two sides not adjacent, of a regular pentagon, be produced to meet

:

what is the magnitude of the angle contained at the point where they meet ?

25. Is there any method more direct than Euclid's for inscribmg a regu-

lar pentagon in a circle ?
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26. In what sense is a regular hexagon also a parallelogram ? Would
the same observation apply to all regular figures with an even number of

sides ?

27. Why has Euclid not shewn how to inscribe an equilateral triangle in

a circle, before he requires the use of it in Prop. 16, Book iv. V

28. An equilateral triangle is inscribed in a circle by joining the first,

third, and fifth angles of the inscribed hexagon.

29. If the sides of a hexagon be produced to meet, the angles formed by
these lines will be equal to four right angles.

30. Shew that the aVea of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle is

one-half of a regular hexagon inscribed in the same circle.

31. If a side of an equilateral triangle be six inches: what is the radius

of the inscribed circle ?

32. Find the area of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle whose diam-
eter is twelve inches. What is the difference between the inscribed and the

circumscribed liexagon ?

33. Which is the greater, the difference between the side of the square

and the side of the regular hexagon inscribed in a circle whose radius is

unity ; or the difference between the side of the equilateral triangle and the

side of the regular pentagon inscribed in the same circle ?

34. The regular hexagon inscribed in a circle, is three-fourths of the

regular circumscribed hexagon.

35. All the interior angles of an octagon equal to twelve right angles.

36. What figure is formed by the production of the alternate sides of a

regular octagon ?

37. How many square inches are in the area of a regular octagon whose
side is eight inches ?

38. If an irregular octagon be capable of having a circle described about

it, shew that the sums of the angles taken alternately are equal.

39. Find an algebraical formula for the number of degrees contained by
an interior angle of a reguhir polygon of n sides.

40. What are tlic th.ree regular figures which can be used in paving a

plane area? Show that no other regular figures but these will fill up the

space round a point in a plane.

41. Into what number of equal parts may a right angle be divided geo-

metrically ? What connection has the solution of this problem witli the

possibility of inscribing regular figures in circles?

42. Assuming the demonstrations in Euc. iv., shew that any equilateral

figure of 3 . 2", 4 . 2", .5 . 2", or 15 .
2" sides may be inscribed in a circle, when

n is any of the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, kc.

43. With a pair of compasses only, .shew how to divide the circumference

of a given circle into twenty-four e(|ual parts.

44. Shew that if any polygon inscribed in a circle be equilateral, it must
also be equiangular. Is the converse tiue?

45. Shew that if the circumference of a circle pass through three angular

points of a regular polygon, it will pa.ss through all f)f them.
46. Similar polygons are always equiangular : is the converse of thia

proposition true?

47. What are the limits to the Ucomctrical inscription of regular figures

in circles? What does Geometrical mean when used in this way?
48. What is the difficulty of inscribing geometrically an equilateral and

equiangular undocagon in a circle? Why is the solution of this jirdliliiii

said to ije beyond the limits of j)lane geometry ? Why is it so dillicult to

prove that the geometrical so.ution of such problems is impossible ?
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rROPOSITION I. THEOREM.
If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, the square of the aide

of the triangle in triple of the square of the radius, or of the side of the
regular hexagon inscribed in the same circle.

Let ABD be an eriuiliiteral triangle inscribed in tlie circle ABD,
of which the center is C. A

Join BC, and produce BC to meet the circumference in B, also
join AB.

And because ABD is an equilateral triangle inscribed in the circle;

therefore AFD is one-third of the whole circumference,
and therefore ^^is one-sixth of the circumference,

and consecjuently, tlie straight line AB is the side of a regular hexagon
(IV. 15.), and is equal to BC.

And because BBh double of £'^or AB.
therefore the square on ^^is quadruple of the square on AB,

but the square on BB is equal to the squares on AB, AB;
therefore the squares on AB, AB are quadrujjle of the square on AB,

and taking from these ecjuals the square on AB,
therefore the square on AB is triple of the square on AB.

TROPOSITIOX II. PROBLEM.
To describe a circle irhich shall touch a straight line given in position,

and pass through tivo given points.

Analysis. Let AB be the given straight line, and C, D the two
given points.

Suppose thccirclerequired which passes through the points C,D
to touch the hue AB in the point B.

A E F B

C G
Join C, D, and produce Z'^^to meet AB'm F,

and let the circle be described haviu<r the center Z,
join also LE. and dniw LH perpendicular to CD.

Then CD is bisected in H, and LB is perpendicular to AB.
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Also, since froiQ the point i^ without the circle, are drawn two
straight lines, one of which FE touches the circle, and the other

FDV cuts it; the rectangle contained hj FC, Fl)^ is equal to the

square of FE. (iii. 36.)

Synthesis. Join C^ D, and produce <?i> to meet AB in F^

take the point E in FB, such that the square on FE, shall be equal

to the rectangle FD, FC.
Bisect CD in //, and draw ^/r perpendicular to CD\
then J37r passes through the center, (in. 1, Cor. 1.)

At E draw EG perpendicular to FB,
then EG passes through the center, (iii. 19.)

consequently Z, the point of intersection of these two lines, is

the center of the circle.

It is also manifest, that another circle may he described passing
through C, />, and touching the line yli? on the other side of the
point F\ and this circle will be equal to, greater than, or less than
the other circle, according as the angle CFB is equal to, greater
than, or less than the angle CFA.

PROPOSITION III. PROBLEM.

Inscribe a circle in a given sector of a circle.

Analysis. Let CAB be the given sector, and let the required

circle whose center is 0, touch the radii in P, Q, and the arc of tho

sector in B.
c

E D P

Join OP, OQ, these lines are equal to one another.

Join also CO.
Then in tho triangles CPO, CQO, the two sides PC, CO, are equal

to QC, CO, and the base OP is equal to the base OQ;
theretbrc tiie angle PCO is equal to the angle QCO;

and the angle ACB is bisected by CO:
also CO jiroduced will bisect the arc AB in 1>. (iii. 2G.)

If a tangent EBFha drawn to touch the arc Ali in />;

and CA, CB he produced to meet it in /:', /':

the inscription of the circle in the .sector is reduced to the in-

scription of a circle in a triangle, (iv. 4.)

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM.
ABCD is a rccfinirji/lar ftardUilrKirdiii. JiC/idrri/ tndrair F.('<, FO paral-

lel to AD, DC", so that the rcflam/le EF inai/ he e<iiial t<> tin /ii/iirr EMD, and
EB et/ual to VD.

Analysis. Lot EG, FG bo drawn, as ri'(iiiired, bisecting tho

rectangle ABCD.
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Drav»r the fliagonal BD cutting EG in ZT and FG in K.
Then Bl) also hiseots tlie rectangle ABG1>\

snd therefure the area of the triangle KGll is equal to tliat of the
two triangles L'UB, FKJJ.

A E B

D C

Draw GL perpendicular to BD, and join GB,
also produce FG to IT, and EG to N.

If the triangle L Gil be supposed to be equal to the triangle EHB,
by adding HGB to each,

the triangles LGB, GEB are equal, and they are upon the same
base GB, and on the same side of it;

therefore they are between the same parallels,
that is, if Z, ii* were joined, Z^" would be parallel to GB\

and if a semicircle were described on GB as a diameter, it would
pass through the points E, L ; for the angles at E, L are right
angles

:

also Z^" would be a chord parallel to the diameter GB;
therefore the arcs intercepted between the parallels LE, GB are

equal,

and consequently the cliords EB, LG are also equal;
but EB is equal to GM, and GM io G^;

wherefore LG, GM, GA\ are equal to one another;
hence G is the center of the circle inscriljcd iii the triangle BBO.

Synthesis. Draw the diagonal BD.
Find G the center of the circle inscribed in the triangle BDC;
through G draw ^C'iV^ parallel to BC, and i^Yi'J/ parallel to AB.

Then EG and FG bisect the rectangle ABC'D.
Draw GL perpendicular to the diagonal BD.

In the triangles GLB, EHB, the andes GLII, IIEB are equal
each being a right angle, and the vertical angles LEG, FEB, also
the side LG is equal to the^ide EB;

therefore the triangle LEG is equal to the triangle FEB.
Similarly, it may be proved, tliat the triangle GLK is equal to

the triangle KFD,
therefore tlie whole triangle EGH\s. equal to the two triangles

and consequently EG, FG bisect the rectangle ABCD.
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I.

1. Ix a given circle, place a straight line equal and parallel to a

given straiglit line not greater than the diameter of the circle.

2. Trisect a given circle by dividing it into three equal sectors.

3. The centers of the circle inscribed in, and circumscribed about

an equilateral triangle coincide ; and the diameter of one is twice

the diameter of the other.

4. If a line be drawn from the vertex of an equilateral triangle,

perpendicular to the base, and intersecting a line drawn from either

of the angles at the base perpendicular to the opposite side ; the

distance from the vertex to tlie point of intersection, shall be equal

to the radius of the circumscribing circle.

5. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, and a straight

line be drawn from the vertical angle to meet the circumference, it

will be equal to the sum or diti'ereuce of the straight lines drawn
fronr the extremities of the base to the point where the line meets
the circumference, according as the line does or does not cut the base.

6. The perpendicular from the vertex on the base of an equi-

lateral triangle, is equal to the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed

in a circle whose diameter is the base. Required proof.

7. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle and the ad-

jacent arcs cut off by two of its sides be bisected, the line joining

the points of bisecticm shall be trisected by the sides.

8. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, any of its

sides will cut off one-fourth part of the diameter drawn through the
opi)osite angle.

9. The i)erimeter of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle is

greater than tlie perimeter of any other isosceles triangle inscribed
in the same circle.

10. If any two consecutive sides of a hexagon inscribed in a
circle be respectively parallel to their opposite sides, the remaining
sides ai"e parallel to each other.

11. Prove that the area of a regular hexagon is greater than that

of an equilateral triangle of the same perimeter.

12. If two equilateral triangles be inscribed in a circle so as to
have the sides of one i)arallel to the sides of the other, the figure

common to both will be a regular hexagon, whose area and ])erimeter

will be equal to the remainder of the area and perimeter of the two
triangles.

13. Determine the distance between the opposite sides of an equi
lateral and equiangular hexagon inscribed in a circle.

14-. Inscribe a regular hexairon in a given equilateral triangle.

15. To inscribe a regular dodecagon in a given circle, and shew
that its area is equal to the square of the side of an equilateral tri-

angle inscribed in a circle.

II.

10. Describe a circle toncliing three straight lines.

17. Any number of triimgles having the same base and the sarao

vertical angle, will bo circumscribed by one circle.

18. Find a point in a triangle from which two straight lines
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drawn to the extremities of the base sliall contain an angle cqnal to

twice the vertical angle of the triangle. Within what limitations is

this possible ?

11). Given tlie base of a triangle, and the point from which the
perpendiculars on its three sides are equal ; construct the triangle.

To what limitation is the position of this point subject in order that

the triangle may lie on the same side of the base?
20. From any point B in the radius CA of a given circle whose

center is C, a straight line is drawn at right angles to CA meeting
the circumference in D\ the circle described round the triangle

VBD touches the given circle in D.
21. If a circle be described about a triangle ABC, and perpen-

diculars be let fall from the angular ]joints ^4, 7>, C. on the opjiosite

sides, and pi-oduced to meet the circle in Z>, E, !•] i-espectively, the

circumferences EF. FD^ BE, are bisected in the points A^ i>, C.

22. If from the angles of a triangle, lines be drawn to the points

where the inscribed circle touches the sides ; these lines shall inter-

sect in the same point.

23. Tiie straight line which bisects any angle of a triangle in-

scribed in a circle, cuts the circumference in a jjoint which is equi-

distant from the extremities of the side opposite to the bisected

angle, and from the center of a circle inscribed in the triangle.

24. Let three perpendiculars from the angles of a triangle ABC
on the opposite sides meet in P, a circle described so as to pass

through Paud any two of the points A, B, C, is equal to the circum-

scribing circle of the triangle.

25. If perpendiculars An, Bb, Cc be drawn from the angular

points of a triangle ABC upon the opposite sides, shew that they

will bisect the angles of the triangle ahc, and thence pu-ove that

the perimeter of rtJcwill be less than that of any other triangle

which can be inscribed in ABC.
26. Find the least triangle which can be circumscribed about a

given circle.

27. If ABC be a plane triangle, GCF]ts circumscribing circle,

and GEF a diameter perpendicular to the base AB, then if CF be

joined, the angle GFC is equal to half the dhtereuce of the angles at

the base of the triangle.

28. The line joining the centers of the inscribed and circum-

scribed circles of a triangle, subtends at any one of the angular

points an angle equal to the semi-difference of the other two angles.

III.

29. The locus of the centers of the circles, which are inscribed in

all right-angled triangles on the same hypotenuse, is the quadrant

described on the hypotenuse.

30. The center of the circle which touches the two semicircles

described on the sides of a right-angled triangle is the middle point

of the hyi)0tenuse.

31. if a circle be inscribed in a right-angled triangle, the excess

of the sides containing the riglit angle above the hypotenuse is equal

to the diameter of the inscribed circle.
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32. Having given the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, and

the radius of the inscribed circle, to construct the triangle.

33. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, the line joining the

middle points of the arcs AB, A (/, will cut otf equal portions of tlio

two contiguous sides measured from the angle A.

IV.

"A. Having given the vertical angle of a triangle, and the radii of

the inscribed and circumscribed circles, to construct the triangle.

35. Given the ijase and vertical angle of a triangle, and also the

radius of the inscribed circle, required to construct it.

31). Given the threa angles of a triangle, and the radius of the

inscribed circle, to construct the triangle.

37. If the base and vertical angle of a plane triangle he given,

prove that the locus of the centers of the inscribed circle is a circle,

and find its position and magnitude.

V.

38. In a given triangle inscribe a parallelogram which shall ho

equal to one-half the triangle. Is there any limit to the number of

such parallelograms?

39. In a given triangle to inscribe a triangle, the sides of which
shall be parallel to the sides of a given triangle.

40. If any number of parallelograms be inscribed in a given

parallelogram, the diameters of all the figures shall cut one another

in tlie samo point.

41. A square is inscribed in another, the difference of the areas

is twice the rectangle contained by the segments of the side which
are made at the angular point of the inscribed square.

42. Inscribe an equilateral triangle in a sipiare, (1) "When the

vertex of the triangle is in an angle of the square. (2) When the ver-

tex of the triangle is in the point of bisection of a side of the square.

43. On a given straight line desci'ibe an ecpiilateral and equi-

angular octagon.

VI.

44. Inscrilie a circle in a rhombus.
45. Having given the distances of the centers of two equal circles

•which cut one another, inscril)e a square in the space included be-

tween the two circumferences.

40. The scpiare inscribed in a circle is e<iual to lialf tlic s(iuaro

descrild'd about tlie same circle.

47. The square is greater tlian any olilong inscrilx-d in the same
circle.

48. A circle having a square inscribed in it being given, to find

a circle in which a regular octagon of a perimeter equal to that of
the s([uare, may be inscribed.

49. Describe a circle about a figure formed by constructing an
equilateral trian'^'lc upon the base of an isosceles triangle, the verti-

cal angle of which is four times the angle at the base.

50. A regular octagon inscribed iu a circle is equal to the rectangle
9*
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contained by the sides of the sc^uarcs inscribed in, and circumscribed

about the circle.

51. If in any circle the side of an inscribed hexagon be produced
till it becomes equal to the side of an inscribed square, a tangent
drawn from the extremity, without the circle, shall be equal to the
side of an inscribed octagon.

VII.
.52. To describe a circle which shall touch a given circle in a

given point, and also a given straight line.

53. Describe a circle touching a given straight line, and also tW'
given circles.

54. Describe a circle which shall touch a given circle, and each
of two given straight lines.

55. Two points are given, one in each oftwo given circles; describe

a circle passing through both pomts and touching one of the circles.

50. Describe a circle touching a straight line in a given point,

and also touching a given circle. When the line cuts the given cir-

cle, shew that your construction will enalde you to obtain six circles

touching the given circle and the given line, but not necessarily in

the given point.

57. Describe a circle which shall touch two sides and pass through
one angle of a given square.

58. If two circles touch eacli other externally, describe a circle

which shall touch one of them in a given point, and also touch the

other. In what case does this become impossible?

59. Describe three circles touching each other and having their

centers at three given points. In how many different ways may
this be done?

YIII.

60. Let two straight lines be drawn from any point within a cir-

cle to the circumference : describe a circle, which shall touch them
both, and the arc between them.

61. In a given triangle having inscri])ed a circle, inscribe another

circle in the space thus intercepted at one of the angles.

62. Let AB. A C, be the bounding radii of a quadrant ; complete

the square ABDC and draw the diagonal AD\ then the part of the

diagonal without the quadrant will be equal to the radius of a circle

inscribed in the quadrant.

63. If on one of the bounding radii of a quadrant, a semicircle

be described, and on the other, another semicircle be described, so

as to touch the former and the quadrantal arc ; find the center of

the circle inscribed in the figure bounded by the three curves.

64. In a given segment of a circle inscribe an isosceles triangle,

sucli that its vertex may be in the middle of the chord, and the base

and per[)endicular together equal to a given line.

05. Inscribe three circles in an isosceles triangle touching each
otker, and each of them touching two of the three sides of the triangle.

IX.

66. In the fig. Prop. 10, Book iv,, shew that the base £1) is the
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side of a regiilar decagon inscribed in the larger circle, and the side

of a regular pentagon inscribed in the smaller circle.

67. In the fig. Prop. 10, Book iv.. produce X'6'tomeet the. circle

in F, and draw IJF\ then the angle ABF shall be equal to three times
the angle BFD.

68. If the alternate angles of a regular pentagon be joined, the
figure formed by the intersection of the joining lines will itself be a
regular pentagon.

69. If ABODE be any jjentagon inscribed in a circle, and AC,
BD, CE, DA, EB be joined, then are the angles ABE, BCA, CDB,
PEC, EAD, together equal to two right angles.

70. A watch-ribbon is folded up into a flat knot of five edges,

shew that the sides of the knot form an equilateral pentagon.
71. If from the extremities of the side of a regular pentagon in-

scribed in a circle, str;!ight lines be drawn to the middle of the arc

subtended by the adjacent side, their difterence is equal to the radius

;

the sum of their squares to three times the square of the radius; and
the rectangle contained by them is equal to the square of the radius.

72. Inscribe a regular pentagon in a given square so that four

angles of the pentagon may touch respectively the four sides of the
square.

73. Inscribe a regular decagon in a given circle.

74. The square described upon the side of a regular pentagon in

a circle, is equal to the square of the side of a regular hexagon, together
with the square uj)on the side of a regular decagon in the same circle.

X.

75. In a given circle inscribe three equal circles touching each
other and the given circle.

76. Shew that if two circles be inscribed in a third to touch one
another, the tangents of the points of contact will all meet in the
same pohit.

77. If there be three concentric circles, whose radii are 1. 2, 3
;

determine how many circles may be described round the interinr one,

liaviiig their centers in the circumference of the circle, whose radius
is 2, and touching the interior and exterior circles, and each other.

78. Shew tluit nine equal circles may be i)laced in contact, so

that a s(iuare whose side is three times the diameter of one of them
wUl circumscribe them.

XL
70. Produce the sides of a given heptagon both ways, till they

meet, forming seven triangles ; required the sum of their vertical

angles.

80. To convert a given regular polygon into another which shall

have the same perimeter, but double the numl>er of sides.

81. In any polygon of an even number of sides, inscribed in a

circle, the sum of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, itc. angles is equal to tlie sum
of the 2nd, 4th, 6th, &c.

82. Of all jjolygons having equal i)erimeters, and the same num-
ber of sides, the equilateral polygon has the greatest area.
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

A LESS majfnitnde is said to be a part of a greater magnitude,

wlien the less measures the greater ; that is, ' wlien the less id cou-

tained a certaui number of times exactly in the greater.'

II.

A greater magnitude is said to be a multiple of a less, when the

greater is measured by the kss, that is, ' v/hcn the greater contains

the less a certain number of times exactly.'

III.

" Ratio is a mutual relation of two magnitudes of the same kind

to one another, in respect of quantity.*'

IV.

Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another, when the less

can be multiplied so as to exceed the other.

V.

The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same ratio to tne

second, which the third lias to the fourth, when jmy equimultiples

whatsoever of the first and third being taken, and any equimultiples

Avhatsoever of the second and fourth ; if the multiple of the first be less

than that of the second, the multiple of the tliird is also loss than that

of the fourth : or. if tlie multiple of the first be equal to that of the

second, the multiple of the tliird is also equal to that of the fourth:

or, if the multiple of the first be greater than that of tho second,

the multiple of the third is also greater than that of the fourth.

YI.

Magnitudes which have the same ratio are called proportionals.

N.B. ' When four magnitudes .ire proportionals, it is usually expressed

by saying, the first is to the second, as the third to the fourtli.'

VII.

"Wlien of the equimultiples of four magnitudes, (taken as in the

fifth definition,) the multiple of the first is greater than that of the

second, but the multiple of the third is not greater than the multiple

of the fourth ; then the first is said to have to the second a greater

ratio than the third magnitude has to the fourth : and, on the con-

trary, the third is said to have to the fourth a less ratio than th«
first has to the second.

VIII.

" Analogy, or proportion, is the similitude of ratios.'^
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IX.

ProportioQ consists in three terras at least.

X.

When three magnitudes are proportionals, the first is said to

have to third, the duplicate ratio of that which it has to the second.

XL
When four magnitudes are continual proportiona-s, the first is

said to have to the fourth, the triplicate ratio of that which it has

to the second, and so on, quadruplicate, &c. increasing the denomi-

nation still hy unity, in any number of proportiona's.

Definition A, to wit, of compound ratio.

When there are any number of magnitudes of the same kind, the

first is said to have to the last of them the ratio compounded of the

ratio which the first luis to the second, and of the ratio which the

second has to the third, and of the ratio wliich the third has to the

foui-th, and so on unto the last magnitude.

For example, if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, the first

A is snid to have to the last Z), the ratio compounded of the ratio of A to J?,

and of the ratio of B to C, and of the ratio of C to D \ or, the ratio of A to

J) is said to bo compounded of the ratios of A to B, B to C\ and C to D.
And if ^1 has to B the same ratio which E has to F\ and B to Cthe

same ratio that G has to //; and O to D the same that A' has to L ; then,

by tliis definition, A is said to have to J) the ratio compounded of ratios

whieli are the same with the ratios of U to /'', G to //, and K to L. And tho

same thing is to be understood wlien it is more briefly expressed by saying,

A has to £> the ratio compounded of the ratios of E to F, G to i/, and A' to L.

In liUe manner, the same tilings being sup])osed, if J/ has to iV the same
ratio which A has to IJ : then, for shortness' sake, 3/ is said to have to ..V

the ratio compounded of the ratios of E to E, G to H, and K to L.

Xll.

In proportionals, the antecedent terms are called homologous to
one another, as also the consequents to one another.

'Geometers make use of the following technical words, to signify cer-

tain ways of fhanging either the ordi-r or magnitude of proportionals, 80
that they continue still to be proportionals.'

XTII,

Permutando, or altcrnando hy ])ermutation, or alternately. This
word is used when tliere a?e four proportionals, and it is inferred
that the first has the same ratio t > the third which the second has
to the fourth; or that the first is to the tliird as the second to the
fourth: as is shewn in Prop. xvi. of tliis Fiftli Hook.

XIV.
Invertcndo, by inversion; wlieii there are four i)ri)[t()rti(in!ils,

and it is inferred, that the second is to the first, as tiic I'uurih to tho
third. Prop. B. Book v.
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XV.
Componendo, by composition ; when there are four proportionals,

and it is ialerrcd lluit the first togetiier witli the second, is to the

second, as the third together with the I'ourth, is to the fourth.

ProT). 18, Book v.

XYI.

Dividendo, by division ; when there are four proportionals, and
it is inferred, that the excess of the first above the second, is to the

second, as the excess of the third above the fourth, is to the fourth.

Prop. 17, Book V.

XVII.

Convortendo, by conversion ; when there are four proportionals,

and it is inferred, that the lirst is to its excess above the second, as

the third to its excess above the fourth. Prop. E. Book v.

XVIII.

Ex agquali (sc. distantia), or ex jequo, from equality of distance

:

when there is any number of magnitudes more than two, and as

many others such that they are i)roportionals when taken two and
two of each rank, and it is inferred, that the first is to the last of the

first rank of maf^nitudes, as the first is to the last of the others : 'Of

tliis there are the two followiuji: kinds, which arise from the dif-

ferent order in which the magnitudes are taken two and two.'

XIX.

Ex fequali, from equality. This term is used simply by itself, when
the first magnitiide is to tlie second of the first rank, as the first to the

second of the other rank : and as the second is to the tliird of the first

rank, so is the second to the third of the other ; and so on in order : and
the inference is as mentioned in the preceding definition ; whence tliis

is called ordinate proportion. It is demonstrated in Prop. 22, Book v.

xx:
Ex ffiquali in proportione perturbata sen inordinata, from equality

in perturbate or disorderly proportion.* This term is used when the

first magnitude is to the second of the first rank, as the last but <me
is to the last of the second rank ; and as the second is to the third

of the first rank, so is the last but two to the last but one of the

second rank : and as the third is to the fourth of the first rank, so is

the third from the la^t to the last but two of the second rank ; and
so on in a cross order: and the inference is as in the 18th definition.

It is demonstrated in Prop. 23, Book v.

AXIOMS.
I.

EgriMrLTiPLES of the same, or of equal magnitudes, are equal to

one another.

II.

Those magnitudes, of which the same or equal magnitudes are

equimultiples, are equal to one another.

Prop. 4. Lib. ii. Arclilinedis de sphicra et cylindro.
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III.

A multiple of a greater magnitude is greater than the same mul.

tiple of a less.

lA'.

That magnitude, of which a multiple is greater than the same
multiple of another, is greater than that other magnitude.

PKOPOSITION I. THEOREM.

If any number of magnitudes be equimultiples of as many, each of each ;

what multiple soever any one of them is of its pari, the same viultiplc shall

all the first magnitudes be of all the other.

Let any number of magnitudes AB, CD be equimultiples of ae

many others E, F, each of each.

Then whatsoever multiple AB is of B,
the same multiple shall AB and CB together be of B and i^ together.

A G B C H D

Because AB is the same multiple of B that CB is of F,

as many magnitudes as there are in AB equal to B, so many aro

there in CB equal to F.

Divide AB into magnitudes equal to B, viz. AG, GB\
and CB into CH, HB, equal each of them to F\

therefore the number of the magnitudes CH, HB sliall be equal

to the number of the others A G, GB
;

and because AG is equal to'^. and CB to F,

therefore A G and ( '//together are e(]ual to /fand /"together : (i. ax. 2.)

for the same reason, because GB is equal to /', and /IB to /';

GB and HB together are e(|ual to B and /'together

:

wherefore as inany magnitudes as there are in AB equal to B,

60 many are there in AJi CB together, e^iual to /i'and /"together:

therefore, whatsoever inu.tiple AB is of B,

the same multiple is A B and CB together, of E and F together.

Therefore, if any magnitudes, how many soever, be equimultii)les

of as numy, each of each; whatsoever multiple any one of them is

of its part, the same multiple shall all the tirst magnitudes be of all

tlie f)tliers: ' For the same demonstration holds in any nund)er of

magnitudt.-s, which was here applied to two.' q.e.i^.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

If the frst magnitude be the same mulii/dc of the second that the third is

of the fourth, and the fifth the same mitlliple of the second that the sixtli is

of the fourth ; then shall the first together vith the fifth be the same multiple

of the second, that the third together vith the sixth is of the fourth.

Let yl/>'the first be the same multiple of Ctho second, that BE
the third is of /' the fourth :
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and BG the fifth tlie same multiple of C tlie second, that ^77 the
sixth is of F the fourth.

Then sliall AG^ the first together with the fifth, be tlie same
multiple of C the second, that DH^ the third together with the
sixth, is of F the fourth.

A B G D E n
i i

C F

Because AB is the same multiple of C that DE is of F
\

there are as many magnitudes in AB equal to 6', as there are in DE
equal to F.

In like manner, as many as there are in BQ equal to C, so many are

there in EH equal to F

:

therefore as many as there are in the whole A G equal to C,

so many are there in the whole Z*^ equal to /':

therefore AG is the same multiple of C that DU'\?, of F\
that is, A G^ the first and fifth together, is the same multiple of

the second C,

that DH, the third and sixth together, is of the fourth F.

If therefore, the first be tlie same multiple, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. From this it is plain, that if any number of magnitudes AB^
BG^ GJI he multiples of another C;
and as many DE, EIi, KL be the same multiples of i^, each of each

;

then the whole of the first, viz. AH, is the same multiple of C,

that the whole of the last, viz. EL, is of F.ABGH DE K L

PROPOSITIOX III. THEOREM.

If tlie first be the same multiple of the second, which the third is of the

fourth ; and if of the first and third there be taken eqimnultiplcs : these

shall be equimultiples, the one of the second, and the other of the fourth.

Let A the first be the same multiple of B the second, that C the
third is of D the fourth :

and oi A, C let equimultiples EF, GH\}q taken.

Then ^i' shall be the same multiple of i?, that GH\s, of D.

E K F G L H

Because ^i^is the same multiple of J, that GH\s, of 0,

there are as many magnitudes in ^Z" equal to A, as there are in GH
equal to C

:

let EFhii divided into the magnitudes EE', KF, each equal to A
;

and GH into GL, LH, each equal to C

:

therefore the number of the magnitudes EK, KF shall be equal

to the number of the others GL, LH ;
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and because A is the same multiple of B, that C is of D,
and that FKis equal to A, and GL e(iual to C:

therefore EKia the same multiple of B^ that GL is of 2):

for the same reason, KF is the same multiple of i>, that LH is oi D:
and so, if there be more parts in EF, GU, equal to A^ C

:

therefore, because the first ^A' is the same multiple of the second B^

wliich the tliird GL is of the fourth D,
and that the lifth KF\i the same multiple of the second i>', which the

sixth LH is of the fourth I.) ;

£7'' the first, together with tlie fifth, is the same multiple of the second
B, (V. 2.)

which GH the third, together with the sixth, is of the fourth B.
If, therefore, the first, &;c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM.

If the firKt of four magnitudes has the same ratio to the second which the

third has to th^ fourth ; then any equimultiples whatever of the first and third

shall hare the same ratio to ant/ equimultiples of the second and fourth, viz.

' the equimultiple of the first shall have the same ratio to that of the second,

which the equimultiple of the third has to that of the fourth.''

Let A the first have to 5 the second, the same ratio which the third

C has to the fourth D
;

and of ^ and 6' let there be taken any equimtiltiples whatever E., F\
and of B and D any equimultiples whatever G, H.

Then ^ shall have the same ratio to (?, which i^has to H.

K M
E G
A B
C

—

D
F H
L N

Take of ^ and i^any eiiuimultlples whatever /r, Z,

and of 6', //any ecpiimultiples whatever J/, N':

then because /i'is the same multiple of J, that F'\s of C\
and of Z'and /"have been taken equimultiples A", Z;

therefore A' is tiie same multiple of yl. that Z is of 6^: (v. 3.)

for the same reason, M is the same multiple of j5, that N'ls oi D.
And because, as A is to /?, so is Cto />, (hyp.)

and of yl and 6' have been taken certain eqniniulti])les K, Z,

and of B and D have been taken certain equimultiples J/, iV;

therefore if A'be greater tlian J/, Z is greater than iV;

and if equal, equal; if less, less: (v. def o.)

but K, L are any equimultiples whatever of A", /% (coustr.)

and J/ A^any whatever of G, //;
therelbre as A" is to G, so is F\o IT. (v. def. 5.)

Therefore, if tlie first, Szc. q.e.d.

Cor. Likewise, if the first has the same ratio to the second, which
the third has to the fourtli, then also any equimultiples whatever of
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the first anil tliird shall have the same ratio to the second and fourth;

and in like manner, the first and the tliird shall have the same ratio to

any equimultiples whatever oftlie second and fourth.

Let A the first have to B the second the same ratio which the
third C has to the fourth J).

and of ^1 and (' let ii'and i^be any equimultiples whatever.
Then F shall he to B as i''to IJ.

Take of ^', F any equimultiples whatever, JT, L,

and of i?, IJ any equimultiples whatever 6^, //:

then it may be demonstrated, as before, that A' is the same multiple

of A, that L is of 6'

:

and because A is to B, as C is to B, (hyp.)

and of A and C certain equimultiples have been taken, viz. K and Z
;

and of i? and iJ certain equimultiples G, U\
therefore, if /fbe greater th;in 6". L is greater than II\

and if equal, equal; if less, less: (v. def. 5.)

but -ff", L are any equimultiples whatever of E^ F^ (constr.)

and Q, II any whatever of B, B;
therefore as ^is to B, so is i-^to B. (v. def. 5.)

And in the same way the other case is demonstrated.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM.

If one magnitude be the same multiple of another, ichich a magnitude
taken from the first ix of a magnitude taken from the other ; the remainder

shall be the same multiple of the remainder, that the whole is of the whole.

Let the magnitude AB be the same multiple of CB, that AJi
taken from the first, is of Ci^tiiken from the other.

The remainder FB shall be the same multiple cf the remainder
FB, that the whole AB is of the whole CB.

F D

Take A G the same multiple of FB, that J E" is of CF:
therefore AE\'s, the same multiple of CF, that EG is of CB: (v. 1.)

but A F, by the hvpothesis, is the same multiple of CF., that AB ia

oiCB;
therefore EG is the same multiple of CB thrat AB is of CB

;

wherefore EG is equal to AB: (v. ax. 1.)

take from each of them the common magnitude AE;
and the remainder AG is equal to the remainder FB.

"Wherefore, since AF\i> the same multiple of CF, that ^G^ is of FI
(constr.)

and that AG has been proved equal to FB;
therefore AE'ia the same multiple of CF, that EB h of FB:
but ^^is the same multiple of CF that AB is of CB: (hyp.)

therefore FB is the same multiple of FB, that AB is of CB,
Therefore, if one magnitude, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITIOX VI. THEOREM.

If two magnitudes be equimultiples of two others, and if equimultiples of
these be taken from the first two ; the remaiyiders are either equal to thest

ot/iers, or equimultiples of them.

Let the two magnitudes AB, CD be equimultiples of the two E, F,

and let AG, C'if taken from the first two be equimultiples of the

same B, F.

Then the remainders GB, ED shall be either equal to E^ F, or

equimultiples of them.

A G B E

H D F

First, let GB be equal to E

:

JIB shall be equal to F.

Make CK equal to F

:

and because AG is the same multiple of E. that CH is of i^: (hyp.")

and that GB is equal to E, and CK to F;
therefore AB is the same multiple of E, that AY/ is of i^:

but AB, by the hypothesis, is the same multiple of ^, that CBis oiF]
therefore EH is the same multiple of /', that 6'7> is of F :

wherefore KEh equal to CB : (v. as. 1.)

take away the common magnitude CE,
then the remainder EC is equal to the remainder HB:

but EC is equal to F : (constr.)

therefore ED is equal to F.

Kext let GB be a multiple of E.

Then EB shall be the same multiple of F.

A 6 B E
I

K C H D F

Make CA'tho same multiple of F, that GB is of E :

and because A(r is the same muhiple of ^. that CEh of F: (hyp.',

and GB the same mul^ple of E, that CE\s of/';
therefore AB is the same multijile of E. that ICE is of F : (v. 2.)

but AB is the same multiple of E, tliat GD is of F; (hyp.)

therefore KE h the same multi[)le of F, that CD is of F

;

wherefore EE is equal to CD: (v. ax. 1.)

take away C/I from both
;

therefore the remainder EC is e(|ual to the remainder ED :

and because GB is the .same multi[)le of E, that EC is of F, (constr.)

and that A'Cis equal to ED;
therefore ED is the same multiple of /, that GB is of E.

If, therefore, two magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION A. THEOREM.

If tht first offour mnrijutudcs has the same ratio to the second, which the
third has to the fourth ; then, if the first he rjrcatcr than the second, the third
IS also greater than the fourth ; and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Take any equimultiples of each of them, as the doubles of each :

then, by def. 5th of this book, if the double of the first be greater
than the double of the second, the double of the third is greater
than the double of the fourth :

but if the first be greater than the second,
the double of the first is greater than the double of the second

;

wherefore also the double of the third is greater than the double
of the fourth

;

therefore the third is greater than the fourth

:

in like manner if the first be equal to the second, or less than it,

the third can be i)roved to be equal to the fourth, or less than it,

Tlierefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION B. THEOREM.

If four magnitudes are proportionals, they are propo7-tionals also when
taken inversely.

Let A be to B, as C is to B.
Then also inversely, B shall be to A, as D to C.

A B C D
G E 11 F

Take of B and B any equimultiples whatever E and F;
and of A and C any equimultiples whatever G and H.
First, let E be greater than G, then &' is less than E :

and because A is to B, as C is to B, (hyp.)
and of ^ and C, the first and third, G and //are equimultiiiles;

and of /> and B, the second and fourth, /'and /'are equimultiples

.

and that G is loss than E, therefore //is less than F\ (v. def. 5.)
'

that is, F\s greater than H \

if, therefore, E be greater than (?,

/'is greater than //;
in like manner, if E be equal to G,
/'may be shewn to be equal to II

\

and if less! less
;

but E, F, are any equimultiples whatever of B and /), (coustr.)

and G, II any whatever of ^ and C;
therefore, as B is to A, so is B to C. (v. def. 5.)

Therefore, if four magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION C. THEOREM.
If the first be the same multiple of the second, or the same part of it, that

the third is of the fourth ; the first is to tJie scco7id, as the third is tu tht

ftntrth.

Let the first A be the same multiple of the second B,
that the third C is of the fourth />,
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Then A shall be to 5 as C is to D.

A B c D
E G F H

Take of ^-l and C any equimultiples whatever E and F;
and of B and D any equimultiples whatever G and ff.

Then, because A is the same multiple of B that C is of i?
;
(hyp.)

and that ^is the same multiple of A, that Fis of C; (constr.)

therefore ^is the same nmltiple of i?, that i^is of I>; (v. 3.)

that is, ^and i^are equimultiples of B and I):

but G and ff are equhnultiples of B and B : (oonstr.)

therefore, if ^ be a greater multiple of B than G is of B,

Fis a greater multiple of Jj than iTis of B;
that is, if E be greater than G,

Fis greater than H:
in like manner, if F be equal to G, or less than it,

F may be shewn to be equal to J/, or less than it,

hut B, Fare equimultiples, any whatever, of ^, C; (constr.)

and G, II any equimultiples whatever of B, B;
therefore A is to B, as C is to B. (v. def. 5.)

I^ext, let the first A be the same part of the second B, that th«

third C is of the fourth B.
Then A shall be to B, as C is to B.

For since A is the same part of B that C is of Z>,

therefore B is the same multiple of A, that B is of C:
wherefore, by the preceding case, B is to A, as i> is to C;
and therefore inversely. A is to i>, as is to Z>. (v. B.)

Therefore, if the first be the same multiple, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION D. THEOREM.

If the frut be to the second as the third to the fourth, and if the first be a

multiple, or a part of the second ; the third is the same multiple, or the same

part of the fourth.

Let ^ be to i? as C is to 7)

:

and first, let A be a multiple of B.

Then C shall be the same multiple of B.

A B C D
E — F

Take ^ equal to yl,

and whatever multiple ^ or .E'is of ^, make F the same multiple

of I):

then, because A is to 77. as Cisto D; (liyp.)

and of B the second, and B the fourth, equimultiples have been
taken, F and F;

therefore A is to F, as C to F: (v. 4. Cor.)

but A is equal to F, (constr.)

therefore C is equal to F: (v. a.)
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and Fis the same multiple of 7), that Ahof B; (constr.)
therefore C Ls the same multiple of JJ, that A is of JJ.

Next, let yl the tirst he a part of B the second.
Then C the third shall he the same part of IJ the fourth.

Because A is to B, as is to i>
;
(hyp.)

then, inversely, B is to A^ as I) to C: (v. b.)

A B C D
hut A is a part of B, therefore B is a multiple of A : (hyp.)

therefore, by the preceding case, Z> is the same multiple of C;
that is, C is the same part of fJ, that A is of B.

Therefore, if the first, &c. q.e d.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM.
Equal inarinituden have the same ratio to the same magnitude : and the

same has the same ratio to equal magnitmles.

Let A and B be equal magnitudes, and C any other.
Then A and B shall each of them have the same ratio to C:

and C shall have the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A and B.

A B c
U E . F

Take of A and B any equimultiples whatever D and E,
and of G any multiple whatever F.

Then, because D is the same multiple of J, that ^is of J5, (constr.)
and that ^ is equal to -B: (hyp.)

therefore D is equal to E\ (v. ax. 1.)
therefore, if D be greater than F, E is greater than F\

and if etpial, equal ; if less, less

:

but D^ E are any equimultiples of J, i), (constr.)

and Fis any multiple of C\
therefore, as A is to (7, so is B to 0. (v. def 5.)

Likewise T shall h ive the same ratio to A, that it has to B.
For having made the same construction,

D may in like manner be shewn to be equal to E\
therefore, if i^be greater than />,

it is likewise greater than E\
and if equal, equal; if less, less;

but /"is any multiple whatever of C,
and Z), ^are any equimultiples whatever of J, B\

therefore, C is to ^ as C is to B. (v. def. 5.)

Therefore, equal magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM.

Of two unequal magnitudes, the greater has a greater ratio to any other
magnitude than the less has : and the same magnitude has a greater ratio to
the less of two other magnitudes, than it has to the greater.

Let AB, BG be two unequal magnitudes, of which AB is the greater,
and let D be any other magnitude,
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Then AB shall have a greater ratio to D than BChas to D

:

and U shall have a greater ratio to BC than it has to AB,

Fig. 1.

E

F-

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

G B
L K H D G B

L K H D
G B
L K D

If the magnitude which is not the greater of the two AC, CB, b«i

not less than J),

take BF, FG, the doubles of AC, CB, (as in fig. 1.)

but if that which is not the greater of the two A C, CB, be less than D,

(as in fig. 2 and 3.) tliis magnitude can be multiplied, so as to

become greater than i>, whether it be AC, or CB.
Let it be multiplied until it become greater than B,

and let the other be multiplied as often

;

and let FFhe the multiple thus taken of ^IC,

and FG tlie same multiple of CB:
therefore FF and FG are each of them greater than D

:

and in every one of the cases,

take ^the double of i>, ^its triple, and so on,

till the multiple of I) be that which first becomes greater than FG:
let L he that multiple of D which is first greater than FG,

and lithe multi[)le of B wliich is ne.xt less than Z.

Then because L is the multiple of L>, Avhich is the first that becomes
greater than FG,
the next preceding multiple A" is not greater than FG

;

that is, FG is not less than Ii:

and since EF is the same multiple of AC. that FG is of CB; (oon.str.)

therefore FG is the same multi[)]e of CB. that EG is of AB; (v- 1.)

that i.s, EG and FG are efjuimultiples of ^Z? and CB]
and since it was shewn, that F(r is not less than Iv,

and, by the construction, EF i^ greater than />;

therefore tiie whole EG is greater than /fand JJ together:

but A' together witii I) is e(iual to L; (constr.)

tiierefore E(t is greater than L;
but FG is not greater tlian L: (eonstr.)

aud EG, FG were proved to be equimulti|)les of ^.G, BC;
and L is a multiple of />; (ronstr.)

therefore AB has to IJ a greater ratio than BC has to D, (v. def. 7.)

Also D shall have to BC a greater ratio than it has to AB.
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For liaving made the same construction,
it may be shewn in like manner, tliat L is greater than FQ^

bnt that it is not greater than Ed:
and L is a multiple of I)

;
(constr.)

and FG^ EG were proved to be eciuirnultiples of CB^ AB:
therefore D has to CB a greater ratio than it lias to AB. (v. def, T.)

Wherefore, of two unequal magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.

PROrOSITION IX. THEOREM.

Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the -same magnitude are equal to

one another : and those to which the same magnitude has the same ratio are
equal to one another.

Let ^, B have each of them the same ratio to G.

Then A shall be equal to B.

A- — D

E

For, if th'^3^ are not equal, one pf them must be greater than the other

:

let A be the greater

:

then, by what was shewn in the preceding proposition,
there are some equimultiples ( if A and B, and some multiple of 6', such,

that the multiple of A is greater than tlie multiple of C,

but the multiple of B is not greater than that of (7,

let these multiples be taken

;

and let />, E be the equimultiples of A., B,
and i^'the multiple of G,

such that D may be greater than F, but E not greater than F.
Then, because A is to G as B is to C, (hyp.)

and of A, B, are taken equimultiples, i), E.,

and of C'is taken a multiple F\
and that D is greater than F\

therefore ^is also greater than F: (\. def. 5.)

but E\s not greater than F-, (constr.) which is impossible:

therefore A and B are not unequal ; that is, they are equal.

Kext, let G have the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A and B.
Then A shall be equal to B.

For, if they are not equal, one of them must be greater than the other :

let A be the greater :

therefore, as was shewn in Prop. tiii.

there is some multiple i^of C,

and some equimultiples E and /> of i? and A such,

that F is greater than E, but not greater than D

:

and because G is to B, as C is to J, (hyp.)

and that F the multiple of the first, is greater than E the multiple

of the second

;

therefore /-'the multiple of the third, is greater than I) the multiple

of the fourth : Cv. def. 5.)
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but Fis not greater than D (hyp.) ; which is impossible :

therefore A is equal to B.

Wherefore, magnitudes which, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM.

That magnitude which has a greater ratio than another has unto the

same tnagnitude, is the greater of the two; and that magnitude to which the

same has a greater ratio than it has xtnto another magnitude, is the less of

the two.

Let A have to C a greater ratio than B has to G
;

then A shall be greater than B.

A D-
C F

B E

For, because A has a greater ratio to C, than B has to (7,

there are some equimultiples of A and B,
and some multiple of C such, (t. def 7.)

that the multiple of ^4 is greater than the multiple of C,

but the multiple of B is not greater than it

:

let them be taken
;

and let Z>, E be the equimukii)le3 of ^-1, B, and i^the multiple of G |

such, that B is greater than F, but J? is not greater than F:
therefore D is greater than E

:

and. because D and ^are equimultiples of ^4 and B,
and that D is greater than E\

therefore A is greater than B. (v. ax. 4.)

Kext, let G have a greater ratio to B tlian it has to A.
Then B shall bo less than A.

For there is some multiple F oi <?, (v. def. 7.)

and some equimultiples E and D oi B and A such,

that F is greater than E, but not greater than D :

therefore E is less than D :

and because ^and D are etiuimultiplcs of B and A^
and tliat E is less than D,

therefore B is less than A. (v. ax. 4.)

Therefore, that magnitude, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM.

Ratios that are the same to the same ratio, are the same to one another.

Let A he to B a9 G is to B
;

and as G to Z>, so let E be to F.
Then A shall be to B, as E to F.

G II K

B D F
L M N

Take of .4, C, E, any equlmultiplea whatever G, U^ K;
10
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and of i?, Z*, i^any equimultiples whatever Z, J/", iV.

I'heroforc, since A is to JJ as 6' to D,
and 6r, //are taken equimultiples ot'^, (7,

tmd /. M, of /A />

;

if G be greater than L, //is greater than IT;

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less. (v. def. 5.)

Again, because C is to />, as E is to F,

and H, K are taken equimultiples of C, E\
andi/, N, of D, F-

if /Tbe greater than ^1/, /fis greater than ..AT;

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less:

but if G be greater than /,

it has been shewn that //is greater than 3f-

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less :

therefore, if G be greater than /,

^is greater than ]\^\ and if equal, equal ; and if less, less:

and G, Ii are any equimultiples whatever of ^, F;
and /, li any wdiatever of B, /'

;

therefore, as A is to /?, so is F to F. (\. def. 5.)

Wherefore, ratios that, &c. q.f.d.

PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM.

If any number of marinitudes be proportionah, as one of the antecedents

is to its consequent, so sJtall all the antecedents taken together be to all tlie

conseqiients.

Let any number of magnitudes A, B, C, Z>, F, F. be proportionals:

that is, as A is to B, so C to />, and JS to F.

Then as A is to B, so shall A, C, E together, be to B, D, F together.

G H K
A C E
B D— F
L M N

Tate of J, C, Z'any equimultiples whatever G. /T, ^;
and of/?, /), F anj equimultiples whatever, Z, J/, N.
Then, because A is to B, as C is to />, and as Z'to F\

and that G, H, /fare equimultiples of ^4, C, E,
and Z, iZ iV", equimultiples of/?, />, F\

therefore, if G be greater than Z,

^ is greater than iif, and K greater than N\
and if equal, equal ; and if less, less : (v. def. 5.)

wherefore if G be greater than Z,

then G^ R, ^together, are greater than Z, il/, iV together;
and if equal, equal ; and if less, less:

but G, and G, II, K together, are any equimultiples of A, and
A, C, Z" together;

because if there be any number of magnitudes equimultiples of

as many, each of each, whatever multi})le one of them is of its pai't,

the same multiple is the whole of the whole : (v. 1.)
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for the same reason Z, and Z, M^ X are any equimultiples of B^ and
B, A F:

therefore as A is to i?, so are A, C, Z" together to B, Z, F together,

(v. def 5.)

Wherefore, if any number, &q. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM.

If the Jirst fian to the aecond the mme ratio which the third has to the

fourth, but the third to the fovrth, a greater ratio than the ffth has to

t/ie sixth ; the Jirst shall also have to the second a greater ratio than the fifth

has to the sixth.

Let A the first have the same ratio to B the second, which Cthe
third has to D tiie fourth, but Cthe third a greater ratio to D the

fourth, than Z'the fifth has to i^the sixth.

Then also the first A sliall have to the second J?, a greater ratio

than the fifth E has to the sixth F.

M G 11

A C E
B D F
N K L

Because C has a greater ratio to Z>, than E to F,
there are some equimultiples of (7 and E, and some oi D and F,

Buch that the mukipie of C is greater than the multiple of D, but the

multiple ofE is not greater than the multiple of F : (v. def. 7.)

let these be taken,

and let G, II be eiiuimuhiples of C, E,

and iT, L equimultiples of Z*, /•' such that G may be greater than iT,

but // not greater tlian Z :

and whatever multijjle G is of C, take J/ the same multiple of ^
;

and whatever multiple /f is of Z>, take iVthe same multiple of J5;

tlien, because A is to B, as 6' to IJ. (hyp.)

and of A and 0, J/ and G are equiiiiulti]iles
;

and of i>and Z>, iV'aiid /fare equiimiltiphs
;

therefore, if J/ be greater than X, G is greater than ZT;

and if equal, e(iual ; and if less, less: (v. def 5.)

but G is greater than ZT; (constr.)

therefore M is greater than X

:

but Z/is not greater than Z : (constr.)

and 31, H are equimultiples of -^4, E

;

and X, L equimultiples of 7?, F\
therefore A has a greater ratio to Z, than E has to F. (v. def. 7.)

Wherefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. And if the first have a greater ratio to the second, than the

third has to the fourth, but the third the same ratio to the fourth

which the fifth has to the sixth; it may be demonstrated, in like

manner, that the first has a greater ratio to the second, than the

fifth has to the sixth.
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PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM.

Jf the, firat has the same ratio to the second ichich the third has to the

fourth ; tlien, if the first be (jreater than the third, the second shall be greater

than the fourth; and if equal, equal; and if less, less.

Let the first A have the same ratio to the second B which the

third G has to the fourth D.

If A be greater than C, B shall be greater than D. (fig. 1.)

1. 3. 3.

A A A
B B B
C C • C
D D B

Because A is greater than C. and B is any other magnitude,

A has to i? a greater ratio than C has to B : (v. 8.)

but, as A is to B, so is C to D ;
(hyp.)

therefore also C has to D a greater ratio than C has to B: (v. 13.)

tut of two magnitudes, that to which the same has the greater ratio,

is the less : (v. 10.)

therefore D is less than B;
that is, B is greater than D.

Secondly, if A be equal to C, (fig. 2.)

then B shall be equal to D.
For A is to B, as G, that is, AtoD:
therefore B is equal to D. (v. 9.)

Thirdly, if A be less than C, (fig. 3.)

then B shall be less than D.
For G is greater than A

;

and because C is to D, as A is to B,
therefore D is greater than i>. by the first case

;

that is, B is less than D.
Therefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XT. TETEOREII.

Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another which their equimultiples
').cfve.

Let AB be the same multiple of G, that DE is of F.
Then C shall be to F, as AB is to I)E.

A G n B D K L E
1 I

~
i

C F

Because AB is the same multiple of C, that DE\s, oi F

;

there are as many magnitudes in AB equal to G, as there are iu
DE equal to F

:

latABhB divided into magnitudes, each equal to T, viz. AG^ GE, EB\
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ST!^ D£J into magnitudes, eaeh equal to F, viz. DIT, KL, LE:
then the number of the first AG, GM, HB, is equal to the num-

ber of tiie last I)K, KL, LE

:

and because AG, Gil, EB are all equal,

and that DK, KL, LE, are also equal to ime another;

therefore ^6^ is to X'/r, as GH to A'Z, and as 11B to LE : (v. Y.)

but as one of the antecedents is to its consequent, so are all the

antecedents together to all the consequents together, (v. 12.)

wherefore as AG is to BE, so is AB to BE :

but AG is equal to C and BK to F

:

therefore, as is to F. so is AB to BE.
Therefore, magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM.

If four magnitudes of the same kiud be proportionals, they shall also be

t/roportionals when taken alternately.

Let A, B, C, B be four magnitudes of the same kind, which are

proportionals, viz. as A to B, so C to B.
They shall also be proportionals when taken alternately :

that is, A shall be to C, as B to B.

E G
A c

r n

Take of yl and B any equimnltiples whatever ^and F:
and of C and B take any equinuiltiples whatever G and E,
and because ^is the s:ime multiple of A, that i^is of i5,

and that magnitudes have the same ratio to one another which
their equimultiples have

;
(v. 15.)

therefore A is to B, as ^is to F:
but as ^ is to ^ so is r to i>

;
(hyp.)

wherefore as (7 is to B, so is E to F: (v. 11.)

again, because G, II am equimultiples of C B,
therefore as is to B, so is G to //: (v. 15.)

but it was proved that as C is to B, so is EtoF\
therefore, as E is to F, so is G to U. (v. 11.)

But when four magnitudes are proportionals, if the first be
greater than the third, the second is greater than the fourth :

and if equal, equal ; if less, less ; fv. 14.)

therefore, if A" be greater tlian G, F likewise is greater than //;
and if equal, equal ; 'if less, less:

and E, F&vq any equimultii)les wliatever of J, B
;
(constr.)

and G, II any whatever of 0, B :

therefore A is to V, as B to B. (v. def. 5.)

If then four magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITIOX XVII. THEOREM.
If mnrinitudes, taken jointli/, he proportionals^ Ihci/ nhnll also be propor-

tionals wlicn taken separatcli/ : that is, if tivo magnitudes together have to

one of them, the same ratio whieh two others have to one of these, the remain-
ing one of the first two shall have to the other the same ratio which the re-

mainiyig one of the last two lias to the other of these.

Let AB, BE, CD, DF be the magnitudes, taken jointly which
are proportionals

;

tliat is, as AB to BE, so let CD be to DF.
Then they shall also be proportionals taken separately,

viz. as AE to EB., so shall CF be to FD.

G H K X L M N P
• < II

A E B C F D

Take oi AE, EB, CF, FD any eqiiinuiltiples whatever GK, HE.
LM, MN:
and again, of EB, FD take any equimultiples whatever KX, XP,
Then because GH \s tlie same multiple of AE, tliat HKis of EB,

therefore GJI is the same multiple of yl^, that 6-'/ris of ^i>; (v. 1.)

but GH is the same multiple of AE, that LM is of CF:
therefore GKis the same multii)le of AB, that LM is of CF.

Again, because LM is the same multiple of CF, that MX is of FD
;

therefore ZJ/is the same multiple of CF, that LX h of CD: (v. 1.)

but LM was shewn to be the same multiple of CF, that GK is of AB;
therefore GEis the same multiple of Ji>, that ZjV^is of CD;

that is, GLi, LX ave equimultii»les of AB, CL>.

Next, because HE\s the same multiple of FB. that MX is of FD
;

and that /fXis also the same multiple of LHJ, that XJ' is of IH;
therefore HX is the same multiple of EB, that i/P is of FD. (v. 2.)

And because AB is to BE, as CD is to DF, (hyp.)

and that of AB and CD, GJi und LX &ve equimultiples,

and of EB and FD, LIX and MP are equimultiples;

therefore if GLvhe greater than HX, then LX is greater than MP;
and if equal, equal ; and if less, less: (v. def. 5.)

but if GLLhe greater than JiX,

then, by adding the common part Hlito both,

GL{ is greater tlum HX ;
(i. ax. 4.)

wherefore also ZA^is greater than MP;
and by taking away MX from both,

LM is greater than XP: (i. ax. 5.)

therefore, if GHhc greater than LiX,

ZJ/is greater than XP.
In like manner it may be demonstrated,

that if GH\w e(|nal to A'A',

ZJ/is equal to XP ; and if less, less :

but GH, LM (ire any etiuimultiples wliatever of ^.fi', CF,. (eonstr.)

and IiX, XP are any whatever of EB, I'D :

therefore as AE is to EB, so is CF to FD. (v. def. 5.)

If then magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM.

223

If magnitudes, taken separateli/, be proportionals, they shall also be pro-

portionals ivhen taken jointtij : that is, if the first be to the second, as the

third to the fourth, the first and second togetlicr shall be to the second, as the

third andfourth tor/ether to the fourth.

Let AF, EB, OF, FD be proportionals

;

that is, as AE to EB, so let CF be to FD.
Then they shall also be proportionals when taken jointly

;

that is, as AB to BE, so shall CI) be to UF.

G K OH L N P MII II
A E B C F D

i 1

Take oi AB, BE, CD, DF anj equimultiples whatever Gff, HK,
LM, M2^;
and again, oi BE, DF take any equimultiples whatever KO, NP'.

and because KO, Nl' are equiuiulliples of BE, DF

;

and that KH, iVJz'are likewise equimultiples of BE, DF;
therefore, if KO, the multiple of BE, be greater than KIT, which ia

a multiple of the same BE,
then A"P, the multijjle of DF, is also greater than KM, the multiple

of the same DF

;

and if KO be equal to Kff,

NT is equal to ]^M ; and if less, less.

First, let KO be not greater than KH

;

therefure ^VP is not greater than iOf

:

and because Gil, IIK, are equimultii)les of AB, BE,
and that AB \s, greater than BE,

therefore Gil is greater than IIK
;

(v. ax. 3.)

but KO is not greater than KII;
therefore Gil is greater than A'O.

In like manner it may be shewn, that LM is greater than i\^P.

Therefore, if KO be not greater than KR,
then GR, the multiple of AB, is always greater than KO, the mul-

tiple of BE;
and likewise LM, the multiple of CD, is greater than J^^P, the mul-

tiple of DF.
Next, let KO be greater than KII

;

therefore, as has been shewn, KP is greater than NM.
G K HO L N M PII I •

A K B C F D

And because the whole GIT is the same multiple of the whole
iB. that IIK is of BE.

therefore the remainder CKis the same multiple of the remain-
der AE that Gil is of AB, (v. 5.)

which is the same that LM is of CD.
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In like manner, because LM is the same multiple of fZ*, that MH
is of DE,

therefore tlie remainder LN is the same multiple of the re-

iiuiinder ('1\ tiiat tiie whole LM is of the whole CI): (v. 5.)

but it was shewn that LM is the same multiple of CD, that GK
is oi AE\

therefore GIv is the same multiple of AE, that Zi\r is of CF\
that is, GK, LX avQ equimukiples of ^4^*, CF.

And because KG. NP are equimultiples of BE, DF,
therefore if from KG, NP there be taken KH, NM, which are

likewise equimultiples of EE, EF,
the remainders HG, MP are either erqual to BE, BE, or equi-

multijjles of them. (v. 6.)

First, let HO, MP be equal to 1?^?, BE:
then because AE is to EB, as CF to FB, (hyp.)

and that GK, LN are equimultiples of AE, CF;
therefore GK is to EB, a-^ X^Vto ED: (v. 4. Oor.)

but 110 is e(iual to EB. and MP to FB

;

wherefore Gl{ is to HO, as LN io 21P;
therefore if GI{ be greater than HO, I^N is greater than MP; (v. a.)

and if equal, equal; and if less. less.

But let HO, MP be equimultip'es of EB, FB.
Then because AE is to EB, as CF to FB, (hyp.)

G K H

A E B
I

FD

and that of ^£', CF are taken equimultiples GK, LN;
and of EB, FB, the equimultiples HO, MP;

if GKhe greater than HO, LN is greater than MP;
and if ecpial, equal ; and if less, less; (v. def. 5.)

which was likewise shewn in the preceding case.

But if GH be greater than KG,
taking ATT" from both, GEis greater than HO; (i. ax. 5.)

wherefore also LNU greater than MP;
and consequently adding NM to both,

LM \s greater than NP: (i. ax. 4.)

therefore, if GH be greater than ItO,

LMis greater than NP.
In like manner it may be shewn, that if GHhe equal to KO^

LM is equal to NP ; and if less, less.

And in the case in which IiO is not greater than EH,
it has been shewn that GH is always greater than 1^0,

and likewise LM greater than NP:
but GH, LM are any equimultiples whatever of AB, CB, (constr.)

and A'6>,' NP are any whatever of BE. BE;
therefore, as AB is to BE, so is CB to BE. (v. def. 5.)

If then magnitudes, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM.

If a whole inar^nitude be to a whole, as a maffnitude taken from the first

is to a magnitude taken from the other ; the remainder shall be to the re-

mainder as the whole to the whole.

Let tlie whole AB be to the whole CD, as AE a magnitude taken
from AB is to OF a magnitude taken from CD.

Then the remainder ED shall be to the remainder FD, as the

whole AB to the whole CD.

A E B

Because AB is to CD, as ^^to CF:
therefore alternately, BA is to AE, as DC to CF: (v. 16.)

and because if magnitudes taken jointly be proportionals, they are

also proportionals, when taken separately; (v. 17.)

therefore, as BE is to EA, so is DF to FC\
and alternately, as ^B^is to DF, so is EA to FC:

but, as AE to CF, so, by the hypothesis, is ABlo CD;
therefore also BE tlie remainder is to the remainder DF, as the

whole AB to the whole CD. (v. 11.)

Wherefore, if the whole, &c. q.e.d.

CoK.—-If the whole be to the whole, as a magnitude taken from
the first is to a magnitude taken from the other ; the remainder
shall likewise be to the reinaind(M-, ;is the magnitude taken from the
first to that taken from the other. The demonstration is contained
in the preceding.

PROPOSITION E. THEOREM.

Jf four magnitudes be proportionals, the;/ are also proportionals by con-

version ; that is, the frst is to its excess above the second, as the third to its

excess above the fourth.

Let ^i? be to BE, as CD to DF.
Then BA shall be to AE, an DC to CF.

T D

Because AB is to BE. as CD to DF,
therefore by division, yl^is to EB, as r7/''to FD; (v. 17.)

ai/d by inversion, BE is to EA, as DF is to CF ; (v. n.)

wherefore, by composition, BA is to AE, as DC is to CF. (v. 18.)

If therefore fgur, &c. q.e.d.

10*
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PEOPOSITION XX. THEOREM.

If there be three rnagnitteJc.i, and other three, ivhich, taken two end two,

have the same ratio ; then if the first be greater than the third, the fourth
shall be greater than the sixth ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, B, G be three magnitudes, and D, E, F other tliree, which
taken two and two have the same ratio,

viz. as A is to B, so is I) to B;
and as B to C, so is B to F.

If A be greater than C, D shall be greater than F\
and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

A B C-
D E F-

Becanse A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude,
and that the greater has to the same magnitude a greater ratio than

the less has to it
;

(v. 8.)

therefore A has to B a greater ratio than C has to B :

but as D is to E, so is Aio B; (hyp.)

therefore D has to ^a greater ratio than CtoB: (v. 13.)

and because B is to C, as E to F,

by inversion, C is to B, as i^ is to E : (v. c.)

and D was shewn to have to ^ a greater ratio than O to B:
therefore B has to E a greater ratio than F to E: (v. 13. Cor.)

but the magnitude which has a greater ratio than another to the

same magnitude, is tlie grea'er of the two ;' (v. 10.)

therefore I) is greater than F.
Secondly, let A be equal to 0.

Then B shall be equal to F.

A B C
D E F

Because A and C are equal to one another,

A is to B, as C is to B : (v. 7.)

but A is to B, as Dto E; (hyp.)

and Cis to B, as i^to E; (hyP-)
wherefore B is to E, as F to E\ (v. 11. and v. b.)

and therefore B is equal to F. (v. 9.)

Next, let A be less than C.

Then B shall be less than F.

A B c
D E F

For C is greater than A
;

and as was shewn in the first case, C is to B, as F to E^
and in like manner, B is to A, as E to B

\

therefore i^is greater than B, by the first case

;

that is, B is less than F.

Therefore, if there be three, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM.

If there be three magnitudes^ a7id other three, which have the same ratio

taken two and two, but hi a croas order ; then if the first mapnitude be

greater than the third, the fourth shall be greater than the sixth ; and if
equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, B, C be three magnitudes, ar.d D, E, F other three,

Which have the same ratio, taken two and two, but in a cross order,

viz. as A is to ^ so is jE" to F,

and as B is to C, so is D to E.
If J. be greater than C, D shall be greater than F\

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

E-

Because A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude,
A has to i? a greater ratio than C has to B: (v. 8.)

but as E to F, so is xi to B
;
(hyp.)

therefore ^lias to i^a greater ratio than C'to ^: (v. 13.)

and because B is to C, as D lo E; (hyp.)

by inversion, C is to B, &?, E to D

:

and ^was shewn to have to i^a greater ratio than Chas to B\
therefore ^has to Fa greater ratio than ^has to D: (v. 13. Cor.)

but the magnitude to which the same has a greater ratio than it hai
to another, is the less of the two : (v. 10.)

therefore i^is less than D;
tluit is, D is greater than F.

Secondly, let A be equal to ^';

Jj shall be equal to F.

A B C
I) E F

Because A and C are equal,

A is to B, as C is to B: (v. 7.)

but A is to B, as ^to F; (hyp.)

and C is to B, as E to D;
n-herefore E i^ to F, as Eto D; (v. 11.)

and therefore D is equal to F. (v. 9.)

Next, let A be less than C:
U shall be less thiui F.

A B c
D E F

For C is greater than A
;

and as was shewn, C is to B, as E to Z),

and in like manner, B is to A, as 7'^ to E;
therefore F is greater than I), by case first

;

that is, ]J is less tlian F
Therefore, 11' there bo three, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXII. THEOREM.

If there be any number of magnitudes^ and as many others, which taken

two and two wt order, have the xante ratio ; the first shall have to the last of
the first maynitudes, the same ratio v;hich the first has to the last of the

others. N. B. This is usually cited by the words " ex aequali," or " ex
aequo."

First, let there be three magnitudes J, B, 6', and as many otliers

•J), E^ I\ which taken two and two in order, liave the same ratio,

that is, such that A is to i>, as i> to ^;
and as B is to C\ so is E to F.

Then .4 shall be to C, as B to F.

G K M
A B C
D E F-
H L N-

Take of ^-1 and D any equimultiples whatever G and S;
and of B and E any equimultiples Avhatever K and L\

and of C and ^any whatever il/and N:
then because A is to B, as B to ^,

and that G, /Tare equimultiples of ^, B,
and K., L equimultiples of i^, E\

therefore as G is to /i, so \s H io B: (v. 4.)

for the same reason, K is to J/ as LtoN:
and because there are three magnitudes (?, /r, J/, and other three

H, Z, X, which two and two have the same ratio

;

therefore if G be greater than .1/, II is greater than ^V;

and if equal, eipial ; and if less, less
;

(v. 20.)

but 6r', H are any equimultiples whatever of J, B,
and J/, iVare any equimultiples whatever of C, F\ (constr.)

therefore, as A is to (\ so is B to F. (v. def. 5.)

Next, let there be four magnitudes J, i?, C, Z*,

and other four E, F, G, H, which two and two have the same ratio,

viz. as A is to B, so is E to -P;

and as B to C, so F to G;
and as € to B, so G to H.

Then A shall be to B, as E to R.

A.B.C.D
E . F . G . n

Because A, B, are three magnitudes, and E, F, G other three,

"which taken two and two, have the same ratio
;

therefore by the foregoing case, A is to C, as Eto G:
but C is to A as G is to H;

wherefore again, by the first case A is to B, as Eto H:
and so on, whatever be the number of magnitudes.

Therefore, if there be any number, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITIOX XXIII. THEOREM.

If there be anij number of maffnitiieks, and as 7nani/ otliers, tvhich taken
tu-o and two in a cross order, have the same ratio ; the first shall hare to the

last of the frst magnitudes the same ratio which the first has to the last of
the others. X B. This is usually cited by the woids "ex iequali in propor-

tioue pertuibuta ;
" or "ex aequo pertuibato."

First, let there be three magnitiules A, i?, C, and other three Z>,

E, F, which tiikeu two and two ia a cross order have the same ratio,

that is, such that J^ is to i>, as if to i"';

and as B is to C, so is D to B.
Then A sha'.l be to C, as D to F.

Q H L
A B c
D E F
K M N

Take of A, B. D any equimnltiples whatever G^ H, K\
and of C, E, F any e(]ninuiltiples whatever Z, J/, iV:

and because fl, //are equimultiples of ^4, /?,

and that magnitudes have the same ratio which their equimul-
tiples have

;
(v. 15.)

therefore as A is to B, so is G to II:

and for the same reason, as E is to /^, so is J/ to iV:

but as A is to B, so is E to F\ (hyp.)

therefore as G is to /T, so is J/ to i\": (v. 11.)

and because as B is to C, so is L to E, (hyp.)

and that //, /fare e juimultiples of/?, />, and L, J/ of (7, E-^

therefore as // is to Z, so is A'to M : (v. 4.)

and it has been shewn that G is to //, as J/ to N:
therefore, because there are three magnitudes G. 11^ Z, and other

three A' J/, ^^", which have the same I'atio taken two and two in a
cross order

;

if G be greater tlian Z, /fis greater tlian N:
and if eipial, e(iual ; and if less, less: (v. 21.)

but G, K are any eijuimultiples Avhatever of J, D
;
(constr.)

and Z, Xany wliatever of C, F\
therefore as A is to C, so is D to /'. (v. def. 5i)

Xext, let there be four magnitudes A, /?, (7, Z>, and other four
E\ F, G, II, which taken two and two in a cross order have the
Bajne ratio,

Tiz. A to /?. as G to H;
Bio 6', as fto G\

and C to I), as E to'F.

Then A shall be to Z>, as E to H.

A.B.C.D
E . F . o . n

Because A, B, C are tliree magnitudes, and I] (,', //other three,
which taken two and two in a<Tuss order, have the same ratio;
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by the first case, A is to C, as /'to JT;
but C is to JJ, as ii'is to /';

wherefore again, by tlic first case, A is to O, as i?to ff-
and so on, wliatuver be the number of magnitudes.

Therefore, if there be any number, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM.

If the firft lias to the second the same ratio which the third has to the

fourth ; and the ffth to the second the same ratio u'hich the sixth has to the

fourth ; the first and fifth tot/ether shall have to the second, the same ratio
tvhicli the third and sixth to(/e(hcr hare to the fourth.

Let AB the first have to C the second the same ratio which DJ3
the third has to F the fourth

;

and let BG the fifth have to C the second the same ratio which
Ell the sixtli lias to /''the fourth.

Then AG, the first and fifth together, shall have to Cthe second,
the same ratio which />//, the third and sixth together, has to i^ the
fourth.

A I? G D E H

Because BG is to C, as EH to F\
by inversion, Cis to BG, as Fto EH: (v. b.)

and because, as AB is to C, so is BE to F; (hvp.)

and as C to BG, so is Fto EH;
ex ajquali, AB is to BG, as J>^to EH: (v. 22.)

and because these magnitudes are proportionals when taken separately,

they are likewise projiortionals when taken Jointly
;

(v. 18.)

therefore as ^6^ is to GB, so is I)H to HE:
but as GB to C. so is HE to F: (hyp.)

therefore, ex a^quali, as AG h to C, so is DH to F. (v. 22.)

Wlierefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. 1.—If the same hypothesis be made as in the proposition, the
excess of the first and fifth shall be to the second, as the excess of the
third and sixth to the fourth. The demonstration of this is the same
with that of the proposition, if division be used instead of composition.

CoK. 2.—The proposition holds true of two ranks of magnitudes,
whatever be their number, of which each of the first rank has to the
second magnitude the same ratio that the corresponding one of the
second rank has to a fourth magnitude : as is manifest.

PROPOSSTIOX XXV. THEOREM.

If four magnitudes of the same kind are proportionals, the greatest and
least of them together are greater than the other tivo together.

Let the four magnitudes AB, CD, E, F be proportionals,

viz. ABto CD, as E to F;
and let AB be the greatest of them, and consequently Fthe least,

(v. 14. and a.)
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Then AB together withF shall be greater than CD together with E.

A G B C H D

E-

Take A G equal to E, and CE eqnal to F.
Then because as AB is to CD, so is ^to F,

and that AG is equal to E, and T'^ equal to F,
-therefore AB is to CD, as AG to CH: {\. 11, and 7.)

and because AB the whole, is to the whole CD, as AG is to CE,
likewise the remainder GB is to the remainder ED, as the whole
AB is to the whole CD : (v. 19.)

but AB is greater than CD; (hyp.)

therefore GB is greater than ED; {y. a.)

and because ^6^ is equal to E, and CE to F\
AG and /'together are equal to CE andi ^together: fi. ax. 2.)

therefore if to the unequal magnitudes GB, ED, of which GB\s
the greater, there be added equal magnitudes, viz. to GB the two
A G and F, and CE and E to ED;

AB and /-'together are greater than CD and E. (1. ax. 4.)

Therefore, if four magnitudes, &.c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION F. THEOREM.

Ratios which are compounded of the same ratios, are the same to one another.

Let A be to B, as Dto E; and B to C, as E to F.

Then the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of A to B, and
i?to C,

which, by the definition of compound ratio, is the ratio of A to C,

shall be the same with the ratio of D to F, which, by the same
definition, is compounded of the ratios ofD to E, and E to F.

I

A. B . 1

D. E. F

Because there are three magnitudes yl, B. C and three others/), E, F,

which, taken two and two, in order, have the same ratio;

ex a3(|uali, A is to C, as D to F. (v. 22.)

Next, let A be to B, as E to F, and Bio C, as Dto E:

A.B, C

n. E .

Fj

therefore, ex cpquali in proportione perturhata, (v 23.)

A is to C, as Dto F;
that is, the ratio of ,'1 to C, which is compounded of tlie rntios of

A to /', and /' to C, is the same with the ratio of/* to F, which is

compounded of tlie ratios of /^ to E, and E to F.

And in like manner the proposition may be demonstrated, what-
ever be the number of ratios in either case.
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PROPOSITION G. THEOREM.

If several ratios be the same to several ratios, each to each
, (Tie ra.^tj

which is compounded of ratios which are the same to the first ratios, each to

each, shall be the same to the ratio compounded of ratios which an the same
to the other ratios, each to each.

Let A be to B, as Bto F; and Cto D, as G to IT:

and let A be to B, as A' to Z ; and C to B, as B to M.
Tben the ratio ofK to J/,

by the definition of compound ratio, is compounded of the ratios

of /r to Z, and Z to J/, which are the same with the ratios of A to B
and C to B.
Again, as ^to F, so let ^^be to 0; and as G to B, so let be to P.

Then the ratio of ^Vto B is compounded of the ratios of ^Yto 0,

and to P, which are the same with the ratios of B to F, and G
to E:

and it is to be shewn that the ratio of K to M, is the same with
the ratio ofN to P

;

or that K is to M, asX to P.

A.B.C.D.K.L.M
E.F.G.H.N.O.P

Because ^is to L, as (A to B, that is, as^to F, that is, as) i\"to 0:
and as Z to M, so is (C to B. and so is ff to R, and so is) to B:

ex ajquali, /ris to J/, as .Vto P. (v. 22.)

Therefore, if several ratios, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION H. THEOREM.

If a ratio which in compounded of several ratios be the same to a ratio

which is compounded of several other ratios ; and if one of the first ratios, or

the ratio which is compounded of several of them, be the same to one of the

last ratios, or to tlie ratio which is compounded of several of them ; then the

remaininr/ ratio of the first, or, if there be more than one, the ratio com-
pounded of the remaining ratios, shall be the same to the remaining ratio of
the last, or, if there be more than one, to the ratio compounded of these re-

7naining ratios.

Let the first ratios be those of A to B, B to C, C to B, B to E,
andZ'toP;

and let the other ratios be those of G to H, H to K, K to Z, and
Z to M:

also, let the ratio of A to F, which is compoxinded of the first

ratios, be the same with the ratio of G to M, which is compounded
of the otlier ratios

;

and besides, let the ratio of ^4 to B, which is compounded of the
ratios of A to B, B to C, G to B, be the same with the ratio of G to
AT, wliich is compounded of the ratios of G to H, and H to K.

Then the ratio compounded of the remaininix first ratios, to wit, of

the ratios of B to P, and E to P, which compounded ratio is the ratio
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ol D to F, shall be the same with the ratio of Xto J/", which is com-
pcimded of the remaiuiiig ratios of ii'to Z, and L to J/ of the other

ratios.

A.B.C.D.E.F
G.H.K.L.M

Because, by the hypothesis, A is to 7>, as G to K^
by iuversion, D is to J., as /iTto G

;
(v. b.)

and as A is to F^ so is tr to M\ (hyp.)

therefore, ex eequali, D is to F^ as K to -1/. (v. 22.)

If, therefore, a ratio which is, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION K. THEOREM.

If there be any mimber of ratios, and any ^lumber of other ratios, such,

that the ratio v.-hich is compoicnded of ratios which are the same to the first

ratios, each to each, is the saine to the ratio which is compoutided of ratios

which are the same, each to each, to the last ratios ; and if one of the first

ratios, or the ratio tvhich is compounded of ratios which are the same to sev-

eral of the first ratios, each to each, be the same to one of the last ratios, or

to the ratio which is compounded of ratios which are the same, each to each,

to several of the last ratios; then the remaining ratio of the first, or, if there

be more than one, the ratio which is comjioundcd of ratios tvhich are the same
each, to e<irh to the remaining ratios of the first, shall be the same to the re-

maining ratio of the last, or, if there he more than one, to the ratio which is

compounded of ratios which are the same each to each to these remaining
ratios.

Let the ratios oi A to B, C to D, E to F, be the first ratios:

and the ratios of G to H, Kto L, M to 2T, to P., Q to E, be the
other ratios

:

and let A be to B, as Sio T; and C to D, as T to F; and E to F,

as Fto X:
therefore, by thedefinition ofcomponnd ratio, tlie ratioof -S'to A' is

comj)omided of the ratios of -S'to T, Tto V, and Fto X, which are

the same to the ratios of .4 to B, C to I), Eto F: each to each.

Also, as G to //, so let Fbe to Z; and A' to L, as Z to a

;

M to X, as a to i ; to P, as b to c; and Q to P, as c to (7

:

therefore, by the same definition, tlic ratio of }'tO(Z is compounded
of the ratios of Y to Z, Z to a, a to b, b to c, and c to d, which are the
Banie. eacli to each, to the ratios of G to H. Kto L, M to N, to P
and Q to R:

therefore, by the hypothesis, (9 is to X, as Fto d.

Also, let the ratio of A to B, that is, the ratio of .9 to T, which is

oneoftlie first ratios, be the same to the ratio of <? to g, which is com-
pounded of the ratios of e tof, and/ to f/,

which, by the liypotliesis,

are tlie same to the ratios of G to //, and K to L, two of the other
ratios

;

and let the ratio of A to ^ be that which is compounded of the
ratios of A to l\ and k to /, which are the same to the remaining first

ratios, viz. of C to B, and E to F^
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also, let the ratio of m to^, be that wliich is compounded of the
ratios of m to «, n to o, and o to j>i which are the same, each to each,
to the remaining other ratios, viz. of .1/ to 3", to P, and Q to i?.

Tlien the ratio of /* to L shall be the same to the ratio of to to/^ ; or
A shall be to I, as m to p.

h, k, 1

A B ; c , D E, F. s, T, V, X.
G H; I^ L; M, K; 0, P; Q,R. T z, &< b, c. d.

e, f, g. m, n, p-

Because c is to/, as (6^ to iT, that is, as) Fto 2";

andyis to </, as {Kto Z, that is, as) Z to «

;

therefore, ex jfiquali, e is to g. as }' to a: (v. 22.)

and by the hypothesis, A is to B, that is, /S'to T, as e to ^;
wherefore ;S'is to T^ as Fto «; (v. 11.)

and by inversion, T\s to S, as a to Y: (v. b.)

but *S'is to X as Fto i>; (hyp.)

therefore, ex jequali, T \i to X, as a to ^:
also, because h is to A', as (C'to 2), that is, r.s) 7' to F; (hyp.)

and Ic is to Z as {E to F, that is, as) Fto X;
therefore, ex n?qnali, 7i is to Z, as Tto X;

in like manner, it may be demonstrated, that m is to p, as a to d;

and it has been shewn, that T\s to X, as a to (Z;

therefore // is to Z, as m to ^j. (v. 11.) q.e.d.

The propositions G and JC are usually, for the sake of brevity,

expressed in the same terms with propositions i''and II: and there-

fore it was proper to shew the true meaning of them Avhen they are

60 expressed ; especially since they are very frequently made use of

by geometers.
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In the first four Books of the Elements are considered, only the absolute

equality and inequality of (jeonietiical magnitudes. The Fifth Book contains

an exposition of the principles whereby a more definite comparison may he

insiituted of the relation of magnitudes, besides their simple equality or in-

equality.

The doctrine of Proportion is one of the most important in the whole

course of mathematical truths, and it appears probable that if the subject

were read simultaneously in the Algebraical and Geometrical form, the in-

vestigations of the properties, under both aspects, would mutually assist each

other, and both become equally comprehensible ; also their distinct charac-

ters would be more easily perceived.

Def I., II. In the first Four Books the word part is used in the same
sense as we find it in the ninth axiom, " The whole is greater than its part: "

where the word part means any portion whatever of any whole magnitude :

but in the Fifth Book, the word part is restricted to mean that portion of

magnitude which is contained an exact number of times in the whole. For

instance, if any straight line be taken two, three, four, or any number of times

another straight line, by Euc. i. 3 ; the less line is called a part, or rather a

submultiple of the greater line ; and the greater, a multiple of the less line.

The multiple is composed of a repetition of the same magnitude, and these

definitions suppose that the multiple maybe divided into its parts, any one of

which is a measure of the multiple. And it is also obvious that when there

are two magnitudes, one of which is a multiple of the other, the two magni-

tudes must be of the same kind, that is, they must be two lines, two angles,

two surfaces, or two solids : thus, a triangle is doubled, trebled, &c., by
doubling, trebling, &c., the base, and completing the figure. The same may
be said of a parallelogiam. Angles, aics, and sectors of equal circles may bo
doubled, trebled, or any multiples found by Prop. xxvi.—xxix.. Book iir.

Two magnitudes are said to be commensurable when a third magnitude
of the same kind can be found which will measure both of them ; and this

third magnitude is called their co?n>non mcaxnre : and when it is the greatest

magnitude which will measure both of them, it is called t\\ii (jreatest common
measure of the two magnitudes; also when two magnitudes of the same kind

have no common mea.sure they are said to be iiicoinnieniiurable. The same
terms are also a{)pli('d to numbers.

Unity has no magnitude, properly .so called, but may represent that por-

tion of every kiml of magnitude which is assumed as the measure of all mag-
nitudes of the same kind. The composition of unities cannot produce
Geometrical magnitude ; three units are more in number than one unit, but

still as much different from magnitude as unity itself Numbers may be
considered as quantities, for we consider every thing that can be exactly

measured, as a (piantity.

Unity is a cominon measure of all rational numbers, and all numerical

reasonings proceed u|)()n the hypothesis that the unit is the same throughout

the whole of any particular jirocess. Euclid has not fi.\ed the magnitiulc of

any unit of length, nor nuide reference to any unit of' measure of angles,

surfaces, or volumes. Hence arises an es.sential diU'erence l)etween number
and magnitude ; unity, being invariable, measures all rational mnnbcrs ; but

though any quantity be a.=sumed as the unit of magnitude, it is impo.<sible to

assert that this assumed unit will measurc'all other magnitudes of the same kind.
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All whole numbora therefore are commensurable ; for unity is their com-
mon measure : also all rational fractions, proper oi' improper, are commen-
surable ; ibr any such fractions may be reduced to other equivalent fracliona

having one eoinnion denominator, and that fraction whose denominator is

the common denominator, and whose numerator is unity, will measure any
one of the fractions. Two magnitudes having a common measure can be
represented by two numbers which express the number of times the common
measure is contained in both the magnitudes.

But two incommensurable magnitudes cannot be exactly represented by
any two whole numbers or fractions whatever ; as, for instance, the side of a
square is incommensurable to the diagonal of the square. For it may be
shewn numerically, that if the side of the square contain one unit of length,

the diagonal contains more than one, but less than two units of length. If

the side be divided into 10 units, the diagonal contains more than 14, but
less than 15 such units. Also if the side contains 100 units, the diagonal

contains more than 141, but less than 142 such units. It is also obvious,

that as the side is successively divided into a greater number of equal parts,

the error in the magnitude of the diagonal will be diminished continually,

but never can be entirely exhausted ; and therefore into whatever number
of equal parts the side of a square be divided, the diagonal will never con-

tain an exact number of such parts. Thus the diagonal and side of a squaie

having no common measure, cannot be exactly represented by any two
numbers.

The term equimultiple in Geometry is to be understood of magnitudes
of the same kind, or of different kinds, taken an equal number of times, and
implies only a division of the magnitudes into the same number of equal

parts. Thus, if two given lines are trebled, the trebles of the lines are equi-

muitiples of the two lines : and if a given line and a given triangle be trebled,

the trebles of the line and triangle are equimultiples of the line and triangle

:

as (vi. 1. fig.) the straight Hue NC and the triangle A IIC Are equimultiples

of the line BC and the triangle ABC: and in the same manner, (vi. 33. lig.)

the arc EK and the angle EHN are equimultiples of the arc EF and the

angle EIIF.
Def. III. Ajyos i:<n\ Svo /ueyeS-wi' tfjioyevSiv ri Kara TTTjXiicJTrjTO Trpoy

&\\ij\a iToia ffxeVis. By this definition of ralio is to be understood the con-

ception of the mutual relation of two magnitudes of the same kind, as two

straight lines, two angles, two surfaces, or two solids. To prevent any mis-

conception, Def. IV. lays down the criterion, whereby it may be known what

kinds of magnitude can have a ratio to one aiiothcr ; namely, Aoyov fx*'"

jrphs aAA-/]Ao /x^yf^r] Kfyerat, t SvvoLTai iroWaTTKaa-ia^S/j.eva aA.AijA&Ji' virepi-

X^iv. " Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another, which, w hen

they are multiplied, can exceed one another ;
" in other words, the riiagni-

tudes which are capable of mutual comparison must be of the same kind.

The former of the two terms is called the a;iteccdent ; and the latter, the

conf-equent of the ratio. If the antecedent and consequent are equal, the

ratio is called a ratio of equality; but if the antecedent be greater or less

than the consequent, the ratio is culled a ratio of greater or of less inequality.

Care must be taken not to confound the expressions "ratio of equality" and
" equality of ratio :

" the former is applied to the terms of a ratio when the'

the antecedent and consequent, are cepial to one another, but the latter,

tw'o or more ratios, when they are equal.

Arithmetical ratio has lieen defined to l)e the relation which one number
bears to another w ith respect to quoiiti/ ; the comjjarison being made by

considering what multiple, part or parts, one number is of the other.
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An arithmetical ratio, therefore, is represented by the quotient which

arises from dividing the antecedent by the consequent of tlie ratio ; or by the

fraction whicli has the antecedent for its numerator and the consequent for

its denominator. Hence it will at once be obvious that tlie properties of

arithmetical ratios will bo made to depend on the properties effractions.

It must ever be borne in mind that the subject of (leometry is not num-
ber, but the magnitude of lines, angles, surfaces, and solids ; and its object

is to demonstrate their properties by a comparison of their absolute and rela-

tive magnitudes.

Also, in Geometry, multiplication is only a repeated addition of the

same magnitude ; and division is only a repeated subtraction, or the taking

of a less magnitude successively from a greater, until there be either no

remainder, or a remainder less than the magnitude which is successively

subtracted.

The Geometrical ratio of any two given magnitudes of the same kind will

obviously be represented by the magnitudes tliemselves ; thus, the ratio of

two lines is represented by tlie lengths of the lines themselves ; and, in the

same manner, the ratio of two angles, two surfaces, or two solids, will be

properly represented by the magnitudes themselves.

In the definition of ratio as given by Euclid, all reference to a third mag-
nitude of the same geometrical species, by means of which, to compare the

two, whose ratio is the subject of conception, has been carefully avoided.

The ratio of the two magnitudes is their relation one to the other, without

the intervention of any standard unit whatever, and all the propositions dem-
onstrated in the Fifth Book respecting the equaliti/ or iueiiuaiitu of two or

more ratios, are demonstrated independently of any knowledge of the exact

numerical measures of the ratios ; and their generality includes all ratios,

whatever distinctions may be made, as to the terms of them being commen-
surable or incommensurable.

In measuring any magnitude, it is obvious that a magnitude of the same
kind must be used ; Ijut the ratio of two magnitudes may be measured by
every thing which has the property of quantity. Two straight lines will

measure the ratio of two triangles, or parallelograms (vi. 1. tig.): and two
triangles, or two parallelograms, will measure the ratio of two straight lines.

It would maiiifestly be absurd to speak of the line as measuring the triangle,

or the triangle measuring the line. (See notes on Book ii.)

The ratio of any two quantities depends on their relalim and not their

absolute magnitudes ; and it is po.ssiblo for the absolute magnitude of two
quantities to be changed, and their relative magnitude to continue the same
as before ; and thus, the same ratio may subsist between two given magni-
tudes, anil any other two of the same kind.

In this method of mea.suring (ieometrical ratios, the mea.suros of the
ratios are the same in number as the magnitudes themselves. It has, how-
ever, two advantages ; first, it enables us to pass fron) one kind of niagni-

tule to another, and thus, indejiendently of any numerical measure, to insti-

tute a comparison lietwecn such magnitudes as cannot be directly compared
with one another: and secondly, the ratio of two magnitudes of the same
kind may bo measured Ijy two straight lines, which form a simpler measure
of ratios than any other kind of magnitude.

But the simplest method of all would be, to express the measure of the
ratio oi two uiarinitndes \>y one ; but this cannot be done, unless the two
magnitudes are commensurable. If two lines AB, CD, one of which AB
contains 12 units of any length, and the other CD contains 4 units of the

same length ; then the ratio of the line>'li>' to the line CD, is the sanio as the
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ratio of the number 12 to 4. Thus, two numbers may represent the ratio

of two lines when the lines are comniensurablo. In the .same manner, two
numbers may represent the ratio of two angles, two surfaces, or two solids.

Thus, the ratio of any two magnitudes of the same kind may be ex-

pressed by two numbers, when the magnitudes are eommensurable. By
this means, the consideration of the ratio of two magnitudes is changed to

the consideration of the ratio of two numbers, and when one number is

divided by the other, the quotient will be a siayle number or a fraclion,

which will Ije a ineasiire of t/'ie ratio of the two numbera, and therefore of

the two quantities. If 12 be divided by 4, the quotient is 3, which meas-
ures the ratio of the two numbers 12 and 4. Again, if besides the ratio

of the lines AB and CI) which contain 12 and 4 units respectively, we con-

sider two other lines £Fan(i GH wh'wh contain 9 and 3 units respectively;

it is obvious that the ratio of the line -£'/*' to GH is the same as the ratio

of the number'9 to the number 3. And the measure of the ratio of 9 to

3 is 3. That is, the numbers 9 and 3 have the same ratio as the numbers
12 and 4.

But this is a numerical measure of ratio, and can only be applied strictly

when the antecedent and consequent arc to one another as one number to

another.

And generally, if the two lines AB, CD contain a and b units respec-

tively, and q be the quotient which indicates the number of times the num-
ber b is contained in a, then q is the measure of the ratio of the two numbers
a and b : and if BF and GH contain c and d units, and the number d be

contained q times in c : the number a has to b the same ratio as the number
c has to d.

This is the numerical definition of proportion, which is thus expressed in

Euclid's Elements, Book vii., definition 20. "Four numbers are propor-

tionals when the first is the same multiple of the second, or the same part or

parts of it, as the third is of the fourth." This definition of the proportion

of four numbers, leads at once to an equation :

„ . . , . a
tor, smce a contams 6, q times ; - =: q :

, . ... c
and smce c contams d, q times ;

- = ^

;

d c
therefore - = - which is the fundamental equation upon which all the rca-

d
sonings on the proportion of numbers depend.

If four numbers be proportionals, the product of the extremes is equal to

the product of the means.

For if a, 6, c, d be proportionals, or a : 6 : : c : (i

„,-, a c
^^^"

b
= r

Multiply these equals by bd,

abd cbd

b d

or ad = be,

that is, the product of the extremes is equal to the product of the means.
And conversely, If the product of the two extremes be equal to the

product of the two means, the four numbers are proportionals.

For if a, 6, c, d, be four quantities,
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such that ad = be,

a c
then dividing these equals by bd, therefore - = -,

and a : b : : c : d,

or the first number has the same ratio to the second, as the third has to the

fourth.

If c = 6, then ad = b" ; and conversely if ad = b" : then - = -
a

These results are analogous to Props. 16 and 17 of the Sixth Book.

Sometimes a proportion is defined to be the cfjualifi/ of two ratios.

Def. vni. declares the meaning of the term an;ilogy or propoition. The
ratio of two lines, two angles, two surfaces or two solids, means nothing more
than their relative magnitude in contradistinction to their absolute magni-

tudes ; and a similitude or likeness of ratios implies, at least, the two ratios

of the four magnitudes which constitute the analogy or proportion.

Def. IX. states that a proportion consists in three terms at least; the

meaning of which is, that the second magnitude is repeated, being made the

consequent of the first, and the antecedent of the second ratio. It is also

obvious that when a proportion consists of three magnitudes, all three are of

the same kind. Def. vi. appears only to be a further explanation of what is

implied in Def viii.

Def V. Proportion having been defined to be the similitude of ratios,

or more properly, the equalit;/ or identity of ratios, the fifth definition lays

down a criterion by which two ratios may be known to be equal, or four

magnitudes proportionals, without involving any inquiry respecting the four

quantities, whether the antecedents of the ratios contain or are contained in

their consequents exactly ; or whether there are any magnitudes which meas-

ure the terms of the two ratios. The criterion only requires, that the rela-

tion of the equimultiples expressed should hold good, not merely for any
particular multiples, as the doubles or trebles, but for any multiples what-

ever, whether large or small.

This criterion of proportion may be applied to all Geometrical magnitudes
which can be multiplied, that is, to all which can be doubled, trebled, (juad-

rupled, &c. But it must be borne in mind, that this criterion docs not ex-

hibit a definite measure for either of the two ratios wliich constitute the |)ro-

portion, but oidy an undetermined measure for the .sameness or equality of

the two ratios. Tlie nature of the proportion of (ieoinetrical magnitudes
neither requires nor admits of a numerical measure of either of tlie two
ratios, for this would be to suppose that all magnitudes are commensurable.
Though we know not the definite measure of either of the ratios, further

than that they are both equal, and one may be taken as the measure of the

other, yet particular conclusions may be arrived at by this method : for by
the test of proi)ortionaIity here laid down, it can be proved that one magni-
tude is greater than, equal to, or less tlian another: that a third propor-
tional can be founil to two, and a fourth proportional to three straight lines,

also that a mean proportional can 1)6 found between two straight lines : and
further, that which is here stated of straight lines may be extended to other
Geometrical magnitudes.

The fiftli definition is that of equal ratios. The definition of ratio it.>;elf

(defs. 3, 4) contains no criterion by whicli one ratio maybe IvMown to !ic

equal to another ratio: analogous to tiiat by wliich oiu' m;i;;nitud" is known
to be equal to another magnitude (Euc. i. Ax. 8). The preceding defiuitioua
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(3, 4) only restrict the conception of ratio witiiin certain limits, but lay down
no test for comparison, or the deduction of properties. All Euclid's reason-

ings were to turn ujjou this comparison of ratios, and hence it was compe-
tent to lay down a criterion of equality and incciuality of two ratios between
two pairs of magnitudes. In short, his effective delinition is a definition of
proportionals.

The precision with whicli this definition is cxpre.ssed, considering the
number of conditions involved in it, is remarkable. Like all complete defi-

nitions the terms (the subject and predicate) are convertible : that is,

(tf) If four magnitudes be proportionals, and any equimultiples be taken
as prescribed, they shall have the specified relations with respect to " great-

er, greater," kc.

(b) If of four magnitudes, two and two of the same Geometrical Spe-

cies, it can be shewn that the prescribed etjuimultiples being taken, the

conditions under which those magnitudes esi.st, must be such as to fulfil the

criterion "greater, greater, &c." ; then these four magnitudes shall be pro-

portionals.

It may be remarked, that the cases in which the second part of the cri-

terion ("equal, equal") can be fulfilled, are comparatively few: namely,
those in which the given magnitudes, whose ratio is under consideration, are

both exact multiples of some third magnitude—or those which are called

coironeiisurablc. When this, however, is fulfilled, the other two will be ful-

filled as a conseqttC7ice of this. When this is not the case, or the magni-
tudes are incom7?ie7isurable, the other two criteria determine the propor-
tionality. However, when no hypothesis respecting commensurability is

involved, the contemporaneous existence of the three cases ("greater, great-

er ; equal, equal ; less, less ") must be deduced from the hypothetical condi-

tions under which the magnitudes exist, to render the criterion valid.

With respect to this test or criterion of the proportionality of four mag-
nitudes, it has been objected, that it is utterly impossible to make trial

of all the possible equimultiples of the first and third magnitudes, and
also of the second and fourth. It may be replied, that the point in ques-

tion is not determined by making such trials, but by shewing from the

nature of the magnitudes, that whatever be the multipliers, if the mul-
tiple of the first exceeds the multiple of the second magnitude, the mul-
tiple of the third ivill exceed the multiple of the fourth magnitude, and
if equal, will be equal, and if less, will be less, in any case which may be
taken.

The Arithmetical definition of proportion in Book vii. Def. 20, even
if it were equally general with the Geometrical definition in Book v. Def.

5, is by no means universally applicable to tlie subject of Geometrical mag-
nitudes. The Geometrical criterion is founded on multiplication, which
is always possible. When the magnitudes are commensurable, the multi-

ples of the first and second mai/ be equal or unequal ; but when the magni-
tudes are incommensurable, any multiples whatever of the first and second
must bo unequal ; but the Arithmetical criterion of proportion is founded
on division, which is not always possilile. Euclid has not shewn in Book v.

how to take any part of a line or other magnitude, or that the two terms

of a ratio have a common measure, and therefore the numerical definition

could not be strictly applied, even in the limited way in which it may be
applied.

Number and Magnitude do not correspond in all their relations ; and
hence the distinction between Geometrical ratio and Arithmetical ratio

;

the former is a comparison Kara, TrrjMKdTrjra, according to quantity, but
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the latter, according to quotity. The former gives an undetermined, though

definite measure, in magnitudes ; but the latter attempts to give the exact

value in numbers.
The fifth boolv exhibits no method whereby two magnitudes may be deter-

mined to be commensurable, and the Geometrical conclusions deduced from

the multiples of magnitudes are too general to furnish a numerical measure

of ratios, being all independent of the commensurability or incommensura-

bility of the magnitudes themselves.

it is the numerical ratio of two magnitudes which will more certainly

discover whether they are commensurable or incommensurable, and hence,

recourse must be had to the forms and properties of numbers. All num-

bers and fractions are either rational or irrational. It has bee*i seen that

rational numbers and fractions ca7i express the ratios of Geometrical mag-

nitudes, when they are commensurable. Similar relations of incommen-

surable magnitudes 7?iav be expressed by irrational numbers, if the Alge-

braical expressions for such numbers may be assumed and employed in

the same manner as rational numbers. The irrational expressions being

considered the exact and definite, though undetermined, values of the

ratios, to which a series of rational numbers may successively approxi-

mate.

Though two incommensurable magnitudes have not an assignable numer-

ical ratio to one another, yet they have a certain definite ratio to one an-

other, and two other magnitudes may have the same ratio as the first two

:

and it v.'ill be found, that, when reference is made to the numerical value of

the ratios of four incommensurable magnitudes, the same irrational number
appears in the two ratios.

The sides and diagonals of squares can be shewn to be proportionals, and

though the ratio of the side to the diagonal is represented Geometrically by

the two lines which form the side and the diagonal, there is no rational num-

ber or fraction which will measure exactly their ratio.

If the side of a square contain a units, the ratio of the diagonal to the

side is numerically as | ' 2 to 1 ; and if the side of another square contain b

units, the ratio of the diagonal to the side will be found to be in the ratio

of 4/2 to 1. Again, the two parts of any number of lines which may be

divided in extreme and mean ratio will be found to be respectively in the

ratio of the irrational numt)er 4/5 — 1 to 3 — 4^5. Also, the ratios of the

diagonals of cubes to the diagonals of one of the faces will be found to be in

the irrational or incommen.surate ratio of 48 to \' 2.

Thus it will be found that tlic ratios of all incommensurable magnitudes

which are proportionals do involve the .same irrational numbers, and these

may be used as the numerical mea.surcs of ratios in the same manner as

rational numbers and fractions.

It is not however to such enquiries, nor to the ratios of magiiitudes

when expressed as rational or irrational numbers, that Euclid's doctrine of

proportion is legitimately directed. There is no enquiry into what a ratio

is in jittJiibers, but whether in diagrams formed according to assigned condi-

tions, the ratios between certain parts of the one arc the same as the ratios

between corresponding parts of the other. Thus, with respect to any two

squares, the question that properly belongs to pure Geometry is :—whether

the diagonals of two squares have the smiie ratio as the sides of the squares?

Or whether the side of one square hius to its diagonal, l/ie same ratio as

the side of the other square lias to its diagonal V Or again, whether in

Euc. VI. 2, when BC and 1)E a.K parallel, the line Jil) liiis to the line DA,
tlu same ratio that the line CE has to the line AE ? There is no purpose

11
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on the part of Euclid, to assign either of these ratios in numhfirs : but only
to prove that their universal sameness is iiievitahly a consequence of the

original cDmhtions according to whicli the diagrams were constituted.

There is, consequently, no introduction of the idea of incommensura})les

:

and indeed, with such an object a.s Euclid had in view, the simple mention
of them would have been at least irrelevant and .superfluous. If, however,

it be attempted to apply numerical considerations to pure geometrical

investigations, incommensurables will .soon be apparent, and difficulties

will arise which were not foreseen. Euclid, however, effects his demon-
strations without creating this artificial difficulty, or even recognising its

existence. Had he assumed a standard unit of length, he would have in-

volved the subject in numerical considerations ; and entailed upon the sul)-

ject of Geometry the almost insuperable difficulties which attach to all such

methods.

It cannot, however, be too strongly or too frequently impressed upon the

learner's mind, that all Euclid's reasonings are independent of the numer-
ical expositions of the magnitudes concerned. That the enquiry as to what
numerical function any magnitude is of another, belongs not to pure Geom-
etry, but to anotlier Science. The consideration of any intermediate standard

unit does not enter into pure Geometry ; into Algebraic Geometry it essen-

tially enters, and indeed con.stitutes the fundamental idea. The former is

wholly free from numerical considerations ; the latter is entirely dependent
upon them.

Def. VII. is analogous to Def. v., and kys down the criterion whereby the

ratio of two magnitudes of the same kind may be known to be greater or less

than the ratio of two other magnitudes of the same kind.

Def. XI. includes Def. x. as three magnitudes may be continued propor-

tionals, as well as four or more than four. In continued proportionals, all

the terms except the first and last, are made successively the consequent of

one ratio, and the antecedent of the next : whereas in other proportionals

this is not the case.

A series of numbers or Algebraical quantities in continued proportion, is

called a Geometrical procfressio7i, from the analogy they bear to a series of

Geometrical magnitudes in continued proportion.

Def. A. The term compound ratio was devised for the purpose of avoid-

ing circumlocution, and no difficulty can arise in the use of it, if its exact

meaning be strictly attended to.

Witii respect to the Geometrical measures of compound ratios, three

straight lines may measure the ratio of four, as in Prop. 23, Book vi. For
K to L measures the ratio of BC to CG, and L to M measures the ratio of
DC to CE\ and the ratio of K to M is that which is said to be compounded
of the ratios of K to Z, and L to J/, which is the same as the ratio which
10 compounded of the ratios of the sides of the parallelograms.

Both duplicate and triplicate ratio are species of compound ratio.

Duplicate ratio is a ratio compounded of two equal ratios ; and in tha

case of three magnitudes which are continued proportionals, means the ratio

of the first to a third proportional to the first and second.

Trijjiicate ratio, in the same manner, is a ratio compounded of three equal

ratios
; and in the case of four magnitudes which are continued proportion-

als, the triplicate ratio of the first to the second means the ratio of the first

to a fourth proportional to the first, second, and third magnitudes. In-

stances of the composition of three ratios, and of triplicate ratio, will be
found in the eleventh and twelfth books.

The product of the fractions which represent or measure the ratios
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of numbers, corresponds to the composition of Geometrical ratios of mag-"

nitudes.

It has been shewn that the ratio of two numbers is represented by a

fraction whereof the numerator is the antecedent, and the denominator the

consequent of the ratio; and if the antecedents of two ratios be multiplied

together, as also the consequents, the new ratio thus formed is said to bo
compounded of these two ratios ; and in the same manner, if there be more
than two. It is also obvious, that the ratio compounded of two equal ratios

is equal to the ratio of the squares of one of the antecedents to its conse-

quent ; also when there are three equal ratios, the ratio compounded of the

three ratios is equal to the ratio of the cubes of any one of the antecedents

to its consequent. And further, it may be observed, that when several

numbers are continued proportionals, the ratio of the first to the last is equal

to the ratio of the product of all the antecedents to the product of all the

consequents.

It may be here remarked, that, though the constructions of the proposi-

tions in Book v. are exhibited by straight lines, the enunciations are expressed

of magnitude in general, and are equally true of angles, triangles, parallelo-

grams, arcs, sectors. &c.

The two following axioms may be added to the four Euclid has given.

Ax. 5. A part of a greater magnitude is greater than the same part of a

less magnitude.

Ax. 6. That magnitude of which any part is greater than the same part

of another, is greater than that other magnitude.

The learner must not forget that the capital letters, used generally by
Euclid in the demonstrations of the fifth Book, represent the 7naf/nitudes,

not any numerical or Algebraical measures of them : sometimes, however,

the magnitude of aline is represented in the usual way by two letters which
are placed at the extremities of the iine.

Prop. I. Algebraically.

Let each of the magnitudes A, B, C, ic, be equimultiples of as many
a, 6, r, &c.,

that is, let A = in times a =: ma,

B = wi times b =: mh,

C =^ in times c = mc, &c.

First, if there be two magnitudes equimultiples of two others,

then A + B =: ma + mb = in {a + b) = m times (a + b).

Hence A + B is the same multiple of (a -f- b), as A is of a, or B of b.

Secondly, if there be three magnitudes equimidtiples of three others,

then A + B + C = ma + mb + mc = m (a + b + c)

= m times {a + b + c).

Hence A + B + C is the same multiple of (a + b + c);

as A is of a, B of b, and C of c.

Similarly, if there wore four, or any number of magnitudes.
Therefore, if any mmiber of magnitudes he equimidtiples of as many,

each of each ; what multiple soever, any one is of its part, the .<5ame multi-

ple shall the first magnitudes be of all the other.

Prop. II. Algebraically.

Let At the first magnitude, be the same multiple of aj the second, as At
the third, is of a, the fourth; and Ai the fifth the same multiple of «» the

•ecoud, as yle the sixth, is of «« therfourth.
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That is, let ^ 1 = m times aj = ma^,

A3 ^= m times «« = moi,

Ai, = n times a^ = na^.

At — 11 times 04 = not.

Then by addition, Ai+A3 = ma^ + naj = (m + «) aj = (m + n) times a,,

and A3+At = mai+na^ = {m + n)ai = {m + n) times a,.

Therefore ^i + A,, is the same multiple of an, as ^3 + ^j is of 04.

That is, if the first magnitude be the same multiple of the second, as the
third is of the fourth, &c.

Cor. If there be any number of magnitudes Ai, A.2, A3, &e. multiples
of another a, such that Ai — ma, A^ = na, A3 = pa, &c.

And as many others Bi, B^, B3, &c. the same multiples of another h,

such that B, = mh, B^ = nb, B3 = pb, &c.

Then by addition, Ai + A^ + A3 + &e. = ma + na + pa + &c.

= (rn + 71 + p + &c.) a = {m + n+p + &c.) times a

:

and Bi + B.2 + B3 + &c. = 7nb + nb + pb + Sac. — {7n + n + p + &c.) 6

= (m + M + /? + &c.) times b :

that is Ai + A2 + A3 + &.C. is the same multiple of a, that

Bi + B^ + B3 + &e. is of 6.

Prop. III. Algebraically.

Let A I the first magnitude, be the same multiple of a^ the second,

as ^3 the third, is of ^4 the fourth,

that is, let .4i =: ?« times aj = yna^,

and A3 =: )n times at = mat.

If these equals be each taken n times,

then nAi = ?«?ia^ ^= m7i times a^,

and 71A3 = mnot = wiji times 014,

or n^i, «^3 each contain a^, a^ respectively mn times.

Wherefore nAi, 71A3 the equimultiples of the first and third, are respec-

tively equimultiples of aa and a^, the second and fourth.

Prop. IV. Algebraically.

Let ^1, 02, A3, at, be proportionals according to the Algebrtdcal definir

tion:

that is, let ^j : a^ : : ^3 : at,

then^ = ^,
as a*

multiply these equals by — , m and n being any integers,

mAi __ mAs
nuj nat

'

or mAi : na^ : : 7nA3 : nat.

That is, if the first of four magnitudes has the same ratio to the second
*hich the third has to the fourth ; then any equimultiples whatever of the

first and third shall have the same ratio to any equimultiples of the second
and fourth.
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The Corollary is contained in the proposition itself:

for if n be unity, then mAi : as : : m^s : a* t

and if m be unity, also ^-li : 7iaa : : ^3 : na^.

Prop. V. Algebraically.

Let Ai be the same multiple of ai,

that A2 a part of Ai, is of an, a part of ai.

Then Ai — A2 is the same multiple of Ci — Oa as ^4i is of ai

For let ^i = m times ai = wiai,

and Ai =: m times a^ = ma-i,

then Ai — Ai^= ma^ — ma^i = m {a^ — an) = m times {a^ — a^),

that is Ai — Ai is the same multiple of (ai — a^) as Ai is of aj.

Prop. Ti. Algebraically.

Let ^1, Ai be equimultiples respectively of ai, rtj two others,

that is, let A\ = m times ai = jMaj,

^2 = ??i times a J = wiaj.

Also if Bi a part of ^i = >i times ai =: nai,

and Bi a part of ^-1 2 = « times ai = naa.

Then by taking equals from equals,

.•. A I— Bi = mai — nai = {m — n) ai = {m — n) times «!,

^3 — Bi = tnai — nai = (»« — «) «» = ('« — n) times a^,

that is, the remainders Ai — ^1, Ai — Bi are equimultiples of ai, Oj,

respectively.

And \im — n = 1, then Ax — Bi ^= ai, and ^1^ — Bi = Uii
or the remainders are equal to a^, a^ respectively.

Prop. A. Algebraically.

Let A I, ao, A3, a^ be proportionals,

or ^j : ai : : A^ : 04,

, -"I -^3
then — =—

.

And since the fraction — is equal to - -, the followins; relations only
ai at

" ^

can subsist between Ai and Ui ; and between ^3 and a^.

First, if y1, be greater than ai ; then A, is also greater than a*

:

Secondly, if yl, be equal to a^ ; then A3 is also equal to «« :

Thirdly, if .4, be less than oi ; then ylj is also less than 04

:

Otherwise, the fraction — could not be equal to the fraction —*.

Prop. B. Algebraically.

Let Ai, ai, A3, 04 bo proportionals,

or ^, : ai : : .^3 : «<.

Then shall a^ : ^, : : a, : ^Is.

For since Ai : ai : : A3 : a«,

'aj at
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and if 1 be divided by each of these equals,

a-i at

and therefore at : Ai :: at : A3.

Prop. C. " This is frequently made use of by geometers, and is necessary
to the 5th and 6th Propositions of the 10th Book. Clavius, in his notes sub-

joined to the 8th def of Book 5, demonstrates it only in numbers, by help

of some of the propositions of the 7th Book ; in order to demonstrate the

property contained in the 5th definition of the 5th book, when applied to

numbers, from theproperty of proportionals contained in the 20th def. of the

'Zth Book : and most of the commentators judtje it difficult to prove that four

magnitudes which are proportionals according to the 20th def of the 7th
Book, are also proportionals according to the 5th def of the 5th Book. But
this is easily made out as follows :

First, if A, B, C, D, be four magnitudes, such that A is the same multi-

ple, or the same part of B, which C \s of D

:

Then A, B, C, B, are proportionals:

this is demonstrated in proposition (c).

Secondly, if AB contain the same parts of CB that £F doc& of GH;
in this case likewise ^i? is to CB, as £F to GH.

A B E F
K D G L H

Let CK be a part of CB, and GL the same part of GH;
and let AB be the same multiple of CK, that FFis of GB

:

therefore, by Prop, c, of Book v, AB is to CK, as KFto GL:
and CB, GH, are equimultiples of CK, GL, the second and fourth;

wherefore, by Cor. Prop. 4, Book t, AB is to CB, as FF to GH.
And if four magnitudes be proportionals according to the 5th def of Book t,

they are also proportionals according to the 20th Def of Book vii.

First, if A be to B,a.s Cto B;
then if A be any multiple or part of B, C is the same multiple or part

of B, by Prop, n, Book v.

Next, if .1 5 be to CB, as EF to GH :

then li AB contain any part of CB, EF contains the same part of GH:

A B E F

K D G L

for let CK be a part of CB, and GL the same part of GH,
and let AB be a multiple of CK:
EF is the same multiple of GL :

take Mthe same multiple of GL that AB is of C^;
therefore, by Prop, c. Book v, AB is to CK, as J/ to GL:

and CB, GH, are equimultiples of CK, GL
;

Trherefore, by Cor. Prop. 4, Book v, AB is to CB, aa J/ to GH.
And, by the hypothesis, J^ is to CB, as EF to GH;

therefore }f is equal to EF by Prop. 9, Book v,

and consequently, .£7^ is the same multiple of GL that AB is of CA'."
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This is the method by which Simson shews that the Geometrical defi-

nition of proportion is a consequence of the Arithmetical definition, and
conversely.

a c
It may however be shewn by employing the equation -- .= and taking

ma, mc any equimultiples of a and c the first and third, and nh, iid any equi-

multiples of b and d the second and fourth.

And conversely, it may be shewn ex absurdo, that if four quantities are

proportionals according to the fifth definition of the fifth book of Euclid,

they are also proportionals according to the Algebraical definition.

The student must however bear in mind, that the Algebraical definitioct

is not equally applicable to the lieometrical demonstrations contained in the

sixth, eleventh, and twelfth Books of Euclid, where the Geometrical definition

is employed. It has been before remarked, that Geometiy is the science of
magnitude and not of number ; and tliough a sum and a difference of two
magnitudes can be represented Geometrically, as well as a multiple of any
given magnitude, there is no method in Geometry whereby the quotient of

two magnitudes of the same kind can be expressed. The idea of a cjuotient

is entirely foreign to the principles of the Fifth Book, as are also any dis-

tinctions of magnitudes as being commensurable or incommensurable. As
Euclid in Books vii-x has treated of the properties of proportion according
to the Arithmetical definition and of their application to (ieometrical magni-
tudes ; there can be no doubt that his intention was to exclude all reference

to numerical measures and quotients in his treatment of the doctrine of pro-

portion in the Fifth Book ; and in his applications of tliat doctrine in the

sixth, eleventh and twelfth books of the Elements.

Prop. C. Algebraically.

Let Ai, a-ty A^., a^ be four magnitudes.

First let ^1 = niai and A2 = mui :

Then Ai : ai:: A3: at.

For since Ai = ma^, .". m = —•'

;

and A3 = j«rt4 .•. 711 =—

.

a*

Hence — = —

,

A] at

and Ai : Ci : : A3 : at.

Secondlv. Let Ai = <io, and .<ii = — a«:
m m

Then, as before, —? = — , and —-' = — .

at m at 1

Hence — = —

,

and Ai : Oi : : A3 : a^.

Prop. D. Algebraically.

Let Ai, at, A3, a« be projjortionala,

or A I : at : : A3 : at.
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First let ^i be a multiple of a^, or Ai =m times ui = max
Then shall A 3=. 71104.

For since Ai : a-2 : : A3 : at,

-^ _^ _

as 04

but since Ai =: ma^,

maq A3 A3
.: —— =— , or m = — ,

02 at a^

and A3 ^^ ma^.

Therefore the third ^3 is the same multiple of a* the fourth.

Secondly. If ^1 = — 02, then shall ^3 = — a*,m m
^ . A, A3
For smce — =.—

,

a^ ««

and Ai =: — ai. .'. — = —
,

711 tti wt

^^ '^ A J
^

.'. — = — , and A3 = — 04

:

(It 771 711

wherefore, the third ^ 3 is the same part of the fourth ax.

Prop. VII. is so obvious that it may be considered axiomatic. Also

Prop. VIII. and Prop. ix. are so simple and obvious, as not to require alge-

braical proof.

Prop. X. Algebraically.

Let Ai have a greater ratio to a, than A3 has to a.

Tlien Ai> A3.

For the r.atio of .4 1 to a is represented bv —
,

' a
A

and the ratio of ^3 to a is represented by —

,

and smce — > —
;a a

it follows that Ai > A3.

Secondly. Let a have to .^^s a greater ratio than a has to A\.

Then ^3 <^i.
a

For the ratio of a : ^3 is represented by —

,

A3

a
and the ratio of a : -4 1 is represented by —-,

Ai
, . a a

and smce -r > -t-.A3 Ai
dividing these unequals by a,

J_ 1

A3 A\
and multiplying these unequals hy Ai . A%^

.: Ai > A3,

or A3 < Ai.
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Prop. XI. Algebraically.

Let the ratio of Ai : a-^ be the same as the ratio of ^j : a«,

and the ratio oi A3 : «< be the same as the ratio of ^5 : a«.

Then the ratio of ^1 : a^ shall be the same as the ratio of -46 : <H-

For since Ai : ai:: A3 : 04,

^ — :4f

and since A3 : ai : : A^ : a«,

A3 A\i

TT Ai A^
Hence — = —

,

03 as

and Ai : a-i:: Ai : ag.

Prop. XII. Algebraically.

Let Ai, an, A3, at, A^, ag be proportionals,

so that Ai : a^ : : A3 : 04 : : A^ : a^.

Then shall Ai : a-i : : Ai + A3 + Ai : 02 + at + Ht.

For since Ai : a-i : : A3 : a^ : : Ai, : ag,

Ai _A3 _Ai
Ui tti ag

And •.• — = — , .•. ^ia4 = aiAs,
ai a4

A,^A,
03 ag

Aitti = aiAs,

also ^jaj = 03.^1.

Hence Ai (ai + a^ + ae) = oi {Ai + A3 + -4 5), by addition,

and dividing these equals by ai (aj + at + ag),

-Al Jx\ + JX3 -T- .0.5

ai aa + a4 + ag

and Ai : ai : : Ai + ^3 + ^e : aa + 04 + ag.

Prop. XIII. Algebraically.

Let Ai, aa, .^3, 04, Ai, ag, be six magnitudes, such that Ax : ai : : A' ' 04,

but that the ratio of A3 : at is greater than the ratio of .4j : ag.

Then the ratio of ^ i : ai shall be greater than the ratio of .4 » : a»

For since Ai : ai : : A3 : at .'. — = —
;

but since ^3 : 04 > ^6 :

Ax
Hence -— >

That is, the ratio of ^, : 03 is greater than the ratio of .^g : ag.

Prop. XIV. Algebraically.

Let Ai, ai, A3, 04 be proportionals.

Then if ^1 > A3, thou 03 > a4, and if equal, equal ; and if less, leso*

For since Ai : ai : : A3 : a*,

^=^
a* a«

11*

Oi 04

^3 ^ At
ag

.

. — > —

.

04 0g

Ai
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Multiply these equals by —-
;

-4, _ «2

A3 Ui
'

and because these fractions arc always equal,

if Ai be > A3, then a^ must be greater than 04,
for if flj were not greater than 04,

the fraction — could not be equal to ^
;

at A3
which would be contrary to the hypothesis.

In the same manner,
if ^1 be = A3, then a^ must be equal to 04,

and if Ai he < A3, a^ must be less than 04.

Hence, therefore, if &c.

Prop. XT, Algebraically.

Let ^li, a2 be any magnitudes of the same kind.

Then Ai : a^ : : mA\ : ma-i

;

niAi and mai being any equimultiples of .4i and ai.

ror:^'=£«,

and since the numerator and denominator of a fraction may be multiplied

by the same numbc without altering the value of the fraction,

Ai _mAj
tti ma-i

'

and Ai : as : : m.A'i : mai.

Prop. XTi. Algebraically.

Let Ai, at, A3, 04 be four magnitudes of the same kind, which are
proportionals,

Ai : Ui : : A3 : a^.

Then these shall be proportionals when taken alternately, that is,

Ai : A3 : : flo : a^.

For since Ai : a-i : : A3 : a^,

then —-* =—-'.

aj Ui

Multiply these equals by —

,

A3
At _ai

'

' A3 04
'

and Ai : A3 : a^i : tti.

Prop. xvii. Algebraically.

Let Ai + a-i, a^, A3 + a^, at be proportionals,

then.4i, a-i, A3, a^ shall be proportionals.

For since Ai + a^ : a^ : : A3 + ai : at^

Ai -ir a-i _A3 + ttj

* '
fla 04 '

or — + 1 =— -1-1,
«9 «4
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and taking 1 from each of these equals,

fla at

and Ai : Ci : : A3 : 0^.

Prop, xriii, is the converse of Prop. xvii.

The following is Euclid's indirect demonstration.

Let AE, EB, OF, FD be proportionals,

that is, as ^^^ to EB, so let C'i''be to FD.
then these shall be proportionals also when taken jointly

;

that is, as ^i/ to BE, so shall CD be to DF.
A E B

C Q F D

For if the ratio of ^5 to BE be not the same as the ratio of CD to DF;
the ratio of AB to BE is either greater than, or less than the ratio of

CD to DF.
First, let AB have to BE a less ratio than CD has to DF;

and let DQha taken so that AB has to BE the same ratio as CD to DQ:
and since magnitudes when taken jointly are proportionals,

they are also proportionals when taken separately; (v. 17.)

therefore AE has to EB the same ratio as CQ to QD;
but, by the hypothesis, AE has to EB the same ratio as CF to FD

;

therefore the ratio of CQ to QD is the same as the ratio of CF to FD. (v. 11.)

And when four magnitudes are proportionals, if the fii-st be greater than

the second, the third is greater than the fourth ; and if equal, equal ; and
if less, less; (v. 14.) but CQ is less than CF,

therefore QD is less than FD ; which is absurd.

Wherefore the ratio of AB to BE is not less than the ratio of CD to DF;
that is, AB has the same ratio to BE as CD has to DF.

Secondly By a similar mode of reasoning, it may likewise be shewn,
that AB has the same ratio to BE as CD has to DF, if AB be assumed to

have to BE a greater ratio than CD has to DF.
Prop. xvm. Algebraically.

Let Ai : a^ : : Ai : a«.

Then Ax + a^: a-^ : : A^ + a^ : a^.

For since Ai : a^i : : A3 : at,

Ai A3

d a«

and addirig 1 to each of these equals

;

Ai A3 ,~ + 1— — + I,

a-i at

or,
Ai + ai

a-,

A3 + a«

"
at

'

and A, 4- flj : rta : : A3 + at : <?».

Prop. XIX. Algebraically.

Let the whole Ai have the same ratio to the whole At,
as ai taken from the first, is to Oj taken from the second,

that ia, let Ai : A, : : ai : a-,.

Then Ai — ai : A3 — a,:: Ax : A,.
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For since Ai : A^ : : ai : as,

• '^ — ^
Ai at

A
Multiplying these equals by —

,

At A-i a\ Ai
Ai Ci at fli

'

Ai At
or, — =: —

,

a\ aj

•ud subtracting 1 from each of these equals,

.-.^'-1 = ^-1,

A\ — «! A<i — fla
or.

»nd multiplying these equals by ——^—

,

At — at
Ai — a, _ fli

At — Ut dt

, . -4, a,
but — = -

,^t O-t

At — at At

At — at At
and At — at : At — at :: At : At.

Cor. If At : At : : at : «2,

Then At — a, : At — at :: at : at, is found proved in the preceding
process.

Prop. E> Algebraically.

Let At : at : : A3 : a^,

Then ^all At : At — at : : A3 : A3 ~ a^.

For since At : at : : A3 : a*,

At A3

at 04'

subtracting I from each of these equals,

aj at

A J
— flSj A3 — Ua

or, -— =
at a^

but^'=^.
«2 a*

Diriding the latter by the former of these equals,

. -^1 -^1 — dj A3
_ A3 — ai

at at at a^
'

At at A3 a*
or, — X =— X -—1—

,

aa Ax — at a* At — a*
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Ai A3
or =

;
Ai — at A3 — at

and Ai : Ai — aa : : A3 : A3— at.

Prop. XX. Algebraically.

Let Aiy Ai, Aa be three magnitudes, and Oi, 02, as, other three

such that Ai : A2 : : Ci : tti,

and A2 A3 : : a^ : as :

if Ai > A3, then shall «i > as,

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Since Ai: A2 : : a, : «!, •

A,

'At at'

also since Aai A : : a : as, "A3'
_at

~as

and multiplying these equals,

^1 At
A3

= — X
at

at

as'

or
A,

A3

a,

'as'

and since the fraction -r- is equal to —
;

A3 as

and that Ai^ A3:
It follows that fli is > as.

In the same way it may be shewn

that if Ai = A3, then ai = as ; and if ^1 be < A3, then ai < a».

Prop. XXI. Algebraically.

Let Ai, At, A3, be three magnitudes,

and fli, at, at three others,

such that Ai : At : : at : 03,

and At : A3 Oi : Of

If -d, > ^s, then shall aj > aa, and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Ai at
Forsince^i : .^2 : : aa : as,

^2

andsince^a : ^3 : : ai : ao, .: -j-

=

^3

as

a,

'
aa

Multiplying these equals,

Ai At at «!
.*. -7- X -T- = — X —

,

Ai A3 as fla

Ax a,
or ^ = -

;

At as

and since the fraction - ia equal to —
,A3 as

and that Ai > A^-

It follows that also a, > as.

Similarly, it may bu shewn, tliat if ^1 = .^Ij, then ai = ai

;

aud if -4i < Ai, also a» < a,.
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Prop. XXII. Algebraically.

Let Ai, Ai, A3 be three inagnitudee,

and fli, «2, as other three,

such that Ai : Ai : : Ui : «2,

and A2 : A3 : : a^i : 03.

Then shall Ai : A3 : Ui : as.

For sinoc Ai. A^: : a^ : a^, . •. = —
,A2 ^2

A A A
A2 tti

and since ^2 : A3 : : as : at, .:—- — — .

A3 ««
Multiply these equals,

Ai Ao tti as
.-. -— X -- = — X --,
Aa As «2 «3

or .-=—
,A3 «3

and ^1 : ^3 : : ai : ^3.

Next if there be four magnitudes, and other four such that

Ai : A-i : : ai : a^.

jSi'i \ -^3 I I <22 I <Z3,

A3 : Ai : : a3 : ai

:

Then shall ^1 ; ^4 : : <7i : ^4.

•c 4 A Ai ai
i or snice ^4 1 : ^4 2 : : aj : «2, • '• — = — ,A2 aa

. . A. tti

J±i : A3 : : a-i : 03, .'. —- = —
,A3 Us

A A
A3 _a3

A.3 '. Jii : : as : 04, .*. -j- — — .

-0.4 04

Multiplying these equals,

Ai A-i A3 ax a-i a^

-da ^3 Ai a-i as at

Ai «,
or •— = -

,

yl4 ai

and Ai : At : : ai : at,

and similarly, if there were more than four magnitudes.

Prop. XXIII. Algebraically.

Let Ai, A-i, A3 be three magnitudes,

and cTi, flo, «3 other three,

. such that ^1 : ^2 : : a2 : as,

and ^2 : .^3 : : ai : a-i.

Then shall ^1 : -43 : : ai

For since A\ : A-i : : a-i : 03, .'.

and since At : A^ : : a^ : a-i, .-. ^ =

as.

Ax

Aa ~ as

Aa
A, as
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Multiplying these equals,

255

Ai At _
A2 A3 as at

Ar
or —

=

^3

If the

and ^1 : ^3 : : ai

re were four magnitudes

such that A^-.A^::

: «3.

, and other fo'or,

as : ai,

A,: A J : : at : as.

A3: A < :
' ffli : aa,

Then shall also Ai : A, : : ai : a4

Fo r since ^1 : A2 : : as : ai
as

^3 : ^3 I ; 6fa «3,
'''A3''

ai

A3 : At : : Oi «2.
a,

^4 ai

Multiplying these equals,

Ai At A3 as at Oi
.*. —- x--r-x--=.— X — X —

,

At A3 Ai 04 as at

A I rti

or — = -
,At at

.'. A\ : At : : fli : a4,

and similarly, if there be more than four magnitudefc

Prop. XXIV. Algebraically.

Let ^1 : a2 : : -^3 : a4,

and A 5 : ut : : Ac : 04,

Then shall Ai + A-, : at : : A3 + Ae : 04-

For since ,.ii : a^ : : .^3 : 04, .•. — = —
,

at 04

Ai At
and since A^: at : : Aa : <74,

-<i6

at a*

Divide the former by the latter of these equals,

at at

A3^
«4 '

A,

at

A,
or —

at As

A,

^'x
«4

A3

at

A,'

adding 1 to each of these equals

;

... rli + 1 = 41 + 1
As Aa^ '

Vl, + /1» A3 + A9
or

A,
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, Ai A,
and — = —

.

tti at

Multiply these equals together,

Ai + Aj Ai _At + Ad At
At Oi As at

Ai + A j _Aa + As
fli "" a« '

and .•. Ai + As : aj : : A3 + At : at.

Cor. 1. Similarly may be shewn, that

Ai —Ai : fla : : ^3 — ^6 : «4.

Prop. xxT. Algebraically.

Let Ai : a^ : : A3 '. «4,

And let Ax be the greatest, and consequently 04 the least.

Then shall Ai + at> a^ + A3.

Since Ai : a^i : : A3 : a\,

Ai ^3
aa at

Multiply these equals by —-,Ai
Ai _ai
uds ~a4

'

subtract 1 from each of these equals,

" A3 at

Ai-
fir _-

A3 CCi— ^4

^4;) ai

Multiplying these equals by —

Ai — A3 A3

A3

a*

aa — 04 «4

but
Ai_A3
a-i 04'

. ^-A3 Ai

fla — a^ aa

but ^1 > aa, '.• -i4i is the greatest of the four magnitudes,

.•. also Ai — A3 > aa — 04,

add ^3 + ^4 to each of these equals,

.-. ^1 + 04 > aa + ^3.

"The whole of the process in the Fifth Book is purely logical, that is,

the whole of the results ave virtually contained in the definitions, in the

manner and sense in which metaphysicians (certain of them) imagine all

the results of mathematics to be contained in their definitions and hy-

potheses. No assumption is made to determine the truth of any conse-

quence of this definition, which takes for granted more about number or

tnagoitude tbaa is necessary to understand the de£nition itself, Ths
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latter being once understood, its results are deduced by inspection—of itself

only, without the necessity of looking at any thing else. Hence, a great

distinction between the fifth and the preceding books presents itself. The
first four are a series of propositions, resting on dift'erent fundamental as-

euraptions ; that is, about different kinds of magnitudes. The fifth is a defi-

nition and its developuient ; and if the analogy by which names have been

given in the preceding Books had been attended to, the propositions of that

Book would have beeia called corollaries of the dtJinitio7i."—Connexion of
^"lunber and Magnitude^ by Professor De Morgan, p. 56.

The Fifth Book of the Elements as a portion of Euclid's System of Georo-

etry ought to be retained, as the doctrine contains some of the most impor-

tant characteristics of an effective instrument of intellectual education. This

opinion is favoured by Dr. Barrow in the following expressive terms: "There
is nothing in the whole body of the Elements of a more subtile invention,

nothing more solidly established, or more accurately handled, than the doc-

trine of proportionals."

QUESTIONS ON BOOK V.

1. Explain and exemplify the meaning of the terms, multiple, submulti-

ple, equimultiple.

2. What operations in Geometry and Arithmetic are .analogous ?

3. What are the different meanings of the term measure in Geometry ?

When are Geometrical magnitudes said to have a common measure ?

4. When are magnitudes said to have, and not to have, a ratio to one
another ? What restriction does this impose upon the magnitudes in regard

to their species ?

5. When are magnitudes said to be commensurable or incommensurable
to each other? Do the definitions and theorems of Book v. include incom-

mensurable quantities '?

6. Wliat is meant by the term (jeomctrical ratio? IIow is it represented?

7. Why does Euclid give no independent definition of ratio?

8. Wliat sort of quantities are excluded from Euclid's idea of ratio, and
how does his idea of ratio diifer from the Algebraic definition ?

9. IIow is a ratio n^pre.sented Algebraically ? Is there any distinction

between the terms, a ratio of eijitalifi/, and equality of ratio ?

10. In what maimer are ratios, in Geometry, distinguished from each

other as e(|ual, greater, or less than one another? What oijjection is there

to the use of an independent definition (properly so called) of ratio in a sys-

tem of (ieometry ?

11. Point out the distinction between the geometrical and algebraical

methods of treating the subject of proportion.

12. What is the geometrical definition of proportion? W^hence arises

the neces.sity of such a definition a.s this ?

13. Shew the necessity of the iiualification
''• any whatever'''' in Euclid's

definition of pro[)OTtion.

14. ilust magnitudes that are proportional be all of the same kind?
15. To what objection has Eue. v. def 5, bct'ii eonsidt'red liable?

16. Point out tlie connexion between the nioie obvious definition of pro-

portion and that given by Euclid, and illustrate clearly the nature of the

advantag(.' obtained by which he was induced to adopt it.

17. Why may not Euclid's definition of i)roi)ortion be su{)crsedcd in a

system of Gsometry by the following :
" Four quantities arc proportionals,
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when the first is the same multiple of the second, or the same part of it, that

the third is to the fourth"?

18. Point out the defect of the following definition : "Four magnitudes

are proportional when equimultiples may be taken of the first and the third,

and also of the second and fourth, such that the multiples of the first and
second are equal, and also those of the third and fourth."

10. Apply Euclid's definition of pioportion, to shew that if four quantities

be proportional, and if the first and the third be divided into the same arbi-

trary number of equal parts, then the second and fourth will eiiher be equi-

multiples of those parts, or will lie between the same two successive multiples

of them.

20. The Geometrical definition of proportion is a consequence of the

Algebraical definition ; and conversely.

21. What Geometrical test h.is Euclid given to ascertain that four quan>

titles are not proportionals? What is the Algebraical test?

22. Show in the manner of Euclid, that the ratio of 15 to 17 is greater

than that of 11 to 13.

23. How far may the fifth definition of the fifth Book be regarded as an
axiom ? Is it convertible ?

24. Def 9, Book v. "Proportion consists of three terms at least."

How is this to be understood ?

25. Define duplicate ratio. How does it appeal from Euclid that the

duplicate ratio of two magnitudes is the same as that of their squares ?

26. When is a ratio compounded of any number of ratios? What is the

ratio which is compounded of the ratios of 2 to 5, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 ?

27. By what process is a ratio found equal to the composition of two or

more given ratios ? Give an example, where straight lines are the magni-
tudes which express the given ratios.

28. What limitation is there to the alternation of a Geometrical proportion ?

29. Explain the construction and sense of the phrases, ex lequali, and
ex cequali in proportionc pcrturbata, used in proportions.

80. Exemplify the meaning of the word homologous as it is used in the

Fifth Book of the Elements.

31. Why, in Euclid v. 11, is it necessary to prove that ratios which are

the same with the same ratio, are the same with one another?

32. Apply the Geometrical criterion to ascertain whether the four lines

of 3, 5, t), 10 units are proportionals.

33. Prove by taking e(iiiimultiple3 according to Euclid's definition, that

the magnitudes 4, 5, 7, 9, are not proportionals.

34. Give the Algebraical proofs of Props. 17 and 18, of the Fifth Book.

35. What is necessary to constitute an exact definition ? In the demon-
stration of Euc. V. 18, is it legitimate to assume the converse of the fifth

definition of that Book ? Does a mathematical definition admit of proof oh
the principles of the science to \vhich it relates ?

36. Explain why the properties proved in Book v. by means of straight

linr.t, are tiue of aii>/ concrete magnitudex.

37. Enunciate Euc. v. 8, and illustrate it by numerical examples.

38. Prove Algebraically Euc. v. 25.

39. Shew that when four magnitudes are proportionals, they cannot,

when equally increased or equally diminished by any other magnitude, con-

tinue to be proportionals.

40. What grounds are there for the opinion that Euclid intended to

exclude the idea of numerical measures of ratios in his Fifth Book?
41. What is the object of the Fifth Book of Euclid's Elements ?
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

Similar rectilineal figures are those which have their several

angles equal, each to each, and the sides about the equal angles pro-

portionals.

II.

" Reciprocal figures, viz. triangles and parallelograms, are such as

have their sides about two of their angles proportionals in such a
manner, that.a side of the first figure is to a side of the other, as the

remaining side of the other is to the remaining side of the first."

III.

A straight line is said to be cut in extreme and mean ratio, when
the whole is to the greater segment, as the greater segment is to the

less.

IV.

The altitude ofany figure is the straight line drawn from its vertex
perpendicular to the base.

PROPOSITIOX I. THEOREM.

Triangles and paraUelograms of the same altitude are one to the other as
their bases.

Let the triangles ABC, ACI), and the parallelograms EC, CF,
have the same altitude,

viz. tlie j)erpendicular drawn from tlie point A to BD or BD
produced.

As the base BC is to the base CD, so shall the triangle ABC be
to the triangle A CD,

and the parallelogram EG to the parallelogram CF.
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E A F

H G B C D K h
Produce BD both ways to the points E, L,

and take any number of straight lines BG, GH, each equal to the
base BC'\ (i. 3.)

and JjK^ KL^ any number of them, each equal to the base CD
;

and join AG^ AH, AK, AL.
Then, because CB, BG, GH, are all equal,

the triangles AHG, AGB, ABC, are all equal: (i. 38.)

therefore, whatever multiple the base EC is of the base BC^
the same multiple is the triangle ^//C of the triangle ABC:

for the same reason whatever multiple the base LC is of the base Ci>,

the same multiple is the triangle ^ZCof the triangle ABC:
and if the base EC be equal to the base CL,

the triangle AEC is also equal to the triangle ALC : (i. 38.)

and if the base EC be greater than tha base CL,
likewise the triangle AEC is greater than the triangle ALC\

and if less, less

;

therefore since there are four magnitudes,
tIz. the two bases BC, CD, and the two triangles ABC, A CD;
and of the base BC, and the triangle ABC, the first and third, anj

equimultiples whatever have been taken,

viz. the base E^ and the triangle AEC;
and of the base CD and the triangle A CD, the second and fourth,

have been taken any eipiimultiples whatever,
viz. the base CL and the triangle ALC;

and since it has been shewn, that, if the base EC be greater than
the base CL,

the triangle AEC is greater than the trisingle ALC;
and if equal, equal; and if less, less;

therefore, as the base BC is to the base CD, so is the triangle ABC
to the triangle A CD. (v. def. 5.

)

And because the parallelogram CE is double of the triangle ABC,
(I. 41.)

and the parallelogram Ci^ double of the triangle A CD,
and that magnitudes have the same ratio which their equimulti-

ples have ; (v. 15.)

as the triangle ABC is to the triangle A CD,so is the parallelogram
EC to the parallelogram CF;

and because it has been shewn, that, as the base 5C is to the base
CD, so is the trian<rle ABC to the triangle A CD;

and as the triangle ABC is to the triangle A CD, so is the parallelo-

gram EC to the parallelogram CF;
therefore, as the base BC is to the base CD. so is the parallelogram
EC to the parallelogram CF. (v. 11.)

'

Wherefore, triangles, &c. q.e.d.
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Cob. From this it is plain, that triangles and parallelograms

that have equal altitudes, are to one another as their bases.

Let the tigure-! be placed so as to have their bases in the same
straight line ; and having drawn perpendiculars from the vertices

of the triangles to the bases, the straight line which joins the ver-

tices is parallel to that in which their bases are, (i. 33.) because the

perpendiculars are both equal and parallel to one another, (i. 28.)

Then, if the same construction be made as in the proposition, the

demonstration will be the same.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM.

If a stralqht line be drawti parallel to one of the sides of a triangle it

shall cut the other sides, or these produced, proportionally : and conversely,

if the sides, or the sides produced, be cut proportionally, the straight line

irhich joins the points of section shall be parallel to the remaining side of
the triangle.

LetD£ be drawn parallel to BC, one of the sides ofthe triangle ABC,
Then BI) shall be to DA, as CB to EA.
A A ED

C D E BO
.Join BE, CD.

Then the triangle BDF is equal to the triangle CDF, (i. 37.)

because they are on the same base DB, and between the same
parallels Z>^, ^(7;

but ADE is another triangle

;

and equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same magni-
tude ; (v. 7.)

therefore, as the triangle BDE\s to the triangle ADE., so is the

triangle CDE to the triangle ADE:
but as tlie triangle /iZ*^ to the triangle ^Z>^, sois7?i)to i)J, (vi. 1.)

because, having the same altitude, viz. the perpendicular drawn
from the point E to AB, they are to one another as their bases

;

and for tbe same reason, as the triangle CDE to the triangle

ADE, so is CB to EA :

therefore, as BD to DA, so is C^to EA. (v. 11.)

Next, let tbe sides AB, AC of the triangle ABC, or these sides

produced, be cut proj)<)rtionally in the points D, E, that is, so that

BD may be to DA as CE to EA, and join DE.
Then J;^ shall ])e parallel to BC.
The same construction being made,

because as BD to DA, so is CE to BA
;

and as7>Z)to DA, so is, the triangle/)/)^ to the trianglcl 7)^; (vi. 1.)

and as CE to BA, so is the triangle CDE to tlie triangle ADE;
therefore the triangle BDE is to the triangle ADE., as the tri'

angle CDE io the triangle ^Z*^'; (v. 11.)
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that is, the triangles BDE, CDE have the same ratio to the triangle
AUE:

therefore the triangle BJDE is equal to the triangle CDE: (v. 9.)

and they are on the same hase JjE:
but equal triangles on the same base and on the same side of it,

are between the same parallels ; (i. 39.)

therefore IJE is parallel to BC.
Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION ni. THEOREM.

If the anf/le of a triangle be divided into two equal angles, hy a straight
line tch'ch aho cuts the base ; the segments of the base shall have the same
ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one another : and con-
verseli/, if the segments of the base have the same ratio nhich the other sides

of the triangle have to one another ; the straight liiie drawn from the vertex

to tlie point of section, divides the vertical angle into two equal angles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let the angle BAC be divided into

two equal angles by the straight line AD.
Then BD shall be to DC, as BA to AC.

Through the point Cdraw CE parallel to DA, (i. 31.;)

and let BA produced meet CE in E.
Because the straight line AC meets the parallels AD, EC,

the angle ^C^is equal to the alternate angle CAD: (i. 29.)

but CAD, by the hyitothesis, is equal to the angle BAD
;

wherefore BAD is equal to the angle ACE. (ax. 1.)

jain, because the straight line BAE meets the parallels AD, EC,
the outward angle JBAD is equal to the inward and opposite

angle AEC: (i. 29.)

but the angle ACE has been proved equal to the angle BAD;
therefore also A CE is equal to the angle AEC, (ax. 1.)

and consequently, the side AE is equiil to the side AC: (i. 6.)

and because AD is drawn parallel to EC, one of the sides of the

triangle BCE,
therefore BD is to DC, as BA to AE: (vi. 2.)

but ^^is equal to ^C;
therefore, as BD to DC, so is BA to AC. (v. 7.)

Kext, let BD be to DC, as BA to AC, and join AD.
Then the angle BAC shaW be divided into two equal angles by

the straight line AD.
The same construction being made

;

because, as BD to DC, so is BA to AC',
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and as BD to DC, so is BA to AE, because AD is parallel to

EC- (VI. 2.)

therefore BA is to Jf, as ^.4 io AE: (v. 11.)

consequentlv yl6'is equal to AE, (v. 9.)

and therefore the angle AEC is etiual to the angle ylC^: Ci. 5.)

but the angle AEC is equal to the outward and opposite angle BAD,
and the angle ^6'^ is eciual to the alternate angle CAD : (i. 29.)

wherefore also the angle BAD is equal to the angle CAD; (ax. 1.)

that is, the angle BAC is cut into two equal angles by the straight

line AD.
Therefore, if the angle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION A. THEOREM.

Tf the outward angle of a triangle made by producing one of its sides,

be divided into two equal angles, by a straight line, which also cuts the base

produced ; the segments between the dividing line and the extremities of the

base, have the same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one

a)iothcr : and converselg, if the segments of the base produced have the same
ratio which the other sides of the triangle have ; the straight line drawnfrom
the vertex to the point of section divides the outward angle of the triangle

into two equal angles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let one of its sides BA be produced to E;
arwi let the outward angle CAEha divided into two equal angles by

the straight line AD which meets the base produced in D.
Then BD shall be to DC, as BA to AG.

E
A.

Through Cdraw CF parallel to .17): (i. 31.)

and because the straight line Ji 6' meets the parallels vlZ>, FC,
the angle yl6'F is equal to the alternate angle CAD: (i. 29.)

but CAD is equal to the angle DAE; (hyp.)

therefore also DAE is equal to the angle ACE. fax. 1.)

Again, because the straight line FAEmeet^ the ])arallels AD, FC,
the outward angle DAE is equal to the inward and opposite

angle CFA : (i. 29.)

but the angle ACF has been proved equal to the angle DAE;
therefore also the angle ACF'is equal to the angle CFA; (ax. 1.)

and consequontly the side AFh ecpial to the side AC: (i. 6.)

and because AD is parallel to /Y', a side of tiie triangle BCF,
therefore, BD is to DC, as BA to AF: (vi. 2.)

I)ut AF]s equal to AC;
therefore -'S BD is to DC, so is BA to AC. (v. 7.)

Next, let BD he to DC, as BA to AC, and Join AD.
The angle CAD, shall be e(iual to the angle DAB.

The same construction being made,
because BD is to DC, as BA to A C

;
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and tliat BD is also to DC, as BA to AF\ (ti. 2.)

therefore BA is to A C\ as BA to AF: (v. 11.)

wherefore J 6" is equal to AF, (v. 9.)

and the aiif^le AFC e(mal to tlie ang:]e ACF: {\ 5.)

but the angle ^'li''6'is equal to the outward angle FAD, (l 29.)

and the angle ACF to the alternate angle CAD\
therefore also FAD is ecjual to the angle CAD. (ax. 1.)

Wherefore, if the outward, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM.

TTte sides about the equal angles of equianrpdar triangles are proj>or-

tionnls ; and those ichich are opposite to the equal angles are homologous
sides, that is, are the antecedents or consequents of the ratios.

Let ABC, DCFhe equiangular triangles, having the angle ABG
equal to the angle DCF, and the angle AC'B to the angle DEC; and
conse<juently the angle BA C equal to the angle CDF. (i. 32.)

The sides about the e(]ual angles of the triangles ABC, DCE
shall be proportionals

;

and those shall be the homologous sides which are opposite to

the equal angles.

F

C E

Let the triangle DCFhe placed, so that its side CEmaj be con-

tiguous to BC, and in the same straight line with it. (i. 22.)

Then, because the angle BCA is equal to the angle CFD, (hyp.)

add to each the angle ABC;
therefore the two anjxles ABC, BCA are equal to the two angles

ABC, CFD: (ax. 2.)

but the angles ABC, BCA are together less than two right an-

gles
;

(I. 17.)

therefore the angles ABC, CFD are also less than two right angles:

w^herefore BA, ED, if produced will meet: (i. ax. 12.)

let them be produced and meet in the point F:
then because the angle ABC is equal to the angle DCE, (hyp.)

BF is parallel to CD; (i 28.)

and because the angle A CB is equal to the angle DEC,
ACm parallel to FF: (i. 28.)

therefore FA CD is a parallelogram
;

and consequently ^i'"'is equal to CD, and AC to FD: (i. 34.)

and because J. C is parallel to -F"^, one of the sides of the triangle i^^^,
BA is to AF, as BC to CE: (vi. 2.)

but AF is equal to CD;
therefore, as BA to CD, so is BC to CE: (v. 7.)

and alternately, as AB to BC, so is i>6'to CE; (v. 16.)
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again, because CD is parallel to BF^
as BClo CE, so is FD to DE: (vi. 2.)

but FD is equal to ^ ^

;

therefore, as i^Cto CE, so is ^Cto DE\ (v. 7.)

and alternately, as BC to CA, so f^to ED: (v. 16.)

therefore, because it has been proved that^5 is to ^C, as i>C to CE^
and as ^Cto CA, so C^to ED,

ex aequali, BA is to A C, as CD to Z»^. (v. 22.)
Therefore the sides, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM.

If the sides of two triangles, about each of their angles, he proportionals,
the triangles shall be equiangular ; and the equal angles shall be those which
are opposite to the homologous sides.

Let the triangles ABC, DEFhsi\e their sides proportionals,
so that AB is to BC, as Z>^to EF;

and BC to CA. as -fi'i'^to FD
;

and consequently, ex jequali, BA to AC, as ED to DF.
Then the t'-iangle ABC shall be equiangular to the triangle DEF,

and the angles which are opposite to the homologous sides shall be
equal, viz. the angle ABC equal to the angle DEF, and BCA to
EFD, and also BAC to EDF.

A D

B c a
At the points E, F, in the straight line EF, make the angle FEG

equal to the angle ABC, and the angle EEC equal to BCA
;

(i. 23.)

wherefore the remaining angle EGF, is equal to the remaining
angle i?JC, (i. 32.)

and the triangle GEF'ia therefore equiangular to the triangle ABC:
consequently they have their sides opposite to the equal angles

proportional : (vi. 4.)

wherefore, as AB to BC, so is G^^to EF;
but as AB to BC, so is DE to EF; (hyp.)

therefore as 7>i^to EF, so GE to EF: (v. 11.)

that is, DE ;\m\ GEhave the same ratio to EFy
and consequently are equal, (v. 9.)

For the same reason, DF'is equal to EG:
and because, in the triangles DEF, GEF, DE is equal to EG, and
EFis conmion,

the two sides DE, EF &ro equal to the two GE, EF, each to each
;

and the base DFh equal to the base GF:
therefore the angle DEE is equal to the angle GEF, (x. 8.)

and the other angles to the other angles which are subtended by the
e(iual sides ; (i. 4.)

therefore the angle DFE is equal to the angle GFE, and EDF to

EGF.
12
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and becanso the anfrle DEF'xs equal to the angle GEF,
and GEF (n\\v,\\ to the angle ABC\ (oonstr.)

therdbre the angle AUC'ia equal to the angle I)EF: (ax. 1.)

for the same reason, the angle ACB is equal to the angle DFE,
and the angle at A equal to the angle at 1):

tlierefore the triangle ABG\s equiangular to the triangle DEF.
Wherefore, if the sides, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM.

If hoo trianrjiat have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other,

and the siden about the equal angles proportionals, the triayigles shall be eqni-

angular, and shall haw those angles equal which are opposite to the homolo-
gous sides.

Let the triangles ABC, BEFhavethe angle BAG'm the one equal
to the angle EBFm the other, and the sides about those angles pro-
portionals; that is, BA to AG as ED to DF.

Then the triangles ABC, DEFshaW be equiangular, and shall have
the angle ABG equal to the angle DEF, and AGB to DEE.

D

B C

At the points Z>, F, in the straight line DF, make the angle FDG
equal to either of the angles BAG, EDF; (i. 23.)

and the angle DFG equal to the angle AGB:
wherefore the remaining angle atB is equal to the remaining angle

at G : (i. 32.)

and consequently the triangle Z^G^i^is equiangular to the triangle ABC;
therefore as BA to AG, so is GD to DF: (ti. 4.)

but. by the hypothesis, as BA to A G, so is ED to DF;
therefore as ED to DF, so is GD to DF; (v. 11.)

wherefore ED is equal to DG; (v. 9.)

and DF IS common to the two triangles EDF, GDF:
therefore the two sides ED, DFave equal to the two sides GD, DF,

each to each
;

and the angle EDFh equal to the angle GDF; (constr.)

wherefore the base EF is equal to the base EG, (i. 4.)

and the triangle EDF to the triangle GDF,
and the remaining angles to the remaining angles, each to each,
which are subtended by the equal sides

;

therefore the angle DFG is equal to the angle DFF,
and the angle at G to the angle at E;

but the angle DFG is equal to the angle AGB; (constr.)

therefore the angle A GB is equal to the angle BEE; (ax. 1.)

and the angle 5.1 C is equal to the ande EDF: (hyp.)
wherefore also the remaining angle at B is equal to the remaining
angle at E; (i. 32.)

therefore the triangle ABG is equiangular to the triangle DBF.
Whereibre, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM.

If two triangles have one ancjle of the one eqnal to one angle of the other,

tnd the xides about two other angles proportionals ; then, if each of the re-

maining angles he either less, or tiot less, than a right angle, or if one of
Iheni be a rigid angle ; the triangles shall be equiangular, and shall have

those angles equal about which the sides are proportionals.

Let the two triangles ABC, DBF have one angle in the one
equal to one angle in the other,

viz. the angle BAG to the angle BDF, and the sides about two
other angles ABC, DEF proportionals,

so that AB is to BC, as DE to EF;
and in the first case, let each of the remaining angles at C, i^^be less

than a right angle.

The triangle ABC shall be equiangular to the triangle DEF^
viz. the angle ABC shall be equal to the angle DEF,

and the remaining angle at C equal to the remaining angle at F.

A

B C

For if the angles ABC, DEF be not equal.

one of them must be greater than the other :

let ABC be the greater,

and at the point B, in the straight line AB,
make the angle ABG equal to the angle DEF; (i. 23.)

and because the angle at A is equal to the angle at D, (hyp.)

and the angle ABG to the angle DEF;
the remaining angle AGB is equal to tKe remaining angle DFE:

(I. 32.)

therefore the triangle ABG is equiangular to the triangle DEF-
w'lerefore as AB is to BG, so is DE io EF; (vi. 4.)

but as DE io EF, so, by hypothesis, is AB to BC\
therefore as AB to BC, so is AB to BG : (v. 11.)

and because AB has the same ratio to each of the lines J3C, BG,
BC is equal to BG

;
(v. 9.)

and therefore the angle BGC is equal to the angle BCG : (i. 5.)

but tiie angle BCG is, by hypothesis, less than a right angle;

therefore also the angle BGC is less than a right angle
;

and therefore tlie adjacent angle AGB must be greater than a

right angle ; (i. 13.)

but it was proved that the angle ^^5 is equal to the angle at F;
therefore the angle at F is greater than a right angle;

but, by the hypothesis, it is less than a right antrle ; which is absurd.

Therefore the angles yl />'''. DEF arc not unecpuil,

that is. tliey are equal

:

and the angle at A is equal to the angle at D : (hyp.)

wherefore the remaining angle at C is equal to the remaining angle

at F: (i. 32.)

therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular to the triangle DEF.
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Next, let each of the angles at C, F be not less than a right angle.

Then the triangle yl^C shall also in this case be equiangular to

the triangle JjEF.
A

^c D

E F

The same construction being made,

it may be proved in like manner that BO is equal to BG,
and therefore the angle at G equal to the angle BUG:
but the angle at Cis not less than a right angle

;
(hyp.)

therefore the angle BGG is not less than a right angle :

wherefore two angles of the triangle BGG are together not less

than two right angles

:

which is impossible ;
(i. 17.)

and therefore the triangle ABG may be proved to be equiangular to

the triangle DBF, as in the first case.

Lastly, let one of the angles at C, F, viz. the angle at (7, be a right

angle : in this case likewise the triangle ABG shall be equian-

gular to the triangle DEF.

For, if they be not equiangular,

at the point B in the straight line AB make the angle ABG equal

to the angle DEF\^
then it may be proved, as in the first case, that BG is equal to BC:

and therefore the angle BGG equal to the angle BGG: (i. 5.)

but the angle BGG is a right angle, (hyp.)

therefore the angle BGG is also a right angle
;

(ax. 1.)

•whence two of the angles of the triangle BGG are together not
less than two right angles

;

which is impossible : (i. 1 7.)

therefore the triangle ABG is equiangular to the triangle DEF,
Wherefore, if two triangles, &i'. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM.

In a ri(jfit-a.nrfled trianrile, if a perpendicular be drawn from the riphi-

angle to the banc ; the triantfles on each fide of it are similar to the whole

triangle, and to one another.

Let ABG be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle BA C\

and from the points \qIAD be drawn perpendicular to the base

BG.
Then the triangles ABD, ADG s\\a\\ be similar to the whole tri-

angle ABG, and to one another.
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A

Because the angle BA C is equal to the angle ABB, each of them
being a right angle, (ax. 11.)

^nd that the angle at B is common to the two triangles ^^t\ ABB:
the remaining angle AVB is equal to the remaining angle BAB',

(I. 82.)

therefore the triangle ABGis equiangular to the triangle ABB,
and the sides about their equal angles are proportionals

;
(vi. 4.)

wherefore the triangles are similar;" (vi. def. 1.)

in the like manner it may be demonstrated, that the triangle

^Z>Cis equiangular and similar to the triangle ABC.
And the triangles ABB, A CB, being both equiangular and simi-

lar to ABC, are equiangular and similar to each other.

Therefore, iu a right-angled, &c. q.e.d.

CoK. From this it is manifest, that the perpendicular drawn
from the right angle of a right-angled triangle to the base, is a mean
proportional between the segments of the base ; and also that each
of tlie sides is a mean proportional between the base, and the segment
of it adjacent to that side : because in the triangles BBA, ABC;
BB is to BA, asBA to BC; (vi. 4.)

and in the triangles ABC, BBA ; BC is to BA, as BA to BB : (vi. 4.)

and in the triangles ABC, A CB ; BC is to CA, as CA to CB. (vi. 4.)

PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM.

From a given straigld line to cut off anijpart required.

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is required to cut off any part from it.

From the point A draw a straight line A C, making any angle with A B;
and in A C take any ])oint B,

and take AC the same multii)lc of A/), that AB is of the part
which is to be cut off from it

;

join L'C, and draw 7>/i' i);ira]iel to CH.
Then AB shall be the part required to be cut off.

Because^/) is parallel to B(\ one of the sides of the triangle .4.6(7,

as CD is to BA, so is BE to BA ; (vi. 2.)

and by composition, CA is to AB, as BA to A£: (v. 18.)
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but CA is a multiple of AD; (constr.)

therotbre BA is of the same multiple AE: (v. d.)

whatever part therefore AU is of A C, AJ'J is the same part of AB:
wherefore, from the straight line AB the part required is cut

off. Q.E.F.

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM.

To divide a f/ivcn strair/ht line similarly to a yiven divided straight lirrp,

that is, into j>arts that shall have the same ratios to one another which the

parts of the divided f/ive/i straight line have.

LetAB be the straight line given to be divided, and ^ C the divided
line.

It is required to divide AB similarly to AC.
A

B K C

Let AC he divided in the points I), E\
and let AB., AC be placed so as to contain any angle, and join BC,
and through the points I), F draw BF, EG parallels to BC. {\. 31.)

Then AB shall be divided in the points F, G, similarly to AC.
Through B draw DHK yjarallel to AB:

therefore each of the figures, FIl., MB is a parallelogram

;

wherefore Z>//is equal to FG, ow^HRXi) GB: (i. 34.)

and because HE is parallel to AT', one of the sides of the tri-

angle DEC,
as CEto ED, so is KH \o HD: (vi. 2.)

but KH\s equal to BG, and HD to GF\
therefore, as CE is to ED, so is BG to GF: (v. 7.)

again, because ED is parallel to GE, one of the sides of the triangle

AGE,
as ED is to DA, so is GF to FA

;
(tl 2.)

therefore, as has been proved, as CA'is to ED, so hBG to GF,
and as ED is to DA, so is GF to FA :

therefore the given straight line AB, is divided similarly to A C. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XI. PROBLEM.
To Jind a third proportional to tivo given straight lines.

Let AB, ^6' be the two given straight lines.

It is required to find a third proportional to AB, AC.
A

Let AB, A C be placed so as to contain any angle :

produce AB, AC to the points D, E;
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and make BD equal to AC

\

join BC, and tliroiigh i>, draw i>ii' parallel to BC. (i. 31.)

Then 67i sliall be a third proportional to AB and AC.
Because i?C' is parallel to BE, a side of the triancle ADE^

AB is to BD, as AC to CE: (yi. 2.)

but BI) is equal to AC;
therefore as AB is to AC, so is A C to <7£'. (v. 7.)

Wlierefore, to the two given straight lines AB, AC, a third pro-

portional C'^* is found. Q.E.F.

PROPOSITIOX XII. PROBLEM.

To find a fourth j)roportioiial to three f/iven straight lines.

Let ^4, B, C be the three given straight lines.

It is required to find a fourth proportional to A, B, C.

Take two straight lines DE, BE, containing any angle EDF:
and upon these make DG equal to A, GE equal to B, and i?i7 equal

to C; (I. 3.)
D

join GR, and through Z'draw ^F parallel to it. (i. 31.)

Then HE shall be the fourth proportional to A, B, C.

Because 6'^ is parallel to EF, one of the sides of the triangle DEF^
DG is to GE, as DUto EF; (vi. 2.)

but DG\s equal to A, GE to B, and^Z'iTto C;
therefore, as A is to B, so is C to DF. (y. 7.)

Wherefore to the three given straight lines A, B, C, a fourth

proportional HE is found, q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XIII. PROBLEM.

To find a mean proportional between two given straight lines.

Let AB. BChc the two given straight lines.

It is required to find a mean proportional between them.
D

Place AB, BC'm a straight line, and upon ^4 C describe the sen?*'

circle J />(",

and from the point 7? draw BD at riglit angles to AC. (i. 11.)

Then BD shall be a mean proportional between AB and B(7.

Join AD, DC.
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And because the angle ADC in a semicircle is a right angle, (in. 31.)
and because in the right-avifiled triangle ABC, BD is drawn from

the right angle iierp'.Midif'UJar to the base,

DB is a ineaii proportional between AB, BC the segments of the
base : (vi. 8. Cor.)

therefore between the two given straight lines AB, BC, a mean
proportional BB is found, q.e.f.

PIIOPOSITIOX XIV. THEOREM.

Equal parallelograms^ which have one angle of the one eqnal to one angle

of the other, have their sides about the equal angles reciprocalltf jr/roportional

:

and converselg, parallelograms that have one angle of the one equal to one
angle of the other, and their sides about tlw equal angles rccip>rocalbj propor-
tional, are equal to one another.

Let AB, BC be equal parallelograms, which have the angles at
B equal.

The sides of the parallelograms AB, BC about the equal angles,
ehall be reciprocally proportional

;

that is, DB shall be to BE, as OB to BF.

G O

Let the sides DB, BE he placed in the same .straight line;

wherefore also FB, BG are in one straight line : (i. 14.)

complete tlie parallelogram FE.
And because the parallelogram AB is equal to BC, and that FB

is another parallelogram,

AB is to FE, as BC to FE: (v. 7.)

but as AB to FE so is the base DB to BE, (vi. 1.)

and as BC to FE, so is the base GB to BF\
therefore, as DB to BE, so is GB to BF. (v. 11.)

"Wherefore, the sides of the parallelograms AB, BC about their

equal angles are reciprocally proportional.
Next, let the sides about the equal angles be reciprocally proportional,

viz. as DB to BE, so GB to BF:
the parallelogram AB shall be equal to the parallelogram BC.

Because, as DB to BE, so is GB to BF;
and as DB to BE, so is the parallelotrram ^^to the parallelogram
FE; (VI. 1.)

and as GB to BF, so is the parallelogram BC to the parallelogram FE\
therefore as AB to FE, so BC to FE: (v. 11.)

therefore the parallelogram AB is equal to the parallelogram BC.
(v. 9.)

Therefore equal parallelograms, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM.

Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle cf
the other, have their aides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional

.

and co7iverscli/, triangles which have one angle in the one equal to one angle

in the other, and their sides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional,

are equal to one (mother.

Let ABC^ ADE be equal triangles, which have the angle BAG
equal to the angle DAE.

Then the sides al)out the equal angles of the triangles shall he re-

ciprocally proportional

;

that iB, CA shall be to AD, as EA to AB.

B D

Let the triangles be placed so that their sides CA, AD be in one
straight line

;

wherefore also EA and AB are in one straight line; (r. 14.)

and join BD.
Because the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle ADE.,

and that ABD is another triangle;

therefore as the triangle CAB, is to tlie triangle BAD, so is the

triangle AED to the triangle DAB; (v. 7.)

but as the triangle CAB to the triangle BAD, so is the base CA
to the base AD, (vi. L)

and as the triangle EAD to the triangle DAB, so is the base EA
to the base AB; (vi. 1.)

therefore as CA to AD, so is EA to .'17?: (v. 11.)

wherefore the sides of the triangles ABC, ADE, about the equal
angles are reciprocally proportional.

Next, let the sides of the triangles ABC, ^4i>^ about the equal
gngles be reciprocally proportional,

viz. CA to AD as EA to AB.
Then the triangle -4.BC shall be equal to the triangle ADE.

. Join BD as before.
Then because, as CA to AD, so is EA to AB; (hyp.)

and as CA to AD, so is the triangle ABC to the triangle BAD:
(VI. 1.)

and as EA to .47?, so is the triangle EAD to the triangle BAD\
(VI. 1.)

therefore as the triangle BAC to the triangle ^.I7>, so is the tri'

angle EAD to the triangle BAD; (v. 11.)

that is, tiie triangles BAC, EAD have the same ratio to the tri'

angle BAD:
wLerefore the triangle ABCU equal to the triangle ADE. (v. 9.)

Therefore, equal triangles, &c. q.e.d.
12*
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PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM.

if four straight lines be proportionals, the rectangle contained by the ex-

tremes is equal to the rectangle contained bg the means : and conversely, if

tlie rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to the rectangle contained by

the tneans, the four straight lines are proportionals.

Let tlie four straiglit lines AB, CD, E^ Fhe proportionals,

viz. as AB to CD, so B to F.
The rectangle contained by AB, F, shall be equal to the rectangle

contained by CD, E.
n

6
E

( i>

From the points A, (7 draw AG, CH sX right angles to AB, CD:
(I. 11.)

and make AG equal to F. and Coequal to E; (i. 3.)

and complete the parallflograms BG, DH. (i. 31.)

Because, as AB to CD. so is ^to F;
and that ii'is equal to CH, and Flo AG

,

AB is to CD as C^to AG: (v. 7.)

therefore the sides of the parallelograms 5&', DH about the equal

angles are reciprocally proportional

;

hut parallelograms which have their sides about eqiral angles reci-

procally proportional, are equal to one another; (vi. 14.)

therefore the parallelogram BG is equal to the parallelogram DU:
fcut the parallelogram BG is contained by the straight lines AB, F;

because AG is equal to F:
and the parallelogram DH'm contained by CD and E;

because CiZ" is equal to E
;

therefore the rectangle contained by the straight lines AB, F, is

equal to that which is contained by CD and E.

And if the rectangle contained by tlie straight lines AB, F, be
equal to that which is contained by CD. E; .

these four lines shall be proportional,

viz. AB shall be to CD. as E to F.

The same construction being made,
because the rectansrle contained by the straight lines AB, F, ia

equal to that which is contained by CD, E,

and that the rectangle BG is contained by AB, F\
because AG'\% equal to F;

and the rectangle Dllhj CD. E: because CEh equal to E;
therefore the parallelogram BG is equal to the parallelogram Dff\

(ax. 1.)

and they are equiangular:

but the sides about the equal angles of equal parallelograms are

reciprocally proportional : (vt. 14.)

wherefore, as AB to CD, so is CH io AQ.
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But CRh equal to F, and AG to F;
therefore as AB is to C'JJ, so is F to F. (v. 7.)

Wlierefore, if four, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XYII. THEOREil.

If three straight lines be proportionals, the rectangle contained by the eX'

tremes is equal to the square on the mean ; and converseli/, if the rectangle

contained by the extremes be equal to the square on the mean, the three

straight lines arc proportionals.

Let the three straight lines A, B, Che proportionals,

viz. as ^ to ^, so B to C.

The rectangle contained by A, C shall be equal to the square on B,

A
BD—
C A B

Take D equal to B.
And hecanse as A to B, so B to 6', and that B is equal to D

;

A is to B, as I) to G: (v. 7.)

but if four straight lines be proportionals, tbe rectangle contained

by the extremes is equal to that which is contained by the means:
(VI. 16.)

therefore the rectangle contained by A, C is equal to that con-

tained hj B, D:
but the rectangle contained by J5, D, is the square on B,

because B is ecjnal to D

:

therefore the rectangle contained by A, G is equal to tlie square on B.

And if the rectangle contained by A, G, be e()ual to the square on B,

then A shall be to B, as B to G.

The same construction being made,
because the rectangle contained by A, G is equal to tlie square on B,

and the square on B is e(iual to tlie rectangle contained by B, D,
because B is etjual to IJ

;

therefore the rectangle contained by A, C, is equal to that contained

by B, D :

but if the rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to that con-

tauied by tLue means, tlie four straiglit lines are proportionals ; (vi. 16.)

therefore A is to B, as I) to G:
but B is equal to D ;

wherefore, as A to iA so B to C.

Therefore, if three straight lines, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XVIII. PROBLEM.

Upon a given straight line to describe a rectilineal fignre similar, and

similarly situated, to a given rectilineal Jigure.

Let AB be the given straight line, and CDEF the given rectilineal

figure of four sides.
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It is required upon the given straight Hne AB to describe a rec-

tilineal figure similar, and similarly situated, to CDEF.

A B CD
Join DF, and at the points A, Bin tlie straight line AB^ make the

angle BAG ecjuiii to the angle at 6', (i. 28.)

and the angle ABG equal to the angle CDF\
therefore the remaining angle J. (r^ is equal to the remaining angle

CFD : (i. J32 and ax. 3.)

therefore the triangle FCD is equiangular to the triangle GAB.
Again, at the points &', B, in the straig-ht line GB^ make the angle

^^^if equal to the angle DFE. (i. 23 )

and the angle GBH equal to FDE-
therefore the remaining angle 6^///^ is equal to the remaining angle

FBI),
and the triangle /©^equiangular to the triangle GBH:

then, because the angle A GB is equal to the angle CFD^ and BGE
to BFE,

the whole angle AGR is equal to the whole angle OFF; (ax. 2.)

for the same reason, the angle ABIIh equal to the angle CDF:
also the angle at A is equal to the angle at C, (constr.)

and the angle GHB to FFI):
therefore the rectilineal figure ABHG is equiangular to CDEF:
likewise these figures have their sides about the equal angles pro-

portionals;

because the triangles GAB, FCD beins equiangular,

BA is to AG, as CD to CF\ (vi. 4.)

and because AG is to GB, as CF io FD\
and as GB is to GH, so is ED to FE,

by reason of the equianirular trian2;]es BGIJf, DEE,
therefore, ex sequali, AG isto Gil, asCF to EE. (v. 22.)

In the same manner it may be proved that AB is to BH, as CD
to DE:

and GITis to TIB, ns FE to ED. (vi. 4.)

Wherefore, because the rectilineal figures ABEG, CDEF ar«

equiangular.

and have their sides about the efjual angles proportionals,

they are similar to one another, (vi. def. 1.)

Next, let it be reiiuired to describe upon a given straight line AB,
a rectilineal figure similar, and similarly situated, to the rectilineal

figure DKEF of five sides.

Join DE, and upon the given straight line AB describe the recti-

lineal figure ABHG similar, and similarly situated, to the quadrilat-

eral figure CDEF, by the former case :

and at the points B, II, in the straight line BII, make the a gle

HBL t^qual to the angle EDK,
and the angle BHL equal to the angle DEK\
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therefore the remaining angle at L is equal to the remaining angle

at K. (i. 32, and ax. 3.)

And because the figures ABHG. CDEF are similar,

the angle GHB is equal to the angle FED
;

(vi. del". 1.)

and BIIL is e(iual to DEK\
wherefore the whole angle GHL is equal to the whole angle FEK:

for the same reason the angle ABL is equal to the angle C1)K\
therefore the five-sided figures ^-1 GULB, CFEKD are equiangular :

and because the figures A GHB, CFED are similar,

GH is to HB, as FE to ED
;

(vi. def. 1.)

but as HB to HL, so is ED to EK, (vi. 4.)

therefore, ex ajquali, GHis to BL, as FE to EK: (v. 22.)

for the same reason, AB is to BL, as CD to DK:
and BL is to Lll, as i^/r to /fj?, (vi. 4.)

because the triangles BLH, DIvE are equiangular

:

therefore because the five-sided figures AGHLB, CFEKD are

equiangular,

and have their sides about the equal angles proportionals,

they are similar to one another.

In the same manner a rectilineal figure of six sides may be de-

scribed upon a given straight line similar to one given, and so on.

Q.E.F.

PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM.

Similar friaiiffles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their homol-

ogous sides.

Let ABC, .DEF he similar triangles, having the angle B equal to

the angle ^,
and let AB be to BC, as DE to EF,

so that the side BC may be homologous to EF. (v. def. 12.)

Then tiie triangle ABC sliall have to the triangle DEF the du-
plicate ratio of that which BC has to EF.

B G C

Take BG a third proportional to BC, EF. (vi. 11.)

so that BC may be to EF. as A7''to I>G. and join GA.
Then, because as ABto BC, so DE to EF;

alternately, AB is to DE, as 7>V,'to EF: (v. 10.)

but as BC to EF, so is EF to BG ;
(constr.)

therefore, as ^i?to DE. so is EF to BG : (v. 11.)

therefore tbe sides of tlie triangles AUG, DEf\ whicli are about
the eiiual angles, are rccii)rocally jiroportional :

but triangles, which have the sides al)out two equal angles recipro'

cally i)roportional, are equal to one .-.notber: (vi. lo.)

therefore the triangle AJiG is eipial to tlie triangle DEF:
and because as BC is to EF, so EF to BG

;
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and that if three sfraif^ht lines be proportionals, the first is said

to have to the tliird, the duplicate ratio of that which it has to the
second : (v. def. 10.)

therefore i)'6'has to BG the duplicate ratio of that which 7?rhasto EF:
butasi^'CistoT^tr", so is the triangle.-liyC to the triangle ^iy<^r; (vi. 1.)

therefore the triangle A]}C has to the triangle -4 J56-', the dupli-

cate ratio of that wiiich BC has to EF:
but the triangle ABG is cfpial to the triangle DEF\

therefore also the triangle ABC has to the triangle LEF^ the
duplicate ratio of that which BC has to EF.

Therefore similar triangles, &c. q.e.d.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that if three straight lines be pro-
portionals, as the lirst is to the third, so is any triangle upon the
first, to a similar and shuilarly described triangle upon the second.

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM.

Similar polycjons may he diridcd into the same nurnher of similar tri-

iirifflc.t, haritiff the fiame I'ritio to one another that the poli/r/ons have ; and the

polygons have to one another the duplicate ratio of that which (heir homol-
ogous sides have.

Let ABCDE, FGIIKL be similar polygons, and let AB be the
side homologous to FG :

the polygons ABCDE. FGIIKL may be divided into the same
number of similar trianirles, whereof each shall have to each the

same ratio which the polygons have
;

and tlie polygon ABCDE shall have to the polygon FGIIKL the

duplicate ratio of that which the side AB has to the side FG.
A

J,

M
E<f^= ^B L^^ ^G

K H

Join BE, EC, GL, LH.
And because the polygon ABCDE la similar to the polygon FGHKL,

the angle BAE is equal to the angle GEL. (xi. def. 1.)

and BA is to AE\ as GF to FL : (vi. def. 1.)

therefore, because the triangles ABE, FGL have an angle in one,

equal to an angle in the other, and their sides about these equal

angles pro])ortionals,

the triangle ABE \s diuiangular to the triangle FGL : (vi. 6.)

and therefore similar to it ; (vi. 4.)

wherefore the angle ABE is equal to the angle FGL :

and, because the polygons are similar,

the whole angle ABC is equal to the whole angle FGH; (vi. def. 1.)

therefore the remaining anirle EEC is equal to the remaining

angle LGII: n. 32. and ax. 3.)

and because the triangles ABE, FGL are similar,

. EB is to BA, aaLG to GF; (vi. 4.)
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and also, because the polygons are similar,

AB is to BC, as FG to GIf; (vi. def. 1.)

therefore, ex tequali, FB is to BC, as LG to Gil; (v. 22.)

that is, the sides about the equal angles EBC, LGH are proportionals

;

therefore, the triangle EBC is equiangular to the triangle LGE^
(ti. 6.) and similar to it ; (vi. 4.)

for the same reason, the triangle ECD likewise is similar to the
triangle LHK

:

therefore the similar ])olygons ABODE, FGHKL are divided
into the same number of similar triangles.

Also these triangles shall have, each to each, the same ratio

which the polygons have to one another,

the antecedents being ABE, EBC, ECD, and the consequents
FGL, LGH, LHK:

and the polygon .4i>'6'Z>^shall have to the jjolygon FGHKL the
duplicate ratio of that which the side AB has to the homologous
side EG. Because the triangle ABEh similar to the triangle FGL,
ABE has to FGL, the duplicate ratio of that which the side BE

has to the side GL: (vi. 19.)

for the same reason, the triangle i?J^^C has to GLH the duplicate

ratio of that which BE has to GL :

therefore, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle FGL, so is the
triangle BEC to the triangle GLH. (v. 11.)

Again, because the trijmgle i:i?f' is similar to the triangle LGH,
EBC has to LGH, the duplicate ratio of that which the side EG

has to the side LH:
for the same reason, the triangle ECD has to the triangle LHK,

the duplicate ratio of that which EC has to LH :

therefore, as the triangle EBC is to the triangle LGH, so is the tri-

angle ECD to the triangle LHK: (v. 11.)

but it has been proved,

that the triangle EBC is likewise to the triangle LGH, as the

triangle ABE to the triangle FGL
;

therefore, as the triangle ABE to the triangle FGL, so is the triangle

^i? 6" to the triangle Z6r7/, and the triangle AY 'i> to the triangle Z//A':

and therefore, nsoneoftlieantecedents istot)ne of the consetpients,

so are all tlie antecedents to all the C()n,se(iuents : (v. 12.)

that is, as tlie triangle ABE to the triangle FGL, so is the poly-

gon A BCDE to the ])olygon FGHKL:
but the triangle ABE has to the triangle FGL, the duplicate ratio of

that which the side AB has to the liomologous side FG ; (vi. 19.)

therefore al.so the jjolygon AI>CJ)Ehaii to the polygon FGHKL the

duplicate ratio of that which AB has to the homologous side FG.
Wheref(jre, similar polygons, Arc. q.e.d.

Cor. 1. In like manner it may be proved, that similar four-sided

figures, or of any number of sides, are one to another in the duplicate

ratio of their homologous sides: and it has already been jiroved in

triangles : (vi. 19.) therefore, universally, similar rectilineal figures

are to one another in tlic duplicate ratio of tiieir homologous sides.

Cor. 2. And if to A B, FG, two of the homologous sides, a third

proportioHal J/ be taken, (vi. It,)
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AB has to M the duplicate ratio of that which AB has to FG:
(v. dcf. 10.)

but the four-sided fij^ure or polygon upon AB^ has to the four-

sided figure or polygon upon FG liliewise the duplicate ratio of that

which jy?has to FG: (vi. 20. Cor. 1.)

therefore, as AB is to J/, so is the figure upon AB to the figure

upon FG: (v. 11.)

which was also proved in triangles: (vi. 19. Cor.)

therefore, universally, it is manifest, that if tliree straight lines

be proportionals, as the first is to the third, so is any rectilineal

figure upon the first, to a similar and similarly described rectilineal

figure upon the second.

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM.

JlectUineal figures which are similar to the same rectilineal figure, are

also similar to one another.

Let each of the rectilineal figures A, B be similar to the recti-

lineal figure 0.

The figure A shall be similar to the figure B.

Because A is similar to C,

they are equiangular, and also have their sides about the equal
angles proportional: (vi. def. 1.)

again, because B is similar to C,

they are equiangular, and have their sides about the equal angles
proportionals: (vi. def. 1.)

therefore the figures A, B are each of them equiangular to C,

and have the sides about the equal angles of each of them and of
proportionals.

Wherefore the rectilineal figures A and B are equiangular,
(i. ax. 1.) and have their sides about the equal angles proportionals

;

(V. 11.)

therefore A is similar to B. (vi. def. 1.)

Therefore, rectilineal figures, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XXII. THEOREM.
1/ four straight lines be proportionals, the similar rectilineal figures

itimilarly described upon them shall also be p-oportionah : and converselg,

if the similar rectilineal figures similarhi described npon four straight lines

be proportionals, those straight lines shall be proportionals.

Let tlie four straight lines AB. CD, EF, Gil ha proportionals,
viz. AB to CD. as EFlo GH;

and upon AB, CD let the similar rectilineal figures KAB. LCD
be similarly described

;

and upon EF, Gil the similar rectilineal figures MF. XH, in
like manner :

the rectilineal figure ^.45 shall be to LCD, as MF to NH.
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r M „

A BCD EFGH PB
To AB, CD tal* a third proi)ortional A"; (vi. 11.)

and to EP^ GH a third proportional 0:
and because AB is to CD as EF to GH,

therefore CD is to J, as 6-'// to 6>; (v. 11.)

wherefore, ex jequtili, as AB to X, so ^i^to 0: (v. 22.)

but as ^i? to X, so is the rectilineal figure KAB to the rectilineal

figure LCD,
and as EF to 0, so is the rectilineal figure MF to the rectihnea]

figure NH: (vi. 20. Cor. 2.)

therefore, as KAB to LCD, so is iO^to NH. (v. 11.)

And if the rectilineal figure KAB be to LCD, as MF to KR;
the straight line AB shall be to CD, as ^i^to GH.

Make as AB to Ci>, so ^i^to PB, (vi. 12.)

and upon PR describe the rectilineal figure SR similar and simi-

larly situated to either of the figures MF, KB: (vi. 18.)

then, because as AB to CD, so is EF to PR,
and that upon AB, CD are described the similar and similarly-

situated rectilineals KAB, LCD,
and upon EF, PR, in like manner, the similar rectilineals MF, SR;

therefore IiAB is to LCD, as MF to SR

:

but by the hypothesis KAB is to LCD, as MF to NE;
and therefore the rectilineal J/i^ having the same ratio to each of the

two NH, SR,
these are equal to one another

;
(v. 9.)

they are also similar, and similarly situated;

tlierefore GH is e(]ual to PR

:

and because as ABto CD, so is EF to PR,
and that PR is equal GII\

ABhto CD, as EF to GIL (v. 7.)

If therefore, four straight lines, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXIII. THEOREM.

Equiangular parallelorframx have to one another the ratio which is com-
pounded of the ratios of their sides.

Let A C, CF be equiangular parallelograms, having the angle BCD
equal to tbe angle ECG.

Then tlie ratio of the parallelogram AC to the parallelogram CF,
shall be the same with the ratio which is compounded of the ratios

of their sides.

A D n

KLX
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Let BC^ CCt be placed in a straight line;

therefore />6'an(l C'E ave also in a straight line; (i. 14.)

and complete the parallelogram IJGI;

and taking any straight line IC,

make as BG to CG, so K to L; (vr. 12.)

and as DG to CB. so make Z to J/; (vi. 12.)

therefore, tlie ratios of K to Z, and L to M, are the same with the

ratios of the sides,

viz. of BG to GG, and i?Cto GB:
but the ratio of /I'to ^1/ is that which is said to be compounded of

the ratios of /fto i, and L to M
;

(v. def. a.)

therefore A' has to J/ the ratio compounded of the ratios of th« sides:

and because as BG to GG, so is the pai'allelogram AG to the paral-

lelogram Gil; (vi. 1.)

but as BG to GG, so is iT to Z
;

therefore JT is to Z, as the parallelogram A G to the parallelogram

GH: (v. 11.)

again, because as I)G to CZ*, so is the parallelogram CH to the

parallelogram GF;
but as Z>(7 to CZ", so is Z to 3f;

wherefore Z is to M, as the parallelogram GM to the parallelogram

Ci^; (V. 11.)

therefore since it has been proved,

that as 5' to Z, so is the parallelogram ^-1 G to the parallelogram Gff',

and as Z to 31, so is the parallelogram Gil to the parallelogram G^Z';

ex a?quali, K is to M, as the parallelogram ^ G to the parallelogram
(7Z^: (v. 22.)

but A'has to Jf the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of the

sides

;

therefore also the parallelogram A G has to the parallelogram GF^
the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of the sides.

Wherefore, equiangular parallelograms, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XXIY. THEOREM.
Parallelofframs about the diameter of any parallelocfram ^ are similar to

the whole, and to one another.

Let ABGD be a parallelogram, of which the diameter is AG\
and BG, i/Z' parallelograms about the diameter.

The parallelograms EG, UK shall be similar both to the whole
parallelogram ABGD., and to one another.

A E B

D K C

Because DG, GF are parallels,

the angle ^Z><7is equal to the angle AGF: (i. 29.)

for the same reason, Ijccausc BG, BF are parallels,

the angle ABC is equal to the angle ABF:
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and each of the angles BCD, EFG is equal to the opposite angle

DAB, (I. 34.)

and therefore they are equal to one another

:

"wherefore the parallelograms ABCD, AEFG, are equiangular:

and because the angle ABC is equal to the angle AEL\
and the angle BA-.C common to the two triangles BAC, EAF,

they are equiangular to one another

;

therefore as AB to BC, so is ^ii'to FF: (vi. 4.)

and because the opposite sides of parallelograms are equal to one!

another, (i. 34.)

AB is to AD as AF to AG; (v. Y.)

and DC to CB, as GF to FE;
and also CD to DA, as EG to GA :

therefore the sides of the parallelograms ABCD, AEFG about
the equal angles are proportionals

;

and they are therefore similar to one another: (vi. def. 1.)

for the same reason, the parallelogram ABCD is similar to the
parallelogram FUCK:

wherefore each of the parallelograms GE, KH'vs, similar to DB:
but rectilineal figures which are similar to the same rectilineal figure,

are also similar to one another : (vi. 21.)

therefore the parallelogram GE is similar to KH.
"Wherefore, parallelograms, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION XXY. PROBLEM.

To describe a rectilineal figure tvhich shall be similar to one, and equal

to another given rectilineal figure.

Let ABC be the given rectilineal figure, to which the figure to

be described is required to be similar, and D that to which it must
be equal.

It is required to describe a rectilineal figure similar to ABC, and
equal to D.

A

Z\

Upon the straight line BC describe the parallelogram BE equal
to the figure ABC; (i. 4.5. Cor.)

also upon CE describe the parallelogram CM equal to D, (\. 45. Cor.)

and having the angle FCE equal to the angle CIUj :

therefore BC and CF are in a straight line, as also LE and EM:
(I. 29. and i. 14.)

between 7?6' and 6'/" find a Tuean ])roportional GIL (vi. 13.)

and upon 6^// describe the rectilineal figure KGII similar and simi-

larly situated to the figure ABC. (vi. 18.)

Because BC is to Gil as Gil to CF,
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and that if three straight lines be proportionals, as the first is to

the third, so is the figure upon the first to the similar and similarly

described figure upon the second
;

(vi. 20. Cor. 2.)

therefore, as BV to Cl'\ so is the rectilineal figure ABC to KOH:
but as BG to CF, so is the parallelogram BE to the parallel-

ogram EF\ (yi. 1.)

therefore as the rectilineal figure ABC is to KGII, so is the
parallelogram BE to the parallelogram £F: (v. 11.)

and the rectilineal figure ABC is equal to the parallelogram
BE\ (constr.)

therefore the rectilineal figure KGH is equal to the parallelogram

EF: (v. 14.)

but EF is equal to the figure T) ; (constr.)

wherefore also KGH is equal to D: and it is similar to ABC.
Therefore the rectilineal figure KGH has been described similar

to the figure ABC^ and equal to D. q.e.f.

PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM.

If iu'o similar parallelograms have a common angle, and be similarly

situated; they are about the same diameter.

Let the parallelograms ABCD, AEFG be similar and similarly

situated, and have the angle BAB common.
ABCD and AEFG shall be about the same diameter.

For if not, let, if possible, the parallelogram BD have its diam-
eter AHC in a ditferent straight line from AF, the diameter of the

parallelogram EG,
and let (7i^meet AHC'm H\

and through //draw /TA' parallel to AD or BC\
therefore the parallelograms ABCD, AKHG being about the same

diameter, they are similar to one another
;

(vi. 24.)

wherefore as DA to AB, so is GA to AK: {\i. def. 1.)

but because ABCD and AEFG are similar parallelograms, (hyp.)

as DA is to AB, so is GA to AE\
therefore as GA to AE, so GA to AK; (v. 11.)

that is, GA has the same ratio to each of the straight lines AE, AK;
and consequently ^4/ris equal to AE, (v. 'J.)

the less equal to the greater, which is impossible

:

therefore ABCD and AKHG are not about the same diameter

:

wherefore ABCD and AEFG must be about the same diameter.

Therefore, if two similar, &c. q.k.d.
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PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM.

Of all parallelograms applied to ilte same straight line, and deficient bt)

parallelograms, similar and similarly situated to that which is described

upon the half of the line ; that xchich is applied to the half and is similar
io its defect, is the greatest.

Let AB be a straight line divided into two equal parts in C;
and let th-e parallelogram AB be applied to the h&M AC, which is

therefore deficient from the parallelogram upon the whole line AB
\\ the parallelogram T'^upon the other half CB:

of all the parallelograms applied to any other parts of AB, and
deficient by parallelograms that are similar and similarly situated to

CE, AB shall be the greatest.

Let AF be any parallelogram applied to AK, any other part of AB
than the half, so as to be deficient from the parallelogram upon the

wliole line AB by the parallelogram KH similar and similarly situa-

ted to CE\
DL E

A CK B

AB shall be greater than AF.
First, let ^^the base oi AF, be greater than ^Cthe half of AB:

and because CE is similar to the parallelogram IIK, (hyp.)

they are about the same diameter: (vi. 26.)

draw their diameter BB, and complete the scheme:
then, because the parallelogram CF is equal to FE, (i. 43.)

add KII to both :

therefore the whole (7/7 is equal to the whole KE:
but CII\s equal to CO, (i. 36.)

because the base AC is equal to the base CB;
therefore CG is equal to KE: (ax. 1.)

to each of these equals add CF;
then the whole ^jPis equal to the gnomon CHL : (ax. 2.)

therefore CE, or the parallelogram AB is greater than the paral-

lelogram AF.
Next, let ^1-S' the base of vli^be less than AC:

G FM H

A K C

then, the s.ime construction being made, because BC is equal to OA,
therefore IIM is equal to MG

;
(i. 34.)
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therefore the parallelogram DH is equal to the parallelogram DG
;

(1.36.)
wherefore DH\% greater thati LG\

hilt />//i.s e(iiua to I)K\ (I. 43.)

tlicrelbro DKh greater than LG:
to each of these add AL

;

then the whole AD is greater than the whole AF.
Therefore, of all parallelograms applied, &c. q e.d.

PROPOSITION XXVIII. PROBLEM.

To a give.yi strair/ht line to appli/ a parallelogram equal to a given recti-

lineal figure, and deficient by a parallelogram similar to a given parallelo-

gram: but the given rectilineal figure to vhich the parallelogram to be ap-

plied is to he equal, must not be greater tlian the pnrnllclogram applied to

half of the given line, having its defect similar to the defect of that which is

to be applied; that is, to the given parallelogram.

Let AB be the given straight line, and (7 the given rectilineal

figure to which tlie parallelogram to be applied is required to be
equal, which figure must not be greater (vi. 27.) than the parallelo-

gram applied to the half of the line, having its defect from that upon
the wliole line similar to the defect of that which is to be applied

;

and let D be the parallelogram to which this defect is required to

be similar.

It is required to apply a parallelogram to the str.iight line AB,
which shall be equal to the figure C, and be deficient from the paral-
lelogram upon the whole line by a parallelogram similar to Z>.

Divide AB into two equal parts in the point F, (i. 10.)

and upon FB describe the parallelogram EBFG similar and simi-
larly situated to D, (vi. 18.)

and complete the parallelogram A G, which must either be equal
to C, or greater than it, by the determination.

li AG\)Q equal to C, then what was required is already done

:

H G O F

A E S B
for, upon the straight line AB, the parallelogram AGh applied e(}ual

(to the figure C, and deficient by the parallelogram ^F similar to D.
But, if .-l^r be not equal to C. it is greater than it:

and FF is equal to A G
;

{i. 36.)

therefore ^Falso is greater than C.
Make the parallelogram KLMX equal to the excess of ^i?^ above

C, and similar and similarly situated to D : (vi. 25.)
then, since I) is similar to EF, (constr.)

therefore also KM is similar to FF, (vi. 21.)
let KL be the homologous side to FG, and LM to GF:

and because FF is equal to and KM together,
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EFis trreater than Ji3T;

therefore the straight line EG is greater tlian XL, and GFt\ia.n LM:
make CrA'^equal to LK, and GO equal to LM, fi. 3.)

and complete the parallelogram XGOP: (i. 31.)

therefore XO is equal and similar to KM:
but KM\s similar to EF;

wherefore also XO is similar to EF\
and therefore XO and EF are about the same diameter : (vi. 26.)

let GPB be their diameter and complete the scheme.

Then, because EF\s equal to 6' and A'J/ together,

and XO a part of the one is equal to KM a part of the other,

the remainder, viz. the gnomon EliO, is equal to the remainder C:

(ax. 3.)

and because OE is equal to XS, by adding SR to each, (i. 43.)

the v\'hole OB is equal to the whole XB:
but XB is e(iual to TE, because the base AE is equal to the base

EB; (1.36.)

wherefore also 7"^ is equal to OB: (ax. 1.)

add X^to each, then the whole Tti is equal to the whole, viz. to

the gnomon ERO:
but it has been proved that the gnomon ERO is equal to C

;

and therefore also TS is equal to G.

Wherefore the parallelogram TS, equal to the given rectilineal

figure C, is applied to the given straight line AB, deficient by the

parallelogram SR, similar to the given one 2>, because SR is similar

to EF. (VI. 24.) Q.E.F.

PROPOSITIOX XXIX. PROBLEM.

To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a given recti'

lineal figure, exceeding by a parallelogram similar to another given.

Let AB be the given straight line, and C the given rectilinea*

figure to which the parallelogram to be applied is required to bo
efjual, and D the parallelogram to which the excess of the one to bo
applied al>ovo that upon the given line is recpiired to be similar.

It is required to apply a parallelogram to the given straight lino

AB which shall be equal to the figure C, exceeding by a parallelo-

gram similar to D.

A HA F L M K

N P X

II

\

A . \

Divide AB into two equal parts in tlic point E, (\. 10.) and upon
EB describe the parallelogram EL similar and similarlv situated to

D: (VI. 18.)

and make the parallelogram ^7/" equal to TTZ and (7togethei, and
similar and similarly situated ti> I): (v\. 2").)

wherefore Gil is similar to /i'Z : (vi. 21.)
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let KIT he the side hnmolojrons to FL, and KG to FE:
and because the parallelogram (ill is greater than EL^

therefore the side KH \n greater than FL,
and KG than FE:

produce FL and FE, and make /'XJ/ equal to /iV/, and FEN to KG^
and comjilete the parallelogram J/iV:

JLiV'is therefore equal and similar to GH:
but 6^// is similar to EL

;

wherefore MX is similar to EL
;

and consefjuently ^Z andMN are about the same diameter : (ti. 26.)

draw their diameter FX, and complete the scheme.
Therefore, since Gllh equal to EL and 6' together,

and that Gil is equal to JIX;
MX is equal to EL and 0:

take away the common part ET^
;

then the remainder, viz. the gnomon XOL, is equal to C.

And because AE is equal to EB,
the parallelogram AX is etjual to the parallelogram XB, (i. 30.)

that is, to BM: (i. 43.)

add XO to each
;

therefore the whole, viz. the parallelogram AX, is equal to the
gnomon XOL

:

but the gnomon XOL is equal to C;
therefore also AX is equal to C.

Wherefore to the straight line AB there is applied the parallelo-

gram AX equal to the given rectilineal figure C, exceeding by the

parallelogram FO, which is similar to B, because FO is similar to

EL. (VI. 24.) Q.E.F.

PROPOSITION XXX. PROBLEM.

To cut a given straight line in extrem" and mean ratio.

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is required to cut it in extreme and mean ratio.

E B

Upon AB describe the square BC, (i. 46.)

and to ^Capplv the parallelogram CD, equal to BC, exceeding by
the figure AD similar to BC: (\i. 29.)

then, since BC is a square,

therefore also AD is a square:

and because BC is equal to CD,
by taking the common part T'^from each,

the remainder i>i^is equal to the remainder AD:
and these figures are equiangular,
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therefore their sides about the equal angles are reciprocally pro-
portional : (vi. 14.)

theret'ore. as FB to EB, so AE to EB

:

but FE is equal to A (7, (i. 34) that is, to AB
;

(def. 30.)

and EI) is equal to AE;
therefore as BA to AE, so is J^ to EB:

but AB i^ greater than AE;
wherefore ^^is greater than EB: (v. 14.)

therefore the straight line AB is cut in extreme and mean ratioi

in E. (vi. def. 3.) q.e.f. '

Otherwise

:

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is required to cut it in extreme and mean ratio.

A C B

Divide AB in the point C, so that the rectangle contained by
AB, BC, may be equal to the square on AC. (ii. 11.)

Then, because the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the square on AC;
as BA to AC, so \» AC to CB: (vi. 17.)

therefore AB is cut in extreme and mean ratio in C. (vi. def. 3.)

Q.E.F.

PROPOSITION XXXI. THEOREM.

In rif/ht-anfjled triam/les, the rectilineal fgnre described upon the side

opposite to the right angle, is equal to the similar and similarly described

figures upon the sides containing the right angle.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle BA C.

The rectilineal figure described upon BC shall be equal to the
similar and similarly described figures upon BA, A C.

B! D

Draw the perpendicular AD: (i. 12.)

therefore, because in tlie right-angled triangle ABC,
AD is drawn from the rigbt angle at A perpendicular to the base BC,

the triangles ABD, ADC arc similar to tbe wbole triangle .4.6(7,

and to one anotlier : (\i. 8.)

and because tbe triangle ABCh similar to ADB,
as CB to BA, so is BA to BD : (vi. 4.)

and because these three straight lines are i)roportionals,

ns the first is to the tliird, so is the figure upon the first to the simi-

lar and similarly described figure upon the second : (vi. 20. Cor. 2.)

therefore its fli to III), so is the figure upon CB to the .similar

and similarly described figure u[ii>n BA ;

and inversely, as DJi to BC, so is tlie figure upon BA to that

upon B(': (v. B.)

13
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for the same reason, as DC to CB, so is the figure npon CA to

tliat upon CB

:

therefore as BD and Z'C together to BC, so are the figures upon
BA, AC io that upon BC: (v. 24.)

but Bl) and BC together are equal to BC\
therefore the figure described on BC is equal to the similar and

similarly described figures on BA, AC. (v. a.)

Wherefore, in right-angled triangles, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX XXXII. THEOREM.

If two triangles which have two aidea of the one proportional to two sides

of the other, be joined at one angle, so as to have their homologous sides

parallel to one another ; the remaining sides shall be in a straight line.

Let ABC, DCE be two triangles, which have the two sides BA,
AG proportional to the two CD, BE,

viz. BA to A C, as CD to DE
;

and let AB be paraUel to DC, and AC \o DE.

Then BC and CE sh.ill be in a straight line.

Because AB is parallel to DC, and the straight line A C meets them,
the alternate angles BAC, ACD are equal; (i. 29.)

for the same reason, the angle CDE is equal to the angle ACD

;

wherefore also -S^Cis equal to CDE: (ax. 1.)

and because the triangles ABC, DCE have one angle at A equal to

one at D, and the sides about these angles proportionals,

viz. BA to A C, as CD to DE,
the triangle ABC '\% equiangular to DCE: (vi. 6.)

therefore the angle ABG\?, equal to the angle DCE:
and the angle BAC was proved to be equal to ACD

;

therefore the whole angle ^6^^ is equal to the two angles ABC,
BAC: (ax. 2.)

add to each of these equals the coinmon angle ACB,
then the angles A CE, A CB are equal to the angles ABC, BA C,ACB:

but liBC, BAC, ACB are equal to two right angles : (i. 32.)

therefore also the angles ACE, ACB are equal to two right angles;

and since at the point C, in the straight line A C, the two straight

lines BC, CE, which are on the opposite sides of it, make the adja'

cent angles A CE, A CB equ.al to two right angles
;

therefore i>r and CE aro in a straiglit line. (i. 14.)

Wheroforo, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION XXXIII. THEOREM.

In equal circles, angles, whether at the centers or circumferences, have the

same ratio which the circumferences on winch they stand have to one another .

so also have the sectors.

Let ABO, DBF he equal circles ; and at tlieir centers the angles

BOG, EHF, and the angles BAC, ELF, at their circumferences.

As the circumference BC to the circumference EF, so shall the

angle BGC be to the angle EHF, and the angle BAC to the

angle ^"'X'i^;

and also the sector BGC to the sector EHF.

B C

Take any number of circumferences CK, KL, each equal to BC,
and any number whatever FM, MN, each equal to EF:

and join GK, GL, HM, HN.
Because the circumferences BC, CK, KL are all equal,

the angles BGC, CGK, KGL are also all equal : (iii. 27.)

therefore what multiple soever the circumference BL is of the

circumference BC. the same multiple is the angle BGL of the angle

BGC:
For the same reason, whatever multiple the circumference EIJ

is of the circumference EF, tlie same multiple is tlie angle EHN of
the angle EHF:

and if the circumference BL be equal to the circumference -£W",

the angle BGL is also equal to tlie angle EHN; fiii. 27.)

and if the circumference 7?/, be greater tlian EN,
likewise the angle BGL is greater tlian EHN; nnd if less, less:

tlierefore, since there are four magnitudes, the two circumferences
BC, EF, and the two angles BGC, EHF; and tliat of the circum-
ference BC, and of the angle BGC, have been taken any e(iuimul-
tiples whatever, viz. the circumference 7?/^, and tlie angle 7?67>; and
of the circumference EF, and of the angle EHF, any eipiimultiples

whatever, viz. tlie circumference EN, and tlie angle EHN:
and since it has been proved, that if tlie circumference BL be

greater than EN;
the angle BGL is greater than EHN;
and if e(]ual, equal ; and if less, less;

therefore as the circumference BC to the circumference EF, so is

the angle BGC to the angle EHF: (v. def." 5.)

but as the angle BGC is to the angle EHF, so is the angle BAC to
the angle EDF: (v. lo.)

fitr oacli is double of each : (iii. 20.)

therefore, as the fircnmjorence BC is to FF. so is the angle BGC to

the angle EHF, and th« angle BA to the angle EJJF.
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Also, as the circuniference BC to EF^ so shall the sector BGO
be to the sector EHF.

K N

Join BC, CK, and in the circumferences, BG^ CK^ take any
points X, 0, and join BX, XG, CO, OK.

Then, because in the triangles GBG, GCE,
the two sides BG, GG are equal to the two GG., GJT each to each,

and that they contain equal angles
;

the base BGh equal to the base Clf, (i. 4.)

and the triangle GBG to the triangle GGK:
and because the circumference BC is equal to the circumference CK,

the remaining part of the whole circumference of tlie circle ABC, is

equal to the remaining part of the whole circumference of the same
circle : (ax. 3.)

therefore the angle BXC is eqnal to the angle COK\ (in. 2V.)

and the seij:ment BXC is therefore similar to the segment GOK\
(ill. deh 11.)

and they are upon equal straight lines, BC, CK\
but similar segments of circles upon equal straight lines, are equal

to one another : (iii. 24.)

therefore the segment BXC is equal to tlie segment GOK:
and the triangle BGC was proved to be equal to the triangle GGK\
therefore the whole, the sector BGC, is equal to the whole, the sec-

tor GGK:
for the same reason, the sector KGL is equal to each of the sectors

BGC, GGK:
in the same manner, the sectors BffF, FHM, MUX, may be proved

equal to one another :

thei-efore, what multiple soever the circumference BL is ofthe circum-
ference BC, the same multiple is the sector BGL of the sector BGC;

and for the same reason, whatever multiple the circumference
FX is of FF, the same multiple is the sector FHX of the
sector FffF:

and if the circumference BL be equal to ^^, the sector BGL is

equal to the sector FHX;
and if the circumference BL be greater than FX, the sector

BGL is greater than the sector FHX;
and if less, less

;

since, then, there are four magnitudes, the two circumferences
BC, FF, and the two sectors BGC, FHF, and that of the circum-
ference BC, and sector BGC, the circumference i?// and sector BGL
are any equimultiples whatever ; and of the circumference FF, and
sector FHF, tlie circumference FX, and sector FHX are any equi-

multiples whatever

;
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and since it has been proved, that if tlie circumference i?Z be greater

than EX, the sector BUL is greater tlian the sector EHX;
and if equal, equal; and if less, less:

therefore, as the circmiiference BC is to the circumference EF^ so

is the sector BGC to the sector EHF. (v. def. 5.)

Wherefore, in equal circles, &c. q.e.d.

PKOPOSITIOX B. THEOREM.

If an anqle of a triangle be hixecled hij a straight line which likewise cuti

the base ; the rectangle contained by the .sides of the triangle is equal to the

rectangle contained bg the segments of the base, together with the square on

the straight line which bisects the angle.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let the angle BAG ha bisected by the

straiglit line AD.
The rectangle BA, AC shall be equal to the rectangle BB, BO,

together with the square on AB.
A

Describe the circle A CB about the triangle, (rv. 5.)

and produce AB to the circumference in E, and join EC.
Then because the angle BAB is equal to the angle CAE, (hyp.)

and the angle ABB to the angle AEC, (in. 21.)

for they are in the same segment

;

the triangles ABB, AEG are eiiuiangular to one another: (i. 32.)

therefore as BA to AD, so is EA to AC; (vi. 4.)

and consequently the rectangle BA, AG is equal to the rectangle EA,
AD, (VI. 16.)

that is, to the rectangle ED, BA, together with tlie square on AD;
(II. 3.)

but the rectangle ED, DA is equal to the rectangle i?A DC: (in. 35.)

therefore the rectangle BA, A G is equal to tlie rectangle BD, DC,
together with the sijuare on AD.
Wherefore, if an angle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION C. THEOREM.

If from any angle of a triangle, a straiglit line he draim perpcndicnlar
to the l>ase ; the rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle is equal to

the rectangle contained by the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle

described about the triangle.

Let ADC be a triangle, and AD tlie perpendicular from the angle
A to the base BG.

The rectangle 7?.J, AC shnll be equal to the rectangle contained
by AD and the diameter of the circle described about the triangle.
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A.

Describe the circle A CB about the triangle, (iv. 5.) and draw its

diameter AE, and join EC.
Because the right angle BDA is equal to the angle EGA in a

semicircle, (in. 31.)

and the angle ABU equal to the angleAEC in the same segment

;

(III. 21.) tlie triangles ABlJ, AEC are equiaiigular

:

thcref ire as BA to yli>, so is EA to AC; (vi. 4.)

and consequently the rectangle BA, AC \s equal to the rectangle EA,
AJJ. (vi. 10.) If tlieretore from any angle, &c. q.e.d.

PROPOSITIOX D. THEOREM.
Hie rectanr/fe contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateralfigure inscribed

in a circle, is cijual to both the rectangles contained by its opposite sides.

Let ABCD be any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle, and
2om AC, BD.

The rectangle contained by A C, BD shall be equal to the two
rectangles contained by AB, CD, and by AD, BC.

Make tlie angle ^75^e(iual to the angle DBC: (i. 23.)

add to each of these equals the common angle EBD,
then the angle ABD is equal to the .nngle EEC:

and the angle BDA is equal to the angle BCE, because they are
in the same segment: (in. 21.)

therefore the triangle ^42?/^ is equiangular to the triangle BCE;
wherefore, as BO is to CE, so is BD to DA

;
(vi. 4.)

end consequently the rectangle BG, AD is equal to the rectangle

BD, CE: (VI. 10.)

again, because the angle ABE is equal to the angle DBG, and the

angle BAEXo the angle BDC, (in. 21.)

the triangle ABE\s equiangular to the triangle BCD:
tlierefore as BA to AE, so is BD to DC;

wherefore the rectangle BA, DC is e(jn;d to the rectangle BD, AE:
but the rectangle BC, AD has been shewn to be equal

to the rectangle BD, CE;
therefore the whole rectangle A C, BDh equal to the rectangle

AB, DG, together with the rectantxle AD, BC. (ii. 1.)

Therefore the rectangle, &g. q.e.d.

This is a Lemma of CI. PtolemiEus, in page 9 of his M67aA.7j ^vyra^n.
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Is this Book, the theory of proportion exhibited in the Fifth Book, is

applied to the compai ison of the sides and areas of plane rectilineal figures,

both of tho.se which are similar, and of those which are not similar.

Def I. In defining similar triangles, one condition is sufficient, namely,
that similar triangles are those which have their three angles respectively

equal ; as in Prop. 4, Book vi., it is proved that the sides about the equal
angles of equiangular triangles are proportionals. But in defining similar

figures of more than three sides, both of the conditions stated in Def i. are

requisite, as it is obvious, for instance, in the case of a square and a rectan-

gle, which have their angles respectively equal, but have not their sides

about their equal angles proportionals.

The following definition has been proposed :
" Similar rectilineal figures

of more than three sides, are those which may be divided into the same num-
ber of similar triangles." This defiuition would, if adopted, require the omis-

sion of a part of Prop. 20, Book vi.

Def iir. To this definition n.ay be added the following:

A straight line is said to be divided hannonicalli/, when it is divided

into three parts, such that the whole line is to one of the extreme segments,

as the other extreme segment is to the middle part. Three lines are in /lar-

monical proportion, when the first is to the third, as the difference between
the first and second, is to the difference between the second and third ; and
the second is called a harmonic mean between the first and third.

The expression ' harmonical proportion ' is derived from the following

fact in the Science of Acoustics, that three musical strings of the same ma-
terial, thickness, and tension, when divided in the manner stated in the defi-

nition, or numerically, as 6, 4, and 3, produce a certain musical note, its

fifth, and its octave.

Def IV. The term alHtvde, as applied to the same triangles and paral-

lelogram.s, will l)e different according to the sides which may be assumed as

the base, unless they are equilateial.

Prop. I. In the same manner may be proved, that triangles and paral-

lelograms upon equal bases, arc to one another as their altitudes.

Prop. A. When the triangle ABC is isosceles, the line which bisects

the exterior angle at the vertex is paiallel to the base. In all other cases,

if the liM<' wliich bisects the angle ILl (' cut the base BC in the point G, '

then the straight line BD is harmonically divided in the points G', C.

For BG is to (?C«s BA is to AC\ (vi. 3.)

and BD is to DC as BA is to A C, (vi. a.)

therefore BD is to DC as BG is to GC,

but BG = BD- DG, and GC -GD- DC.
Wherefore BD is to DC&sBD - DG\s to GD - DC.

Hence BD, DG, DC, are in harmonical |)roportion.

Prop. IV. is the first ca.se of similar triangliM, and corresponds to the

third case of ecpial triangles, Prop. 20, Book i.
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Sometimes the sides opposite to the equal angles in two eqiiianjrnlar tri-

angles, are called the correspondinfj sules^ and these are said to be propor-

tional, which is simply taking the proportion in Euclid alternately.

The term homolor/ons (6^6\oyos), has reference to the places the sides of

the triangles have in the ratios, and in one sense, homologous sides may be

cojisidered as corresponding sides. The homologous sides of any two simi-

lar rectilineal figures will be I'ound to be those which are adjacent to two

equal angles in each figure.

Prop, v., the converse of Prop, iv., is the second case of similar triangles,

.and corresponds to Prop. 8, Book i., the second case of equal triangles.

Prop. VI. is the third case of similar triangles, and corresponds to Prop.

4, Book I., the first case of equal triangles.

The property of similar triangles, and that contained in Prop. 47, Book
I., ave the most important theorems in Geometry.

Prop. VII. is the fourth case of similar triangles, and corresponds to the

fourth case of equal triangles demonstrated in the note to Prop. 26, Book i.

Prop. IX. The learner here must not forget the diffepent meanings of

the word part, as employed in the Elements. The word here has the same
meaning as in Euc. i. ax. 9.

It may be remarked, that this proposition is a more simple case of the

next, namely. Prop. x.

Prop. XI. This proposition is that particular case cf Prop, xii., in which

the second and third terms of the proportion are equal. Tliese two problems
exhibit the same results by a Geometrical construction, as are obtained by
numerical multiplication and division.

Prop. xiii. The difference in the two propositions Euc. ii. 14, and Euc.

VI. 13, is this: in the Second Book, the problem is, to make a rectangular

figure or square equal in area to an irregular rectilinear figure, in which the

idea of ratio is not introduced. In tiie Prop, in the Sixth Book, the prob-

lem relates to ratios only, and it requires to divide a line into two parts, so

that the ratio of the whole line to the greater segment may be the same as

the ratio of the greater segment to the less.

The result in this proposition obtained by a Geometrical construction, is

analogous to that which is obtained by the multiplication of two numbers,
and the extraction of the square root of the product.

It may be observed, that half the sum of AB and BC is called the Arith-
metic mean between these lines ; also that BD is called the Geometric mean
between the same lines.

To find two mean proportionals between two given lines is impossible by
the straight line and circle. Pappus has given several solutions of this prob-

lem in Book in. of his Mathematical Collections; and Eutocius has given,

in his Commentary on the Sphere and Cylinder of Archimedes, ten different

methods of solving this problem.
Prop. XIV. depends on the same principle as Prop, xv., and both may

easily be demonstrated from one diagram. Join Dt\ FE, EG in the fig. to

Prop. XIV., and the figure to Prop. xv. is formed. We may add that there

does not appear any reason why the properties of the triangle and parallelo-

gram should be here separated, and not in the first proposition of the Sixth

Book.
Prop. XV. holds good when one angle of one triangle is equal to the

defect from what the corresponding angle in the other wants of two right

angles.

This theorem will perhaps be more distinctly comprehended by the

learner, if he will bear in mind, that four magnitudes are reciprocally
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proportional, when the ratio compounded of these ratios is a ratio of

equality.

Prop. XVII. is only a particular case of Prop, xvi., and more properlj

might appear as a corollary : and both are cases of Prop. xiv.

Algebraically, Let AB, CI), -E, F, contain a, 6, c, d units respectively.

. , <i c
Then, since a, b, c, a are proportionals, .•. - = -.

Multiply these equals by bd, .". ad ^ be,

or, the product of the extremes is equal to the product of the means.

And conversely. If the product of the extremes be equal to the product

of the means,
or ad = be,

then, dividing these equals by bd, .". -= -.

a

or the ratio of the first to the second number, is equal to the ratio of the

third to the fourth.

Similarly may be shewn, that if - = - • then ad = b''.

h d

And converselv, if ad = b"; then - = -
d

Prop, xviii. Similar figures arc said to be similaily situated, when
their homologous sides are parallel, as when the figures are situated on the

same straight line, or on parallel lines ; but when similar figures are sit-

uated on the sides of a triangle, the similar figures are said to be similarly

situated when the homologous sides of each figure have the same rela-

tive position with respect to one another ; that is, if the bases on which the

similar figures stand, were placed parallel to one another, the remaining

sides of the figures, if similarly situated, woidd also be parallel to one an-

other.

Prop. XX. It may easily be shewn, that the perimeters of similar pol}"-

gons are proportional to their homologous sides.

Prop. XXI. This proposition must l)e so understood as to include all

rectilineal figures whatsoever, which re(|uire for the conditions of similarity

another condition than is rcfiuircd for the similarity of triangles. See note

on Euc. VI. Uef i.

Prop, xxiii. The doctrine of compound ratio, including duplicate and
triplicate ratio, in the form in which it was propounded and {)ractiscd by the

an(;ieiit Geometers, ha.s been almost wholly superseded. However satisfac-

tory for the purposes of exact rea.soning the method of expre.s.sing the ratio

of two surfaces, or of two solids by two straight lines, may bo in itself, it has

not been found to be the form best suited for the direct application of the

results of (ieometry. Almost all modern wiiters on Geometiy and its appli-

cations to every branch of the Mathematical Sciences, have adopted" the

AB
algebraical notation of a quotient AB : BO ; or of a fraction —- ; for ex-

pressing the ratio of two line.s AB, BC : as well as that of a product AB x BO,
or AB . BO, for the exi)ression of a rectangle. The want of a concise and
expressive method of notation to indicate the proportion of (icometrical mag-
nitudes in a form suited for the direct application of the results, has doubt-

less favoured the introduction of Alirebraical symbols into the language of

Geometry. It must be admitteil, however, that such notations in the lau-

IS*
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guage of pure Geometry are liable to very serious objections, chiefly on the

ground that [)ure (Geometry does not admit the Arithmetical or Algebraical

idea of a product or a quotient into its reasonin<rs. On the other hand, it

may be urged, that it is not the employment of symbols which renders a

process of reasoning peculiarly Geometrical or AlgcbTaical, but the ideas

which are expressed by them. If symbols be employed in (ieometrical rea-

sonings, and be understood to express the magnitudes themselves and the

conception of their Geometrical ratio^ and not any measures^ or numerical
values of them, there would not appear to be any very great objections to

their use, provided that the notations employed were such as are not likely

to lead to misconception. It is, however, desiraljle, for the sake of avoiding

confusion of ideas iu reasoning on the properties of number and of magni-
tude, that the language and notations employed both in Geometry and Alge-
bra should be rigidly defined and strictly adhered to, in all cases. At the

commencement of his Geometrical studies, the student is recommended not

to employ the syinbols of Algebra in Geometrical demonstrations. How far

it may be necessary or advisable to employ them when he fully understands

the nature of the subject, is a question on which some difference of opinion

exists.

Prop. XXV. There does not appear any sufficient reason why this propo-
sition is placed between Prop. xxiv. and Prop. xxvi.

Prop, xxvii. To understand this and the three following propositions

more easily, it is to be observed :

1. " That a parallelogram is said to be applied to a .straight line, when
it is described upon it as one of its sides. Ex. gr. the parallelogram AC is

said to be applied to the straight line AB.
2. But a parallelogram AE is said to be applied to a straight line AB,

deficient Ijy a parallelogram, when AB the base of AE is less than AB, and
therefore yl^is less than the parallelogram AC described upon AB m the

same angle, and between the same parallels, by the parallelogram JDC; and
DC is therefore called the defect of AE.

3. And a parallelogram AG is said to be applied to a straight line AB,
exceeding by a parallelogram, when AF the base oi AG is greater than

AB, and therefore AG exceeds ^6' the parallelogram described upon AB
in the same angle, and between the same parallels, by the parallelogram

BGy—Simson.

Both among Euclid's Theorems and Problems, cases occur in which the

hypotheses of the one, and the data or quwsita of the other, are restricted

within certain limits as to magnitude and position. The determination of

these limits constitutes the doctrine of Maxima and Minima. Thus :—The
theorem Euc. vi. 27 is a case of the maximum value which a figure fulfilling

the other conditions can have ; and the sricceeding proposition is a problem

involving this fact among the conditions as a part of the data, in truth, per-

fectly analogous to Euc. i. 20, 22 ; wherein the limit of possible diminution

of the sum of the two sides of a triangle described upon a given base, is the

magnitude of the base itself: the limit of the side of a square which shall be

equal to the rectangle of the two parts into which a given line may be di-

vided, is half the line, as it apjiears from Euc. ii. .5 :

—

tlte greatest line that

can be diawn from a given point within a circle to the circumference, Euc.

III. 7, is the line which passes through the center of the circle; and the

least line which can be so drawn from the same point, is the part produced,

of the greatest line between the given point and the circumference. Euc.

iir. 8, also affords another instance of a maximum and a minimum when the

given point is outside the given circle.
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Prop. xxxi. This proposition is the general case of Prop. 47, Book i,

for any similar rectilineal figure described on the sides of a right-angled

triangle. The demonstration, however, here given is wholly independent

of Euc. I. 47.

Prop, xxxiii. In the demonstration of this important proposition, angles

greater than two right angles are employed, in accordance with the criterion

of proportionality laid down in Euc. v. def. 5.

This proposition forms the basis of the assumption of arcs of circles for

the measures of angles at their centers. One magnitude may be assumed

as the measure of another magnitude of a ditferent kind, when the two are

so connected, that any variation in them takes place simultaneously, and

in the same direct proportion. This being the case with angles at the

center of a circle, and the arcs subtended by them; the arcs of circles

can be assumed as the measures of the angles they subtend at the center of

the circle.

Prop. B. The converse of this proposition docs not hold good when the

triangle is isosceles.

QUESTIOIN'S OX BOOK VI.

1. Distinguish between similar figures and equal figures.

2. What is the distinction between hontologous nidcs, and equal sides in

Geometrical figures V

.3. What is the number of conditions requisite to determine .similarity of

fio-ures ? Is the number of conditions in Euclid's definition of similar figures

greater than what is necessary ? Propose a definition of similar figures

which includes no superfluous condition.

4. Ex|)lain how Euclid makes use of the definition of proportion in

Euc. VI. 1.

5. Prove that triangles on the same base are to one another as their

altitudes.

6. If two triangles of the same altitude have their bases unequal, and if

one of them be divided into vi ecjual parts, and if the other contain n of

those parts
;
prove that the tiiaugles have the same numerical relation as

their bases. Why is this Proposition less general than Euc. vi. 1 ?

7. Are triangles which have one angle of one equal to one angle of

another, and the sides about two other angles proportionals, necessarily

similar?

8. What arc the conditions, considered by Euclid, under which two tri-

angles are similar to each other ?

9. Apply Euc. VI. '2, to trisect the diagonal of a parallelogram.

10. When are three lines said to be in harmonical proportion? If both

the interior and exterior angles at the vertex of a triangle (Euc. vi. 3, a.) be

l)isccted by lines wliich meet the base, and the base pioduccMl in 7), G\ the

segments BG^ (tJ>, GO of the base shall be in Harmonical j)i'oportion.

1 1. If the angles at the base of the triangle in tlie figure Euc. vi. ^-1, be
equal to eacli otlier, how is the projjosition modified?

12. Under wliat circumstances will the bisecting lino in the fig. Euc. ti.

A, meet the base on the side of the angle i^isccted ? Shew that there is ail

indeterminate case.
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13. State some of the uses to which Kiie. vl 4, may ho applied.

14. Api)iy Euc. VI. 4, to prove tliat the rectangle coiuaiiied by the seg-

ments of any chord passing through a given point within a circle is

constant.

15. Point out clearly the (lilferencc in the proofs of the two latter cases

in Euc. VI. 7.

1(5. From the corollary of Euc. vi. 8, deduce a proof of Euc. i. 47.

17. Shew how the last two properties stated in Euc. vi. 8. Cor. may be

deduced from Euc. i. 47 ; u. 2 ; vi. 17.

18. Given the «th part of a straight line, find by a Geometrical construc-

tion, the (w + l)"" part.

l',». Define, what is meant by a mean proportional between two given

lines : and find a mean proportional between the lines whose lengths are 4

and 9 units respectively. Is the method you employ suggested by any
Propositions in any of the first four books ?

20. Determine a third proportional to two lines of 5 and 7 units : and a

fourth proportional to three lines of 5, 7, 9, units.

21. Find a straight line which shall have to a gi\eu straight line, the

ratio of 1 to V5.

22. Define reciprocal figures. Enunciate the propositions proved respect-

ing such figures in tlie Sixth Book.

23. Give the corollary, Euc. vi. 8, and prove thence that the Arithmetic

mean is greater than the Geometric between the same extremes.

24. If two equal triangles have two angles together ec|U:il to two right

angles, the sides about those angles are reciprocally proportional.

25. Give Algebraical proofs of Prop. 16 and 17 of Book vi.

2R. Enunciate and prove the converse of Euc. vi. 15.

27. Explain what is meant by saying, that " similar triangles are in the

duplicate ratio of their homologous sides."

28. What are the data which determine triangles both in species and

magnitude ? How are those data expressed in (iegmetry ?

29. If the ratio of the homologous sides of txo triangles be as 1 to 4,

what is the ratio of the triangles ? And if the ratio of the triangles be as 1

to 4, what is the ratio of the homologous sides ?

30. Shew that one of the trianglcii in the figure, Euc. iv. 10, is a mean
proportional between the other two.

31. What is the algelnaical interpretation of Euc. tl 19?
32. From your definition of Proportion, prove that the diagonals of a

square are in the same proportion as their sides.

33. What propositions does Euclid prove respecting similar polygons ?

34. The parallelograms at)out the diameter of a parallelogram are similar

to the whole and to one another. Shew when thwy are equal.

35. Prove Algebraically, that the areas (1) of similar triangles and (2)

of similar parallelograms are proportion^ to the squares of their homologous
sides.

36. How is it shewn that equiangular parallelograms have to one
another the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of their bases and
altitudes '?

37. To fird two lines which shall have to each other, the ratio com-
pounded of tlu? ratios of the lines A to 7<, and f to /).

38. State the force of the condition " similarly described ; " and shew
that, on a given straight line, there may be described as many polygons of

different magnitudes, similar to a given polygon, as there are sides of differ-

ent lengths in the polygon.
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39. Describe a triangle similar to a given triangle, and having its area

double that of the given triangle.

40. The three sides of a tiiaugle are 7, S, 9 units respectively; determine

the length of the lines which meeting the base, and the base produced, bi-

sect the interior angle opposite to the greatest side of the triangle, and the

adjacent exterior angle.

41. Tb.e three sides of a triangle are 3, 4, 5 inches respectively ; find the

lengths of the external segments of the sides determined by the lines which
bisect the exterior angles of the triangle.

42. What are the segments into which the hypotenuse of a right-angled

triangle is divided by a perpendicular drawn from the right angle, if the sidea

containing it are a and 3a unites respectively ?

43. If the three sides of a triangle be 3, 4, 5 units respectively : what
are the parts into which they are divided by the lines which bisect the angles

opposite to them?
44. If the homologous sides of two triangles be as 3 to 4, and the area

of one triangle be known to contain lOo square units; how many square

units are contained in the area of the other triangle V

45. Prove that if BD be taken in AB produced (fig. Euc. vi. 30) equal

to the greater segment AC\ then AD is divided in extreme and mean ratio

in the point B.
Shew also, that in the series 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, &c. in which each term is

the sum of the two preceding terms, the last two terms perpetually approach
to the pro[)ortion of the segments of a line divided in extreme and mean
ratio. Find a general expression (free from surds) for the «tli term of this

series.

4t). The parts of a line divided in extreme and mean ratio are incom-
mensurable with each other.

47. Shew that in Euclid's figure (Euc. ri. II.) four other lines, besides

the given line, are divided in the recjuired manner.
48. Enunciate Euc. vi. 31. Wl.at theorem of a previous book is in-

cluded in this proposition ?

49. What is the .superior limit, as to magnitude, of the angle at the cir-

cumference in Euc. VI. 33 V Shew that the proof may be extended by with-

drawing tlie-usually supposed restriction as to angular magnitude ; and then
deduce, as a con^llary, the proposition respecting the magnitudes of angles in

segments greatei than, equal to, or less tlian a semiciide.

50. The sides of a triangle inscril)ed in a circle are a, 6, c, units respect-

ively : find by Euc. VI. c, the radius of the circum.scribing circle.

51. Enunciate the converse of Euc. vi. d.

52. Shew inde;>endently that Euc. vi. d, is true when the quadrilateral

figure is rectangular.

53. Shew that the rectangles contained by the opposite sides of a quad-
rilateral figure which does not admit of having a Circle described about it,

are together greater tnan the rectangle contained Ity the diagonals.

54. What diftV'rent conditions may be stated as essential to the possibility

of the in.scription and circumscription of a circle in and about a quadrilateral

figure?

55. Point out those propositions in the Sixth Book in which Euclid's defi-

nition of projjortion is (lirectly applied.

5t>. Explain briefly the atlvantages gained by the application of analysis

to the solution of (Geometrical Problems.

57. In what case.'? are triangles proved to be etjual in Euclid, and in what
cases are they proved to be similar?
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PROrOSITION I. PROBLEM.

To inscribe a square in a given triangle.

Analysis. Let ABC be the given triangle, of wliicli the base BC,
and the perpendicular AD are given.

A E

L> K
Let FGHK l-e the required inscribed square.

Then BIKt., BDA are similar triangles,

and GH\i to GB. as AD is to AB,
but GF is equal to GH;

therefore GF'xs to GB, as AD is to AB.
Let BF be joined and produced to meet a line drawn from A

parallel to the base BC'm the point E.
Then the triangles BGF, BAE are similar,

and AE is to AB, as GF\^ to GB,
but GF\a to GB, as AD is to AB:

wherefore ^4^ is to AB, as AD is to ^15;
hence AE i?, equal to ^47>.

Synthesis. Through the vertex A, draw ^1^ parallel to BC VnQ

base of the triangle,

make u4^ equal to ^2>,

join EB cutting A C in F,

through F, draw FG parallel to BC. and /7f parallel to AD:,
also through G draw GH parallel to AD.

Then GHKF'is the square required.

The different cases may be considered when the triangle is equi-

lateral, scalene, or isosceles, and when eacli side is taken as the bas-e.

PROPOSITIOX II. THEOREM.

If from the extremities of any diameter of a given circle, perpendiculars

be drawn to any chord of the circle, they shall meet the chord, or the chord

produced in two points vihich are equidistantfrom the center.

First, let the cliord CD intersect the diameter AB in L, but not

at riglit angles ; and from A, B, let AE. BFhe drawn perpendicular

to CD. Then the points F, E are equidistant from the center of the

chord CD.
Join EB, and from / the center of the circle, draw IG perpen-

dicular to GZ), and produce it to meet EB in R.
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Then IG bisects CD\u G\ (iii. 2.)

and IG. ^^ being both perpendicuhir to CD, are parallel, (i. 29.)

Therefore BIu to BH, as IA is to HE\ (vi. 2.)

and Bn\s to FG, as i/'^is to GE\
therefore i?/is to FG, as IA is to GE\

but BI is equal to Z4 ;

therefore FG is equal to GE.
It is also manifest that i>^is equal to CF.

When the chord does not intersect the diameter, the perpendicu-
lars intersect the chord produced.

PROPOSITION in. THEOREM.

If two diagonals of a regular pentagon be drawn to cut one another, the

greater segments will be equal to the side of the pentagon, and the diagonals

Kill cut one another in extreme and mean ratio.

Let the diagonals AC, BE be drawn from the extremities of the

side AB of the regular pentagon ABCDE, and intersect each other

in the point FI.

Then BE and A C are cut in extreme and mean ratio in H. and
the greater segment of each is equal to the side of the pentagon.

Let the circle ABCDE l)e described about the pentagon, (iv. 14.)

Because EA, AB are equal to AB, BC, and they contain equal

angles

;

therefore the base EB is equal to the base AC, (i. 4.)

and the triangle EAB is ecpial to tlie triangle CBA,
and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles,

each to each, to which the equal sides are opposite.

Therefore the angle BAC is equal to the angle ABE;
and the anirlo AIIE\s double of the angle BA/l (i. 32.)

but the auirle EA C is also double of the angle BAC, (vi. 33.)

therefore tlie angle I/A E is equal to A HE,
and cousequiiitly HE is equal to EA, (i. (i.) or to AB.

And l>e<'anse BA is equal to AE,
the angle ABE is ecjual to the angle AEB\
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but the angle ABBhns been proved equal to BAIT:
therefore the angle Ji/'JA is equal to the angle BA IT:

and AJjh'is common to the two triangles ABB, ABJI;
therefore the remaining angle BAB is equal to tlie remaining

angle .l/Zi?;

and consequently the triangles ABE, ABU ava equiangular;
therefore BB is to BA, as AB to BH : but BA is equal to BH^

therefore BB is to BH, as EH is to BH,
but BE is greater than BH ; therefore BHis greater than HB;
therefore BB has been out in extreme and mean ratio in //.

Similarly, it may be shewn, that yl 6' has also been cut in extreme
and mean ratio in //, and that the greater segment of it CH is equal
to the side of the pentagon.

PROPOSITIOX IT. PROBLEM.

Divide a given arc of a circle into two parts which shall have their chords

in a given ratio.

Analysis. Let A, B be the two given points in the circumference
of the circle, and the point required to be found, such that when
the chords AG and BG are joined, the lines AG and ^6' shall havd
to one another the ratio of B to B.

c

Draw GD touching the circle in G;
join AB and produce it to meet GB in D.

Since the angle BA G is equal to the angle BGD, (in. 32.)

and the angle GDB is common to the two triangles DBG, DAG;
therefore the third angle GBD in one, is equal to the third angle
DGA in the other, and the triangles are similar.

therefore AD is to DG, as DG is to DB; (vi. 4.)

hence also the square on AD is to the square on DG sls AD is to
BD. (VI. 20. Cor.)

But AD is to A G, as DGxs to GB, (vi. 4.)

and AD is to DG, as AG to GB, (v. 16.)

also the square on AD is to the square on DG, as the square on
AG in to the square on GB;

but the s(iuare on AD is to the square on DG, as AD is to DB:
wherefore the square on A G is to the square on GB, as AD is to BD

;

but AG\s to GB, as -£'is to F. (constr.)

therefore AD h to DB as the square on ^is to the square on F.

Hence the ratio of AD to DB is given,
and AB is given in magnitude, because the points A, B in the cir-

cumference of the circle are given.
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Wherefore also the ratio of AD to AB is given, and also the
magnitude of AD.

Synthesis. Join AB and produce it to i), so that AD shall be
to BD^ as the scjuare on E to the square on F.

From D draw DC to touch the circle in C\ and join Ci?, CA.
Sine :> AD is to DB, as tlie square ouE is to tlie square on /*', (constr.)

and AD is to DB, as the square on AC is to the square on BC

\

therefore tlie square on ^6' is to the square on BG, as the square

on E is to tlie square on F,

and AG is to BG, as E is to F.

PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM.

A, B, C are giveyi pointa. It is required to draw throur/h any other

pvint in the same plane with A, B, and C, a strair/ht li?ie, such that the smtti

of its distances from two of the given points, may be equal to its distance

from, the third.

Analysis. Suppose F the point required, sucli that the line XFIi
being drawn through any other point A', and AD, BE, Gil perpen-
diculars on XFII, the sum of BE and GH is equal to AD.

A

B G

Join AB, BG, GA, then ABG is a triangle.

Draw AG io bisect the base BG in G, and draw GK perpen-
dicular to EF.

Then since BG is bisected in G,

the sum of the i)erpendiculars GH, BE is double of GK;
but GII and BE are equal to AD, (liyp.)

therefore AD nuist be douI)le of GK;
but since AD is parallel to GK

the triangles ADF, GKF are similar,

therefore AD is to AF, as 671" is to GF'';

but AD is double of GK therefore ^4 /''is double of GF;
and consequently, GF is one-tbird of AG the line drawn from

the vertex of the triangle to the bisection of the base.

But ^6^ is a line given in magnitude and position,

therefore the point /*' is determined.
Synthesis. .Join AB, AG, B(', and bisect the base BG o'l Wxa tri-

angle ABG in G; join A G and take GF (i(\\\\\\ to one-third of GA
;

the line drawn through A' and /' will he the line reipiired.

It is also obvious, that while the relative position of the points

At By G, remains the same, the point i'' remains the same, wherever
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the point Xm.ay l>e. The poiut Xmaj therefore coincide with the
])oint /•', and when this is the case, the position of the line FX is

left undetermined, lleuce tlie following,' ;:)0/'/.swj.

A triangle heinsr given in position, a i)oint in it may be found,

such, tiiat any straiglit line wliatever being drawn through that

point, tlie perpendiculars drawn to tliis straight line from the two
angles of the triangle, which are on one side of it, will be together

equal to the perpendicular that is drawn to the same line from the

angle on the other side of it.

6. Triangles and parallelograms of unequal .altitudes are to each
other in the ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases and altitudes.

7. If ACB, ABB ha two triangles upon the same hm^Q AB, and
between the same parallels, and if through tlie jjoint in wliich two
of the -1 if; (or two of the sides produced; intersect two straight lines

be dra n parallel to the other two sides so as to meet the base AB
(or AB ,<roduced) in points E and F. Prove that AF=BF.

8. In the base AC of a triangle ABC take anv point Z>; bisect

AB, BC, AB, BC, in F, F, G, H respectively: shew that EG is

equal to HF.
9. Construct an isosceles triangle equal to a given scalene tri-

angle and having an equal vertical angle with it.

10. If, in similar triangles, from any two equal angles to the

opposite sides, two straight lines be drawn making equal angles with

the homologous sides, these straight lines will have the same ratio

as the sides on which they fall, and will also divide those sides pro-

portionally.

11. Any three lines being drawn making equal angles with the

three sides of any triangle towards the same parts, and meeting one
another, will form a triangle similar to the original triangle.

12. BB, CD are periendicnlar to the sides AB, AC of a tri-

angle ABC, and CE is drawn perpendicular to AI>, meeting AB in

E\ shew that the triangles ABC, ACE are similar.

13. In any triangle, if a perjiendicnlar be let fall upon the base

from the vertical angle, tho base will he to the sum of tlie sides, as

the difference of the sides to the difference or sum of the segments
of the base made by the perpendicular, according as it fuUs within

or without the triangle.

14. If triangles AFF, ABC have a common angle A, triangle

ABC:tv\?iXx^\Q.'~AEF::AB.AC: AF.AF.
15. If one side of a triangle be produced, and the other shortened

by etpial quantities, the line joining the jxtints of section will be di-

vided by tlie bjise in the inverse ratio of the sides.

II.

Ifi. Find two arithmetic means between tw'o given straight lines.

17. To divide a given line in harmonical proportion.
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18. To find, by a g:eometrical construction, au arithmetic, geo-

metric, and harmonic nioau between two given lines.

19. Prove geometrically, that an arithmetic mean between two
quantities, is greater than a geometric mean. Also having given the

sum of two lines, and the excess of thoir arithmetic above their

geometric mean, find by a construction the lines themselves.

20. If through the point of bisection of the base of a triangle any
line be drawn, intersecting one side of the triangle, the other pro-

duced, and a line drawn parallel to the base from the vertex, this

line shall be cut harmonicall^v.

21. If a given straight line AB be divided into any two parts in

the point C, it is required to produce it, so that the whole line pro-

duced may be harmonically divided in C and B.

22. If from a point without a circle there be drawn three straight

lines, two of which touch the circle, and the other .cuts it, the line

whicli cuts the circle will be divided harmonically by the convex
cu'cumfei'ence, and the chord which joins the points of contact.

III.

23. Sliew geometrically that the diagonal and side of a squard

are incommensurable.
24. If a straight line be divided in two given points, determine a

third point, such that its distances from the extremities may be pro-

portional to its distances from tlie given points.

25. Determine two straight lines, such that the sum of their

squares may equal a given square, and their rectangle equal a given

rectangle.

26. Draw a straight line such that the perpendiculars let fall

from any point in it on two given lines may be in a given ratio.

27. If diverging lines cut a straight line, so that the whole is to

one extreme, as the other extreme is to the middle i)art, they will

intersect every other intercepted line in the same ratio.

2S. It is required to cut ott" a part of a given line so that the part
cut ott' may ])e a mean proportional between the remainder and
another given line.

20. It is re<iuired to divide a given finite straight line into two
parts, the squares of which sliall have a given ratio to each other.

IV.

30. From tlie vertex of a triangle to the base, to draw a straight
line wliich shall be an arithmetic mean between the sides containing
the vertical angle.

31. From tlie obtuse angle of a triangle, it i.'^ required to draw a
line to the base, which .sliall be a mean proportional between the
segments of the base. IIow many answers does this question admit
of if

32. To draw a line from the vertex of a triangle to the b.ase, which
shall be a mean i)roportional between tlie wliole base and one segment.

33. If the perpendicular in a riglit-angled triangle divide the
hypotenuse in extreme and mean ratio, the less side is equal to the
alternate segment.
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84. From the vortex of any triaTi<rle ABC, draw a straifrht line

meeting tlie base produced in /A so that the rectangle BB. BC= AB'^.

85. To tind a jjoirit P in the base BC of a triangle jiroduced, so

that I'B beiiiij drawn parallel to A C, and meeting A C'prodnced to B,
AC: CP:: CP : PB.

36. If the triangle ABC has the angle at C a right angle, and
from C a perpendicular be dropped on the opposite side intersecting

it in B, then AB : BB :: AC : CB\
37. In any right-angled triangle, one side is to the other, as the

excess of the hypotenuse above the second, to the line cut otf from the
first between the right angle and the line bisecting the oi>i)osite angle.

S8. If on the two sides of a right-angled ti-iangle squares be de-

scribed, the lines juiuing the acute angles of the triangle and the op-

posite angles of the squares, will cut otf e(|ual segments from the

Bides ; and each.of these equal segments will be a mean proi>ortional

between the remaining segments.
39. In any right-angled triangle ^iiJC, (whose hypotenuse is^i>,)

bisect the angle A by AB meeting CB in i), and prove that

2AC- \AC-- CB"- ::BC: CB.

40. On two given straight lines similar triangles are described.

Required to find a third, on which, if a triangle similar to them be
described, its area shall equal the ditference of their areas.

41. In the triangle ABC, AC ^2.BC. If CB, C'^ respectively

bisect the angle C, and the exterior angle formed by produchig^C;
prove that the triangles CBB, A CB, ABC, CBE, have their areas

as 1, 2, 3, 4.

Y.

42. It is reqnired to bisect any triangle (1) by a line drawn par-

allel, (2) by a line drawn perpendicular, to the base.

43. To divide a given triangle into two parts, having a given ratio

to one another, by a straight line drawn parallel to one of its sides.

44. Find three points in the sides of a triangle, such tlu:t. they

being joined, tJie triangle shall be divided into four e(iual triangles.

45. From a given point in the side of a triangle, to draw lines to

the sides which shall divide the triangle into any number of equal parts.

46. Any two triangles being given, to draw a straight line parallel

to a side of the greater, which shall cut otf a triangle equal to the less.

YI.

47. The rectangle contained by two lines is a mean proportional

between their squares.

48. Describe a rectangular parallelogram which shall be e(iual to

a given square, and have its sides in a given ratio.

4'.K If from any two points witliin or without a parallelogram,

straight lines be drawn perpendicular to eacli of two adjacent sides

and intersecting each other, they form a parallelogram similar to the

former.

50. It is recjuired to cut o<tf from a rectangle a similar rectangle

which shall be any reqnired part of it.
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51. If from one angle ^ of a parallelogram a straight line be drawn
cutting the diagonal in E and the sides in P, Q^ shew that

AE^ = PE.EQ.
52. The diagonals of a trapezium, two of whose sides are paral-

lel, cut one another in the same ratio.

YII.

5.3. In a given circle place a straight line parallel to a given

straight line, and having a given ratio to it ; the ratio not being

greater than that of the diameter to the given line in the circle.

54. In a given circle place a straight line, cutting two radii

which are perpendicular to each other, in such a manner, tliat the

line itself may be trisected.

55. AB is a diameter, and P any point in the circumference of a

circle; ^4Pand BP are joined and produced if necessary ; if from any
point C oi AB, a perpendicular be drawn to ^P meeting ylP and i?P
in points D and E respectively, and the circumference of the circle

in a point F, shew that CB is a third proportional of CE and CF.
50. If from the extremity of a diameter of a circle tangents be

drawn, any other tangent to the circle terminated by them is so

divided at its point of contact, that the radius of the circle is a mean
proportional between its segments.

57. From a given point without a circle, it is required to draw a

straiglit line to the concave circumference, which shall be divided in a

given ratio at the point where it intersects the convex circumference.

58. From what ]joint in a circle must a tangent be drawn, so that

a perpendicular on it from a given point in the circumference may be
cut by tlie circle in a given ratio?

59. Through a given point within a given circle, to draw a

straiglit line such that the parts of it intercepted between that point

and the circumference, may have a given ratio.

GO. Let the two diameters AB, CB, of the circle ABBC, be at

right angles to each other, draw any chord EF. join CE, CF, meeting
ABm 6' and //; prove that the triangles CGIImuI T^/'are similar.

CI. A circle, a straight line, and a point being given in position,

required a point in the line, such that a line drawn from it to the

given jioint maybe er.ual to a line drawn from it touching the circle.

"What must be the relation among the data, that the ])roblem may
become porismatic, i. e. admit of innumerable solutions?

YIII.

02. Prove that there may be two. but not more than two, similar

trian!j;les in the same segment of a circle.

63. If as in Euclid vi., .3, the vertical angle BA C of tlie triangle

BAC be bisected by AT>, and BA be ju-oduced to meet CE drawn
parallel to A I) in E; shew that AD will be a tangent to the circle

described about the triiingle AVI C.

04. If a f riangh- be inscribed in a circle, and from its vertex, lines

bf drawn jiaralkl to tlie tangents at the extremities of its base, they

will cut oil" similar triangles.
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65. If from any point in the circumference of a circle perpen-
diculars be drawn to the sides, or sides produced, of an inscribed tri-

angle ; shew that the three points of intersection will be in the same
straight line.

66. If through the middle point of any chord of a circle, two chords
be drawn, tlie lines joining their extremities shall intersect the first

chord at equal distances from its extremities.

67. If a straiglit line be divided into any two parts, to find the
locus of the point in which these parts sul>lend e(iual angles.

68. If the line bisecting the vertical angle of a triangle be divided
into parts wliich arc to one another as the base to tlie sum of the sides,

the point of division is the center of the inscribed circle.

69. Tht rectangle contained by the sides of any triangle is to the
rectangle by the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed circles, as

twice the perimeter is to the base.

70. Shew that the locus ofthe vertices of all the triangles construct-

ed upon a given base, and having their sides in a given ratio, is a circle.

71. If from the extremities of the l);ise of a triangle, perpendicu-
lars be let fall on the opposite sides, and likewise straight lines

drawn to bisect the same, the intersection of the peri)endiculars, that

of the bisecting lines, and the center of the circumscribing circle,

will be in the same straight line.

IX.

72. If a tangent to two circles be drawn cutting the straight line

which joins their centers, tlie chords are parallel which join the points

of contact, and the points where the line through the centers cuts the
circumferences.

73. If through the vei-tex, and the extremities of the base of a
triangle, two circles be described, intersecting one another in the base
or its continuation, their diameters are proportional to the sides of the
triangle.

74. If two circles touch each other externally and also touch a
straight line, the part of the line between the points of contact is a
mean proportional between the diameters of the circles.

75. If from the centers of each of two circles exterior to one
another, tangents b3 drawn to the other circles, so as to cut one another,
the rectangles of the segments are e(iual.

76. If a circle he inscribed in a right-angled triangle and another
be described touching the side opposite to the right angle and the
produced parts of the other sides, shew that the rectangle under the
radii is eciual to the triangle, and the sum of the radii equal to the
sum of the sides wliich contain the riirht angle.

77. If a perpendicular l)e drawn from the right angle to the hy-
potenuse of a right-angled triangle, and circles be inscribed within the
two smaller triangles into wliicli the given triangle is divided, their
diameters will he to each other as the sides containing the right angle.

X.

78. Describe a circle passing through two given points and touch-
ing a given circle.
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79. Describe a circle which shall pass through a given point and

touch a j;-iveti straight line and a given circle.

80. Through a given point draw a circle touching two given

circles.

81. Describe a circle to touch two given rjfht lines and such that a

tangent drawn to it from a given point, may be equal to a given line.

82. Describe a circle which shall have its center in a given line,

and shall touch a circle and a straight line given in position.

xi.

83. Given the perimeter of a riglit-angled triangle, it is required

to construct it, (1) If the sides are in arithmetical progression. (2)

If the sides are in geometrical progression.

84. Given the vertical angle, the perpendicular drawn from it to

the base, and the ratio of the segments of the base made by it, to

construct the triangle.

85. Apply (vi. c.) to construct a triangle ; having given the ver-

tical angle, the radius of the inscribed circle, and the rectangle con-

tained by the straight lines drawn from the center of tlie circle to

the angles at the base.

SC). Describe a triangle with a given vertical angle, so that the

line which bisects the base shall be equal to a given line, and the

angle which the bisecting line makes with the base shall be equal to

a given angle.

87. Given the base, the ratio of the sides containing the vertical

angle, and the distance of the vertex from a given point in the base;

to construct the triangle.

88. Given the vertical angle and the base of a triangle, and also

a lino drawn from either of the angles, cutting the opposite side in a
given ratio, to construct the triangle.

89. Upon the given base AB construct a triangle having its sides

in a given ratio and its vertex situated in the given indefinite line CD.
90. Describe an equilateral triangle equal to a given triangle.

91. Given the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, and tlie side

of an inscribed square. Required the two sides of the triangle.

92. To make a triangle, which shall be equal to a given triancrlo,

and have two of its sides equal to two given straight lines ; and shew
that if the rectangle contained by the two straight lines be loss than
twice the given triangle, the problem is impossible.

XTI.
93. Given the sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle,

to find the ratio of its diagonals.

94. The diagonals AC, BD, of a trapezium inscribed in a circle,

cut each other at right angles in the point B\
the rectangle AB.BC: the rectangle AD.LC:: BE: ED.

xiir.

9.5. In any triangle, inscribe a triangle similar to a given triangle.
9f). Of the two s(piares which can be inscribed in a right-angled

triangle, which is the greater?

97. Froui the vertex of an isotscclcs triangle two straight lines
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drawn to the opposite angles of the square described on the base, cut
the diagonals of the square in E and F: prove tliat the line EF is

parallel to the base.

98. Inscribe a square in a segment of a circle.

99. Inscribe a scjuaijp in a sector of a circle, so that the angular
points shall be one on each radius, and the other two in the circum-
ference.

100. Inscribe a square in a given equilateral and equiangular
pentagon.

101. Inscribe a parallelogram in a given triangle similar to a
given parallelogram.

102. If any rectangle be inscribed in a given triangle, required
the locus of the point of intersection of its diagonals,

103. Inscribe the greatest parallelogram in a given semicircle.

104. In a given rectangle inscribe another, whose sides shall bear
to each other a given ratio.

105. In a given segment of a circle to inscribe a similar segment.
106. The square inscribed in a circle is to the square inscribed in

the semicircle : : 5 : 2.

107. If a square be inscribed in a right-angled triangle of whicli

one side coincides with the hypotenuse of the triangle, the extremi-
ties of thai side divide the base into three segments that are con-
tinned proportionals.

108. The square inscribed in a semicircle is to the square inscribed

in a quadrant of the same circle :: 8 : 5.

109. Shew that if a triangle inscribed in a circle be isosceles,

having each of its sides double the base, the squares described upon
the radius of the circle and one of the sides of the triangle, shall be"

to each other in the ratio of 4 : 15.

110. APB is a quadrant, SPT a straight line touching it at

P, PM perpendicular to CA
;

prove that triangle SCT : triangle

ACB :: triangle ^C5 : triangle CMP.
111. If through any point in the arc of a quadrant whose radius

is i?, two circles be drawn touching the bounding radii of the quad-
rant, and r, r' be the radii of these circles : shew that rr'=R".

112. If ^ be the radius of the circle inscribed in a right-angled

triangle ABO., right-angled at A : and a perpendicular he let fall

from A on the hypotenuse BC, and if r, r' be the radii of the circles

inscribed in the triangles ABB., ACB: prove that r^^- r"^=P?.

XIV.
113. If in a given equilateral and equiangular hexagon another

be inscribed, to determine its ratio to the given one.

114. A regular hexagon inscribed in a circle is a mean propor-
tional between an inscribed and circumscribed equilateral triangle.

115. The area of the inscribed i)entagon, is to the area of the cir-

cumscribing peTitagon, as the square of the radius of the circle in-

scribed within the greater pentagon, is to the square of the radius

ofthe circle circumscribing it.

110. The diameter of a circle is a mean pi-oportional between the

sides of an equilateral triangle and hexagon which ai'e described

about that circle.
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HINTS, &c.

8. This is a particular case of Euc. i. 22. The triang.o however may
be described by means of Euc. i. 1. Let AB be the giveu base, produce

AB both ways to meet the circles in D, E (tig. Euc. i. 1.); with center A,

and radius AE, describe a circle, and with center B and radius BD, describe

another circle cutting the former in G. Join GA, GB.
9. Apply Euc. I. 6, 8.

10. This is proved by Euc. i. 32, 13, 5.

11. Let fall also a perpendicular from the vertex on the base.

12. Apply Euc. I. 4.

13. Let CAB be the triangle (fig. Euc. i. 10.), CD the line bisecting the

angle ACD and the base AB. Produce CD, and make DE equal to CD, and
join AE. Then CB may be proved equal to AE, also AE to AC.

14. Let AB be the given line, and C, D the given points. From C draw
CE perpendicular to AB, and produce it making EF equal to CE, join FD,
and produce it to meet the given line in G, which will be the point re-

quired.

15. Make the construction as the enunciation directs, then by Euc. i. 4,

BH is proved equal to CK : and by Euc. i. 13, 6, OB is shewn to be equal

to OC.
16. This proposition requires for its proof the ease of equal triangles

omitted in Euclid :—namely, when two sides and one angle are given, but

not the angle included by the given sides.

17. The angle BCD mav be shewn to be equal to the sum of the angles

ABC, ADC.
18. The angles ADE, AED may be each proved to be equal to the com-

plements of the angles at the base of the triangle.

19. Tiie angles CAB, CBA, being equal, the angles CAD, CBE are equal,

Euc. I. 13. Then, by Euc. i. 4, CD is proved to be equal to CE. And by
Euc. I. 5, 32, the angle at the vertex is shewn to be four times either of the

angles at the ba.se.

20. Let AB, CD be two straight lines intersecting each other in E, and
let P be the given point, within the angle AED. Draw EF bisecting

the angle Af^D, and through P draw P(JH parallel to EF, and cutting

ED, EB in G, II. Then E(J is equal to EII. And by l)isocting the angle
DEB and drawing through P a line parallel to this line, another solution

is oljtaincd. It will be found that the two lines arc at right angles to

each other.

21. Let the two given straight lines meet in A, and J,ot P he the given
point. Let PQR be the line required, meeting the lines AQ, AR in Q and
R, so that PQ is equal to QR. Through P draw PS paralh^l to AR and join

RS. Tiion APSR is a parallelogram and A.S, PR the diagonals. Ilence the
construction.

22. Let the two straight lines AB, AC meet in A. In AB take any
point D, and from AC cut off AE equal to AD, and join DE. On DF, or DE
produced, take DF e((ual to the given line, and throngh F draw F(; jtaralicl

to AB meeting AC in G, and tlnougli (J draw Gil parallel to DE mectiajj

AB in II. Then GH is the line required.

U
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23. The two given points may be both on the sanne side, or one point

may be on each side of the line. It' the point required in the line be supposed
to be found, and lines be drawn joining this point and the given points, an
isosceles triangle is formed, and if a perpendicular be drawn on the base

from the point in the line : the construction is oljvious.

24. The problem is simply this—to find a point in one side of a triangle

from which the perpendiculars drawn to the other two sides shall be equal.

If all the positions of these lines be considered, it will readily be seen in

what case the problem is impossible.

25. If the isosceles triangle be obtuse-angled, by Euc. i. 5, 82, the truth

will be made evident. If the triangle be acute-angled, the enunciation of the

proposition requires some modification.

26. Construct the figure and apply Euc. i. 5, 32, 15.

If the isosceles triangle have its vertical angle less than two-thirds of a
right-angle, the line ED produced, meets AB produced towards the base, and
then 3 . AEF = 4 right angles -I- AFE. If the vertical angle be greater

than two-thirds of a right angle, ED produced meets AE produced towards

the vertex, then 3 . AEF = 2 right angles + AFE.
27. Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, and from any point D in the ba.se

BC, and the extremity B, let three lines DE, DF, BG be drawn to the sides

and making equal angles with the base. Produce ED and make DH equal

to DF and join BH.
28. In the isosceles triangle ABC, let the line DFE which meets the side

AC in D and AB produced in E, be bisected by the base in the point E.

Then DC may be shewn to be equal to BE.
29. If two equal straight lines be drawn terminated by two lines which

meet in a point, they will cut ofi" triangles of equal area. Hence the two
triangles have a common vertical angle and their areas and bases equal. By
Euc. I. 32 it is shewn that the angle contained by the bisecting lines is equal

to the exterior angle at the base.

30. There is an omission in this question. After the words " making
equal angles with the sides," add, " and be equal to each other respectively."

(1), (3) Apply Euc. I. 26, 4. (2) The equal lines which bisect the sides may
be shewn to make equal angles with the sides.

31. At C make the angle BCD equal to the angle ACB, and produce AB
to meet CD in D.

32. By bisecting the hypotenuse, and drawing a line from the A'ertex to

the point of bisection, it may be shewn that this line forms with the sho^te^

side and half the hypotenuse an isosceles triangle.

33. Let ABC be a triangle, having the right angle at A, and the angle at

C greater than the angle at B, also let AD be perpendicular to the base, and
AE be the line drawn to E the bisection of the base. Then AE may b(s

proved equal to BE or EC independently of Euc. in. 31.

34. Produce EG, FG to meet the perpendiculars CE, BF, produced if

necessary. The demonstration is obvious.

35. If the given triangle have both of the angles at the base acute

angles ; the difference of the angles at the base is at once obvious from
Euc. I. 32. If one of the angles at the base be obtuse, does the property

hold good ?

36. Let ABC be a triangle having the angle ACB double of the angle

ABC, and let the perpendicular AD be drawn to the base BC. Take DE
equal to DC and join AE. Then AE may be proved to be equal to EB.

If ACB be an obtuse angle, then AC is equal to the sum of the segments

of the base, made by the perpendicular from the vertex A.
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37. Let the sides AB, AC of any triangle ABC be produced, the ex-

terior angles bisected by two lines which meet in D, and let AD be joined,

then AD bisects the angle BAG. For draw DE perpendicular on BC, also

DF, DlJ perpendiculars on AB, AC produced, if necessary. Then DF may
be proved equal to DG, and the squares on DF, DA are equal to the squares

on FG, GA, of which the square on FD is equal to the square on DG ; hence
AF is equal to AG, and Euc. i. 8, the angle BAC is bisected by AD.

38. The line required will be found to be equal to half the sum of the

two sides of the triangle.

39. Apply Euc. i. 1, 9.

40. The angle to be trisected is one-fourth of a right angle. If an cqui-

/ateral triangle be described on one of the sides of a triangle which contains

the given angle, and a line be drawn to bisect that angle of the equilateral

triangle which is at the given angle, the angle contained between this line

and the other side of the triangle will be one-twelfth of a right angle, or equal

to one-third of the given angle.

It may be remarked, generally, that any angle which is the half, fourth,

eighth, &c., part of a right angle, may be trisected by Plane Geometry.

41. Apply Euc. I. 20.

42. Let ABC, DBC be two equal triangles on the same base, of which

ABC is isosceles, fig. Euc. i. 37. By producing AB and making AG equal

to AB or AC, and joining GD, the perimeter of the triangle ABC may be

shewn to be less than the perimeter of the triangle DBC.
43. Apply Euc. i. 20.

44. For the first case, see Theo. 32, p. 7G : for the other two cases,

apply Euc. i. 19.

45. This is obvious from Euc. i. 26.

46. By Euc. i. 29, G, FC may be shewn equal to each of the lines

EF, FG.
47. Join GA and AT, and prove GA and AF to be in the same straight

line.

48. Let the straight line drawn through D parallel to BC meet the

side AB in E, and AC in F. Then in the triangle EBD, EB is equal

to ED, by Euc. i. 29, 6. Also, in the triangle EAD, the angle EAl)
may be shewn equal to the angle EDA, whence EA is equal to ED,
and therefore AB is bisected in E. In a similar way it may be shewn,

by bisecting the angle C, that AC is bisected in F. Or the bisection of AG
in F may be proved when AB is shewn to be bisected in E.

40. The triangle formed will be found to have its sides respectively

parallel to the sides of the original triangle.

.50. If a line equal to the given line be drawn from the point where the

two lines meet, and parallel to the other given line ; a parallelogram may be

formed, and the constr\iction effected.

T)!. Let ABC be the triangle; AD perpendicular to BC, AE drawn to

the bisection of BC, and AF bisecting the angle BAC. Produce AD and

make DA' ecjual to AD : join FA', EA'.
.'52. If the point in the base he supposed to be determined, and lines

drawn from it parallel to the sides, it will be found to be in the line which

bisects the vertical angle of the triangle.

53. Let ABC be tiie triangle, at G draw CD perpendicular to CB and

equal to the sum of the refpiired lines, through D draw DE parallel to CB
meeting A(; in E, and draw EF parallel to i)C, meeting IK' in F. Then
EF is c(iual to DG. Next produce Cli, making G(i eciual to CE, and join

E.G cutting AB in II. From II 'draw UK perpendicular to EAG, and
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HL perpendicular to BC. Then UK and IIL together are equal to DO.
The proof fiepends on Theorem 27, p. 75.

54. Let C be the intersection of the circles on the other side of the base,
and join AC, BC Then the angles CBA, C'BA being equal, the angles
CBP, C BP are also equal, Euc. i. 13 : next bv Euc. i. 4, CP, PC are proved
equal ; lastly prove CC to be e(|«al to CP or PC.

55. In the fig. Euc. i. 1, produce AB both ways to meet the circles in D
and E, join CD, CE, then CDE is an isosceles triangle, having each of the
angles at tlie base one-fourth of the angle at the vertex. At E draw EG
perpendicular to DB and meeting DC produced in G. Then CEG is an
equilateral triangle.

56. Join CC, and shew that the angles CCT, CCG are equal to two right
angles; also that the line FCG is equal to the diameter.

57. Construct the figure and bv Euc. i. 32. If the angle BAG be a
right angle, then the angle BDC is half a right angle.

58. Let the lines which bisect the three exterior angles of the triangle
ABC form a new. triangle A'B'C. Then each of the angles at A', B', C may
be shewn to be equal to half of the angles at A and B, B and C, C and A re-
spectively. And it will be found that half the sums of every two of three
unequal numbers whose sum is constant, have less differences than the three
numbers themselves.

59. The first case may be shewn by Euc. i. 4 : and the second bv Euc. i.

32, 6, 15.

60. At D any point in a line EF, draw DC perpendicular to EF and
equal to the given perpendicular on the hypotenuse. With center C and
radius equal to the given base describe a circle cutting EF in B. At C draw
CA perpendicular to CB and meeting EF in A. Then ABC is the trian"-le
required.

°

61. Let ABC be the required triangle having the angle ACB a right
angle. In BC produced, take CE equal to AC, and with center B and radma
BA describe a circular arc cutting CE in D, and join AD. Then DE is the
difference between the sum of the two sides AC, CB and the hypotenuse
AB

;
also one side AC the perpendicular is given. Hence the construction.

On any line EB take EG equal to the given side, ED equal to the given
difference. At C, draw CA perpendicular to CB, and equal to EG, join AD,
at A in AD make the angle DAB equal to ADB, and let AB meet EB in B.
Then ABC is the triangle required.

62. (1) Let ABC be the triangle required, having ACB the right angle.
Produce AB to D making AD equal to AG or CB : then BD is the sum of
the sides. Join DC: then the angle ADC is one-fourth of a richt angle,
and DBG is one-half of a right angle. Hence to construct: at^B in BD
make the angle DBM equal to half a right ancle, and at D the angle BDC
equal to one-fourth of a right angle, and let DC meet BM in C. At C
draw GA at right angles to BC meeting BD in A : and ABC is the triangle
required.

(2) Let ABC be the triangle, C the right angle: from AB cut off AD
equal to AG

;
then BD is the difference of the hypotenuse and one side.

Join CD
;
then the angles ACD, ADC are equal, and each is half the supple-

ment of DAG, which is half a right angle. Hence the construction.
63. Take any straight lino terminated at A. Make AB equal to the

difference of the sides, and AG e(|ual to the hypotenuse. At B make ihe
angle GBD equal to half a right angle, and with center A and radius AG de-
scribe a circle cutting BD in D : join AD, and draw DE perpendicular to
AC. Then ADE is the required triangle.
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64. Let BC the given base be bisected in D. At D draw DE at right

nngles to BC and equal to the sum of one side of the triangle and the per-

pendicular from the vertex on the base : join DiJ, and at B in BE make the

angle EBA equal to the angle BED, and let BA meet DE in A : join AC,
and ABC is the isosceles triangle.

65. This construction may be effected by means of Prob. 4, p. 11.

66. The perpendicular from the vertex on the base of an equilateral

triangle bisects the angle at the vertex which is two-thirds of one right

angle.

67. Let ABC be the equilateral triangle of which a side is required to be
found, having given BD, CD the lines bisecting the angles at B, C. Since

the angles DBC, DCB are equal, each being one-third of a right angle,

the sides BD, DC are equal, and BDC is an isosceles triangle having the

angle at the vertex the supplement of a third of two right angles. Hence
the side BC may be found.

68. Let the given angle be taken, (1) as the inchided angle between the
given sides ; and (2) as the opposite angle to one of the given sides. In the

latter case, an ambiguity will arise if the angle be an acute angle, and oppo-
site to the less of the two given sides.

69. Let ABC be the required triangle, BC the given base, CD the given
difference of the sides AB, AC: join BD, then DBC by Euc. i. 18, can be
shewn to be half the difference of the angles at the base, and AB is equal

to AD. Hence at B in the given base BC, make the angle CBD equal to

half the difference of the angles at the base. On CB take CE equal to the

difference of the sides, and with center C and radius CE, describe a circle

cutting BD in D : join CD and produce it to A, making DA equal to DB.
Then ABC is the tiiangle required.

70. On the line v.hich is equal to the perimeter of the required triangle

describe a triangle having its angles equal to the given angles. Then bisect

the angles at the base ; and from the point where these lines meet, draw
lines parallel to the sides and meeting the base.

71. Let ABC be (he required triangle, BC the given base, and the side

AB greater than AC. Make AD equal to AC, and draw CD. Then the

angle BCD may be shewn to be equal to half the difference, and the angle

DCA equal to half the sum of the angles at the base. Hence ABC, ACB
the angles at the base of the triangle are known.

72. Let the two given lines meet in A, and lot B be the given point.

If BC, BD be supposed to ha drawn making equal angles with AC, and

if AD and DC be joined, BCD is the triangle re(iuired, and the ligure ACBD
may be shewn to be a parallelogram. Whence the construction.

73. It can be shewn that lines drawn from the aiighs of a triangle to

bisect the opposite sides, intersect each olher at a point which is two-thirds

of their lengths from the angular points from which they aie drawn. Let

ABC be the triangle required, AD, BE, CF the given lines from the angles

drawn to tiie bisections of the opposite sides and intersecting in (J. Produce

(iD, making DII e(pial to DtJ, and join BH, CII : the (iguie (iBIIC is a paw
allelograni. Hence the construction.

74. lA't ABC (tig. to Euc. i. 20.) be the roqtiired triangle, having tho

base B(" e(iual to the given base, the angle ABC equal to the given angle,

and the two .«ides BA, AC together e(|ual to the given line BD. Join DC,
then since AD is e(|ual to AC, the triangle ACD is isosceles, and Ihcrefoio

the angle ADC is equal to the angle ACI). Hence the constiiiction,

75. Let ABC be the required triangle (fig. to Euc. i. 18), having tho

sngle ACB equal to the given angle, and the base BC c((uul to the given
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line, also CD equal to the difference of the two gides AB, AC. If BD bo
joined, then AHD is an isosceles triangle. Hence the synthesis. Does this

construction hold good in all cases?
7i5. Let AI{(! be the required triangle (fig. Euc. i. 18), of which the side

BC is given and the angle BAC, also CD the diiference between the sides

AB, AC. Join BD ; then AB is e(|ual to AD, because CD is their difference,

and tlie triangle ABD is isosceles, whence the angli; ABD is equal to the

angle ADB ; and since BAD and twice the angle ABD are equal to two right

angles, it follows that ABD is half the supplement of the given angle BAC.
Hence the construction of the triangle.

77. Let AB be the given base : at A draw the line AD to which the line

bisecting the vertical angle is to be parallel. At B di'aw BE parallel to AD
;

from A draw AE equal to the given sum of the two sides to meet BE in E.

At B make the angle EBC equal to the angle BEA, and draw CF parallel to

AD. Then ACB is the triangle required.

78. Take any point in the given line, and apply Euc. i. 23, 31.

79. On one of the parallel lines take EF equal to the given line, and with
center E and radius EF describe a circle cutting the other in G. Join EG,
and through A draw ABC parallel to EG.

80. Tliis will appear from Euc. i. 29, 15, 26.

81. Let AB, AC, AD, be the three lines. Take any point E in AC, and
on EC make EF equal to EA, through F draw FG parallel to AB, join GE
and produce it to meet AB in H. Then GE is equal to GH.

82. Apply Euc. i. 32, 29.

83. From E draw EG perpendicular on the base of the triangle, then ED
and EF may each be proved equal to EG, and the figure shewn to be equi-

lateral. Three of the angles of the figure are right angles.

84. The greatest parallelogram which can be constructed with given

sides can be proved to be rectangular.

85. Let AB be one of the diagonals : at A in AB m.ake the angle BAC
less than the required angle, and at A in AC make the angle CAD equal to

the required angle. Bisect AB in E and with center E and radius equal to

half the other diagonal describe a circle cutting AC, AD in F, G. Join FB,
BG : then AFBG is the parallelogram required.

86. This problem is the same as the following : having given the base of

a triangle, the vertical angle and the sum of the sides, to construct the tri-

angle. This triangle is one half of the required parallelogram.

87. Draw a line AB equal to the given diagonal, and at the point A make
an angle BAC equal to the given angle. Bisect AB in D, and through D
draw a line parallel to the given line and meeting AC in C. This will be
the position of the other diagonal. Through B draw BE parallel to CA,
meeting CD produced in E

;
join AE, and BC. Then xiCBE is the parallel-

ogram required.

88. Construct the figures and by Euc. i. 24.

89. By Euc. i. 4, the opposite sides may be proved to be equal.

90. Let ABCD be the given parallelogram ; construct the other paral-

lelogram A'B'C'D' by drawing the lines required, also the diagonals AC,
A'C, and shew that the triangles ABC, A'B'C are equiangular.

91. AD' and BC mav be proved to be parallel.

92. Apply Euc. i. 29, "32.

93. The points D, D', are the intersections of the diagonals of two rec-

tangles : if the rectangles be cojnpleted, and the lines OD, OD' be jjroduced,

they will be the other two diagonals.

94. Let the line drawn from A fall without tlie parallelogram, and
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let CC, BB', DD', be the perpendiculars from C, B, D, on the lino drawn
frona A : from B draw BE parallel to AC, and the truth is manifest. Next,

let the line from A be drawn so as to fall within the parallelogram.

93. Let the diagonals intersect in E. In the triangles DCB, CDA, two
angles in each are respectively equal and one side DE : wherefore the diago-

nals DB, AC are equal: also since DE, EC are equal, it follows that EA, EB
are equal. Hence DEC, AEB are two isosceles triangles having their verti-

cal angles equal, wherefore the angles at their bases are equal respectively,

and therefore the angle CDB is equal to DBA.
96. (1) By supposing the point P Ibund in the side AB of the parallelo-

gram ABCD, such that the angle contained by AP, PC may be bisected by
the line PD ; CP may be proved equal to CD ; hence the solution.

(2) By supposing the point P found in the side AB produced, so that PD
may bisect the angle contained by ABP and PC ; it may be shewn that the

side AB must be produced, so that BP is equal to BD.
97. This may be shewn by Euc. i. 35.

98. Let D, E, F be the bisections of the sides AB, BC, CA of the tri-

angle ABC : draw DE, EF, FD ; the triangle DEFis one-fourth of the triangle

ABC. The triangles DBE, FBE are equal, each being one-fourth of the

triangle ABC : DF is therefore parallel to BE, and DBEF is a parallelogram

of which DE is a diagonal.

99. This may be proved by applying Euc. i. 38.

100. Apply Euc. I. 37, 38.

lOL On any side BC of the given triangle ABC, take BD equal to the

piven base ; join AD, through C draw CE parallel to AD, meeting BA pro-

duced if necessary in E, join ED ; then BDE is the triangle required. By a

process somewhat similar the triangle may be formed when the altitude ia

given.

102. Apply the preceding problem (101) to make a triangle equal to one
of the given triangles and of the same altitude as the other given triangle.

Then the sum or dilference can be readily found.

103. First construct a triangle on the given base equal to the given tri-

angle ; next form an isosceles triangle on the same base equal to this triangle.

104. Make an isosceles triangle equal to the given triangle, and then thi.s

isosceles triangle into an ecpial equilateral triangle.

105. Make a triangle equal to the given parallelogram upon the given
line, and then a triangle equal to this triangle, having an angle equal to the

given angle.

lOG. If the figrire ABCD be one of four sides
;
join the opposite angles

A, C of the figure, through D draw DE parallel to AC meeting BC pro-

duced in E, join AE :—the triangle ABE is equal to the four-sided figure

ABCD.
If the figure ABCDE be one of five sides, produce the base both ways,

and the figure may be transformed into a triangle, by two constructions sim-

ilar to that employed for a figure of four sides. If the figure consi.sts of
Bi.x, seven, or any number of sides, the same process must be repeated.

107. Draw two lines from the bisection of the base parallel to the two
sides of the triangle.

108. This may be shewn ex absurdo.

109. (»n tlie same base AB, and on the same side of it, lot two triangles

ABC, ABI) be constructed, having the side BD equid to B(', the angle
ABC a right angle, but the angle AMD not a right angle ; then the triangle

ABC is greater than ABD, whether the angle ABI) be acute or obtuse.

110. Let ABC be a triangle whose vertical angle is A, and whose baa»
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BO is bisected in D ; let any line EDCJ be drawn through D, meeting AC the

greater side in G and AB produced in E, and rorining a triangle AECi hav-

ing tiie same vertical angle A. Draw BIJ parallel to AC, and the trianclea

BDII, GDC are equal. Euc. i. 2G.

111. Let two triangles be constructed on the same base with equal pe-

rimeters, of which one is isosceles. Through the vertex of that which is not

isosceles draw a line parallel to the ba.sc, and intersecting the perpendicular

drawn from the vertex of the isosceles triangle upon the common base. Join
this point of inter.'^cction and the extremities of the base.

112. (1) DF bisects the triangle ABC (fig. Prop. 0, p. '73.) On each side

of the point F in the line BC, take FG, FH, each equal to one-third of BF,
the lines DG, DH shall trisect the triangle. Or,

Let ABC be any triangle, D the given point in BC. Tiisect BC in E, F.

Join AD, and draw EG, FH parallel io AD. Join DG, DH ; these lines tri-

sect the triangle. Draw AE, AF and the proof is manifest.

(2) Let ABC be any triangle ; trisect the base BC in D, E, and join AD,
AE. From D, E, draw DP, EP parallel to AB, AC and meeting in P. Join

AP, BP, CP ; these three lines trisect the triangle.

(3) Let P be the given point within the triangle ABC. Trisect the base

BC in D, E. From the vertex A draw AD, AE, AP. Join PD, draw AG
parallel to PD and join PG. Then BGPA is one-third of the triangle. The
problem may be solved by trisecting either of the other two sides and making
a similar construction.

113. The base may be divided into nine equal parts, and lines may be
drawn from the vertex to the points of division. Or, the sides of the triangle

may be trisected, and the points of triscction joined.

1 14. It is proved, Euc. i. 34, that each of the diagonals of a parallelogram

bisects the figure, and it may be shewn that tliey also bisect each other.

It is hence manifest that any straight line, whatever may be its position,

which bisects a parallelogram, 7nust pass through the intersection of the

diagonals.

115. See the remark on the preceding problem 114.

116. Trisect the side AB in E, F, and draw EG, FH parallel to AD or

BC, meeting DC in G and H. If the given point P be in EF, the two lines

drawn from P through the bisections of EG and IH will trisect the parallel-

ogram. If P be in FB, a line from P through the bisection of FH will cut

off one-third of the parallelogram, and the remaining trapezium is to be

bisected by a line from P, one of its angles. If P coincide with E or F, the

solution is obviou.s.

117. Construct a right-angled parallelogram by Euc. i. 44, equal to the

given quadrilateral figure, and from one of the angles, draw a line to meet
the opposite side and equal to the base of the rectangle, and a line from the

adjacent angle parallel to this line will complete the rhombus.

118. Bisect BC in D, and through the vertex A, draw AE parallel to BC,
with center D and radius equal to half the sum of AB, AC, describe a circle

cutting AE in E.

110. Produce one side of the square till it becomes equal to the diagonal,

the line drawn from the extremity of this produced side and parallel to the

adjacent side of the square, and meeting the diagonal produced, determines

the point required.

1 20. Let fall upon the diagonal perpendiculars from the opposite angles

of the parallelogram. These perpendiculars are equal, and each pair of

triangles is situated on diiferent sides of the same base and has equal alti-

tudes.
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121. One case is included in Theo. 120. The other case, when the point

is in the diagonal produced, is obvious from the same principle.

122. The triangles DCF, ABF may be proved to be equal to half of the

parallelogram bv Euc. i. 41.

123. Apply Euc. i. 41, 38.

124. If a line be drawn parallel to AD through the point of intersection

of the diagonal, and the line drawn through parallel to AB ; then by Euc.

I. 43, 41, the truth of the theorem is manife.<t.

125. It may be remarked that parallelograms are divided into pairs of

equal triangles by the diagonals, and therefore by taking the triangle ADD
equal to the triangle ABC, the propertv may be easilv shewn.

126. The triangle ABD is one-half of the parallelogram ABCD, Euc. i. 34.

And the triangle DKC is one-half of the parallelogram CDHG, Euc. i. 41,

also for the same reason the triangle AKB is one-half of the parallelogram

AIKIB : therefore the two triangles DKC, AKB are together one-half of the

whole parallelogram ABCD. Hence the two triangles DKC, AKB are equal

to the triangle ABD : take from these equals the equal parts which are com-
mon, therefore the triangle CKF is equal to the triangles AHK, KBD

:

wherefore also taking AHK from these equals, then the difference of the

triangles CKF, AHK is equal to the tiiangle KBC : and the doubles of these

are equal, or the dilTerence of the parallelograms CFKG, AHKE is equal tcr

twice the triangle KBD.
127. First prove that the perimeter of a square is less than the perimeter

of an equal rectangle : next, that the perimeter of the rectangle is less than

the perimeter of any other equal parallelogram.

128. This may he proved by shewing that the area of the isosceles tri-

angle is greater than the area of any other triangle whicih has the same
vertical angle, and the sum of the sides containing that angle is equal to the

sum of the equal sides of the isosceles triangle.

12!). Let ABC be an isosceles triangle (lig. Euc. i. 42), AE perpendicular

to the base BC, and AECG the equivalent rectangle. Then AC is greater

than AE, &c.

130. Let the diagonal AC bisect the quadrilateral figure ABCD. Bisect

AC in E, join BE, ED, and prove BE, ED in the same straight line and equal

to one another.

131. Apply Euc. I. l.">.

132. Api)Iy Euc. i. 2<).

133. Tliis may be shewn by Euc. i. 20.

134. Let AB be the longest and CD the shorte.it side of the rectangular
figure. Produce AD, BC to meet in E. Then by Euc. i. 32.

135. Let ABCD bo the quadrilateral figure, and E, F, two points in

the opposite sides AB, CD, join EF and bi.sect it in (J ; and through G
draw a straight line HGK terminated by the; sides AD, BC ; and bisected

in the point G. Then EF, HK are the diagonals of the required parallelo-

gram.
13(5. After constructing the figure, the proof offers no difliculty.

137. If any line be assumed as a iliagonal, if the four given lines taken
two and two be always greater tiian this diagonal, a fimr-sided figure may be
constructed having the iussumcd line as one of its diagonals: and it may bo
shewn that when the (piadrilaleral is possible, the sum of every three given
sides is greater than the fourth.

138. Draw the two diagonals, then four triangles are formed, two on one
side of each diagonal. Then two of the lines drawn through the points of
biueotibn of two sides may bo proved parallel to oue diagonal, and two

14*
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parallel to the other diaf^onal, in the same way as Thco. 97, supra. The
other property is maiiifost i'rom the relation of the areas of the triangles

made by the lines drawn through the bisections of the sides.

139. It issuilicient to suggest, that triangles on equal bases, and of equal

altitudes, are equal.

140. Let tlie side AB be parallel to CD, and let AB be bisected in E and
CD in F, and let EF be drawn. Join AF, BF, then Euc. i. 38.

141. Let BCED be a trapezium of which DC, BE are the diagonals in-

tersecting each otlier in G. If the triangle DB(i be equal to the triangle

EGC, the side DVj may be proved parallel to the side BC, by Euc. i. 39.

142. Let ABCD be the quadrihiteral figure having the side.? AB, CD,
parallel to one another, and AD, BC eijual. Through B draw BE parallel to

AD, then ABED is a parallelogram.

143. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral having the side AB parallel to CD.

Let E, F be the points of bisection of the diagonals BD, AC, and join EF and
produce it to meet the sides AD, BC in G and II. Through H draw LIIK
parallel to DA meeting DC in L and AB produced in K. Then BK is half

the difference of DC and AB.
144. (1) Reduce the trapezium ABCD to a triangle BAE by Prob.

106, supra, and bisect the triangle BAE by a line AF from the vertex.

If F fall without BC, through F draw FG parallel to AC or DE, and join

AG.
Or thus. Draw the diagonals AC, BD : bisect BD in E, and join AE, EC.

Draw FEG parallel to AC the other diagonal, meeting AD in F, and DC in G.

AG being joined, bisects the trapezium.

(2) Lot E be the given point in the side AD. Join EB. Bisect the

quadrilateral EBCD by EF. Make the triangle EFG equal to the triangle

EAB, on the same side of EF as the triangle AB. Bisect the triangle EFG
byEII. EH bisects the figure.

14.5. If a straight lino be drawn from the given point through the inter-

section of the diagonals and meeting the opposite side of the square ; the

problem is then reduced to the l:)isectiou of a trapezium by a line drawn from
one of its angles.

14G. If the four sides of the figure be of different lengths, the truth of

the theorem may be shewn. If, however, two adjacent sides of the figure

bo equal to one another, as also the other two, the lines drawn from the

angles to the bisection of the longer diagonal, will be found to divide the

trapezium into four triangles which are equal in area to one another. Euc.

I. 38.

14*7. Apply Euc. i. 47, observing that the shortest side is one-half of the

longest.

148. Find by Euc. i. 47, a line the square on which shall be seven times

the square on the given line. Then the triangle which has these two lines,

containing the right angle shall be the triangle required.

149. Apply Euc. i. 47.

l.")0. Lot the base BC be bisected in D, and DE be drawn perpendicular

to the hypotenuse AC. Join AD : then Euc. i. 47.

liil. Constiuct the figure, and the truth is obvious from Euc. i. 47.

152. See Theo. 32, p. 7«, and apply Euc. i. 47.

153. Draw the lines required and apply Euc. i. 47.

154. Apply Euc. i. 47.

155. Ap[)ly Euc. i. 47.

156. Apply Euc. i. 47, observing that the square on any line is four times

the square on half the line.
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157. Apply Euc. i. 47, to express the squares of the three sides in terms

of the squares oa the perpeudiculars and on the segments of AB.
158. By Euc. i. 47, bearing in mind that the square described on any

flhe is four times the square described upon half the line.

159. The former part is at once manifest by Euc. i. 47. Let the diag-

onals of the square be drawn, and the given point be supposed to coincide

with the intersection of the diagonals, the minimum is obvious. Find its

value in terms of the side.

160. (a) This is obvious from Euc. i. 13.

i'j) Apply Euc. I. 32, 29.

(c) Apply Euc. I. 5, 29.

(d) Let AL meet tlie base BC in P, and let the perpendiculars from F, K
meet BC produced in M and N respectively ; then the triangles APB, FMB
may be proved to be equal in all respects, as also APC, C'KN.

(e) Let fall DQ perpendicular on FB produced. Then the triangle DQB
may be proved equal to each of the triangles ABC, DBF ; whence the tri-

angle DBF is equal to the triangle ABC.
Perhai)s however the better method is to prove at once that the triangles

ABC, FBD are equal, by shewiiig that they have two sides equal in each tri-

angle, and the included angles, one the supplement of the other.

(/) If DQ be drawn perpendicular on FB produced, FQ may be proved
to be bisected in the point B, and DQ equal to AC. Then the square on FD
is found by the right-angled triangle FQD. Similarly, the square on KE is

found, and the sum of the squares on FD, EK, Gil will be found to be six

times the scjuare on the hypotenuse.

{(/) Through A draw PAQ parallel to BC and meeting DB, EC produced
in P, Q. Then by the right-angled triangles.

lt)l. Let any parallelograms be described on any two sides AB, AC of a
triangle ABC, and the sides parallel to AB, AC be produced to meet in a
point P. Join PA. Then on either side of the base BC, let a parallelogram
be described having two sides equal and parallel to AP. Produce AP and it

will divide the pai'allelogram on BC into two parts respectively equal to the

l)arallj]ograms on tlie sides. Euc. i. 35, 36.

162. Let the equilateral triangles ABD, BCE, CAF be described on AB,
BC, CA, the sides of the triangle ABC having the right angle at A.

Join DC, Alv : then the triangles DBC, ABE are equal. Xcxt draw DG
perpendicular to AB and join CG : tlien the triangles BDG, DA(J, D(;C are

equal to one another. Also draw AH, EK perpendicular to BC ; the tri-

angles EKH, EKAare equal. Whence may be shewn that the triangle ABD
is equal to the triangle BHE, and in a similar way may be shewn that CAF
is equal to CHE.

The restriction is unnecessary : it only brings AD, AE into the same line.

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES ON BOOK II.

HINTS, &c.

6. See the figure Euc. n. T).

7. This Pro!)lera is equivalent to the following : construct an isosceles

right-angled triangle, having given one of the sidcB which contains the right

angle.

8. In the question for E read D. Construct the square on AB, and Ui9

property is obvious.
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9. The sum of the squares on the two parts of any linos is least when
the two parts are equal.

10. A line may be found the square on which is double the square on
the given line. The problem is then reduced to:—having given the hvpot-
eimsc and the sum of the sides of a right-angled tiiangle, construct the

triangle.

11. This follows from Euc. n. 5, Cor.

12. This problem is, in other words, Given the sum of two lines and the

sum of their s(iuares, to lind the lines. Let AB be the given strai<'ht line,

at B draw BC at right angles to AB, bisect the angle ABC by BD. On A I

take AE equal to the side of the given square, and with center A and radius

AE describe a circle cutting BD in D, from D draw DF perpendicular to AB,
the line AB is divided in F as was required.

13. Let AB be the given line. Produce AB to C making BC equal to

three times the sfpiare on AB. From BA cut off BI) equal tu BC ; then D
is the point of section such that the squares on AB and BD are double of the

square on AD.
14. In the fig. Eue. ii. 7. Join BF, and draw FL perpendicular on

GD. Half the rectangle DB, BG, may be proved equal to the rectangle

AB, BC.
Or, join KA, CD, KD, CK. Then CK is perpendicular to BD. And the

triangles CBD, KBD are each cciual to the triangle ABK. Hence, twice the

triangle ABK is efjual to the figure CBKD ; but twice the triangle ABK
is equal to the rectangle AB, BC ; and the figure CBKD is equal to half the

rectangle DB and CK, the diagonals of the squares on AB, BC. Where-
fore, &c.

15. The difference between the two unequal parts may be shewn to be
equal to twice the line between the points of .section.

16. This proposition is oidy anotlicr form of stating Eue. ii. V.

17. In the figure, Theo. 7, p. 69, draw PQ, PB, PS perpendiculars on
AB, AD, AC respectively : then since the triangle PAC is e(iual to the

two triangles PAB, PAD, it follows that the rectangle contained by
PS, AC, is ecpial to the xum of the rectangles PQ, AB, and PR, AD.
When is the rectangle PS, AC equal to the difference of the other two rec-

tangles ?

18. Through E draw EG parallel to AB, and through F, draw FHK
parallel to BC and cutting Eti in II. Then the area of the rectangle is

made up of the areas of four triangles ; whence it may be readily sliewn

that twice the area of the triangle AFE, and the figure AGHK is equal to

the area ABCD.
19. Apply Eue. ii. 11.

20. The vertical angles at L may be proved to be equal, and each of them
a right angle.

21. Apply Eue. ii. 4, 11. i. 47.

22. Produce FG, DB to meet in L, and draw the other diagonal LHC,
which passes through II, because the complements AG, BK are equal. Then
LH may be shewn to be equal to Ff, and to Dd.

23. The common intersection of the three lines divides each into two
parts, one of which is double of the other, and this point is the vertex of

three triangles which have lines drawn from it to the bisection of the bases.

Apply Euc. II. 12, 13.

24. A[)ply Theorem 3, p. 104, and Euc. i. 47.

25. This will be found to be that particular case of Euc. ii. 12, in which

the distance of the obtuse angle from the foot of the perpendicular, is half
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of the side subtended by the right angle made by the perpendicular and the

base produced.

26. (1) Let the triangle be acute-angled. (Euc. ii. 13, fig. 1.)

Let AC be bisected in E, and BE be joined ; also EF be drawn perpen-

dicular to BC. EF is e(|uiil to FC. Then the siiuare on BE may be proved

to be equal to the square on BC and the rectangle BD, BC.

(2.) If the triangle be obtuse-angled, the perpendicular EF falls ?677/(?/t

or without the base according as the bisecting line is drawn from the obtuse

or the acute angle at the base.

27. This may be shewn from Theorem 3, p. 114.

28. Let the perpendicular AD be drawn from A on the base BC. It

may be shewn that the base BC must be produced to a point E, such that

CE is equal to the difference of- the segments of the base made by the per-

pendicular.

29. Since the base and area are given, the altitude of the triangle is

known. Hence the problem is reduced to :—Given the base and altitude of

a triangle, and the line drawn from the vertex to the bisection of the base,

construct the triangle.

30. This follows immediatelv from Euc. i. 47.

31. Apply Euc. II. 13.

32. The truth of this property depends on the fact that the rectangle

contained by AC, CB is equal to that contained by AB, CD.
33. Let P the requii'ed point in the base AB be supposed to be known.

Join CP. It may then be shewn that the property stated in the Problem is

contained in Theorem 3, p. 114.

34. This may be shewn from Euc. i. 47 ; ii. 5. Cor.

35. From C let fall CF perpendicular on AB. Then ACE is an obtuse-

angled, awl liEC an acute-anghd triangle. Apply Euc. ii. 12, 13; and by
Euc. I. 47, tiie squares on AC and CB are equal to the square on AB.

36. Apply Euc. i. 47, ii. 4 ; and the note p. 102 on Euc. ii. 4.

37. Draw a perpendicular from the vertex to the base, and apply Euc. i.

47 ; II. 5, Cor. Enunciate and prove the jiroposition when the straight line

drawn from the vertex mei!ts the Iva.se produced.

38. This follows directly fro:u Euc. ii. 13, Case 1.

39. The truth of this proposition may be shewn from Euc. i. 47 ; ii. 4.

40. Let the square on the base of the isosceles triangle be described.

Diuw the diagonals of the square, and tlie proof is obvious.

41. Let ABC be the triangle recjuired, such that the square on AB is

three times the square on AC or BC. Produce BC and draw AD perpen-
dicular to B(l Then by Euc. ii. 12, CD may be shewn to be equal to one
half of BC. Hence the construction.

42. Apply Euc. n. 12, and Theorem 38, p. 118.

43. Draw EF jiarallcl to .\B a:id meeting the base in F ; draw also EG
perpendicular to the ba.se. Then by Euc. i. 47 ; li. 5, Cor.

44. Bisect the angle B by BD meeting the opposite si<le in D, and draw
BE perpendicular to AC. Then by Euc. i. 47 ; ii. 5, Coi-.

4.'>. Tliis folk)ws directly from Theorem 3, p. 114.

46. Draw the diagonals intersecting each other in P, and join OP. Bv
Theo. 3, p. 114.

47. Draw from any two opposite angles, straight lines to meet in the bi-

section of th<; diagonal joining the other angles. Then by Euc. II. 12, 13.

48. Draw two lines from tlu; point of bisection of either of the bisected

Bidea to the extremities of the oppo.site .side; and three triangles will bo
formed, two on one of the bisected sides and one on the other, in each of
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wliich is a line drawn from the vertex to the bisection of the base. Then by
Tlieo. 3, p. 114.

49. If tlie extremities of the two lines which bisect the opposite sides of

the trapezium 1)0 joined, tlie figure formed is a parallelogram which has its

tiides re.s])cctively parallel to, and equal to, hulf the diagonals of the trape-

zium. The sum of the squares on the two diagonals of tlie trapezium may
be easily shewn to be equal to the sum of the squares oa the four sides of
the parallelogram.

5U. Draw perpendiculars from the extremities of one of the parallel

Bides, meeting the other side produced, if necessary. Then from the four

right-angled triangles thus formed, may be shewn the truth of the propo-

sition.

51. In the problem, for triangle read rectangle. Let ABCD be any tra-

pezium having the side AD parallel to BC. Draw the diagonal AC, then the

sum of the triangle.^ ABC, xVDC may tje shewn to be equal to the rectangle

contained by the altitude and half the sum of AD and BC.

52. Let ABCD be the trapezium, having the sides AB, CD, parallel, and
AD, BC equal. Join AC and draw AE perpendicular to DC. Then by
Euc. II. 13.

53. Let ABC be any triangle ; AHKB, AGFC. BDEC, the squares upon
their sides ; EF, Gil, KL the lines joining the angles of the squares. Pro-

duce (tA, KB, EC, and draw UN, DQ, FB perpendiculars upon them respec-

tively : also draw AP, BM, CS perpendiculars on the sides of the triangle.

Theii AX may be proved to be equal to AM ; CR to CP ; and BQ to BS

;

and by Euc. ii. 12, 13.

54. Convert the triangle into a rectangle, then Euc. n. 14.

55. Find a rectangle equal to th.e two iigures, and apply Euc. ii. 14.

56. Find the side of a square which shall be equal to the given rectangle

See Prob. i. p. 113.

57. On any line PQ take AB equal to the given difference of the sides

of the rectangle, at A draw AC at right angles to AB, and equal to the side

of the given square; bisect AB in and join OC ; with center and radius

OC describe a semicircle meeting PQ in D and E. Then the lines AD, AE
have AB for their difference, and the rectangle contained by them is equal to

the square on AC.
68. Apply Euc. ii. 14.

GEOMETEICAL EXERCISES OX BOOK III.

HINTS, tc.

1. Ere. III. 3, suggests the construction.

8. Tlie given point may be either within or without the circle. Find the

center of the circle, and join the given point and the center, and upon this

line describe a semicircle, a line equal to the given distance may be
drawn from the given point to meet the arc of the semicircle. When the

jioint is without the circle, the given distance may meet the diameter pro-

duced.

9. This may be easily shewn to be a straight line passing through the

center of the circle.

10. The two chords form by their intersections the sides of two isosceles

triangles, of which the parallel chords in the circle are the bases.
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11. The angles in equal segments are equal, and by Euc. i. 29. If the

chords are equally dist^iut from the center, the lines intersect the diameter ijj

the center of the circle.

12. Construct the figure and the arc BO mav be proved equal to the arc

B'C.
13. The point determined by the hnes drawn from the bisections of the

chords and at right angles to them respectively, will be the center of the re-

quired circle.

14. Construct the figures : the proof offers no difficulty.

15. On any radius construct an isosceles right-angled triangle, and pro-

duce the side which meets the circumference.

16. Join the extremities of the chords, then Euc. i. 27; iii. 28.

17. Take the center 0, and join AP, AO, &c. and apply Euc. i. 20.

18. Draw any straight line intersecting two parallel chords and meeting

the circumference.

19. Produce the radii to meet the circumference.

20. Join AD, and the first equality follows directly from Euc. iii. 20, i. 32.

Also by joining AC, the second equality may be proved in a similar way. If

however the line AD do not ia!l on the same &ide of the center O as E, it will

be found that the difference, not the sum of the two angles, is equal to 2 . AED.
See note to Euc. in. 20, p. loo.

21. Let DKE, DBG (fig. Euc. iii. 8) be two lines equally inclined to DA,
then KE may be proved to be equal to BO, and the segments cut ofl' by equal

straight lines in the same circle, as well as in equal circles, are equal to one
another.

22. Apply Euc. i. 15, and in. 21.

23. This is the same as Euc. in. 34, with the condition, that the line must
pass through a given point.

24. Let the segments AHB, AKC be externally described on the givea

lines AB, AC, to contain angles equal to BAC. Then by the converse to

Euc. in. 32, AB touches tlie circle AKC, and AC the circle AHB.
25. Let ABC be a triangle of which the base or longest side is BC, and

let a segment of a circle be described on BC. Produce BA, ('A to meet the

arc of the segment in D, E, and join BD, CE. If circles be described about
the triangles ABD, ACE, the sides AB, AC shall cut off segments similar to

the segment described upon the base BC.
26. This is obvious from the note to Euc. in. 20, p. 156.

27. The segment must be described on the opposite side of the produced
chord. By converse of Euc. in. 32.

28. If a circle be described upon the side AC as a diameter, the circum-
ference will pa?s through the points D, E. Then Euc. in. 21.

29. Let AB, AC be the bounding radii, and D any point in the arc BC,
and DE, DF, perpendiculars from D on AB, AC. The circle described on
AD will always i)e of the same magnitude, and the angle EAF in it, is con-
6tant :—whence the arc EDF is constant, and therefore its chord EF.

30. Construct the figure, .ind let the circle with center (), descrilied on
All as a diameter inter.^ect the given circle in P, 0, join OP, PE, and prove
EP at right angles to OP.

31. If the tangent be required to be perpendicular to a given line : draw
the diameter patallel to this line, and the tangent drawn at the extremity of
this diameter will be perpendicular to the given line.

32. The straight line which joins the center and passes through the inter-

section of two tangents to a circle, bisects the angle contained by the tan-

gents.
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S3. Draw two radii containing an angle equal to the supplement of the
given angle ; the tangents drawn at the extremities of these radii will contain
the given angle.

34. .Since the circle is to touch two parallel lines drawn fronn two given
point.s in a third line, the radius of the circle is determined by the distance

between the two given points.

35. It is sufficient to suggest that the angle between a chord and a tangent
is equal to the angle in t!ic alternate segment of the circle. Euc. iii. 32.

36. Let AB be the given chord of the circle whose center is 0. Draw
DE touching the circle at any point E and e(}ual to the given line

;
join

DO, and with center O and radius DO describe a circle : produce the chord
AB to meet the circumference of this circle in ¥ : then E is the point

required.

37. Let D be the point required in the diameter BA produced, such that

the tangent DP is half of DB. Join CP, C being the center. Then CPD is'

a right-angled triangle, having the sum of the base PC and hypotenuse CD
douljle of the perpendicular PD.

38. If BE intersect DF in K (fig. Euc. iii. 37). Join FB, FE. then by
means of the triangles, BE is shewn to be bisected in K at right angles.

39. Let AB, CD be any two diameters of a circle, the center, and let

the tangents at their extremities form the quadrilateral figure EFGH. Join
EO, OF, then EO and OF mav be proved to be in the same straight line, and
similarly HO, OK.

Note.—This Proposition is equally true if AB, CD be any two chords
whatever. It then becomes equivalent to the following proposition :—The
diagonals of the circumscribed and inscribc-d quadrilaterals, intersect in the

same point, the points of contact of the former being the angles of the lat-

ter figure.

40. Let C be the point without the circle from which the tangents

CA, CB are drawn, and let DE be any diameter, also let AE, BD be

joined, intersecting in P, then if CP be joined and produced to meet DE
in G : CG is perpendicular to DE. Join DA, EB,and produce them to meet
inF.

Then the angles DAE, EBD being angles in a semicircle, are right

angles ; or DB, EA are drawn perpendicular to the sides of the triangle

DEF : whence the line drawn from F through P is perper.dicular to the thiid

side DE.
41. Let the chord AB, of which P is its middle point, be produced both

ways to C, D, so that AC is equal to BD. J'rom C, D, draw the tangents to

the circle forming the tangential quadrilateral CKDR, the points of contact

of the sides, being E, H, F, (i. Let be the center of the circle. Join

EH, GF, CO, G0,'F0, DO. Then EH and GF may be proved each parallel

to CD, thev are therefore parallel to one another. "Whence is proved that

buth EF and DG bisect AB.
4"2. This is obvious from Euc. i. 29, and the note to in. 22. p. 156.

43. From any point A in the circumference, let any chord AB and tan-

gent AC be drawn. Bisect the arc AB in D, and from D draw DE, DC per-

pendiculars on the chord AB and tangent AC. Join AD, the triangles ADE,
ADC may be shewn to be equal.

44. Let A, B, be the given points. Join AB, and upon it describe a

segment of a circle which shall contain an angle equal to the given angle. If

the circle cut the given line, there will be two points; if it only touch the

line, there will be one ; and if it neither cut nor touch the line, the problem
is impossible.
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45. It may be shewii that the point required is determined by a perpen-

dicular drawn iVom the center of the circle on the given line.

4(). Let two lines AP, BP be drawn from the given points A, B, making
equal angles with the tangent to the circle at the point of contact P, take any
other point Q in the convex circumference, and join QA, QB: then by
Prob. 4, p. 71, and Euc. i. 21.

47. Let C be the center of the circle, and E the point of contact of DF
with the circle. Join DC, CE, CF.

48. Let the tangents at E, F meet in a point R. Produce EE, HF to

meet the diameter AB produced in S, T. Then KST is a triangle, and the

quadrilateral RFOE . may be circumscribed by a circle, and RPO may be
proved to be one of the diagonals.

49. Let C be the middle point of the chord of contact : produce AC, BC
to meet the circumference in B', A', and join AA', BB'.

50. Let A be the given point, and Bthe given point in the given line CD.
At B draw BE at right angles to CD, join AB and bisect it in F, and from F
draw FE perpendicular to AB and meeting BE in E. E is the center of the

required circle.

51. Let be the center of the given circle. Drav.- OA perpendicular to

the given straight line ; at in OA make the angle A()P equal to the given
angle, produce PO to meet the circumference again in Q. Then P, Q are two
points from which tangents may be drawn fulfilling the required condition.

52. Let C be the center of the given circle, B the given point in the cir-

cumference, and A the other given point through which the required circle

is to be made to pass. Join CB, the center of the circle is a point in CB
produced. The center itself may be found in three ways.

53. Euc. III. 11 suggests the construction.

54. Let AB, AC be the two given lines which meet at A, and let D be
the given point. Bisect the angle BAG by AE, the center of the circle is in

AE. Through D draw DF perpendicular to AE, and produce DF to G,
making FG equal to FD. Then DG is a chord of the circle, and the circle

which jiasses through D and touches AB, will also pass through G and
touch AC.

55. As the center is given, the line joining this point and center of the
given circle, is perpendicular to that diameter, through the extremities of
which the required circle is to pass.

5t>. Let AB be the given line and D the given point in it, through which
the circle is required to pass, and AC the line which the circle is to touch.
From D draw DE perpendicular to AB and meeting AC in C. Suppose a
point in AD to be the center of the required circle. Draw OE perpendicular
to AC, and join OC, then it may be shewn that CO bisects the angle ACD.

57. Let the given circle be described. Draw a line through the center
and iutersection of the two lines. Xext draw a chord perpendicular to this

line, cutting olfa segment containing the given angle. The circle described
passing through one extremity of the chord and touching one of the
straight lines, .shall also pass through the other extremity of the chord and
touch the other line.

58. The line drawn through the point of intersection of the two circleg

parallel to the lino which joins their centers, may be shewn to be double
of the line whicii joins their centeis, and greater than any other straight
line drawn through the same point and terminated l>y the circumferences.
The greatest line therefore depends on the distance betweeu the centers of
Uie two circles.

o'J. Apply Euc. III. 27 ; i. G. -
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60. Let two unequal circles cut one another, and let the line ABC drawn
through B, one of the points of intersection, be the line required, such that

AB is equal to BC. Join 0, O' the centers of the circles, and draw OP, OP
perpendicuhus on ABC, then PB is equal to BP' ; through O' draw OD
parallel to PP' ; then ODO' is a right-angled triangle, and a seujicircle de-

scribed on C)0' as a diameter will pass through the point D. Hence the syn-

thesis. If the line ABC be sujipofied to move round the point B and its v.x-

Ireniities A, C to be in the extremities of the two circles^ it is luanifest that

ABC admits of a maximum.
01. Suppose the thing done, then it will appear that the line joining the

points of intersection of the two circles is bisected at right angles by the line

joining the centers of the circles. Since the radii are known, the centers of

the two circles may be determined.

62. Let the circles intersect in A, B; and let CAD, EBF be any parallels

passing thjough A, B and intercepted by the circles. Join CE, AB, DF.
Then the iigure CEFD may be proved to be a parallelogram. Whence CAD
is equal to EBF.

63. Complete the circle whose segment is ADB ; AHB being the other

part. Then since the angle ACB is constant, being in a given segment, the

sum of the arcs DE and AHB is constant. But AHB is given, hence ED is

also given and therefore constant.

64. From A suppose ACD drawn, so that when BD, BC are joined, AD
and DB shall together be double of AC and CB together. Then the angles

ACD, ADB are supplementary, and hence the angles BCD, BDC are equal,

and the triangle BCD is isosceles. Also the angles BCD, BDC are given,

hence the triangle BDC is given in species.

Again AD + DB = 2 . AC + 2 . BC, or CD = AC + BC.
Whence, make the triangle bdc having its angles at d, c equal to that ia

the segment BDA ; and make ca = cd — cb, and join ab. At A make the

angle BAD equal to bad, and AD is the Ihie required.

65. The line drawn from the point of intersection of the two lines to the

center of the given circle may be shewn to be constant, and the center of the

given circle is a fixed point.

66. This is at once obvious from Euc. in. 36.

67. This follows directly from Euc. in. 36.

68. Each of the lines CE, DF may be proved parallel to the common
chord AB.

60. By constructing the figure and joining AC and AD, by Euc. in. 27,

it may be proved that the line BC falls on BD.
70. By constructing the figure and applying Euc. i. 8, 4, the truth is

manifest.

71. The bisecting line is a common chord to the two circles; join the

Other extremities of tiie chord and the diameter in each circle, and the angles

in the two segments mav be proved to be equal.

72. Apply Euc. in. 27 ; i. 32, 6.

73. Draw a common tangent at C the point of contact of the circles, and
prove AC and CB to be in the same straight line.

74. Let A, B, be the centers, and C the point of contact of the two cir-

cles ; D, E the points of contact of the circles w-ith the common tangent DE,
and CF a tangent common to the two circles at C, meeting DF in E. Join

t)(\ CE. Then DF, FC, FE may be shewn to be equal, and FC to be at right

angles to AB.
75. The line must be d^a^^Tl to the extremities of the diameters which are

on opposite sides of the line joining the centers.
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76. The sum of the distances of the center of the third circle from the

centers of the two given circles, is equal to the 'sum of the ladii of the given

circles, which is constant.

77. Let the circles touch at C either externally or internally, and their

diameters AC, BC through the point of contact will either coincide or be in

the same straight line. ODE any line through Cwill cut off similar segments
from the two circles. For joining AD, BE, the angles in the segments DAC,
EBC are proved to be equal.

The remaining segments are also similar, since they contain angles which
are supplementary to the angles DAC, EBC.

78. Let the line which joins the centers of the two circles be produced
to meet the circumferences, and let the extremities of this line and any other

line from the point of contact be joined. From the center of the larger

circle draw perpefidieulars on the sides of the right-angled triangle inscribed

within it.

7". In general, the locus of a point in the circumference of a circle which

rolls within the circumference of anotiior, is a curve called the Hiipocijcloid

;

but to this there is one exception, in which the radius of one of the circles is

double that of the other : in this case, the locus is a straight line, as may be
easily shewn from the figure.

80. Let A, B be the centers of the circles. DrawAB cutting the circum-

ferences in C, D. On AB take CE, DF each equal to the radius of the re-

quired circle : the two circles described with centers A, B, and radii AE, BF,
respectively, will cut one another, and the point of intersection will be the

center of the required circle.

81. Apply Euc. HI. 31.

82. Apply Euc. iii. 21.

83. (1) When the tangent is on the same side of the two circles. Join
C, C their centers, and on CC describe a semicircle. With center C and
radius equal to the difference of the radii of the two circles, describe another
circle cutting the semircle in D : join DC and produce it to meet the cir-

cumference of the given circle in B. Through C draw CA parallel to DB
and join BA ; this lino touches the two circles.

(2) When the tangent is on the alternate sides. Having joined C, C

;

on CC describe a semicircle ; with center C, and radius equal to the sian of
the radii of the two circles describe another circle cutting the semicircle in

D, join CD cutting the circumference in A, through C draw CB parallel to CA
and join AB.

84. The possibility is obviou.s. The point of bisection of the segment
intercepted between the convex circumferences will be the center of one of
the circles : and tlie center of a second circle will be found to be the point
of intersection of two circles described from the centers of the given circles

with their radii increased by the radius of the second circle. The line i)assing

through the centers of these two circles will be tiie locus of the centers of
all the cii-ck's which touch the two given circles.

85. At any points P, 11 in the circumferences of the circles, whose centers
are A, B, draw PQ, RS, tangents e(iual to the given lines, an<l join AtJ, BS.
These being made the sides of a triangle of which AB is the base, the vertex
of the triangle is the point required.

8ii. In each circle draw a clioril of the given length, descril)C circles

concenti'ic with the given circles touching these chords, and tiien draw a
straight line touching these circles.

87. Within one of the circles draw a chord cutting oiT a segment c(iual

to the given segment, and describe, a concentric circle touching the chord:
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then draw a straight line touching tliis latter circle and the other given
circle. '

88. The tangent may intersect the line joining th'_' centers, or the line

produced. Prove that tlie angle in the .segment of one circle is equal to the

angle in the corre.si)onding segment of the otiier circle.

80. Join the centers A, B; at C the point of contact draw a tangent,

and at A draw AF cutting the tangent in F, and making with VV an angle

equal to one-fourth of the given angle. From F draw tangents to the

circles.

90. Let C be the center of the given circle, and D the given point in the

given line AB. At D draw any line DE at right angles to AB, then the

center of the circle required is in the line AE. Through C draw a diameter

FG parallel to DP], the circle described passing through the points E, F, G-

will be the circle required.

91. Apply Euc. III. 18.

92. Let A, B, be the two given points, and C the center of the given
circle. Join AC, and at draw the diameter DCE perpendicular to AC, and
through the points A, D, E describe a circle, and produce AC to meet the

circumference in F. Bisect AF in G, and AB in H, and draw GK, HK, per-

pendiculars to AF, AB respectively, and intersecting in K. Then K is the

center of the circle which passes through the points A, B, and bisects the

circumference of the circle whose center is C.

93. Let D be the given point and EF the given straight line. (fig. Euc.

III. 32.) Draw DB to make the angle DBF equal to that contained in the

alternate segment. Draw BA at right angles to EF, and DA at right angles

to DB and meeting BA in A. Then AB is the diameter of the circle.

94. Let A, B be the given points, and CD the given line. From E the

middle of the line AB, draw EM perpendicular to AB, meeting CD in M,
and drav/ MA. Li EM take any point F : draw FH to make the given angle

with CD ; and draw FG equal to FPI, and meeting MA produced iu G.

Through A draw AP parallel to FG ; and CPK parallel to FII. Then P is

the center, and C the third defining point of the circle required : and AP
maybe proved equal to CP by means of the triangles GMF, AMP; and
HMF, CMP, Euc. VI. 2. Also CPK the diameter makes with CD the angle

KCD equal to FHD, that is, to the given angle.

95. Let A, B be the two given points, join AB and bisect AB in C, and
draw CD perpendicular to AB, then the center of the required circle will Ije

in CD. From the center of the given circle draw VV(i parallel to CD,
and meeting the circle in F and AB produced in G. At F draw a chord FF'

equal to the given chord. Then the circle which passes through the points

at B and F, passes also through F'.

9(5. Let the straight line joining the centers of the two circles be pro-

duced both ways to meet the circumference of the exterior circle.

97. Let A be the eonmion center of two circles, and BCDE the chord
such that BE is double of ('D. From A, B draw AF, BG perpendicular to

BE. Join AC, and produce it to meet BG in G. Then AC may be shewn
to be equal to CG, and the angle CBG being a right angle, is the angle in the

semicircle described on C(i as its diameter.

98. The lines joining the common center and the extremities of the

chords of the circles, may be shewn to contain unequal angles, and the

^gles at the centers of the circles are double tlie angles at the circumfer-

ences, it follows that the segments containing these unecjual angles are not

similar.

99. Let AB, AC be the straight lines drawn from A, a point iu the outer
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circle to touch the inner circle in the points D, E, and meet the outer circle

again at B, C. Join BC, DE. Prove BC double of DE.
Let be the center, and draw the common diameter AOG intersecting

BC in F, and join EF. Then the figure DBFE may be proved to be a paral-

lelogram.

100. This appears from Euc. iir. 14.

101. The given point may be either within or without the circle. Draw
a chord in the circle equal to the given chord, and describe a concentric

circle touching tiie cliord, and through the given point draw a line touching

this latter circle.

102. The diameter of the inner circle must not be less than one-third of

the diameter of the exterior circle.

103. Suppose AD, DB to be the tangents to the circle AEB containing

the given angle. Draw DC to the center C and join CA, CB. Then the

triangles ACD, BCD arc always equal : DC bisects the given angle at D and
the angle ACB. The angles CAB, CBD, being right angles, are constant,

and the angles ADC, BDC are constant, as also the angles ACD, BCD ; also

AC, CB the radii of the given circle. Hence the locus of D is a circle whose
center is C and radius CD.

10-i. Let C be the center of the inner circle ; draw any radius CD, at D
draw a tangent CE equal to CD, join CE, and with center C and radius CE
describe a circle and produce ED to rncet the circle again in F.

I'lo. Take C the center of the given circle, and draw any radius CD, at

D draw DE perpendicular to DC and equal to the length of the required tan-

gent ; with center C and radius CE describe a circle.

lOG. This is manifest from Euc. in. 30.

107. Let AB, AC be the sides of a triangle ABC. From A draw the

perpendicular AD on the opposite side, or opposite side produced. The
semicircles described on AB, BC both pass through D. Euc. iii. 31.

108. Let A be the right angle of the triangle ABC, the first property

follows from the preceding Theorem 87. Let DE, DF be drawn to E, F
the centers of the circles on AB, AC and join EF. Then ED may be

proved to be perpendicular to the radius DF of the circle on AC at the

point D.

109. Let ABC be a triangle, and let the arcs he described on the sides

externally containing angk'S, whose .sum is equal to two right angles. It is

obvious that the sum of the angles in the remaining segments is equal to

four right angles. These arcs may be .shewn to intersect cadi other in one

point D. Let a, 6, c be tiie centers of the circles on BC, AC, AB. Join

ab, he, ca; A6, 6C, Ca ; aB, Be, cA ; bD, cD, al). Then the angle cbn may
be proved equal to one-half of the angle A6C. Similarly, the other two an-

gles of nbc.

1 10. It may be remarked, that generally, the mode of proof by which, in

pure geometry, three lines must, under specified conditions, pass through the

same point, is that by reductio ad ahsurdum. Tiiis will for tlie most part

recjuire the converse theoiem to he first proved or taken for gi anted.

The converse theorem in this instance is, " If two perpendiculars drawn
from two angles of a triangle upon the opposite .sides, inter.sect in a point, the

line drawn from the third angle through this point will lie perpendicular to

the third side."

Tiie proof will be formally thus: Let EIID be the triangle, AC, BD two
perpendiculars inteisccting in F. If tlic lliird iicriKMidicular l',IJ do not pass

through F, let it take snmr utlicr position as HI! ; and through F draw EI'G

to meet AD ia G. Then it haiUueu proved that EG is perpendicular to AD ;
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whence the two angles EHG, EGII of the triangle EGH are equal to two
right angles ;—which is absurd.

111. The circle described on AB as a diameter will pass through E and
D. Then Euc. iii. 3(5.

11 "J. Since all the triangles are on the same base and have equal vertical

angles, these angles are in the same segment of a given circle.

The lines bisecting the vertical angles may be shewn to pass through the

extremity of that diameter which bisects the base.

113. Let AU be the common base of the triangles, ABG the isosceles

triangle, and ADC any other triangle on the same base AC and between the

same parallels AC, BD. Describe a circle about ABC, and let it cut AD in

E and join EC. Then, Euc. i. 17; in. '21.

114. Let ABC be the given isosceles triangle having the vertical angle at

C, and let FG be any given line. Required to find a point P in FG such
that the distance PA sliall be double of PC. Divide AC in D so that AD is

doul>le of DC, produce AC to E and make AE double of AC. On DE describe

a circle cutting FG in P, then PA is double of PC. This is Ibund by shew-

ing that AP= = 4 . PC^
115. On any two sides of the triangle, describe segments of circles each

containing an angle equal to two-thirds of a right angle, the point of inter-

section of the arcs within the triangle will be the point required, such that

three lines drawn from it to the angles of the triangle shall contain equal

angles. Euc. in. 22.

116. Let A be the base of the tower, AB its altitude, BC the height of

the flagstaff, AD a horizontal line drawn from A. If a circle be described

passing through the points B, C, and touching the line AD in the point E : E
will be the point required. Give the analysis.

117. If the ladder be supposed to be raised in a vertical plane, the locus

of the middle point may be shewn to be a (juadrautal arc of which the radius

is half the length of the ladder.

118. The line drawn perpendicular to the diameter from the other ex-

tremity of the tangent is parallel to the tangent drawn at the extremity of

the diameter.

119: Apply Euc. III. 21.

120. Let A, B, C, be the centers of the three equal circles, and let them
intersect one another in the point D : and let the circles whose centers are

A, B intersect each other again in E ; the circles whose centers are B, C in

F ; and the circles whose centers are C, A in G. Then FG is perpendicular

to DE ; DG to FC ; and DF to GE. Since the circles are equal, and all pass

through the same point D, the centers A, B, C are in a circle about D whose
radius is the same as the radius of the given circles. Join AB, BC, CA

;

then these will be perpendicular to the chords DE, DF, DG. Again, the

figures DAGC, DBFC are equilateral, and hence FG is parallel to AB ; that

is, perpendicular to DE. Similarly for the other two cases.

121. Let E be the center of the circle which touches the two equal circles

whose centers are A, B. Join AE, BE which pass through the points of

contact F, G. Whence AE is equal to EB. Also CD the common chord

bisects AB at right angles, and therefore the perpendicular from E on AB
coincides with CD.

122. Let three circles touch each other at the point A, and from A let a

line ABCD be drawn cutting the circumferences in B, C, D. Let 0, 0', 0"

be the centers of the circles, join BO, CO', DO", these lines are parallel to

one another. Euc. i. 5, 28.

123. Proceed ad in Theorem 90, supra.
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121. The three tansents will be found to be perpendicular to the sides of

the triangle formed by joining the centers of the three circles.

125. With center A and any radius less than the radius of either of the

equal circles, describe the tliird circle intersecting them in C and D. Joiu

BC, CD, and prove BC and CD to be in the same straight line.

126. Let ABC be the triangle required ; BC the given base, BD the given

difference of the sides, and BAC the given vertical angle. Join CD and draw

AM perpendicular to CD. Then MAD is half the vertical angle and AMD a

right angle : the angle BDC is therefore given, and hence D is a point in tiie

arc of a given segment on BC. Also since BD is given, the point D is given,

and therefore the sides BA, AC are given. Hence the synthesis.

127. Let ABC be the required triangle, AD the line bisecting the vertical

angle and dividing the base BC into the segments BD, DC. About the tri-

angle ABC describe a circle and produce AD to meet the circumference in

E, then the arcs BE, EC are equal.

128. Analysis. Let ABC be the triangle, and let the circle ABC be

described about it : draw AF to bisect the vertical angle BAC and meet the

circle in F, make AV equal to AC, and draw CV to meet the circle in T

;

join TB and TF, cutting AB in D ; draw the diameter FS cutting BC in R,

DR cutting AF in E
;
join AS, and draw AK, All perpendicular to FS ar:(J

BC. Then shew that AD is half the sum, and DB half the difterenoe of tive

sides AB, AC. Next, that the point F in wliiuli AF meets the circuniscribiug

circle is given, also the point E where DE meets AF is given. The poi.its

A, K, R, E are in a circle, Euc. ui. 22.

Hence, KF.FR = AF.FE, a given rectangle; and the segment KR,
which is equal to the perpendicular AH, being given, RF itself is gi\en.

Whence the construction.

129. On AB the given base describe a circle such that the segment AEB
shall contain an angle equal to the given vertical angle of the triangle.

Di'aw the diameter EMD cutting AB in JI at right angles. At D in ED,
make the angle EDC equal to half the given difference of the angles at the

base, and let DC meet the circumference of the circle in C. Join ("A, CB

;

ABC is the triangle recjuired. For, make CF ecpial to CB, and join FB cut-

ting CD in G.

130. Let ABC be the triangle, AD the perpendicular on BC. With
center A, and AC the less side a.s radius, describe a circle cutting the

base BC in p], and the longer side AB in (J, and BA produced in F, and
join AK, E(J, FC. Then the angle (iFC being half the given angle, BAC
is given, and the angle BE(i efiual to GFC is also given. Likewise BE
the difference of the segments of the ba.se, and BG the difference of the
sides, are given by the problem. Wherefore the triangle BE(i is given
(with two solutions). Again, the angle E(iB being given, the angle AGE,
and hence its equal AE(i is given ; and hence the vertex A is given, and
likewise the line AE equal to AC the shortest side is given. Hence the
construction.

131. Lot ABC be the triangle, D, E the bisections of the sides AC,
AB. Join CE, BD intersecting in F. Bisect BD in (i and join E(}. Then
EF, one-tliird of EC is given, and B(r one-half of BD is also given. Now
E(jt is parallel to AC ; and the angle BAC being given, ita equal opposite
angle BE(J is also given. Whence the segment of the circle containing
the angle BFiG is also given. Hence F is a given point, and FE a given
line, whence E is in the circumference of tlie given circle about F whose
radius is FE. Wherefore E b«ing in two given circles, it is itself their givea
intersection.
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1?,2. or all triangles on the same base and having equal vortical angles,

that triangle will hv the greatest whose perpendiculai- from the vertex on the

base is a maxinmm, and the greatest perpendicular ib that which bisects the

base. Whence the triangle is isosceles.

1 '.i'i. Let AIJ be the given base and ABC the sum of the other two sides

;

at B (Iraw^ BD at right angles to AB and equal to the given altitude, produce
BD to E making DK equal to BD. With center A and radius AC describe

the circle CF(j, draw F() at right angles to BE and find in it the center of

the circle which passes through B and E and touches the former circle in the

point F. The centers A, O being joined and the line ])roduced, will pas3

through F. Join OB. Then AOB is the triangle required.

i;>4. Since the area and bases of the triangle ai'c given, the altitude is

given. Hence the problem is—given the base, the vertical angle and the

altitude, describe the triangle.

lo5. Apply Euc. m. 27.

136. The fixed point may be proved to be the center of the circle.

137. Let the line which bisects an>- angle BAD of the quadrilateral, meet
the circumference in E, join EC, and prove that the angle made by producing
DC is bisected by EC.

1S8. Draw the diagonals of the quadrilateral, and by Euc. iii. 21, i. 29.

139. From the center draw lines to the angles : then Euc. iii. 27.

140. The centers of the four circles are determined by the intersections

of the lines which bisect the four angles of the given quadrilateral. Join
these four points, and the opposite angles of the quadrilateral so formed are
respectively equal to two right angles.

141. Let ABCD be the required trapezium inscribed in the given circle

(fig. Euc. HI. 22.) of which AB is given, also the sum of the remaining three

sides and the angle ADC. .Since the angle ADC is given, the opposite angle

ABC ia known, and tlierefore the point C and the side BC. Produce AD
and nmke DE equal to DV. and join EC. Since the sum of AD, DC, CB is

given, and DC is known, therefore the sum of AD, DC is given, and likewise

AC, and the angle ADC. Also the angle DEC being half of the angle ADC
is given. Whence the segment of the circle which contains AEC is given,

also AE is given, and hence the point E, and consequently the point D.

Whence the construction.

142. Let ADBC be the inscribed quadrilateral ; let AC, BD produced
meet in 0, and AB, CD produced meet in P, also let the tangents from 0, P
meet the circles in K, II respectively. Join OP, and about the tiiangle PAC
describe a circle cutting PO in G and join AG. Then A, B, G, may be
shewn to be points in the circumference of a circle. Whence the sum of the

squares on OH and PK may be found by Euc. iii. 36, and shewn to be equal
to the square on OP.

143. This will be manifest from the equality of the two tangents drawn to

a circle from the same point.

144. Apply Euc. in. 22.

145. A circle can be described about the figure AECBF.
14G. Apply Euc. iii. 22, 32.

147. Apply Euc. iii. 21, 22, 32.

148. Apply Euc. iii. 20, and the angle BAD will be found to be equal to

BAD and CBD.
149. Let A, B, C, D be the angular points of the inscribed quadrilateral,

and E, F, G, H those of the circumscribed one whose points of contact with the

circle are at A, B, C, D. Draw the diagonals AC, BD
;
join EO, OG, O being

the center of the circle, and prove EO to be in the same straight line with OG.
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150. Apply Euc. iii. 22.

151. Join the center of the circle with the other extremity of the line

perpendicular to the diameter.

152. Let AB be a chord parallel to the diameter FG of the circle,

fig. Theo. 1, p. 160, and H any point in the diameter. Let HA and HB
be joined. Bisect FG iu 0, draw OL perpendicular to ¥G cutting AB
in K, and join HK, HL, OA. Then the square on HA and HF may be

proved equal to the squares on FH, HG by Theo. 3, p. 114; Euc. i. 47;
Euc. 11. 9.

153. Let A be the given point (fig. Euc. in. 36, Cor.) and suppose AFC
meeting the circle in F, C, to be bisected in F, and let AD be a tangent

drawn from A. Then 2 . AF= = AF. AC = AD^ but AD is given, hence

also AF is given. To construct. Draw the tangent AD. On AD describe a

semicircle AGD, bisect it in G ;
with center A and radius AG, describe a cir-

cle cutting the given circle in F. Join AF and produce it to meet the cir-

cumference again in C.

1 54. Let the chords AB, CD intersect each other in E at right angles.

Find F the center, and draw the diameters HEFG, AFK and join AC, CK,
BD. Then by Euc. ii. 4. 5,; iii. 35.

155. Let E, F be the points in the diameter AB equidistant from the

center ; CED any chord ; draw OG perpendicular to CED, and join FG,
OC. The sum of the squares on DF and FC may be shewn to be equal to

twice the square on FE and the rectangle contained by AE, EB by Euc. i.

47 ; II. 5 ; in. 35.

156. Let the chords AB, AC be drawn from the point A, and let a chord

FG parallel to the tangent at A be drawn intersecting the chords AB, AC in

D and E, and join BC. Then the opposite angles of the ([uadrilateral BDEC
are equal to two right angles, and a circle would circumscribe the figure.

Hence by Euc. i. 36.

157. Let the lines be drawn as directed in the enunciation. Draw the

diameter AE and join CE, DE, BE ; then AC= -i- AD^ and 2. AB' may be

each shewn to be equal to the scjuare of the diameter.

158. Let QOr cut the diameter AB in O. From C the center draw CH
perpendicular to QP. Then CH is eciual to OH, and by Euc. ii. 'J, the squares

on PO, OQ are readily shewn to be ctiual to twice the square on CP.

159. From P draw PQ perpendicular on AB meeting it in Q. Join AC,

CD, DB. Then circles would circumscribe the quadrilaterals ACPQ and

BDPQ, and then by Euc. in. 36.
'

160. Describe the figtire according to the enunciation; draw AE the

diameter of the circle, and let P be fiie intersection of the diagonals of the

parallelogram. Draw EB, EP, KC, EF, EG, EH. Since AE is a diameter

of the circle, the angles at F, G, H, are right angles, and EF, E(i, EH are

perpendiculars from the vertex upon the ba.scs of the triangles EAB, EAC,

EAP. Whence by Euc. n. 13, and theorem 3, page 114, the truth of the

property may be shewn.
161." If FA be the given line (fig. Euc. n. 11), and if FA be produced to

C; A(' is the part produced which satisfies the required conditions.

162. Let AD meet the circle in f!, II, and join IMi, (JC. Then BGC is a

right-angled triangle and GD is perpendicular to the hypotenuse, and the

rectangles may he each shewn to be efpial to the sfiuaie on BG. Euc. ni.

35; n. 5; i. 47. Or, if EC be joined, the quadrilateral figure ADCE may
be circumscribed by a circle. Euc. in. 31, 22, 36, Cor.

163. On PC describe a semicircle cutting the given one in E, and draw EF
perpendicular to AD ; then F is the point required.

15
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161. Lot AB ho the fjivon straij:^ht lino. Bi.soct AB in C and on AB as

a diameter describe a circle; and at any point D in tiie circunit'erence, draw
a tangent DE equal to a .side of the given .s(iuure; join DC, EC, and willi cen-

ter C and radiu.s CE describe a circle cutting AB produced in F. From F
draw F(i to touch the circle whose center is C in the point (i.

163. Let AD, DF be two lines at right angles to each other, the center
of the circle BFQ ; A any point in AD from which tangents AB, AC are

drawn ; then the chord BC shall always cut FD in the same point P,

wherever the point A is taken in AD. Join AP ; then BAC is an isosceles

triangle,

and FD . DE + AD^ = AB" = BP . PC + AP^ = BP. PC + AD= + DP^
wherefore BP . PC = FD . DE - DP^

The point P, therefore, is independent of the position of the point A ; and is

consequently the same for all positions of A in the line AD.
166. The point E will be found to be that point in BC, from which two

tangents to the circles described on AB and CD as diameters, are equal,

Euc. in. 36.

167. If AQ, A'P' be produced to meet, these lines with AA' form a
right-angled triangle, then Euc. i. 47.

GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES ON BOOK IV.

HINTS, &c.

5. Let AB be the given line. Draw through C the center of the given
circle the diameter DCE. Bisect AB in F and join FC. Through A, B draw
AG, BH parallel to FC and meeting the diameter in G, H : at G, H draw
GK, HL perpendicular to DE and meeting the circumference in the points
K, L

;
join KL ; then KL is equal and parallel to AB.

6. Trisect the circumference and join the center with the points of tri-

section.

7. See Euc. iv. 4, 5.

8. Let a line be drawn from the third angle to the point of intersection of
the two lines; and the three distances of this point from the angles may be
shewn to l)e eqtial.

9. Let the line AD drawn from the vertex A of the equilateral triangle,

cut the base BC, and meet the circumference of the circle in D. Let DB,
DC be joined : AD is equal to DB and DC. If on DA, DE be taken equal to
DB, and BE be joined ; BDE may be proved to be an equilateral triangle,

also the triangle ABE may be proved equal to the triangle CBD.
The other case is when the line does not cut the base.

ID. Let a circle bo described upon the base of the equilateral triangle,

and let an equilateral triangle be inscribed in the circle. Diaw a diameter
from one of the vertices of the inscribed triangle, and join tlie other ex-
tremity of the diameter with one of the other extremities of the sides of the
inscribed triangle. The side of the inscribed triangle may then be proved to
be equal to the perpendicular in the other triangle.

11. The line joining the points of bisection, is parallel to the base of the
triangle and therefore cuts off an equilateral triangle from the given triangle.

By Euc. III. 21 ; I. C, the truth of the theorem may be shewn.
12. Let a diameter be drawn from any angle of an oquilatoral tri-
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angle inscribed in a circle to meet the circumference. It may be proved tliat

the radius is bisected by the opposite side of the tiiangle.

13. Let ABC be an equilateial triangle inscribed in a circle, and let AB'C
be an isosceles triangle inscribed in the same circle, having the same vertex

A. Draw the diameter AD intersecting BC in E, and BC in E', and let

B'C fall below BC. Then AB, BE, and AB', BE', are respectively the

semi-perimeters of the triangles. Draw B'F perpendicular to BC, and cut

off AH equal to AB, and join BH. If BF can be proved to be greater than
B II, the perimeter of ABC is greater than the perimeter of AB'C. Next let

BC fall above BC.
14. The angles contained in the two segments of the circle, maybe shewn

to be equal, then by joining the extremities of the arcs, the two remaining
sides may be shewn to be parallel.

15. It may be shewn that four equal and equilateral triangles will form an
equilateral triangle of the same perimeter as the hexagon, which is formed
by six equal and equilateral triangles.

16. Let the figure be constructed. By drawing the diagonals of the hex-
agon, the proof is obvious.

17. By Euc. I. 47, the perpendicular distance from the center of the cir-

cle upon the side of the inscribed hexagon may be found.

18. The nlternate sides of the he.xagon will fall upon the sides of the

triangle, and each side will be found to be equal to one-third of the side of
the equilateral triangle.

19. A regular duodecagon may be inscribed in a circle by means of the

equilateral triangle and square, or by means of the hexagon. The area of the

duodecagon is tliree times the square of the radius of the circle, which is the

square of the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in the same circle.

Theorem 1, p. 19fi.

21). In general, three straight lines when produced will meet and form a

triangle, except when all three are parallel or two parallel are intersected by
the third. This Problem includes Euc. iv. .5, and all the cases which arise

from producing the sides of the triangle. The circles described touching a

side of a triangle and the other two sides produced, are called the escribed

circles.

21. This is manifest from Euc. in. 21.

22. The point refjuired is the center of the circle which circumscribes the

triangle. Sec the notes on Euc. iii. 20, p. 165.

28. If the perpendiculais meet the three sides of the triangle, the point is

within the triangle, Euc. iv. 4. If the perpendiculars meet the base and the

two sides produced, the point is the center of the escribed circle.

24. This is manifest from Euc. in. 11, 18.

25. The base BC is intersected l)y the perpendicular AD, and the side

AC is intersected by the perpendicular BE. From Theorem i. p. Kio ; the

arc AF is proved equal to AE, or the arc FE is bisected in A. In the saijie

manner the arcs IT), DE, may be shewn to be bisected in BC.
2f). Let ABC lie a triangle, and let D, E be the points where the inscribed

circle touches the sides AB, AC. Draw BE, CD intersecting caeli other in (>.

Join A(), and produce it to meet BC in F. Then F is the [>oint where the

;nsci-il)ed circle tf>uches the third side B(,". If F l)e not tlie point of contact,

let some otlier jioint (J be the point of contact. Througli I) draw 1)11 paral-

lel to AC, and DK parallel to BC. By the simdar triangh's, C(i may lie

proved equal to CF, or (J tlie point of contact coincides with F, the point

where the line drawn from A through O meets BC.
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27. In the figure, Euc. iv. 5. Let AF bisect the angle at A, and be pro-

duced to meet the circumference in (J. Join GB, GC and find the center H
of the circle inscribed iu the triangle ABC. The lines GH, GB, GC are

equal to one another.

28. Let ABC be any triangle inscribed in a circle, and let the perpen-

diculars AD, BE, CF intersect in G. Produce AD to meet the circumference

in H, and join BH, CH. Then the triangle BUC may be shewn to be ecjual

in all respects to the triangle BCC, and tlie circle which circumscribes one
of the triangles will also circumscribe the other. Similarly may be shewn
by producing BE and CF, &c.

29. First. Prove that the perpendiculars A«, Bb, Cc pass through the

same point O, as Theo. 112, p. 158. Secondly. That the triangles Acb, Bca,

Cab are equiangular to ABC. Euc. iii. 21. Thirdly. That the angles of

the triangle abc are bisected by the perpendiculars ; and lastly, by means of

Prob. 4, p. 71, that ab + be + ca is a minimum.
30. The equilateral triangle can be proved to be the least triangle which

can be circumscribed about a circle.

31. Through C draw CH parallel to AB and join AH. Then HAC the

dilTerencG of the angles at the base is equal to the angle HFC. Euc. iii. 21,

and HFC is bisected by FG.
32. Let F, G, (figure, Euc. iv. 5,) be the centers of the circumscribed

and inscribed circles; join GF, GA, then the angle GAF which is equal to

the difference of the angles GAD, FAD, may be slicwu to be equal to half

the difference of the au'^les ABC and ACB.
33. This Theorem may be stated more generally, as follows

:

Let AB be the base of a triangle, AEB the locus of the vertex ; D the

bisection of the remaining arc Al5B of the circumscril)ing circle ; then the

locus of the center of the inscribed circle is another circle who.se center ia

D and radius DB. For join CD : then P the center of the inscribed circle

is in CD. .Join AP, PB ; then these lines bisect the angles CAB, CBA, and
DB, DP, DA may be proved to be equal to one another.

34. Let ABC be a triangle, having C a light angle, and upon AC, BC, let

semicircles be described ; bisect the hypotenuse in D, and let fall DE, DF per-

pendiculars on AC, BC respectively, and produce them to meet the circum-

ferences of the semicircles in P, Q ; then DP may be proved to be equal to DQ.
35. Let the angle BAC be a right angle, fig. Euc. it. 4. Join AD.

Then Euc. in. 17, note p. 155.

36. Suppose the triangle constructed, then it may be shewn that the dif-

ference between the hypotenuse and the sum of the two sides is equal to the

diameter of the inscribed circle.

37. Let P, Q be the middle points of the arcs AB, AC, and let PQ be
joined, cutting AB, AC in DE ; then AD is equal to AE. Find the center

and join OP, QO.
38. With the given radius of the circumscribed circle, describe a circle.

Draw BC cutting off the segment BAC containing an angle equal to the

given vertical angle. Bisect BC in D, and draw the diameter EDF : Join

I'B, and with center F and radius FB describe a circle : this will be the locus

of the centers of the inscribed circle (see Theorem 29, supra.) On DE take

DG equal to the given radius of the inscribed circle, and through G draw
Gil paiallel to BC, and meeting the locus of the centei-s in H. H is the

center of the inscril^ed circle.

39. This may readily be effected In almost a similar way to the preceding

Problem.
40. With the given radius describe a circle, then by Euc. iii. 34.
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41. Let ABC be a triangle on the given base BC and having its vertical

angle A equal to the given angle. Then since the angle at A is constant, A
is a point in the arc of a segment of a circle described on BC. Let D be

the center of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABC. Join DA, DB,
DC : then the angles at B, C, A, are bisected. Euc. iv. 4. Also since the

angles of each of the triangles ABC, DBC are eciual to two right angles, it

follows that the angle BDC is equal to the angle A and half the sum of the

angles B and C. But the sum of the angles B and C can be found, because

A is given. Hence the angle BDC is known, and therefore D is the locus of

the vertex of a triangle described onf the base BC and having its vertical

angle at D double of the angle at A.

42. Suppose the parallelogram to be rectangular and inscribed in the

given triangle and to be equal in area to half the triangle ; it may be shewn
that the parallelogram is equal to half the altitude of the triangle, and that

there is a restriction to the magnitude of the angle wliich two adjacent sides

of the parallelogram make with one another.

43. Let ABC be the given triangle, and A'B'C the other triangle, to the

sides of which the inscribed triangle is required to be parallel. Through
any point a in AB draw ab parallel to A'B' one side of the given triangle,

and through «, b draw^ ac, be respectively parallel to AC, BC. Join Ac and
produce it to meet BC in D ; through D draw DE, DP, parallel to c«, cb,

respectively, and join EF. Then DEF is the triangle required.

44. This point will be found to be the intersection of the diagonals of the

given parallelogram.

45. The dillerence of the two squares is obviously the sum of the four

triangles at the corners of the exterior square.

40. (1) Let ABCD be the given square: join AC, at A in AC, make
the angles CAE, CAF, each equal to one-third of a right angle, and
join EF.

(2.) Bisect AB any side in P, and draw BQ parallel to AD or BC, then

at P make the angles as in the former case.

47. Each of the interior angles of a regular octagon may be .=hewn to be
equal to three-fomlhs of two right angles, and the exterior angles made by
producing the sides, are each equal to one-fourth of two right angles, or one-

half of a right angh .

48. Let the diagonals of the rhombus be drawn ; the center of the in-

scribed circle may ho shewn to be the point of their intersection.

40. Let ABCb be the required scjuare. Join 0, ()' the centers of the

circles and draw the diagonal AEC cutting <)0' in E. Then E is the middle

point of 0(>' and the angle AEO is half a right angle.

50. Let the squares be inscribed in, and circuniscribcd about a circle, and

let the diameters be drawn, the rdatidii (if the two s(iuares is manifest.

51. Let one of the diagonals ot the sipiare be diawn, then the isosceles

tight-angled triangle which is half the square, may be proved to be greater

than any other right-angled triangle upon the same hypotenuse.

52. Take half of the .side of the square inscribed in the given circle, this

will be eciual to a .side of the reciuired octagon. At the extremities on the

same side oi' this line make two angles each equal to three-fourths of two

right angles, bisect these angles by two straight lines, the jioint at which they

meet will be the center of the circle which circuniscribes the oct;igon, and

either of the bisecting lines is the radius of the circle.

53. First .shew the possibility of a circle circumscribing such a figure,

and then determine the center of tJie circle.

54. By constructing the figures and drawing lines from the center of tlie
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circle to the angles of the octajron, the areas of the eight triangles may b«
e;i.sily .siiown to Ite equal to eight times the rectangle contained ijy the radius

of tiie circle, and half tlie side of the inscribed si|uare.

55. Let AB, A(', AD, l)e the pidcs of a square, a regular hexagon and
octagon respectively inscribed in the circle whose center is O. Produce AC
to E making AE equal to AH ; from E draw EF touching the circle in F, and
prove EF to be equal to AD.

56. Let the circle reiiuired touch the given circle in P, and the given line

In Q. Let C be the center of the given circle and C that of the required

circle. Join CC", C'Q, QP ; and let (^P produced meet the given circle in

R, join RC and produce it to meet the given line in V. Then RCV is per-

pendicular to VQ. Hence the construction.

57. Let A, B be the centers of the given ciicles and CD the given straight

line. On the side of CD opposite to that on which the circles are situated,

draw a line EF parallel to CD at a distance equal to the radius of the smaller

circle. From A the center of the larger circle describe a concentric circle

GH with railius equal to the dilference of the radii of the two circles. Then
the center of the circle touching the circle GH, the line EF, aad passing

through the conter of the smaller circle B, may be shewn to be the center

of the circle which touches the circles whose centers are A, B, and the

line CD.
58. Let AB, CD be the two lines given in position, and E the center of

the given circle. Draw two lines FG, HI parallel to AB, CD respectively

and external to them. Describe a circle passing through E and touching
Fij, IIL Join the centers E, 0, and with center and radius equal to the

dillerence of the radii of these circles describe a circle ; this will be the cir-

cle required.

59. Let the circle ACF having the center G, be the required circle touch-

ing the given circle whose center is B, in the point A, and cutting the other

given circle in the noint C. Join BG, and through A draw a line perpen-
diculai' to BG ; then this line is a common tangent to the circles whose cen-

ters are B, G. Join AC, GC. Hence the construction.

60. Let C be the given point in the given straight line AB, and D the

center of the given circle. Through C draw a line CE perpendicular to AB;
on the other side of AB, take CE equal to the radius of the given circle.

Draw ED, and at D make the angle EDF equal to the angle DEC, and pro-

duce EC to meet DF. This gives the construction for one case, when the

given line does not cut or touch the other circle.

61. This is a particular ca.se of the general problem : To describe a circle

passing through a given point and touching two straight lines given in

position.

Let A be the given point between the two given lines which when pro-

duced meet in the point B. Bisect the angle at B by BD, and through A
draw AD perpendicular to BD and produce it to meet the two given lines ia

C, E. Take DF equal to DA, and on CB take ('(} such that the rectangle

containeil by CF, CA is equal to the square of CG. The circle described

througli the points F, A, G, will be the circle required. Deduce the particu-

lar case when the given lines are at right angles to one another, and the

given point in the line which bisects the angle at B. If the lines are paral-

lel, when is the solution possible ?

62. Let A, B, be the centers of the given circles, which touch externally

i.n E; and let C be the given point in that whose center is B. Slake CD
equal to AE and draw AD ; make the angle DAG etiual to the angle ADG:
then G is the center of the circle recjuired, and GC its radius.
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63. If the three points be such as v.-hen joined by straight lines a

eriangle is formed ; the points at which the insJcribed circle touches the

sides of the triangle, are the points at which the three circles touch one
another. Eue. iv. 4. Different cases arise from the relative position of the

three points.

64. Bisect the angle contained by the two lines at the point where
ihe bisecting line meets the circumference, draw a tangent to the circle

/ind produce the two straight hues to meet it. lu this triangle inscribe a

circle.

65. From the given angle draw a line through the center of the circle,

and at the point where the line intersects the circumference, draw a tangent

to the circle, meeting two sides of the triangle. The ciicle ii:scribed within

this triangle will be the circle required.

66. Let the diagonal AD cut the arc in P, and let be the center

of the inscribed circle. Draw OQ perpendicular to AB. Diaw PE a tan-

gent at P meeting AB produced in E : then BE is equal to PD. Join

PQ, PB. Then AB may be proved equal to QE. Hence AQ is equal to BE
or DP.

67. Suppose the center of the required circle to be found, let fall two
perpendiculars from this point upon the radii of the quadrant, and join the

center of the circle with the center of the quadrant and produce the line

to meet the arc of the quadrant. If three tangents be drawn at the three

points thus determined in the two semicircles and the arc of the quad-

rant, they form a right-angled triangle which circumscribes the required

circle.

68. Let AB be the base of the given segment, C its middle point. Let

DCE be the required triangle having the sum of the base DE and perpen-

dicular CF equal to the given line. Produce CF to H, making FH equal to

DE. .Join HD and produce it, if necessary, to meet AB produced in K.

Then CK is double of DF. Draw DL perpendicular to ("K.

69. From the vertex of the isosceles triangle let fall a perpendicular

on the base. Then, in each of the triangles so formed, inscribe a circle,

Euc. IV. 4 ; next inscribe a circle so as to touch the two circles and the two
equal sides of the triangle. This gives one solution : the problem is in-

determinate.

7<). If BD be shewn to subtend an arc of the larger circle equal to

one-tenth of the whole circumference :—Then BD is a side of the decagon
in the larger circle. And if the triangle ABD can be .shewn to be
inscriptible in the smaller circle, BD will be the side of the inscribed pen-

tagon.

71. It may be shown that the angles ABF, BFD stand on two arcs, one
of which is three times as large as tlie other.

72. It may be jjroved tiiat the <hagonals bisect the angles of the penta-

gon; and the five-sided figure formed by their intersection, may be shewn
to be both equiangular and equilateral.

73. The figure ABCDfl is an irregular pentagon inscribed in a circle-,

it may be shewn that the five angles at the circumference stand upon
arcs whose sum is equal to tlie whole circumference of the circle ; Euc.

in. 20.

74. If a side CD (figure, Euc. tv. 11) of a regular pentagon be pro-

duced to K, the exterior angle ADK of the inscril)ed (luadrihiteral figure

ABCD is equal to the angle ABC, one of the intciior angles of th(! pen-

tiigon. From this a conBtruction may be made for the method of folding th«

ribbon. ^
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75. In the fifriire, Eiic. iv. lO, let DC be produced to meet the circum-

ference in F, and join VB. Then FB is the side of a regular pentagon in-

scribed in the larger ciiclc, D is the niiddle of the arc subtended by tlie

adjacent side of the j)entagon. Then the difference of FD and BD is equal

to tiie radius AB. Xi'xr, it may be «he\vn, that FI) is divided in the same
manner in (' as AB, and by Euc. ii. 4, 11, the squares on tD and DB are

^hree times the square ou AB, and the rectangle of FI) and DB is equal to

the square on AB.
76. !f one of the diagonals be drawTi, this line with three sides of the

pentagon forms a quadrilateral figure of which three consecutive sides are

equal. The problem is reduced to the inscription of a quadrilateral in a

square.

77. This may be deduced from Euc. iv. 11.

78. The angle at A the center of the circle (fig. Euc. it. 10.) is one-

tenth of four right angles, the arc BD is therefore one-tenth of the circum-

ference, and the chord BD is the side of a regular decagon inscribed in the

larger circle. Produce DC to meet the circumference in F and join BF,
then BF is the side of the inscribed pentagon, and AB is the side of the in-

scribed hexagon. Join FA. Then FCA may be proved to be an isosceles

triangle and FB is a line drawn from the vertex meeting the base produced.
If a perpendicular be drawn from F on BC, the difference of the squares on
FB, FC may be shewn to be equal to the rectangle AB, BC, (Euc. i. 47 ; ii.

5, Cor.) ; or the square on AC.
79. Divide the circle into three equal sectors, and draw tangents to the

middle points of the arcs, the problem is then reduced to the inscription of a
circle in a triangle.

80. Let the inscribed circles whose centers are A, B touch each other in

G, and the circle whose center is C, in the points D, E
;
join A, D ; A, E

;

at D, draw DF perpendicular to DA, and EF to EB, meeting in F. Let F, G
be joined, and FG be proved to touch the two circles in G whose centers

are A and B.

81. The problem is the same as to find how many equal circles may be

placed round a circle of the same radius, touching this circle and each other.

The number is six..

8'J. This is obvious from Euc. iv. 7, the side of a square circumscribing

a circle being equal to the diameter of the circle.

83. Each of the vertical angles of the triangles so formed, may be proved

to be equal to the diifereuce between the exterior and interior angle of the

heptagon.

84. Every regular polygon can be divided into equal isosceles triangles

by drawing lines from the center of the inscribed or circumscribed circle to

the angular points of the figure, and the number of triangles will be equal

to the number of sides of the polygon. If a perpendicular F(t be let fall

from F (figure, Euc. iv. 14) the center on the base CD of ¥CD, one of these

triangles, and if (iJ" be produced to II till FH be equal to F(J, and HC, HD
be joined, an isosceles triangle is formed, sucli that the angle at II is half

the angle at F. Bisect HC, HD in K, L, and join KL ; then the triangle

HKL may be placed round the vertex U, twice as many times as the triangle

CFD round the vertex F.

85. The sum of the arcs on which stand the l.st, 3rd, 5th, &c. angles,

is equal to the sum of the arcs on which stand the 2nd, 4th, 6th, &c,

angles.

SO. The proof of this property depends on the fact, that an isosceles

Mangle has a greater area than any scalene triangle of the same perimeter.
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HINTS, &c.

6. In the figuie Euc. vi. 23, let the parallelograms be supposed to be
rectangular.

Then the rectangle AC : the rectangle DG : : BC : CG, Euc. vi. 1.

and the rectangle DG : the rectangle CF : : CD : EC,
whence the rectangle AC : the rectangle CF : : BC . CD : CG . EC.

In a similar way it may be shewn that the ratio of any two parallelograms

is as the ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases and altitudes.

7. Let two sides intersect in (), through draw POQ parallel to the base
AB. Then by similar triangles, PO may be proved equal to OQ : and I'OFA,
QOEB are parallelograms : whence AE is equal to FB.

8. Apply £ue. vi. 4 ; v. 7.

0. Let ABC be a scalene triangle, having the vertical angle A, and sup-

pose ADE an equivalent isosceles triangle, of which the side AD is equal to

AE. Then Euc. vi. 15, 16, AC . AB = AD . AE, or AD". Hence AD is a
mean proportional between AC, AB. Euc. vi. 8.

10. Tlie lines drawn making equal angles with homologous sides, divide

the triangles into two corresponding pairs oi" equiangular triangles
; by Euc.

Ti. 4, the proportions are evident.

11. By constructing the figure, the angles of the two triangles may easily

be shewn to be respectively equal.

12. A circle may be described about the four-sided figure AEDC. By
Euc. I. 13; Euc. III. 21, 22. The triangles ABC, ACE may be shewn to be
equiangular.

13. Apply Euc. I. 48; ii. 5. Cor. vi. lf>.

14. This property follows as a corollary to Euc. vi. 23, for the two tri-

angles arc res]i('ctively tiie halves of the parallelograms, and are tlieieibie in

the ratio compounded oi' the ratios of tiie sides which contain the same or

equal angles : and this ratio is the same as the ratio of the rectangles by the

sides.

lb. Let ABC be the given triangle, and let the line EGF cut the base BC
in G. Join A(r. Then by Euc. vi. 1, and the preceding theorem (14,) it

may be proved that AC is to AB as GE is to (JF.

Ifi. The two means and the two extremes form an arithmetic series of

four lines whose successive differences are equal ; the dillcjence therefore

between the first and the fourth, or the extremes, is treble the difference be-

tween the first and the second.

17. This may be effected in different ways, one of which is the following.

At one extremity A of the given line AB draw AC making any acute angle

with AB and join BC ; at any point D in BC draw DEF parallel to AC cut-

ting AB in E and such that EF is equal to ED, draw FC' cutting AB in G.

Tlien AB is harmonically divideiTin E, (J.

15. In the figure Euc. vi. 13. If E be the middle point of AC; then AE
or EC is the arithmetic mean, and DI5 is the geometric mean, between AB
and BC. If DE be joined and BF be drawn peri)endicular on DE; then DF
may be proved to be the harmonic mean between AB and BC.

111. In the fig. Euc. VI. 13. DB is the geometric mean between AB and

BC, and if AC be bisected in E, AE or EC is the arithmetic mean.
The next is the same as—To find the si'gnients of the hypotenuse of

R right-angled triangle made by a perpendicular from the rijjht angle,

16»
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liaviiij^ given the difierence between half the hypotenuse and the porpeii

dicular.

20. Let the line DF drawn from D the bisection of the base of the tri-

anojlo ABC, meet AB in E, and (/A produced in F. Also let AG drawn
piualk'l to 15(" from the vertex A, meet DF in G. Then hy n)eans of the

similar triangles; Df\ FE, FG, maybe shewn to be in harmonic progres-

sion.

21. If a triangle be constructed on AB so that the vertical angle is bi-

sected by the line drawn to the point C. By Euc. vi. A, the point required

luav be determined.
"22. Let DB, DE, DCA be the tln-ee straight lines, fig. Euc. in. S? ; let

the points of contact B, E be joined by the straight line BC cutting DA in G.

Then BDE is an isosceles triangle, and D(j is a line from the vertex to a
point (} in the base. And two values of the square of BD may be found,

one from Theo. 37, p. 118 : Euc. iii. 35 ; 11. 2 ; and another from Euc. in.

36 ; II. 1. From these may be deduced, that the rectangle DC, GA, is equal

to the rectangle AD, CG. Whence the, &c.

23. Let ABCD be a square and AC its diagonal. On AC take AE
equal to the side EC or AB : join BE and at E draw EF perpendicular to

AC and meeting BC in F. Then EC, the difference between the diagonal

AC and the side AB of the square, is less than AB ; and CE, EF, FB may
be proved to be equal to one another: also CE, EF are the adjacent sides

of a square whose diagonal is FC. On FC take FG equal to CE and join

EG. Then, as in the first square, the difference CG between the diagonal
FC and the side EC or EF, is less than the side EC. Hence EC, the differ-

ence between tlie diagonal and the side of the given square, is contained
twice in the side BC with a remainder CG : and CG is the difference be-
tween the side CE and the diagonal CF of another square. By proceeding
in a similar way, C(t, the difference between the diagonal CF and the side

CE, is contained twice in the side CE with a remainder : and the same rela-

tions may be shewn to exist between the difference of the diagonal and the
side of every square of the series which is so constructed. Hence, there-

fore, as the difference of the side and diagonal of every square of the series

is contained twice in the side with a remainder, it follows that there is no
line which exactly measures the .side and the diagonal of a scjuare.

24. Let the given line AB be divided in C, D. On AD describe a semi-

circle, and on CB describe another semicircle intersecting the former in P

;

draw PE perpendicular to AB ; then E is the point required.

25. Let AB be equal to a side of the given square. On AB describe a

semicircle ; at A draw AC perpendicular to AB and equal to a fourth pro-

portional to AB and the two sides of the given rectangle. Draw CD parallel

to AB meeting the circumference in D. Join AD, BD, which are the re-

quired lines.

2(5. Let the two given lines meet when produced in A. At A draw AD
perpendicular to AB, and AE to AC, and sj^ch that AD is to AE in the given
ratii). Through D, E, draw DF, EF, respectively parallel to AB, AC and
meeting each, other in F. Join AF and produce it, and the perpendiculars

drawn from any point of this line on the two given lines will always be in

the given ratio.

27. The angles made by the four lines at the point of their divergence,

remain constant. See Note on Euc. vi. A, p. 295.

28. Let AB be the given line from which it is lequired to cut off a part

BC such that BC shall be a mean proportional between the remainder AC
and another given line. Produce AB to D, making BD equal to the other
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given line. On AD describe a semicircle, at B draw BE perpendicular to

AD. Bisect BD in and with center and radius OB describe a semi-

circle, join OE cutting the semicircle on BD in F, at F draw FC perpendicular

to OE and meeting AB in C. C is the point of division, such that BC is a

mean proportional between AC and BD.
29. Find two squares in the given ratio, and if BF be the given line

(figure, Euc. vi. 4), draw BE at right angles to BF, and take BC, CE
respectively equal to the sides of the squares which arc in the given ratio.

Join EF, and draw CA parallel to EF : then BF is divided in A as re-

quired.

30. Produce one side of the triangle through the vertex and make the

part produced equal to the other side. Bisect this line, and with the vertex

of the triangle as center and radius equal to half the sum of the sides, de-

scribe a circle cutting the base of the triangle.

.31. If a circle be described about the given triangle, and another circle

upon the radius drawn from the vertex of the triangle to the center of the

circle, as a diameter, this circle will cut the base in two points, and give two
solutions of the problem. Give the Analysis.

32. This problem is analogous to the preceding.

33. Apply Euc. vi. 8, Cor. 17.

34. Describe a circle about the triangle, and draw the diameter through

the vertex A, draw a line touching the circle at A, and meeting the base BC
produced in D. Then AD shall be a mean proportional between DC and DB.
Euc. III. 3(5.

3.5. In BC produced take CE a third proportional to BC and AC ; on CE
describe a circle, the center being ; draw the tanjent EF at E equal to

AC ; draw FO cutting the circle in T and T' ; and histly draw tangents at

T, T' meeting BC in P and P'. These points fulfil the conditions of the

problem.

By combining the projjortion in the construction with that from the sim-

ilar triangles ABC, DBF, and Euc. iii. 3G, 37 : it may be proved that

CA . PD = CP^ The demonstration is similar for P'D'.

30. This property may be im?neiliatcly deduced from Euc. vi. 8, Cor.

37. Let ABC bo the triangle, right-angled at C, and let AE on AB be

equal to AC, also let the line bisecting the angle A, meet BC in D. Join DE.
Then the triangles ACD, AED are equal, and the triangles ACB, DEB equi-

angular.

38. The segments cut off from the sides are to be measured from the

right angle, and by similar triangles are proved to be equal ; also by similar

triangles, either of them is proved to be a mean proportional between the

remaining segments of the two sides.

39. First^i'tn-e AC'^ : AD" : : BC : 2 . BD ; then 2 . AC' : AD'' : : BC : BD,
whence 2 . AC' - AD'' : AD'^ : : BC - BD : BD,

and since 2 . AC- - AD'^ - 2 . AC - (AC= + DC=) = AC' - CD',

the property is inunediately deduced.

40. The construction is suggested by Euc. i. 47, and Euc. vi. 31.

41. See Note Euc vi. A^ p. 295*. The ba.ses of the triangles CBD,
ACD, AB(.', CDE mav be shewn to be respectively equal to DB, 2 . BD,
3 . BD, 4 . BD.

42. (1) Let .\I)C be the tiiangle which is to he bisected by a line drawn
pnr;illel to the base BC. Describe a semicircle on AB, from the center I)

(lr!iw i/E pcrpendic.dai- to AB meeting the circumference in F, join E.\, and
with center A and ladius AH (Icscribe a circle cutting Al! in !". 'he liii«

drawn from F parallel to BC, bisects the triangle. The proof depends on
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Euc. VI. 19 ; 20, Cor. 2. (2) Let ABC be the triangle, BC being the hnsft.

Draw AD at right angles to BA meeting the base produced in D. Bisect liC

in E, and on EI) desci-ihe a semicircle, from B draw BB to touch the semi-
circle in P. From BA cut ofl'BF v.t\\in\ to BP, and ironi F draw FG perpen-
dicular to B(;. The line F(i bisects the ti-iangle. Then it mav be proved
that BFG : BAD : : BE : Bl), and that BAD : BAC : : BD : BC ; whence it

follows that BF(; : BAC : : BE : BC or as 1 : 2.

43. Let ABC be the given triangle which is to be divided into two parts

liaving a given ratio, by a line parallel to BC. Describe a semicircle on AB
and divide AB in D in the given ratio ; at D draw DE perpendicular to AB
and meeting the; circumference in E ; with center A and radius AE describe

a circle cutting AB in F : the line drawn through F parallel to BC is the line

required. In the same manner a triangle may be divided into three or more
parts having any given ratio to one another by lines drawn parallel to one of

the sides of the triangle.

44. Let these points be taken, one on each side, and straight lines be
drawn to them ; it may then be proved that the.se points severally bisect the

sides of the triangle.

45. Let ABC be any triangle and Dbe the given point in BC, from which
lines are to be drawn v/hicli shall di\ ide the triangle into -any numljer (suo-

po.se five) equal parts. Divide BC into five equal parts in E, V, (i, H, and
draw AE, AF, AC, All, AD, and through E, F, G, II draw EL, FM. GN, HO
parallel to AD, and join DL, DM, DN, DO ; these lines divide the triangle

into live equal parts.

By a similar process, a triangle may be divided into any number of parts

•which have a given ratio to one another.

4G. Let ABC be the larger, abc the smaller triangle, it is required to

draw a line DE parallel to AC cutting off the triangle DBE equal to the

triangle abc. On BC take BG equal to he, and on B(j describe the tiiaiigle

BGII equal to the triangle abc. Draw IIK parallel to BC, join KG ; then tlie

triangle BGK is equal to the triangle abr. On BA, BC take BD to BE in the

ratio of BA to BC, and such that the rectangle contained by BD, EE shall be

equal to the rectangle contained by CK, BG. Join DE, then DE «s parallel

to AC, and the triangle BDE is equal to abc.

47. Let ABCD be any rectangle, contained bv AB, BC,
Then AB" : AB . BC : : AB : BC,
and AB . BC : BC= : : AB : BC,

whence AB- : AB . BC : : AB . BC : BC\
or the rectangle contained by two adjacent sides of a rectangle, is a mean
proportional between their squares.

48. In a straight line at any point A, make Ac equal to Ad in the

given ratio. At A draw AB perpendicular to cAd, and equal to a side

of the given square. On cd describe a semicircle cutting AB in b ; and
join be, bd ; from B draw BC parallel to be, and BD parallel to bd ; then

AC, AD are the adjacent sides of the rectangle. For, CA is to AD
as fA to AJ, Euc. ri. 2 ; and CA . AD = AB-, CBD being a right angled

triangle.

49. From one of the given points two straight lines are to be drawn per-

pendicular, one to each of any two adjacent sides of the parallelogram ; and
from the other point, two lines perpendicular in the same manner to each of

the two remaining sides. When these four lines are drawn to intersect one

another, the figure so formed may be shewn to be equiangular to the given

parallelogram.
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50. It is manifest that this is the general case of Prop. 4, p. 19S.

If the rectangle to be cut oft" be two-thirds of the given rectangle ABCD..

Produce BC to E so that BE may be equal to a side of that scjuure which

Is equal to the rectangle required to be cut olf; in this case, equal to two-

thirds of the rectangle ABCD. Ou AB take AF ecjual to AD or BC ; bisect

FB in (i, and with center G and radius GE, describe a semicircle meeting

AB, and AB produced, in II and K. On CI! take CL equal to AH and draw

liAI, Lii parallel to the sides, and IIBLM is two-thirds of the rectangle

ABCD.
51. Let ABCD be the parallelogram, and CD be cut in P and BC pro-

duced in Q. By means of the similar triangles formed, the property may be

proved.

52. The intersection of the diagonals is the common vertex of two tri-

angles which have the parallel sides of the trapezium for their bases.

53. Let AB lie the given straight line, and C the center of the giveu

circle ; through C draw the diameter DCE perjjendicular to AB. Place in

the circle a line FG which has to AB the given ratio ; bisect FG in H,

join CH, and on the diameter DCE, take CK, CL each equal to CH

;

either of the lines drawn through K, L, and parallel to AB is the line re-

quired.

54. Let C be the center of the circle, CA, CB two radii at right angles

to each other ; and let DEFG be the line required which is trisected in the

points E, F. Draw CG perpendicular to DH and produce it to meet the

circumference in K ; draw a tangent to the circle at K ; draw CG, and pro-

duce CB, CG to meet the tangent in L, M, then MK may be shewn to be

treble of LK.
55. The triangles ACD, BCE are similar, and CF' is a mean proportional

between AC and <'!!.

50. Let any tangent to the circle at E be terminated by AD, BC tangents

at the extiemiiy of the diameter AB. Take the center of the circle and

join OC, ()D, OE ; then ODC is a right-angled triangle and OE is the perpen-

dicular from the right angle upon the hypotenuse.

57. This problem only dilfers from problem 5'.!, infra, in having the giveu

point without the given circle.

58. Let A be the given point in the circimi fere nee of the circle, C its

center. Draw the diameter A(U, and pioiluce AB to D, taking A 1! to BD
in the given ratio : from D diaw a line to touch the circle in E, wliicli is tlic

point required. From A draw AF perpendicular to DE, and cutting the

circle in (J.

59. Let A be the given point within the circle whose center is C, and

let B.\D be the lino required, so that B.\ is to AD in the given ratio. Joiu

AC and i)rodnce it to meet the circumference in E, F. Then EF is a diam-

eter. Draw BG, DII perpendicular on EF : theu the triangles B(iA, DllA
are equiangular. Hence the construction.

Go. Through E one extremity of the chord EF, let a line be drawn jiaralkl

to one diameter, and intersecting the other. Then the three angles of the

two triangles may l)e shewn to be respectively equal to one another.

61. Let AM l)e that diameter of the given circle which when pioduced

is perpendicular to tiie given line CD, and let it meet that line in C ; and
let P be the given point: it is required to fuul D in CD, so that Dli"

may bo equal to the tangent DF. Make BC ; C(j : : CQ : CA, and join

PQ ; bisect Vil in E, and (haw ED pi'i pcndicular to I't^ meeting CD in

D; then D is the point required. Let () l)e the center i)f the cinle, draw
the tanfjcnt DF ; and joiu OF, OD, yD, PD. The tjD may b« siiewy
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to he equal to DF and to DP. When P coincides with Q, nvy point D in CD
fiilHld the conditions of liio problem ; that is, there are innumerable solu-

tions.

02. It may be proved that the vertices of the two trian<,'les which are

similar in the same segment of a circle, are in the extremities of a chord
parallel to the chord of the j^iven segment.

G:J. For let the circle be descril)ed about the triangle FAC, then by the

convei'se to Euc. in. 3"i ; the truth of the proposition is manifest.

()4. Let the figure be con.structed, and the similarity of the two triangles

will be at once obvious fiom Euc. in. Sli ; Euc. i. 29.

Co. In the arc AB (tig. Euc. iv. 2) let any point K be taken, and
from K let KL, KM, KN be drawn peipendicular to AB, AC, BC respec-

tively, produced if neces.sary, also let LM, LN be joined, then MLX may lie

shewn to be a straight line. Draw AK, BK, CK, and bv Euc. in. 31, 22,

21 : Euc. I. 14.

06. Let AB a chord in a circle be bisected in C, and DE, FG two chords
drawn through C ; also let their extremities D(!, FE be joined intersecting

CB in H, and AC in K ; then AK i.-^ equal to HB. Thiough H dr.iw MIIL
parallel to P]F meeting F(i in M, and DE produced in L. Then by means of

the equiangular triangles, IIC may be proved to be equal to CK, and hence
AK is equal to HB.

67. Let A, B be the two given points, and let P be a point in the locus

so that PA, PB being joined, PA is to PB in the given ratio. Join AB and
divide it in C in the given ratio, and join PC. Then PC bisects the angle

APB. Euc. VI. 3. Again, in AB produced, take AD to AB in the given
ratio, join PD and produce AP to E, then PD bi:^eets the angle BPE. Euc.

VI. A. Whence CPD is a right angle, and the point P lies in the ciicuinfer-

ence of a circle whose diameter is CD.
68. Let ABC be a triangle, and let the line AD bisecting the vertical

angle A be divided in E, so "that BC : BA + AC : : AE : ED." By Euc. vi.

3, may bo deduced BC : BA + AC : : AC : AD. Whence may be pi oved that

CE bisects the angle ACD, and by Euc. n'. 4, that E is the center of the in-

scribed circle.

69. By means of Euc. iv. 4, and Euc. vi. C. this theorem may be shewn
to be true.

70. Divide the given base BC in D, so that BD may be to DC in the ratio

of the sides. At B, D diav.- BB', DD' perpendicular to BC and equal to ED,
DC respectively. Join BD' and produce it to meet BC produced in 0.

With center O and radius OD, describe a circle. From A any point in the

circunjference join AB, AC, AC). Prove that AB is to AC as BD to DC.

Or thus. If AB(,' l)e one of the triangles. Divide the base BC in D so tliat

BA is to AC as BD to DC. Produce BC and lake DO to OC as BA to AC

:

then is the center of the circle.

71. Let AB(' be any triangle, and from A, B let the perpendiculars AD,
BE on the opposite sides intersect in P : and let AF, BG drawn to F, (i the

bisections ol' the opposite sides, intersect in Q. Also let FR, (jR be drawn
perpendicular to BC, AC, and meet in R : then R is the center of the circum-

scribed circle. Join PQ, QR ; these are in the same line.

Join FG, and by the equiangular triangles, GRF, APB, AP is

proved double of FR. And AQ is double of QF, and the alternate

angles PAt^, (JFR are equal. Hence the triangles APQ, RFQ aie equi-

angular.

72. Let C, C be the centers of the two circles, and let CC the line

joining the centers intersect tlie common tangent PP' in T. Let the
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line joining the centers cut the circles in Q, Q', and let PQ, P'Q' be joined
;

then PQ is parallel to P Q'. Join CP, C'P', and then the angle QPT may
be proved to be equal lo the alternate angle Q'P'T.

73. Let ABC be the triangle, and BC its base ; let the circles AFB, AFC
be described intersecting the base in the point F, and their diameters AD,
AE, be drawn ; then DA : AE : : BA : AC. For join DB, DF, EF, EC, the

triangles DAB, EAC may bo proved to be similar.

74. If tlie extremities of tlie diameters of the two circles be joined by two

straight lines, these lines may be proved to intersect at the point of contact

of tlie two circles ; and the two right-angled triangles thus formed may bo

shewn to be similar by Euc. in. 34.

75. This follows directly from the similar triangles.

76. Let the figure be constructed as in Theorem 4, p. 150, the tri-

angle EAD being right-angled at A, and let the circle inscribed in the

triangle ADE touch AD, AE, DE in the points K, L, M respectively.

Then AK is equal to AL, each being ecjual to the radius of the inscribed

circle. Also AB is equal to GC, and AB is half the perimeter of the tri-

angle xVED.

Also if GA be joined, the triangle ADE is obviously equal to the

difference of AGDE and the triangle GDE, and this difference may ba
proved equal to the rectangle contained by the radii of the other two
circles.

77. From the centers of the two circles let straight lines be drawn

to the extremities of the sides which are opposite to the right angles

in each triangle, and to the points where the circles touch these sides.

Euc. VI. 4.

78. Let A, B be the two given points, and C a point in the circumference

of the given circle. Let a circle be described tluough the points A, B, C
and cutting the circle in another point D. Join CD, AB, and produce thom
to meet in E. Let EF be diawn touching the given circle in F; the circle

described through the jjoints A, B, F, will be the circle required. Joining

AD and CB, by Euc. in. 21, the triangles CEB, AED are equiangular, and
by Euc. VI. 4, 10, in. 36, 37, the given circle and the required circle each

touch the line EF in the samo point, and thcrefoie touch one another. When
does this solution fail ?

Various cases will arise according to the relative position of the two
points and the circle.

79. Let A be the given point, BC the given straight line, and D the

center of the given ciirle. Tluougli D draw CI) peipondicnlar to BC,
meeting the circumference in E, I''. Join AF, and take F(i to the

diameter FE, as FC is to FA. The circle descril^ed passing through the

two points A, (j and touching the line BC in B is the circle required.

Let II be the center of this circle
;

join HB, and BF cutting the

circinnference of the given circle in K, and join EK. Then the tri-

angles FBC, FKE being o(|uiangular, by Euc. vi. 4, ICi, and the con-

Ktiuction, K is jiroved to lie a point in the circumference of the circle

pas.siMg through the points A, (!, B. And if DK, KII be joined, ])KII

may be proved to be a straight line: — the straight line which joins the

centers of the two circles, and passes through a common point in their

circumferences.

80. Let A be the given point, B, C the centers of the two given
circles. Let a line drawn through B, C meet the cireuinferences of

the circles in G, F; E, D, resitcctively. In (JD produced, take Iho

point H, so that BU is to CII as the radius of the circle whose ccntcx
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is B to the radius of the circle wliosc center is C. Join AIT, and take
KII to 1)1] astill to AH. Throufrh A, K describe a circle ALK touching
the circle whose center is B, in L. Then II may he proved to i)e a point
in the circumference of the circle whose center is C. For by joining II

L

and producing it to meet the circumference of tiie circle whose center is B
in N ; and joining BN, BL, and drawing CO parallel to BL, and ('M paiallel

to BN, the lino IIX is proved to cut the ciicumfeience of the circle whose
center is B in M, O ; and CO, CM are radii. By joining (iL, DM, M may be
proved to be a point in the circumference of the circle ALK. And by pro-
ducing BL, CM to meet in P, B is proved to be the center of ALK, aiid BP
joining the centers of the two circles passes through L the point of contact.

Hence also is shewn that PM(' passes through M, the point where the circles

whose centers are P and C touch each other.

Note. If the given point be in the circumference of one of the circles,

the construction may be more simply effected thus :

Let A be in tlie circumference of the circle whose center is B. Join BA,
and in AB produced, if necessary, take AD equal to the radius of the circle

whose center is C
;
join DC, and at C make the angle DCE equal to the angle

CDE, the point E determined by the intersection of DA produced and CE, is

the center of the circle.

81. Let AB, AC be the given lines and P the given point. Then if be
the center of the required circle touching AB, AC, in Pi, S, the line AO will

bisect the given angle BAG. Let the tangent from P m.eet the circle in Q,
and draw OQ, OS, OP, AP. Then there are given AP and the angle OAP.
Also since OQP is a right angle, we have OP' — QO' = 0P= — OS' = PQ' a
given magnitude. Moreover the right-angled triangle AOS is given in

species, or OS to OA is a given ratio. Whence in the triangle AOP tlierc is

given, the angle AOP, the side AP, and the excess of OP" above the square

of a line having a given ratio to OA, to determine OA. Whence the con-

struction is obvious.

82. Let the two given lines AB, BD meet in B, and let C bo the cen-

ter of the given circle, and let tlie required circle touch the line AB, and
have its center in BD. Draw CFE perpendicular to HB intersecting the

circumference of the given circle in F, and produce CE, making EF
equal to the radius CF. Through G draw CK parallel to AB, and
meeting DB in K. Join CK, and through B, draw BL parallel to KC,
meeting the circumference of the circle whose center is C in L

;
join

CL and produce CL to meet BD in 0. Then is the center of the

circle required. Draw OM perpendicular to AB, and produce EC to

meet BD in N. Then bv the similar triangles, OL may be proved equal

to OM.
83. (1) In every right-angled triangle when its three sides are in Arith-

metical progression, they may be shcAvn to be as the numbers 5, 4, 3. On
the given line AC describe a triangle h.aving its sides AC, AD, DC in this

proportion, bisect the angles at A, C by AE, CE meeting in E, and thiough

E draw EF, EG parallel to AD, DC meeting in F and G.

(2) Let AC be the sum of the sides of the triangle, lig. Euc. Ti. 13. Upon
AC describe a triangle AD(' whose sides shall be in continued proportion.

Bisect the angles at A and C by two lines meeting in E. From E draw EF,

EG parallel to DA, DC respectively.

84. Describe a circle with any radius, and draw within it the straiglit

line MN cutting oft" a segment containing an angle equal to the given

angle, Euc. iir. 34. Divide JIN in the given ratio in P, and at P draw
Pa perpendicular to MN and meeting the circumference in A. Join
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AM, AN, and on AP or AP produced, take AD equal to the given perpen-

dicular, and through D draw BC parallel to MN meeting AM, AX, or these

lines produced. Then ABC shall be the triangle recjuired.

85. Let PAQ be the given angle, bisect the angle A by AB, in AB find

D the center of the inscribed circle, and diaw DC perpendicular to AP. Ii)

DB take DE such that the rectangle DE, DC is equal tu the given rectangle.

Describe a circle on DE as diameter meeting AP in F, G ; and AQ in F', G'.

Join FG', and AFG' will be the triangle. Draw DH perpendicular to FG'
and join G'D'. Bv Euc. vi. C, the rectangle FD, DG' is equal to the rec-

^tangle ED, DK or CD, DE.
86. On any base BC describe a segment of a circle BAG containing an

angle equal to the given angle. From D the middle point of BC draw DA
to make the given angle ADC with the base. Produce AD to E so that AE
is equal to the given bisecting line, and through E draw FG parallel to BC.
Join AB, AC and produce them to meet FG in F and G.

87. Employ Theorem 70, p. 310, and the construction becomes
obvious.

88. Let AB be the given base, ACB the segment containing the vertical

angle ; draw the diameter AB of the circle, and divide it in E, in the given

ratio ; on AE as a diameter, desciibe a circle AP'E ; and with center B and
a radius equal to the given line, d ^scribe a circle cutting AFE in F. Then
AF being drawn and produced to meet the circumscribing circle in C, and
CB being joined, ABC is the triangle required. For AF is to FC in the

given ratio.

89. The line CD is not necessarily parallel to AB. Divide the base AB
in C, so that AC is to CB in the ratio of the sides of the triangle.

Then if a point E in CD can be determined such that when AE, CE, EB,
are joined, the angle AEB is bisected by CE, the problem is solved.

90. Let ABC be any triangle having the base BC. On the same base

describe an isosceles triangle DBC equal to the given triangle. Bisect BC
in E, and join DE, also upon BC describe an equilateral triangle. On
FD, FB, take EG to EH as EF to FB ; also take EK equal to EH and
join GH, GK ; then GIIK is an equilateral triangle equal to the tri-

angle ABC.
91. Let ABC be the required triangle, BC the hypotenuse, and FIIKG

the inscribed sfjuare : the side IIK being on BC. Then BC may be proved
to be divided in H and K, so that HK is a mean proportional between BII
and KC.

92. Let ABC be the given ti'iangle. On BC take BD equal to one of the

given lines, through A draw AE ])arallcl to BC. From H diaw HE to ineet

AE in E, and such that BE is a fourth proportional to BC, BI), and the other

given line. Join E(', produce BE to F, making BF equal to the other given

line, and join FD : then FBD is the triangle required.

! 93. By means of Euc. vi. C, the ratio of the diagonals AC to BD
may be found to be as AB . AD -|- BC . CD to AB . BE '+ AD . DC, figure,

Euc. VI. D.

94. This property follows directly from Euc. vi. C.

95. liCt ABC be any triangle, and DEF the given triangle to which tho

inscribed triangle is re(|uired to l)e similar. Diaw any line di' tt rminated by

AB, AC, and on dc towards A(-' (iescribc the tiianglo drf similar to DEF,
join Bf, and produce it to meet AC in F'. Through F' draw K I)' parallel

to /'/, F'E' jjarallel to /c, and join D'E', then the viiangle D'EF' is similar

to 1)EF.

96. The sciuare inscribed in a ri^ht-aiiglcnl triangle wliicli has one of
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its sides coinciding with the hypotenuse, may be shewn to be les3

than that v.iiicn has two of its sides coinciding with the base and peiptn-
dicular.

i)7. Let BCDE be the square on the side BC of the isosceles triangle

ABC. Tlien by Eiic. vi. 2, F(i is pioved parallel to KD or BC.
98. Let AB be the base of the segment ABD, fig. Euc. in. SO. Bisect

AB in C, take any ])o;nt E in AC and nialvc CE e(iual to CE : upon EE de-

sciibe a scjuare EE(jH : from C draw CG and produce it to meet the arc of
the segment in K.

99. Take two points on the radii equidistant from the center, and on the
line joining these points, describe a square ; the lines drawn from the ceuter
through the opposite angles of the square to meet the circular arc, will de-

termine two points of the square inscribed in the sector.

100. Let ABCDE be the given pentagon. On AB, AE take equal dis-

tances AF, AG, join EG, and on EG describe a square EGKH. Join All
and produce it to meet a side of the pentagon in L. Draw LM paialkl to

Fil meeting AE in M. Then LM is a side of the inscribed square.

101. Let ABC be the given triangle. Draw AD making with the base
BC an angle equal to one of the given angles of the parallelogram. Draw
AE parallel to BC and take AD to AE in the given ratio of the sides. Join

BE cutting AC in F.

102. The locus of the intersections of the diagonals of all the rectangles

inscribed in a scalene triangle, is a straight line drawn from the bisection of

the base to the bisection of the shorter side of the triangle.

10.3. This parallelogram may be proved to be a square.

104. Analysis. LetABCDbe the given rectangle, and EFGH that to

be constructed. Tlien the diagonals of EFGH are equal aud bisect each

other in P the center of the given rectangle. About EPF describe a circle

meeting BD in K, and join KE, KF. Then since the rectangle EFGH is

given in species, the angle EPF formed by its diagonals is given : and hence
also the opposite angle EKE of the inscribed quadrilateral PEKE is given.

Also since KP bisects that angle, the angle PKE is given, and its supple-

ment BKE is given. And in the same way KF is parallel to another given

line ; and hence EF is parallel to a third given line. Again, the angle EPF
of the isosceles triangle EPF is given ; and hence the quadrilateral EPFK
is given in species.

105. In the figure Euc. iii. 30; from C draw CE, CF making with CD,
the angles DCE, DCF each equal to the angle CDA or ("DB, and meeting the

arc ADB in E and F. Join EF, the segment of the circle described upon
EF and which passes through C, will be similar to ADB.

lu(). The s(|uare inscribed in the circle may be shewn to be equal to

twice the sfjuare on the radius ; and five times the square inscribed in the

semicircle to four times the square on the radius.

107. The three triangles formed by three sides of the square with seg-

ments of the sides of the given triangle, may be proved to be similar.

Whence by Euc. vi. 4, the truth of the property.

108. By constructing tJie figure, it may be shewn that twice the square

inscribed in the quadrant is equal to the S(|uare on the radius, and tliat five

times the sfpiare inscrflied in the semicircle is equal to four times the square

on the radius. Whence it follows that, kc.

lt)9. By Euc. I. 47, aud Euc. vi. 4, it may be shewn, that four times the

Bquare on the i-adius is ecjual to fifteen times the square of one on the equal

sides of the triangle.

111). Constructing the figure, the right-angled triangles SCT, ACB
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may be proved to have a certain ratio, and the triangles ACB, CPM in the

same way, may be proved to have the same ratio.

111. Let hX, AC be the bounding radii, and D a point in the arc of a
quadrant. Bisect BAG by AE, and draw through D, the line HDGP perpen-
dicular to AE at G, and meeting AB, AC, produced in H, P. From II draw
IIM to touch the circle of which BC is a quadrantal arc; produce All,

making IlL equal to HM, also on HA, take HK equal to HM. Then K, L,

are the points of contact of two circles through D which touch the bounding
radii, AB, AC.

Join DA. Then, since BAC is a right angle, AK is equal to the radius

of the circle which touches BA, BC in K, K' ; and similaily, AL is the radius

of the circle which touches them in L, L'. Also, HAP being an isosceles

triangle, and AD drawn to the base, AD'"" is shewn to be equal to AK . KL.
Euc. III. 36 ; 11. 5, Cor.

112. Let E, F, G be the centers of the circles inscribed in the triangles

ABC, ADB, ACD. Draw EH, FK, GL perpendiculars on BC, BA, AC
respectively, and join CE, EB ; BF, FA ; CG, GA. Then the relation be-

tween R, r, }•', or EH, FK, GL may be found from the similar triangles, and
the property of right-angled triangles.

113. The two hexagons consist each of six equilateral triangles, and the

ratio of the hexagons is the same as the ratio of their equilateral triangles.

114. The area^of the inscribed equilateral tiiangle may be proved to be

equal to half of the inscribed hexagon, and the circumscribed triangle equal

to four times the inscribed triangle.

115. The pentagons are similar figures, and can be divided into the same
number of similar triangles. Euc. vi. 19.

1 16. Let the sides AB, BC, CA of the equilateral triangle ABC touch the

circle in the points D, E, F, respectively. Draw AE cutting tlic circumfer-

ence in G : and take the center of the circle and draw CD : draw also

HGK touching the circle in G. The property may then be shewn by the

similar triangles AHG, AOD.
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